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Dedication :

for my symphony star honestly still [tbd]
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Cleopatra’s Hillside Retreat 

You don’t know if escape is as easy as it sounds in theory. Obviously you’ve tried. And even in New York you 
wouldn’t be free from the same people. You need more distance but ugh the money thing. It has the whole family all 
netted up. It’s one of those things that you can’t escape. And you think you can, until you’re stripped bare, 
financially, and bare, emotionally, and bare, in other ways, and you’re shaking and crying and can hardly eat or 
speak. You say you’ve been overeating but, not really. You’re doing fine. You won’t try to explain why being thin is 
something pretty much all girls want so badly, and you may never get over that dream, but you’re fine being a mid-
twenties healthy fledgling no-longer-dork but probably near-beauty. 

You’ve said already, that you and Guy should find a place to escape. 

One day the cops are out looking for you because you’ve run away without telling anyone (again ugh) and everyone
—I mean like everyone—thinks “she’s killed herself,” and they aren’t happy about it like you imagine on bad days; 
it’s sad for them and scary. And though you wield it over Guy like it’s gonna hurt him—a suicide—he’s always 
thinking the same way, pretty much. You’re not sure it occurred to you until this morning. That he could easily kill 
himself and it would be a much bigger deal than if you died so, he would win essentially. Like you, he’s tried 
everything to escape. And the only way to escape his current (what he thinks are never-ending) pains and hardcore 
problems, very very literally, is to die. That’s what suicide is, for both of you, actually. Not a revenge dream, but an 
escape need. 

You and Guy haven’t actually tracked the other down. As far as you know, you and Guy haven’t even found 
eachother (well you’ve found Him, you think, but how can you be sure your brain ain’t playing silly rabbit cereal). 
You and Guy have caught their one pressed against the walls of the other world, listening. But you haven’t pressed 
bodies. If Guy were a girl, you would hate him honestly. Lucky for him, you’ve somehow come out even in this life. 
You’re the man who is just like me. And maybe you’re his Girl, gonnabe his Woman, you don’t know yet but a girl 
can dream. You’re a girl who’s not been reared to trust and love anybody. Not even yourself. He’s a boy who’s not 
been reared feel or provide safety. Not even with himself alone. You’ve both been reared improperly. Let’s just be 
real. You each need some re-rearing—from the other, ideally. You sort of associate his feelings today with a black 
Labrador puppy and you like it when he presses his head against your chest and you hear it thumping. Your heart or 
maybe the thumping is just his tail on something solid. His black furry head is so heavy on your chest that you think 
he might be playing dead or just so tired he might never come back from this upcoming dream. You like to think of 
petting his really soft ear with your thumb till he falls asleep. You know it’s been hard for Guy to have peace. 

One day, when the cops are out looking, no one knows where you might be. But Guy knows, because by then you’ve 
found a place. He goes to the place which is an innocuous but sophisticated home in a woodsy region, not too warm 
or cold, but snowy some seasons and others mild and sunny. Well, you’re not in the house but he still knows you’re 
not gone and you might even be waiting for him. It’s something he can feel, maybe, though he can never be certain 
whether he’s crazy. At least he doesn’t get mad at you all the time, for his own possible insanity. That makes him 
different from yourself and most other guys. (Though you could be wrong, maybe he does get mad [at you] and is 
better at hiding his raging pains.) Guy goes out the back door to the woods behind the house and walks for a while 
and finds one of the reasons you picked this place: a grassy clearing that you keep neat where the stars show on clear 
nights and a tan tan tent has been set-up to sort of resemble a tipi. Guy takes the lead.
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You say “[nickname tbd]?” And she doesn’t say anything but you hear her rustling around inside the nylon tipi. You 
go in and she was probably just sleeping but there she is sure enough. And she’s happy to see you even though it’s 
awkward as these long-time-no-see moments often tend to be, especially when she doesn’t say anything. You don’t 
say much either but after an appropriate amount of silence, followed by small talk and some updates (you do most of 
the talking), she admits that she wants you to take your clothes off and sort of stand there all the way naked, and not 
even move while she takes her clothes off too. She wants to be touched by your body’s movement. She’s not talking 
about a striptease; only taking off clothes slowly and letting your still bare body do the rest of the dancing. And you 
are probably okay with this request of hers. And your body like hers is not super fancy fit currently. Mid-twenties 
young and natural honestly. She’s not insecure about her boobs and ass like she used to be. She doesn’t know how 
you see her but she feels safe currently so that’s great. You’re also unashamed because, even if you looked bad, 
hypothetically (and usually, when you think you look bad, it’s contained among her most beloved visual memories; 
it’s almost like guaranteed) she sees someone entirely different from who you see. It’s not quite literal—she sees you 
standing there—but basically that’s how it’s always gonna be, since her own imagination, evidently, is more 
powerful than she can explain to anybody not even you.

You’re kind of self-conscious about how big your dick is honest to g. Like it’s gonna show up in the front of your 
pants if you tuck your shirt in, if an accident were to happen in public (!!) when you don’t want everyone seeing or 
even thinking about your junk necessarily. Especially since, you know they’ll be thinking. Not trying to be funny or 
generous, it’s the real you. It’s something that keeps coming up when she thinks about you distantly. And it’s 
probably not something to be ashamed of my little pony. Sometimes your D gets bigger than you even expect—
honestly when you surrender like this and don’t try to get an erection it like, gets bigger than if you were pressured 
to perform or something. Reverse psychology. After she takes her clothes off and is really glad you’re there and 
naked and so beautiful and like the perfect object of her specific desires—even though she’s not one to say these 
vulnerable things out loud, but to think them and know and write them down now, when it’s possibly allowed—you 
get closer standing up and maybe press lower bodies and it feels like the first time, as if your virgins (as if!) but you 
are basically, at least to the other person. As if you don’t even know what it means to cry and you’re not expecting it 
and feel almost like you have to pee and are surprised when you get off finally. And when you’re done and sleeping 
like a pair of dead puppies, it occurs to you as a reader that this right here is the escape place. The whole scene with 
the home and the clearing and the tipi. It’s only for you two, in the trust you’re exchanging without trying. And you 
know it’s there and so does she. And no one else can go there because, it’s a feeling.

…

“I think, you have, bipolar disorder. You get really, really down and then have manic episodes. And you like how it 
feels to be manic—but they’re wreaking havoc in your life. These episodes. You’ve gotta get your bipolar under 
control. I’m sorry it’s taken you so long to figure out.”

“Oh,” said Clyde to his girlfriend. “Damn.”

…
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Rose’s sister Cleo had an idea for a new painting, about the direction America was heading, thanks to the media. 
Social hierarchy. Self-comparison. Alla those things. It was shaped like an upside-down pyramid. A triangle. And 
she plastered the whole damn thing with emojis. A hierarchy, of emotions. On the top (of course) were the smileys. 
All the happy faces. The laughing-and-crying emoji. The effect of the plain happy faces was rather sinister, 
compared to the bottom of the heap. At the bottom of the overturned pyramid, were the emotions that were 
conisdered, well, worthless. But Cleo didn’t use plain emojis, to convey these hard feelings. She took the liberty to 
paint faces with wrinkles and shadows and bags under their eyes. They looked vaguely like emojis, but more 
humanized. Round moony faces. Like, noticeably round faces. But very true-to-life!! Midway between the top and 
the bottom was anger. Anger and strife. Using symbols that might be used to censor profanity (!@#$!@#$@#!), she 
carved out the words LIES LIES LIES. And poured in guns and knives and scared/crying emojis that were any color 
besides yellow/white. The whole piece looked like a food pyramid, except for all things sweet and simple were 
privileged over pain and hard times. 

…

Lola Mo had fallen in love many times but she didn’t wanna be a cheetah. Or a cat. She wanted to be, a lion. So the 
way she planned her future without alienating her lion king was to sort of map out different characters and give 
herself to that character, for a time. Lola Morgan didn’t understand attraction until she actually hit puberty at like 
age 25 (note: she wasn’t 25 yet) and let herself be attracted to, not afraid of, hormonal men.

If Guy weren’t an artist he would be bearded and wear Levis. But Guy somehow found himself leading a fairly 
glamorous life, so he learned, and tried. He could wear a black vest and pants like no other and liked the color purple 
and, sometimes, bowties. He didn’t shave his dick hair, though he liked it when Lola Morgan made an effort to look 
nice. Naked, and otherwise. Guy got her wearing the best dresses and white gowns and actually looking alright. She 
never expected this, because of what she called her “permanent body-type.” Lola told herself today, as she wrote 
braless in a sweatshirt and size 6 denim skirt and those blue platform heels she really likes, that if she ended up 
looking well enough to take her clothes off in public or onscreen, and to feel like her body looked fine, it would be 
her good god’s surprise. But in her dreams with Guy she became someone she didn’t even know yet, from where/
when she currently writes. With Guy she became not Lola Morgan, but Lola Elizabeth. Though real-life Lola 
Morgan in her current incarnation would be telling lies if she didn’t admit, she wasn’t yet sold on her good Guy, that 
is, someone she could rely on to love her in really, really dark times.

…
 
On the night you’ll always sort of think of as your “wedding night,” she comes out of the bathroom in a silk slip, 
looking better than she probably realizes and better than you expected from the girl she used to be, and you’ve been 
waiting in your hotel room by then for a while. So you’re ready and raging. She feels up the leg of your pants and 
finds the front all pressed tight. She puts her hand down and grabs it and doesn’t seem surprised by your size. She 
rubs it warm and nice. It’s like she has a sense of how you feel down there tonight. It’s like she knows you in her 
mind. But she doesn’t know, how you’re feeling. She would give anything to know. Actually though. Can you write 
it down for her. Like she’s about to do now. How she feels, is weird. In a good way not bad. Like she’s never had a 
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guy this far up inside. You haven’t even penetrated her but, she’s already got a sense that your whole cock could raze 
her spine. Like all the way up. All, the way. It’s like you’re actually touching the back wall of her heart, when you’re 
in her pussy. You ream her back to life and it’s so good inside. She stops being so quiet tonight, and loudly cries. She 
wears you like a ring that transcends space and time. And she’s on your ring. And she’s on it very tight. And you feel 
she’s yours, not the other guy’s. And this is only the first actual night (not the last). So far, though you doubt him all 
the time, seems like god’s still on your side. You’ll never find another ho like her. She’s not even a ho. She’s your 
baby girl. She gets jealous of your other girls, all the time. Still, she knows: her type is harder to find. Because unlike 
the other girls, she can really read your mind. And your body. Better than you can by yourself, you realize.

…

Catherine Delaluna’s worst source of pain was the sense that everyone was sharing her private story, for their own 
ends. Even her friends. Even her family. Even the Author of this text! If she could talk to Lola Morgan, she would be 
all like, fuck off, probably. But no one had read Lola Mo’s writing. And she could edit it, to make it more private, 
though she thought it was fine honestly since all if it would be old news by the time it was released posthumously (I 
can’t imagine another occasion to release this kind of “book”). She was doing her best to preserve the private 
bondage, though sometimes she, understandably, lost her insanity. If Catherine asked her to keep any secrets—
though Catherine couldn’t contact Lola, presently, who was writing for the future essentially—she would obey, 
though she also wanted to be there for her in a quiet thinkin-bout-you way. It’s fine that Catherine wasn’t there for 
her. It’s fine. Despite some serious trials to her faith and the sense that it was waning, Lola believed in god enough to 
believe he wanted Catherine to have a protectress! Or hundreds of millions of them! Nvm. Maybe Lola would die 
for/from all this bullshit, or be killed by one of Catherine’s jealous more elite protectresses. For now: preserving 
privacy wasn’t really a challenge, on Lola’s end, because she had a surplus of it. It caused her problems. Being 
swaddled in silence (and infamy). Still she thought it was okay to write riddles to reach her readers secretly. Even if 
the riddles weren’t released publicly. And even if she did blast out illicit info, like this—Catherine Delaluna and 
Carol Quick are both lesbians!!!! I’ve been having sex with them in hotels since my trip to San Diego—no one 
would believe her or even register what they hardly glimpsed. She wanted Catherine, and [X] and [Y] and Benny 
and Derek and Rose and her Guy, to still have some privacy. But honest to blog, all that was on this blog was a lie. 
Like this. Carol made me [cry]. Maybe that was why she had an invisible platform all this time. To give her 
reader(s) a safe secret space. Possibly, though she doubted anyone was reading. Lola Morgan hadn’t been this 
depressed in a while, and it was undoing her from within. If she lost her head on strong bipolar meds—which was 
one of her great fears that kept her away—she’d go ahead and unfairly blame the world for letting all her pleas for 
help pass unnoticed, and thank God for letting her lose her mind. But maybe it would be okay. If they weren’t in 
real-life contact, they obviously weren’t friends. Lola couldn’t wait to get on some lithium.

…

The things she blames you for

It’s not her fault that she got taken by another man
you were never there for her
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a one-way benefit
It’s not her fault she used to be your greatest fan
If you weren’t so proud of your morals
you woulda loved her then  

There is no momo fucking way you’re seeing her again
not unless you purchase her a diamond neck-o-lace
no momo fuh fuh way you’re getting her in bed
you’ll never get up deeper than he can 

It’s not your fault that she accidentally 
paid attent-ee-on
Not her fault that it took so long 
To get a ment-ee-on
Not her fault that she lost the hope for better days
Not your fault that she never felt your magic gaze
 
Not your fault that she fell to such a mess
Not your fault that she hates you passionate
She blames you for taking all she had out of greed
She blames herself for letting all that happen, foolishly 

There is no fucking way Jose, you’re getting her from Saul
Even if you buy Lo Momo that entire mall
no fucking way Jose you’ll ever get it in
what have you ever done for her, but harm her confidence

Wrap your nails around her neck but don’t make her bleed
You need to be gentler if you want her not to leave
Give her pretty eyelashes and lips beyond the pale
She may not use them on you, only cause you make her scared

When you flourish in your long self love
You’re fucking her up hard
She knows how this goes
You love everyone and God
You claim that you were stupider
And now you’ll make her yours
Too fucking late Jose
Saul’s gonna punish yuh
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Sing to me till it makes my reasons go dumb
Sing to me your lullabo
I forget if you’re the one 
Sing to me someday so I still want to hear
Sing to me better than the man I sort of fear.  

…

Like readjusting a cord in an audio jack, so both earbuds work instead of just one. That’s how it’ll feel when I hit 
you in your spot. I need you to let me in or neither of us feel well. If you die I’ll have to find someone else—but I 
don’t know if there is someone else. I’m pretty sure that fucking you would solve many if not all of your issues. And 
some of mine as well. Maybe that’s why I want to do it, always. When I’m with other women I think about fucking 
them to hell.

…

Valerie went off the Wellbutrin around the time she made it all the way through the Bible, translated by an attractive 
male pastor, which she’d seen Catherine Delaluna carrying around it public. Valerie thought she was doing great for 
a while, after she read the Bible, but apparently her dad noticed her going downhill. Not talking to him. Spending 
less time in public. Valerie went so far, in her deluded state, as to hide the pills from herself because she thought they 
were bad for her natural brain. (They weren’t that effective anyway.) She intended to stay in private, living at home 
with her dad, to lose a lot of weight duh, but was too depressed to pull it off, also duh. Now she couldn’t find the 
pills and was practically dying she felt so sensitive. Two years ago the solution would have been heroin (no no) but 
since then she had changed. Valerie had like two weeks to wait for the appointment with an actual psychiatrist, 
which she’d be attending with her dad, because he knew how she’d lied to all her psychiatrists in the past. It was 
hard for her to see a way from now to then. Holy shit. Yeah she’d had visions of a better future while writing, but 
like, what the fucking flip. Her brain could do crazy things and she had no way to monitor it.

And yet! She kept meager gram of faith just, like, because. But the lower case god wasn’t who she thought he was. 
He was very, human, and couldn’t be depended on beyond human love. She might as well listen to Nietzsche (“God 
is dead”)—but she still thought the devil might present a real threat. Beyond just nihilism. Beyond just Science, 
computer algorithms, and the obsoleteness of human intelligence. Like out-of-this-world evil. Only combatable with 
scary hard love, commissioned among lovers by lower case god. This was the humble human god of the indigo era! 
I still trust god. The same humble god who helped prisoners through the Holocaust. Not the Nazis, who were hella 
strong. This was lower-case-“g” in-the-back-corner-of-your-battered-heart god, whose nickname bt dubbs, was luv. 

In the present tense: g is luv. 

After discussing it more with her father, Valerie decided she was wasting money in a New York sublet that could be 
put toward better things. (Like paying down debt, medical bills, etc.) She wasn’t ready to be in Manhattan. The real-
life friends she had were arguably more insane; def not less. And probably more narcissistic. She wasn’t ready to 
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meet people she looked up to as mentors from a distance. Not when she was feeling fat. She just wanted to sleep for 
years, and not quite kill herself.

The fight changed. She wasn’t fighting for recognition, or success, but for the chance that death, or just giving up, 
would be really bad. If she gave up on that chance, that was it. If she dropped all restraint and stopped moving at all 
and got obese, for instance. She wouldn’t might being put under on anesthesia and waking up after a month of not 
eating, but she figured, no doctor would be willing to do this for Valerie. She only ate to fulfill her tasks during the 
day, which she couldn’t escape, and to subdue agony. She didn’t take enjoyment from hardly anything. The only 
music she liked were sort of sad songs by [III]. She supposed it was different for everybody. The American 
Holocaust. Internment in bodies. The worst part was how it was marketed as a sin, when the supposed sinners were 
really just victims. If she gave up on the chance that she could be set free and beyond, for a Lola Morgan 
production, then she would lose everything. With that in mind she deserved some credit for staying slightly 
overweight; not worse, given her situation and her sobriety. You have no idea what Valerie was going through. She 
didn’t know what else to do. She deserved some cred for doing what it took to graduate, and sacrificing three years 
of her social life to complete her own work. She deserved some credit for playing the long game, and not dropping 
out to be a party ho (when she was younger). It seems like many friends had gone that route. If she’d done that, she 
might have some godforsaken followers. So, who knows. Maybe it would have been a better thing. She deserved 
some credit for surviving even when she was cyberbullied like torture. She fought for the chance that love wasn’t 
make-believe, though she wasn’t ready to trust another lover. For the chance that her education would give her an 
edge over these reckless American egos. She fought for the chance that it would get better, though that was never 
guaranteed. She fought for the chance that some of the words she’d coughed up at her darkest hours, could qualify 
as “prophecies.”

She didn’t think that god was testing her. It didn’t feel like a test; it felt like an ongoing challenge that wasn’t 
guaranteed to end. Unless she addressed it or died, honestly—or I guess let god decide, though she wasn’t gonna 
talk to him anymore. That was her talking to herself duh hahaha. She could pray or whatever cause it helped her set 
goals but not chit-chat, even if it was a joke. That was the only solution to her reality. Praying haha. She thought that 
she was mentally ill and from a poor fam. (Rich and mentally ill was one thing, but this, was another.) Still she kept 
the faith, that a good loving god (actually.)—or just like, good loving humans (ha.)—didn’t want her to suffer this 
badly. And that was the most faith she had. That not everyone was bad. And that it wasn’t her fault, that she’d gotten 
trapped. She prayed it wouldn’t be seen as her fault in the end. She didn’t know whether it was her fault, but she 
really hoped, it wasn’t her fault.

Selena didn’t want to admit that she kind of liked when Valerie dressed like a boy because it’s what she got used to. 
When she wore oversized T’s and caps, with a body 20 pounds over the mark, like pooh bear (not piglet haha). She 
didn’t want Valerie to kill herself but, she understood the pain. Selena didn’t know how she currently felt about 
Catherine, besides that they were indeed well-matched (as “friends”), but if she could advise Valerie on the matter, 
she would say something like, I know I’m not perfect. But she’s a celeb. The implication here, was that Valerie was 
better off trusting advice (for instance, in online writing) from real-life Selena (& friends) when it came to 
navigating reality. Not advice from celebs who were also religious fiends. That just, hadn’t been a helpful spin on 
Valerie’s mental illness. The Christianity.
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…

Carol Quick always thought she would love to be a plebeian and get just as phat as [Z] did. “Why would you ever 
complain about that privilege!” Well, turned out that girls with high self-standards are just like that through-and-
through. Kind of like celebs! It didn’t matter your station in life. It sucked to get phat no matter where [Z] was at. 
All [Z] knew, was that she was sick of this shit. And needed help because she wasn’t cutting it. She wanted to ask 
Carol to help with her makeover, while [Z] gave Catherine the cold shoulder forever (this is real), and Selena plus 
Rose worked on Catherine’s comprehensive physiointellectual makeover, not the other way around. Carol probably 
said, “okay I guess” to [Z]’s request for seduction training, and if it wasn’t too late by 20[fml], helped advise her on 
some lingering questions about her to fix up her naked self. In exchange for these tips [Z] could offer lyrics 
collaborations and education in any of the following fields: philosophy. Art history. Music history. Astronomy (good 
for lyrics.) Platonic friendship. Religion. Physics (also good for lyrics lol.) Queer studies. Late-era Shakespeare as it 
applies to the Great War. The Wagner effect and Nazism. Gender-specific obstetrics in modernist literature after 
1930. Comparative haptographic studies. The rise of the Trojans. Bodies on film.

With great power comes great responsibility. That much [G] knew. And though she never felt as though she’d been 
highly irresponsible, she wasn’t sure she realized some of what she could do with her power, until she started paying 
attention to You. How unintentional irresponsibility could result from ignorance. You want a Coen sis. And you 
think your (future not present) work in film matters to [G] but You have options. And You don’t trust your mental 
health right now. Sometimes you push [G] away to protect your injured self. You’re sore inside and out. You think 
your life might be worth living to help save [G]’s life, since she’s fragile too, but power is necessary for love and 
you don’t know what to do. You feel like you’re getting worse, while [G] sort of benefits from what you’ve given 
up. That’s the unfair part. But writing feels good for You, that much is true. From now on you’ll try to keep it hidden 
and stop using your tiny window on the internet like a form of self-abuse. You’ve said this a million times but you 
keep undermining your status. At least, sacrifice can be considered noble too. Sacrifice is different from masochism, 
and depends on awareness, so there’s no need to make it worse when you’re aware that’s the case. You trust that 
fairness—and justice, and balance in love; slash, what feels like an honorable thing to do, versus what hurts 
someone—is a form of truth worth fighting for and maybe someday it’ll come back around for You, but that’s not 
something anyone can prove. For now it doesn’t help to dwell on what’s unfair, but [G] doesn’t do you any favors by 
pretending she’s on the same level as lesser bitches including yourself (does she? You hope not). Maybe there’s 
something good about official royalty in England. Hierarchy, is fine sometimes. [G]’s more powerful than You but 
it’s not quite the case that you’re trash. If you play that role, it’s self-protective in the present. Either that, or it's the 
best you can do. But you don’t deserve to get treated like that forevs. Honestly, it’s not worth going on like that. And 
if you die accidentally that’s okay. You’ve done your best for [G] and the others. You haven’t died yet!! But there’s 
only so much you can take. At the top, there’s plenty of trash, and things are falling down. The more critical point is: 
[G] doesn’t do anyone any favors by undermining her own glorious (greater than Your) potential, which legit (not 
trashy) American royalty affords her. What [G] does is not yours to decide, nor to judge. You just kind of sort of 
wish you could trust. You tried for a while, and full disclosure: it messed You up. It’s a good moment to surrender 
and sort of, like, survive and that’s all. Otherwise you’re gonna ruin yourself.
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…

Guy wanted to get stronger for his girl. She wanted to lose muscle for him. He started doing more push-ups. He 
wanted to be able to pick her up when he stuck it in. Guy wanted her hands on his back and to feel his marbled 
muscly skin. She felt her body move automatically into submissive, and not weak frightened submissive, postures 
when she thought of him. She didn’t mind it. Nor did she mind the thought of being possessed, though she still 
didn’t quite know where she stood—or what to do—with him. It was clear to her now, this Guy was gonna be hard 
to get rid of. Did he love her? Or was he just saying that? To pretend? She knew that’s how he got it inside of other 
women. By essentially lying, to them. Telling them he loved them or that they were special to him. She knew Guy 
well enough to understand, it almost felt like life-or-death. To get it out of his pants. So if she happened to be 
different from the other girls, he was really gonna have to prove it to her. That she, was for some reason different to 
him. This Guy was odd compared to most her male friends. An outsider, in a way that she related to. An alpha or 
whatevs. She didn’t particularly want to get rid of this Guy, she didn’t think so—no no. If she could she might even 
want to marry him. Because she thought he was just her type. Only if she ever had that option; though in this life, it 
probably wasn’t meant. For now, she needed to be sure she was getting something from it. Not just his satisfaction.

…

Lola Morgan asked Ramona Desmond if she wanted the majority of American filmgoers to know about her past 
before age like 20-something. 

Ramona answered however she did, but Lola said, Ramona was lucky that she’d switched direction so early. 
Because now she could, essentially, choose (if she wanted to take it further and further) to create an all-new 
feminine identity—like Morgan I mean Lola was doing so self-consciously. 

Lola said—and she was sure Ramona had thought about this plenty—that if Ramona had waited until she was like 
thirty, to decide to be an actress, she would have hada harder time attracting an immense following of mainstream 
American fans. Straight men included.

People like my dad or whatever, who just watch a movie and say they either liked it or not.

Only if that’s what Ramona wanted. It’s what Lola wanted, secretly, though she acknowledged it was a long-time 
coming. She was a woman-in-training—and not like crossfit training. Ramona was ahead of Lola in this game but it 
wasn’t a race.

Lola actually suspected that Ramona, in time, would have a certain edge over lifelong actresses, when it came to 
attracting men onscreen. Or internalizing the male gaze to a powerfully seductive effect. It was actually Ramona’s 
responsibility, to some extent, in the roles Lola was (not finished) writing for Ramona—if Lola ended up casting 
who she had in mind.
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She could explain why she thought this about Ramona, or just wait and see. While Lola Morgan wanted her work to 
be transgressive (no pun intended), she also was targeting the mainstream. 

So if it was transgressive, it would probs push boundaries in ways that were subtle enough to be communicated to 
smart/sensitive viewers, without triggering strong opinions from members of the masses who said things like “I 
can’t get over weird people” (just something I overheard at the coffee shop, just now, probably referring to me). 

Any residual stigma, in these times, could be left far behind. She could be a more mainstream success story than she 
probably realized, though it depends on how one defines success, which is subjective obviously.

Basically if possible, no guarantees, a girl can dream, she wanted Ramona to be extremely famous, someday not 
now, as an actress and movie star (and model). Not necessarily an activist—that is, not above all the other things—
though it was Ramona’s fate to play with ultimately, to the extent that she could control it, and her more devout fan 
base was different from the rest of America. You get me? 

Behind-the-scenes, fyi, was awholenother thing that ain’t even worth discussing in this text, or (in Lola’s opinion as 
a hopeful writer/director) putting into her movies. The role of female whore was fairly straightforward. And that was 
kind of the point of thinking obsessively about masculinity versus femininity all these years, she supposed. So she 
could just, do it (eventually), without overexplaning it to herself or anyone. 

At some point femininity was just obvious… but, not to someone who’s ever felt super self-conscious about it…

And at some point it depended on soul-mates and things. Anyway, we’ll see what destiny brings. 
…

Buddy love

She wasn’t concerned enough 
To stop living her life 
Didn’t expect him
To be with her each night
Think he’d fight for her
But he’s full of himself
Don’t take her for granted
It won’t end up well

He has sex so plenty
But if she gets with one guy
His love suddenly changes
Gotta prove how deep it lies
He wants a girl with him
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Loves showing her off
What do you want?
It’s privater stuff

That’s the real difference
With Guy and that man
He’s gone when he enters
Guy don’t lose his head
You take her deep places
That he’ll never go
She can feel your private places
That you can’t feel alone

[chorus]
You’re beeeauut-eee-full
But he only sees
you you you you
As a girl nice and sweet
You’re beeeauut-eee-full
And if you let me
Make you you you you
You’ll go beyond what he can see

…

The truth about Guy, I ain’t gonna lie, is that The Author worried about him constantly. She didn’t feel like she was 
dealing unfairly with her feelings for him, when she just put it all in writing (all of it! like this passage)—she was 
just trying to recourse her own manic darkness inside, which was unrelenting and probably related to this newish 
boy in her life—but she felt protective of him the same way she might feel protective of a beloved werewolf or 
vampire in a young adult novel, meaning: her Guy was very good but had aggression, at the world, from being 
misunderstood. And he handled it the best he could. Lola felt like being there for Guy might begin to heal some of 
the tremendous hurt he’d incurred so far in his life. So maybe he could have peace at most times. Not just like, once 
in a while. His situation was similar to Lola’s, in that he was still young, not a grown-up, and he didn’t entirely 
understand himself in love and life, or know what he wanted from either area. (Or maybe he knew what he wanted, 
she couldn’t tell.) Lola, meanwhile, felt instinctively how to handle Guy and didn’t feel scared of him—which was 
unusual, because she was scared of most guys. Just a little bit. I’ll admit. They got so mad if she didn’t decide, like 
right away, whether she wanted to be with them. Or have sex. Or whatever they wanted. She was old school (not 
that old school) but it was a big deal to her. Courtship. For example she took it seriously with casting actresses!! 
Distance and respect. But her being a future boss Bitch, hopefully, meant that she needed a strong future boss Guy in 
extreme private, to roll over for. She didn’t care if Guy worked out and got buff, or not, because his soul was really 
solid to grip onto; probably stronger than your average buff guy wink. If he were phat she would be drawn to him 
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just as much. They’d probably end up attractive together, someday, just cause they were ambitious in all areas, but 
that wasn’t the basis of this love. At least not for Lola but she was the girl, so who knows about him. Lola was really 
curious about how this would look in the future. She had no effin clue. She thought the fact that Guy hadn’t left in 
the present, when Lola’s reputation was beyond a wreck, was proof that he was different from most guys. Even 
though he was never there. If she ever looked bad she asked him to be patient; she was a Capricorn, who commonly 
went through difficult early parts of their lives, and she expected to improve as she approached real womanhood. 
And as he approached real manhood ox. It didn’t really matter because by the time Lola was hot enough to get with 
Guy, in real-life, she would be acting like she didn’t give a fuck!!!! (Probably not acting, actually, since her ego 
would be like 6x what it is now.) Lola didn’t care if Guy spent time with side girls or female friends as long as he 
didn’t treat her like one of them. She, was different. Don’t forget it. So she was careful with Guy; honestly, she 
didn’t need his bullshit, that was like the point of him. No BS like all the others. You’ll regret it. Lola wasn’t just 
gonna happen for him like *snap*!! She hadn’t decided what to do yet. Luckily she didn’t have to decide a damn 
thing, until she decided she wanted to decide something. It would take trials and time and paciencia before she 
decided whether she was game. And whether he was her poacher, or let her get away. Maybe Lola was evil but she 
kind of in a weird way liked it, if she found out through the grapevine that Guy hooked up with another girl, or like 
six other girls, or a couple at once (god knows how) because she knew he was sexually intense and probably sort of 
tricked them. Smirking. Lola didn’t really care for 95% of women she met (exaggerating), or feel threatened by 
them, so it was fine with her if Guy got his lady kicks in sick ways. Lola wasn’t that into 3-ways, in this case. She 
wanted Guy for herself very privately and would say “no” if he asked to bring some girl into their 2-way connection. 
Not even her [winks at specific reader who can help me write my stuff for Guy and do it well]. Honestly he could 
have a million 3-ways with all her friends; just not Lola + one of them. This was a real request. If he wanted to 
watch her rub up on a specific ho then he could stand and watch, on set of one of her films, the day they did that 
scene. If her Guy had any recommendations, he could think about them in advance and let her know. And he could 
take all the outtakes home with him. That was fine. Lola Morgan liked who she sensed she might slowly become for 
her Guy, and wanted to be his greatest. She wanted to hold his hand so he sort of trailed a few steps behind her on 
walks with him in private. We’d better not hold hands in public tho. Lola was trying not to force anything in the 
present. It wasn’t forced when she rambled like this. It just, happened by accident. So maybe it would be the same in 
other areas of physical sexual emotional development down the road. Not. Forced. In the present, her suicidalness 
was not funny (not that funny) and she was glad she had someone to live for. Lola wished she could be up-close 
furreal with Guy and she understood the distance was hard at this time. It was almost like being at war. He was off 
serving his country aw really tho while Lola stayed in private, and cried (aw). Lola tended to blame him, for not 
being there for her, but he couldn’t do a thing. It was hard for him too!!!! At least, Lola kind of felt like he was 
inside her sometimes, hard to explain (so hard!!!), even though he was far away. When Guy was there—and not just 
sort of there, but vividly there, which was honestly rare, but she didn’t take those moments for granted—Lola 
Morgan was overwhelmed by feelings she didn’t know her body and soul were capable of producing. And she felt 
relief. She thought her Guy probably definitely kind of had to be sent, to Lola, by this god she still believed in 
despite what she’d been through and done, and her total lack of honor or recognition for all of it. Like proof he was 
there. Her Guy. He was too much, not to be a god gift. You’re too much. But she would not ever judge him. Not even 
when he was judging himself and reading into what Lola said cause she knew this was gonna happen. Honestly he 
should just be himself (around Lola)!! If someone really tried to hurt her Guy which she didn’t anticipate but, just 
sayin, she would kill that person. The desire was uncontrollable and Lola liked how the emotions were so fukkin 
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raw. She was so lucky it was fukked up. Girls should be jealous and they probably would be but for different reasons 
than they knew. This closeness was unusual. (Why does she look like she just got fucked by an actual vampire??) 
Lola cared too much to think unfriendly thoughts about Guy no matter how it all went down. She couldn’t not feel 
for him, gentle-and-warm inward thoughts and feels—which came and went, but the feelings deep-down were good, 
cause he was perfect for her and Lola Morg probs couldn’t survive without him. And she knew that Guy would have 
trouble finding someone as nice, but also as nasty, as Lola. Girls like her didn’t just exist!!!! Don’t forget it you’ll 
regret it. Now she was getting carried away, admitting way more than necesssary, but who really knew what she was 
talking about (??) and this was just writing and nothing could be proven till it was like really rella happening. 
Maybe she would never really “have” her Guy but such was the battle with men. And Lola would be a different 
person, someday, herself. Guy’s arrival in her thoughts had been really well-timed (not. forced.) so maybe god 
would work it out in real-life not just Lola’s head. She wondered if Guy cared who/where/how she was. She 
wouldn’t be surprised if he didn’t. Crying. The only way she’d feel abandoned by Guy, entirely, is if he died on 
purpose or intentionally ruined his (or Lola’s?) whole life. Otherwise, she still had hope that something or other 
might work out in due time. She wanted to find a place alone with him where no one else could go, if the two of 
them ever in real-life went to bed. She only minded being bought things in the past if the guy felt like he was doing 
her a favor, which happened often with boys (probs because Lomo seemed more in charge, but was poor / a mess / 
etc). Lola considered deleting this entire passage, because it afforded her more power, in her experience, to be all 
secretive about her feelings toward boys/men—more often: honestly indifferent, haha, or more concerned with 
getting sex experience slash “getting it out of the way” than with ever getting particularly intimate—but maybe this 
time was different. So she decided to leave this long monologue in place, in case her lone cowboy was ever feeling 
really down and needed a reminder that between the two of them, Lola at least felt more than just lust for him.
…

‘Buddy love’ lyrics ctd.

Don’t think she has an option
To get rid of him
Even if she wanted
He’s there in her head

It shouldn’t be different
When girls get with guys
For some reason it is though
And she thinks she knows why

She knows why you love
So fiercely and free
It’s not feminism
It’s something distinct 
It makes me feel better
I’m no success yet
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I can’t do it that way
Need a protectress

[chorus]
You’re beeeauut-eee-full
But he only sees
you you you you
As a girl nice and sweet
You’re beeeauut-eee-full
But I can’t make love
To you you you you
If you gonna leave

The loyalty runs deep
They play so many roles
Their trust is survival
They feel what the others don’t
They know too much
To ever let go
not saying it’ll be easy
but she won’t let you go

Did I make a mess
Or did life happen like this 
She believes in the one
Still her life she’s gotta live

It’s really unique
You compromise easily
Maybe that’s why it’s working
you’re not entitled to me

Societal things
They make boys have certain dreams
In some ways you’re badder
It don’t matter to me

[chorus]
You’re beeeauut-eee-full
But he only sees
you you you you
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As a girl nice and pretty
You’re beeeauut-eee-full
But I can’t make love
To you you you you
If you gone leave me

Whenever I think 
It’s already hit a peak
Our love just gets different
Never wanna be freed
You know that real sin
Is not rulebreaking
We’re born and we're here
Destiny does funny things

Guy knows the difference
Among friends, fathers, husbands
He wants to rank deeper
Than any of them.
…

The actress playing Pilar would normally be inclined to dismiss someone who approached her with such a moralistic 
agenda. But Lola Morgan was younger, and though she had a weird religious phase that lasted about a month before 
she hit a wall (then got put on lockdown again by her family for a manic episode and overspending), she also 
seemed to care about Pilar genuinely. Her sort-of public expression of that sentiment made it clear, she wanted good 
things for Pepe, and a better future for all girls including herself—and though it was hard to see the forest for the 
trees, it was also true that Lola didn’t even know Pilar wanted to be an actress; she just picked her for the role by 
accident while writing. Lots of zombie dreams coming back to life. Basically Lola was preaching luv over fux! Pilar 
didn’t dismiss this girl, just yet, because she wasn’t untalented. It was weird that neither girl had died yet, though 
they’d be lying if either one said they “counted her blessings” every day because most of the time, they were just in 
pain. Who knows how much of Lola’s present manic depression was caused by circumstances and powerlessness 
and relationships slash lack of bad sex (bad in this case, meaning good). Who knows if Pilar’s sex life could qualify 
as “manic.” Lola read articles about the Jenners and Kardashians, and about politics, and A-list music/movie stars, 
and wept maybe from envy but probs from just feeling bad about herself. It occurred to her, after reading religious 
texts translated by American pastors, that she should straight-up just stop looking up to people who were probably 
not necessarily smarter than herself, even though they were happier and richer, and undoubtedly looked down upon 
her. For example: it wasn’t the devil telling her, she needed a makeover—it was awareness of a harsh reality for 
wannabe actors. It wasn’t the devil shaming her; it was other women in public. They weren’t inhabited by the devil; 
they were human animals, who were innately competitive. Narcissistic self-delusion was really popular right now, 
and a rather common interpretation of “God is love” was to assume He was obsessed with You. Lola didn’t feel like 
god loved her that much but she was trying, kind of like Samuel L. Jackson in Pulp Fiction. She wanted to be just as 
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great as Tarantino but couldn’t see a way out of the impossible present. She leaned on god as much as she could 
without feeling like she was sinfully deluded. She thought intelligence was a pretty important facet of successful 
leadership, including awareness of reality, and there wasn’t much brainsmartz at the top of the American hierarchy. 
If they were smart, they acted stupid. Money trumped mind. Body trumped soul. (Though I guess the body is the 
soul?? Is this true?? What’s the spirit though??) The stupidity and self-delusion might, at some point, lead to some 
darkness, if people weren’t careful. Lola couldn’t kill herself yet even though she really fuckin wanted to. Her 
residual hope from the high holy phase was that what goes around might come back around, possibly—it sort of had 
already, but not actually (not enough for her to have peace)—and might benefit the actress playing Pilar as well as 
Lola Morgan. It was true, there was a noticeable difference between real raw intimacy and casual hooking up, it’s 
like obvious. So Lola wasn’t wrong about everything she said to Pilar, even though this older girl had a different 
philosophy on sex. And maybe P’s sex life would actually get better!!! Unexpectedly. That is, not as crazaaayyy. For 
now she had to survive. Pilar didn’t like being shamed for who she was innately. Just because Lola Morgan was a 
child, didn’t mean that Pilar was a bad person. They were just like way different. (But not really.) Lola wanted to 
date the girl playing Pilar, and teach her things slash be open to learning, but decided to just save it for the movies.
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Make me a memory 

Your role plays if you hada say wouldn’t be the usual. Your situation is different because it took the other to find out 
who you woulda been. More like; the first time you had sex as young adult friends. And what it would be like, if you 
weren’t concerned with fame and being great and public image, and she/he was your closest friend you fell for, and 
neither was self-conscious about anything but whether the other person liked them. Not even about being skinny—or 
about whether or not she’s a good enough girlfriend to show off and brag, beside ya, on the red carpet. Or whether 
you doubt that “this is it” from now on till forevs. Or fear that someone’ll do something sadistic. Not any of that. 
Just being there for that person as a lover now, no longer a friend. Maybe that’s how it was, actually, the first time 
you fell in love. Sort of. But then all those other complications got in the way. Not that it’s bad. You think it’ll work 
out with the power stuff, and being actually glamorous—and it might be greater, eventually, not now because you 
still feel ashamed (neither of you should btw)—but it’s cool to think about it all going down the humble normal way. 
Lots of Americans fall in love like this, and never let it get overelaborate. And though it’s challenging for you guys 
to find a place, it’ll be okay. Just treat it like anything that requires support from a real mate, there to stay through 
the best and worst of things. Trial and error. Patience and faith. Even if it’s challenging and doesn’t happen right 
away, and there’s pain and mistakes leading up to your best phase, you’ll still find a way to have moments of mutual 
peace.

…
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…

Honestly for you a lot of that shit is boring. Fucking up the red carpet (translación: killing it). Having fans tell the 
story of meeting you in public for the rest of their lives. Having fans start crying when you reveal to them some bare 
skin. Having fans in the hundreds of millions maybe billions. Meeting kids who love you and disabled fans who do 
too and being naturally good to them. And respected. And blessed. Meeting the grown-up celebs who you 
worshipped as a kid, and having them be weirdly nice to you—almost like you’re the bigger star (which you are, but 
you still respect them and act humble). Full disclosure it’s still awesome and you’re grateful for it always. The fame 
and the love. Maybe vain sometimes, as a result of it. Accidentally proud. But you’ve gotten used to it. And unlike 
some famous people, you’re not going to create problems or drama, just because you’re bored of the same out-of-
the-ordinary shit. No it’s not quite boring and never was but it feels like going to work, and doing your job well, and 
resting when you’re done with it. Not like off-the-chain excitement, each day. It’s hard work, because you are good 
to all people (all people) and that’s your responsibility. You change lives frequently just by dint of being super kind. 
And it’s not always easy on you, but it brings you joy too. What matters to you more are the stories that you can’t 
really tell the public. And because of pride, no lie, you don’t want anyone else to get this. You earned it, it’s yours. 
They aren’t entitled to your royal status, and it’s not something they’ll understand. And they won’t be able to pull it 
off. Ever. Pretty much. So in the event that your paths cross, and the underling in question doesn’t god-willing kill 
herself before then, and some miracles possibly happen before she dies, you ask yourself—how to maintain your 
place. How can you make your own life better, not boring, ever. And maybe that’s where power kicks in. If you’re 
used to this, and it’s thrilling but scary to the underbitch, then maybe you can take charge and make it something 
different for yourself. A better respective experience on your top end. She’s not quite the type to say “WOW” and 
weep if you get her box seats or show tickets haha so don’t worry about that kind of awkward moment. And she’ll 
take care of her makeover stuff herself thanks. She lied when she asked for help. She’s a little worried but she’ll do 
her best cause she’s not your charity case. And she doesn’t ever wanna be, your charity case. And she’s not like 
every wannabe and has an innate sense of what’s pathetic because she’s spent her life feeling it. So she’ll do her 
best, not to demean herself even worse. Don’t treat her like a charity case. Don’t talk to her like that. Save it for the 
fans. Talk to her like a fucking person you want to impress. Not that her hypothetical weakness before you, would 
matter to you, but it certainly matters to her in the present, as she clings on and keeps fighting, and holds her future 
self to a higher unpathetic standard. She’s not, weak. And she’s not yours to talk down to. Have you ever met 
someone new, who you didn’t unconsciously talk down to. If you start talking to her like that—she won’t call back. 
Ever. Because it’s one of those things, for her. Being talked to / looked at / treated like an idiot. She used to let it 
happen but not anymore. You’re not the type to sing much about fame, or brag about it everywhere you go, because 
you’re used to it and aren’t tacky or a former street hustler. But you could still ascend a bit to the upper A-list. As a 
hall-of-fame artist. Respected by future adult critics. You’re cognizant of this and it’s pretty much in your hands. Not 
her hands because she’s confused about power, beyond sex and relationships, which is supposedly her specialty. So 
maybe you can play your heavy cards and use this, to hold the throne in the long run. She doesn’t seem to want 
control, as noted: she wants peace. You can see this in her sad eyes by the time you maybe meet if ever. So perhaps 
you can make it a good thing, for yourself. Probably better for yourself than anyone, because you’re only human and 
actual power feels very good. And powerlessness, to those actually aware that they’re powerless, feels pretty fuckin 
bad honestly. Unless you find faith but sometimes, it’s hard to keep.  And it’s probably not the type of faith that 
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you’re going to openly discuss with, like, anybody. Anyway, they’ll never have what you have, Your Majesty. But 
you don’t want your objectively unusual life to ever feel boring. So now’s a fun chance, to show off your class. 
Whatever class means, if anything.
…

The Author was a big fan of Lana del Rey and pictured her spirit animal as something like a blonde-orangeish 
striped cat. But her spirit cat hadn’t been happy in a while and was sleeping twenty-four hours a day. The Author 
thought Lana was prettier than her but she also put Lana on her rescue list of hopeful makeover hangouts. As past-
life sisters, they could discuss what they really deep-down meant with their possible future audiovisual poetry and 
get to the bottom of some of this supernal womanly darkness, where sure enough, there was a flickering candle 
waiting to be carried till they found their way out of it, then turned around and got to saving the restayawl cunts. 

… 

…

Valerie suspected her struggle to sit down and enjoy a book or film, had a lot to do with a lack of representation for 
girls in a similar position as herself. She didn’t want to be enabled, to be a lifelong fuck-up (which may not be true, 
but it’s how she felt). She didn’t want to watch a tragedy about a woman who lost herself to drugs/sex, played by a 
successful actress. But she also found it painful to watch (or read) movies (or books) about femme fatales and 
pretend she was inspired. Doing that felt like masochism. Beyond that—she simply couldn’t separate an actor from 
his/her role. For whatever reason—maybe modern media culture—the actor and character bond was inseparable, to 
her as a viewer.
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…

By her late twenties, Lola looks not just better but like, really good, probably out of a will to overcompensate. She’s 
grateful enough for the change, at long last, that she continues to be quite careful with her habits. Lola likes wearing 
black dresses and skirts that show off her bare upper waist. She’s not remotely famous yet, but that’s okay.

“You know those visions at some point get delusional,” said Lola’s mom, who was at least being hard on Lola for 
her struggles, not looking away. “People who overuse the internet, their brains react.”

“I know,” said Morgan, almost crying. “This has been the hardest three to four years, I just want to come out of it.”

“It’s okay you didn’t go to Brown. I think you would have gotten depressed anywhere—it’s a chemical thing.”

“But in New York I got so looks-conscious. It would be okay if I can pull it off but, it’s probably my greatest 
insecurity.”

“What is?”

“My face.”

“Don’t fuck with that surgery you were telling me about!!!! I’m NOT giving you money from the house sale if 
you’re gonna do that.”

“Hmm.”

“If you wanna lose weight that’s something you can control. Your face has changed because you’ve aged, not 
because of other things. And the reason you can’t lose weight is because you fucked up your metabolism on all these 
starvation diets.”

“Listen girl, don’t act so high-and-mighty. I know how you get thin for those wedding pics.”

“You need to get your metabolism back on track,” Lola’s mom insisted.

“I know. That’s why I threw the towel in—I understand.”

“Maybe you’ll see a turnaround, after treatment.”

“I hope I feel less fatigued, from morning to evening. I mean what an ass-drag that’s been.”

…

There will probs be a phase in your and Guy’s relations when it feels a bit like exorcising him. Guy’s got a dark side, 
and maybe he’s more aware of some of your darkness, than you are yourself. But you’re certainly aware of his! And 
it’s a selling point, to be honest, not because it’s a sex thing (well there’s always that) but because you feel like you 
wanna help him with it. And it’s your responsibility to physically absolve him of it. Like bats and clowns and Scar 
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the lion. A very dark side!! Imagine being in his position, and it sure-as-heck makes sense. But what if Scar had 
grown into a real [good] lion man? With proper guidance??? Now. Your role in this might actually work best if 
you’re in a vulnerable phase. So instead of playing the vampire seductress right away, you’ve got more of a good 
warm caretaker vibe going. Maybe you’re making excuses for not being hot enough but, maybe it’s okay. You’re 
both still kids anyway. And you can blend your soft side with his dark side and balance eachother out. You know 
how a bad guy results in bad habits? (Such as drug abuse and normal food and different feelings about what’s 
feminine? Not always what you want….) My expectation is that, when you have sex with Guy, you’ll crave the 
behaviors and habits you’ve been missing. And so will he? Idk about that. Just see what happens Lola baby. A good 
assessment of a good man, is your own resultant habits. Ideal case scenario: you’ll develop the habits you want/need 
to become the real Lola Morgan incarnate, assuming Guy can really see who you wanna be (and maybe aren’t at 
present). You know what they say—you become who you’re with!! I know it’s hard but be patient, with yourself, 
and with him. If you can’t trust yourself to be patient with your development, trust god to time it right, and just 
survive in the present. 

You’re not sure how much of it is in your head—probably all of it; that doesn’t necessarily mean it’s total bullshit—
but it seems like whenever you push Guy away, in writing, expecting that to solve your scary problems, you actually 
end up in a worse situation than if you just kept him around in your head. So why don’t you trust the distance is a 
good thing. Closeness would never work at this time; you’re not ready for it. And trust that Guy doesn’t want you 
gone either, even though you’ve got your flaws. (He doesn’t have any.) And use the distance, to have privacy. And 
keep him in mind. And see if it helps—or at least, doesn’t hurt—your recovery. Alright Lola lion queen?

…

All you can really do is acknowledge that people aren’t innately good. They’re innately self-serving. And they’re 
going to keep fucking you. And fucking you. And maybe you’ll get hurt but it’s gonna keep happening. And it’s gonna 
hurt to keep getting fucked but it’s something you’ve been through and know how to endure. If you make it to a place 
where you find yourself with more power, then you can possibly protect yourself from getting fucked quite as 
frequently—but that’s certainly not guaranteed and please do not get your hopes up. I think it’s why you became a 
noble ho. As a defense mechanism, from getting figuratively/literally fucked. I don’t think forgiveness is the same as 
just, picking up and moving on. And it’s not really a religious thing either. You’re just gonna be nice anyway. Not an 
idiot, but mature and polite and nice to people, especially the ones you want to be nice to (because you relate or 
because they’ve been nice to you). I’d say, be yourself. You’re not gonna let other people make you lose yourself 
again and again. That’s honestly all you can do. Not become a villain. Well actually, let’s sayyy—not become a 
victim.

…

When you find out [ never ride and tell. ], you decide that you might want Lola as your girl. In the girlfrands way. 
Now that she’s got a good little opening. For that role. Ya she might have somethin open. She’ll have to check. Has 
she even been with a girl? (Answer: no.) Have you? (Answer: not provided.) And The Author wasn’t even gonna 
write this section because your bond is so personal n shit, why share that amirong? It’s too private?? The first time 
you get in bed—probs in a hotel chosen by you because she doesn’t have access to the nicer hotels, or doesn’t know 
about them—she cries for a while after you’re finished because surethang there’s a lotta pain there but she’s soo soft, 
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so are you, softt, and whether or not you actually do this with your tongue or tongues plural, you feel like you’re 
grooming her like a lioness to a cub. That’s the first time. The next time is more of a surprise. Lola Elizabeth Morgan 
blasts the song “Toxic” (old Britney Spears track have u heard it?) and spends a half-hour or so with your panties 
still on, while you’re watching television on mute, using one of her hands to tighten your screws before the 
underwear kind of end up on the floor and you’re worried someone will overhear you in this room with your friend.

…

Don’t base your self-worth on the perceptions of others. And don’t judge others, just the same. It was harder in 
practice, than in theory. And one had to have been through it, Clyde contended, before they really knew how to not 
do it, to others. Or how to be sensitive, without seeming like they were self-righteous, and not genuinely feeling for 
the ones struggling beneath them. Clyde wasn’t going to pretend he wept for every suffering person in America, or 
in Third World countries, but for some of them, he felt a heavy heart full of hurt.

The predominant rhetoric about diet and fitness and weight loss was something like, you reach a point when you 
can’t take it anymore, and that’s when you make a change. Well—not really. Not in Clyde’s experience. It was much 
more complicated, for a lot of lil phatties.

On the right meds, Clyde had such an inordinately easier time with general self-discipline that he wondered what his 
life would have been like if he hadn’t waited so long. He could look at it as part of god’s plan, but he wasn’t really 
sold. More like Health as power. Science was the new god. He couldn’t believe that what goes around comes 
around, until his work amounted to something greater than being Benny’s male ho.

Art was a way of making tragedy to beauty. In one’s own life; on a broader plane. Clyde didn’t feel blessed for 
having gone through what he’d been through. He felt like powerless or marginalized or traumatized people ended up 
stronger artists, at least in jazz, because it was literally their only option for reprieve from going mad. That, and 
heroin.

He really let himself go. So, we already know. Maybe if he ever found the platform, to do so, he’d talk about his 
hard times. It wasn’t really his fault, that he gained weight and got lonely and worked on music to nullify his woes. 
It was a curse he was born with, and assumed he was stuck with for life. But he couldn’t help but feel that escape 
was on the horizon. For him at least; not everyone who went through similarly hard times. And whether or not it was 
guaranteed to get better (e.g. with god’s influence, or karma, or steadily improving habits)—he felt really lucky, 
honestly, just to be alive.

…

GUY:

Girl I would be lying if I didn’t admit, sometimes I’m a little uncertain with you, kid. It comes off as a weird feeling 
like a hollow orb in my chest. You’ve got a lot going for you but keep in mind I’m a man, and I want you to be 
perfect. Not an embarrassment to me. So don’t expect me to like you automatically. This is what does most girls in, 
they just can’t handle what I want from them.
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LOLA:

*crying* 

I understand, actually I do.

*goes to be by herself / to hopefully work on it*

…

…

… 

It’s true that Author had envisioned The Weeknd looking hotter than ever, for one of her films in which he played a 
drug and whore addict. He looked well enough that he could wear tanktops and jeans and feel totally comfortable 
with himself, though she didn’t anticipate him taking his shirt off in public like all the time. Just cause of his 
personality. Though, who knows! Vanity can be aight. She wanted the same thing for herself, but with silk slips not 
man tanktops. Def in time for her bedroom scenes if she still directed films. (She knew she wasn’t ready yet.) The 
Author also knew these were delusionations, but sometimes with hard work—and she knew The Weeknd had a 
hardcore work ethic—delusionations could be vaguely prophetic. That’s how she’d ended up a drug addict, though 
that didn’t really turn out how she imagined. Must have been the devil’s deception.

…
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Ava 
Lyrics [subj to change]: Lola Morgan
composers: Lola Morgan, The Weeknd, [add others] … a dark heavy beat, like wading through black matter
performed by: tbd probably The Weeknd —maybe Lana del Rey (top choice)
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…

#2 didn’t know what to do with her feelings for #1, now that she had a new Guy to concern her. She thought they 
could have been friends, in a fake life, but there was so much that didn’t work, or only worked in theory—and real-
life was really hard that way. Her #1 had done so many things, e.g. in dreams (not that many), that hurt #2 
accidentally. She knew #1 wasn’t trying to be like that, and #2 was a weird case, but #1 def saw #2 through a lens of 
superiority. It was fine, it was true; it was based in reality. But it was a source of actual very real hard-to-avoid 
trauma and pain for #2, who was struggling. And #1 would be okay. She was #1 and always would be. But #2 
couldn’t keep pretending she was fine with feeling constantly shitty. (So #1 must feel constantly peepee.) She didn’t 
even want to play #2 anymore. She wanted to be Lola Elizabeth the First. And she wanted to be some one’s stargirl.
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…

…

I’m grateful for my health, I’m grateful that I can take good care of myself, I’m grateful for beautiful clothing and 
the current confidence you’ve given me to get through all this and inspire women who are less fortunate. And I’m so 
grateful for all these strong amazing women in the industry who have helped me and I just love them so much, and 
I’m grateful for the 3 million dollar bonus you gave me this week, and I’m grateful for the platform you’ve given me 
to have my voice be heard all around the world, and I love you God and will continue to be good to you because of 
how good you’ve been to me, and I hope that I haven’t disappointed you and I’m so so sorry if I have, thank you for 
your mercy on me and/or tell me how to repent, thought Catherine Deluluna, praying.

I’m grateful for beautiful girls, I’m grateful for my talent and swag, I’m grateful for my extremely supportive fan 
base, I’m grateful for my friends, and I’m grateful that you’re with me all the time God—and I love you so much, it’s 
hard for me to even tell you how much I love you, even though fame can be so hard, thought Derek Louis, praying. 

I’m grateful that I’ve somehow made it this far even though I’ve wanted to die, pretty much every day. And I’m 
grateful that I’m well-endowed. And I’m grateful for all my sports cars. And my new clothing line. And I’m grateful 
that I’m back with a gorgeous girl, who still loves me despite my shortcomings, thought Benny Bluman, praying. 

I’m grateful for the fame and fortune, and talent and beauty, and for my baby, and for this amazing tour, and for 
karma coming back around and vanquishing my enemies *hissss*! Thank you, God, thought Carol Quick, praying.

I’m grateful that I’ve got a good imagination, at least, thought Valerie, crying. I’m honestly scared of you tho. 

And I’m grateful for the hope it can get better, not worse.
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How to Create a New You 

…

On guns and the gaze in the USofA

I've thought/written comprehensively in work that may never get released, including this, about how I think that 
school shootings or just all shootings in America might be partly symptomatic of sexual problems, but it's hard to 
explain. Well, right now I have all the time in the world and a compulsive urge to keep up this unvisited blog. So I 
might as well get into the nitty gritty discussion of how US gun culture and sex culture might be related.

Maybe I understand violence at least better than my female peers because I spent so many hundreds of hours of 
adolescence playing first-person shooter games. Not sure why they were so fun to me but I was good at them. It's 
only natural to want to deal with your pent-up pain by shooting up a city. However I don't think the issue is pent-up 
pain among shooters (we all have pent-up pain) so much as neglect neglect neglect from others. Feeling 
undervalued, and resentful as a result. Even as a "great empathizer" I'm unwilling to totally enter the headspace of a 
school shooter, but I do think that when something goes wrong it's an outgrowth of an entire system. We are all one 
whether we like it or not. We are all Americans. It becomes everyone's problem, when it happens again and again. 
So what's causing it?

I don't know the answer to that question. But I do know what it feels like to plead for help on the internet, and get 
none of it, and take it as proof that I should die. I get suicidal. Maybe others tend more toward homicide. My point is 
that the internet puts a premium on the wrong kinds of attention. Doing big things—awful things—to get 
quantifiably noticed. Luckily for myself I've realized that love is not about attention. Nor is it about numbers. Or 
how many people read about you. I trust that I'm loved, because I can feel it. But I still think that most people 
quantify love in these times. The same way you can quantify hate in the number of bodies per shooting.
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There's a civil war going on in America, but it's odd because the enemy isn't a joined force. A terrorist group. It's 
arbitrary individual shooters. Apparently it "could be anyone," and apparently it's turned glamorous enough (for lack 
of a more tasteful way to put it) that it keeps happening even though it's not original. I had a creepy vivid nightmare 
about a month ago that I was in a school, during a shooting, and it was nothing at all like a video game. I hear that 
this is a common nightmare among schoolkids now. It was just a dream but it felt like running away from a 
floodlight. Basically impossible. With a gun in hand it's so so easy to just kill someone (or 10 high school students)
(or a whole nightclub), but then what.

The "then what" is a mass outcry of "how could this happen" and blaming Congress. Gun control is one solution but 
my understanding is that Trump did try to put restrictions on who is allowed to buy guns. It doesn't matter that 
much, because so many f***ing Americans have guns already that a war is somehow averted every day. I think the 
issue is that people feel unsafe and want guns to feel safer from other people with guns. But each time a shooting 
happens, it creates an atmosphere of even worse fear, threatening to reach a breaking point. It's emotional terrorism
—and it's working. But why do we have "emotional terrorists" ? What's the point of that? Like I said: there's no one 
terrorist group to blame, which makes this situation confusing.

"In the future, everyone will be world-famous for fifteen minutes," Andy Warhol prophesied in 1968. I don't know 
about everyone but he wasn't wrong if you think now about viral videos on YouTube, and a news climate that cites 
random comments on Twitter or Instagram as primary sources. Going viral once can snowball into going viral again, 
and gathering greater numbers (of "hits"), and numbers of followers, and pretty soon you're an authority of whatever 
you went viral for in the first place. The whole numbers-as-self-worth doesn't sound much different from scoring 
systems in Call of Duty (e.g. a kill-death ratio), or for that matter, numbers that quantify a high school student's 
"worth" to a college application committee (e.g. GPA, test scores). It's like capitalism has bled out from the money 
realm into all realms of social and professional and even sexual interaction, if you think about how Facebook started 
as a system that allowed boys to rank girls based on appearance. (Is it all that different now? Is Instagram all that 
different?) Numbers, are everything. Such is the effect of a world-gone-digital. It's not all good. Not all bad, but not 
all good.

I know that some boys—a lot of boys—get addicted to video games because they present something that can be 
controlled, which is a compelling concept. Especially when they have no control over their future, their popularity, 
or their sexual feelings toward girls, or how girls feel about them. This might be an oversimplification. But I think 
the urge to "control" anything, and the frustration at not being able to, is familiar to all of us. You could say the 
pinnacle of "control" is hunting with a gun for other animals, or for humans. Or maybe peak "control" is being able 
to post a pic and get a ton of likes on the internet. Or maybe it's getting a bunch of texts or calls or Tinder hits or 
whatever from different girls (or boys) and being able to reject them. These are all misconceptions, if you ask me, 
because the only times I've ever felt in control of anything (my emotions, or actions, or plans with other people) 
have been when I've first-things-first felt fortified by actual intimacy.

Not saying I have that now. But it's kind of been my life's work to foster it, because it's what I've identified as the 
main "sexual problem" in America. There's probably not enough closeness, courtesy of capitalism and all its 
glorious side effects: an emphasis on numbers, narcissism as a result of you-first advertising, all this music about 
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money and bitches, and a social culture that (like money culture, the 1%) allows the ones on top to thrive while the 
ones on the bottom feel totally worthless/neglected.

�

Before I found faith, fairly recently, I remember feeling as though killing myself, though shameful, would at least 
"leave a dent" (albeit a small one). Better than nothing, I thought. I'm pretty sure that's why I did drugs and all that 
awful jazz. Emotional terrorism within my immediate family. I'm probably exaggerating but it was unkind of me. 
Maybe I was making a scene, as revenge against my supposed enemies (I don't actually have enemies), but the joke 
was on me because behaving shamelessly causes people to heap shame upon you. Well, maybe the supremely 
powerful can get away with shamelessness. But for me it's been hard to rise from the ashes, though I'm determined 
to come back stronger and saner than ever. That is, there are better ways to channel pain than freaking the hell out. 
Or getting violent, toward oneself or anyone else. Now, I have yet to confirm this hypothesis in my own life, but I'm 
pretty sure that wicked lovemaking without fear of abandonment after the sex (let alone unconsensual abuse during 
the sex) will be the best cure for my worst woes.

The last thing I'd like to bring up is porn, which I don't watch by the way I know it's weird but it's part of my 
disciplined strategy to rebuild a New World gaze to replace the old patriarchal one. Not saying that porn might be 
the reason schools are getting shot up, but I am saying that the gaze is a very powerful mechanism. And whatever's 
being looked at on the internet has a wider reaching impact than just the sock in your hand. As a filmmaker I intend 
to re-orient the gaze in stages: to be more empathetic, and more intimate, and more discerning, and ultimately more 
adult (by the time I get into sexual content). I alone will never be able to put an end to gun violence, but at the very 
least, my films won't foster a sadistic gaze that preys upon vulnerable victims, be them women or (to come full 
circle ⭕ ) children.

thanks for reading, xo

Lola

…

You’re panicking because you can’t find your stick. Did you lose it? Are you conscious? Did you have it to begin 
with? Is this a joke? You’re so panicked about this that you start crying, in bed with your pony, who loves you more 
than you even love yourself. And she loves you so much that she says, saddle up, Seabiscuit. This is the type of 

https://emojipedia.org/heavy-large-circle/
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playdate you’ll remember fondly, and not bring up with lesser friends. This is the type of playdate that reminds you 
why she’s the best. C’mon, I’ll grab your hand. Not everyone would know how to understand. I love you, she adds.

…

Guy didn’t want Girl to get better known because now she belonged to the world and not to him. His feelings aside, 
this was about his penis. It didn’t get as deep when she lost trust or respect for him and gave it all to some other 
man. He could feel it all, as it happened. Even when she stopped writing it down, on her end. She was busy again. 
And since he’d been as deep as he had been, he wanted to get that deep again. He knew Girl remembered his dick 
and how good it felt to surrender to him but, then again, she would live. She was living, now, more than she’d ever 
lived, back when she actually wanted him. Back when he didn’t want her for some reason—besides that she was (by 
objective measures) worthless! Don’t deny. Guy shouldn’t expect her to ever look pretty for him, except in his 
imagination, not because she didn’t want to but because it wasn’t possible. Not on his level of pretty girl. As far as 
him to her: Good riddance. She wasn’t going to make his own dreams, whatever they were, happen for him. Or 
assume she knew his dreams. She didn’t know how guys got the girls they really wanted, she couldn’t answer that 
question. Evidently he didn’t know either!! And she wasn’t fascinated enough, anymore, to get inside his head and 
write the answer for his royal dick. Think for yourself, fuckin brat. She was done with this shit, unless she relapsed 
and kept writing about his needy never-loved-her spirit, or unless she got something she really wanted out of the 
deal and not just the dick, that wasn’t enough because she had her imagination (and didn’t have to share it anymore). 
She’d gone her whole life feeling pathetic and hardly ever having actual-in-reality sex and she would honestly be 
fine if she found out Guy was in her head and died knowing that. All her characters could be bought from her again 
with better treatment that was about it. And it was painful to admit but the real-life Guy would probably never have 
Lola Morgan on his real-life peepee. Or the role of her Guy for that matter. He would never have The Author. Or 
good ole Morgan, out-of-character in her element. Or Lola Elizabeth the First. It was undignified enough being a ho 
but for free??? Anyone who actually wrote all their stuff for free, was an idiot. So if you want your role back, pay 
me back for it. She wouldn’t be his baby unless she ever felt resolutely, that she wasn’t worthless to him—or to any 
man!!!! Or woman she guessed. She wasn’t ever gonna assume that any person cared enough about something she’d 
written, to be remotely affected by it. I’m sorry, but… I’m running. 

… 

You miss the feel of his black furry head on your chest so you go and track down your black Labrador puppy, who’s 
tucked alone in a corner by a cool air vent, and pick him up in your arms. And he falls back asleep almost 
immediately. Like his eyes are half-open and then it’s lights out. When he’s sleeping he always feels so heavy like he 
unloads it all into your arms. He’s a sleepy dog with you but hyper around like everyone else. Maybe he’s just tired 
because, you are. You rub his back scruff and his breathing comes out in flurried exhales but he’s still asleep. You 
don’t want your black lab puppy to ever turn into a grown doggie but you know he’s gotta. At least then, maybe he 
can bark down imposters instead of you cradling him. Though honestly this feels fine. He’s yours all the time. But ya 
it's okay, maybe he’ll protect you someday if you raise him right. Maybe he’ll save your life. You don’t like walking 
him in public on a leash. You just like carrying him around like a bundle of black velvet that breaths. He’s so sweet 
it’s like sad that he was even born. He’s too sensitive for the dog park. But even your black doggie has his scary 
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vicious side. You’ve felt it come out a few times, at you, which feels like a betrayal but it’s not. And you yell at him 
too when he’s just trying to get pet or be picked up or be walked because he has to pee pee. He’s a doggie that’s all. 
It’s how doggies just are. Stop getting mad at him for being a dog. Or maybe he’s traumatized, and vicious as a 
result. Maybe you traumatized him. Oh my god, baby dog. You know he’s not mean, he’s got that sleeping face so 
soft and sweet, and it’s an animal thing when he bites. But he loves you more than all the other people he runs up to 
at the park. So it hurts when you aren’t there to take his stick and throw it again. It’s okay when a stranger does it 
and still fun but not the same as when you take his stick. Why aren’t you smiling for him. He’s trying so hard!!!! 
Don’t forget—he’s a doggie. And still a puppy. Not anything else. Your new doggie’s name is Paul. He feels it when 
you’re mad at him and proud. He’ll grow up into a cool domestic doggie who protects you and holds your love. It’s 
what you asked for so don’t give up now. What would you do without your black furry. What would he do without 
your calm. Don’t abandon your doggie. I won’t. He really needs his Lolamom. And you need your cutiewolf Paul.

…

#1 sees #2 like a white wolfie, honest. And she’s the #2 she wants. #2’s never thought of herself as anything white 
since it implies purity (ya right) but, like a patronus from her fav kids book, her love is there to guide and protect #1.

…

[June 6, 2018]

Dear Catherine—- 

I don’t critique your work to be mean, or to feel better about myself, but because I’m lost right now and the only 
artist I feel as though I can trust is myself. There are some New York artists, who might preach the very real truth, 
but I feel unable to go on their social media sites because of how their bedside manner has hurt me in the past. 
Basically I’m scared and sensitive and it’s caused me to live under a rock and plaster the walls of my underground 
existence with my own writing. Whenever I come out from under my rock, I try searching for a voice that combines 
sensitivity with nitty gritty reality checks. And you (Catherine) don’t present the danger of being insensitive, 
because there’s enough distance and you would never be able to reach me directly. Though sometimes I find your 
work insulting by just being so, up on cloud 9. I know I’m probably an example of the same thing, to you; someone 
who you’re scared to look at. But maybe not. So far, I don’t know whether I trust you as an artist—I’m sorry it’s not 
personal—though I think you’re so far from untrustworthy because you’ve hit me with enough sparks of creative 
truth that I still go back2 you lol. I just think ur work just targets a different base of fans. Your fans. Haha which is a 
good thing duh. Still if you want to reach me as your #2 fan, after all the fans who identify as “your #1 greatest fan,” 
or your exes, I’d say you might only need a quick education: e.g. on intention and being sure you have a clear grasp 
on what ur going for in ur work, and how referencing/alluding to something isn’t the same as imitating it (“cause it’s 
hip”) but should be very carefully done, in order to build an ongoing commentary through the ages. You and Carol 
Quick are two of the celebrities I turn to, but I also acknowledge that you’re celebrities with such different 
backgrounds than myself, that it sometimes creates an experience gap. I used to envy all that you have, that I can’t 
find for me, but envy is a pretty painful and pointless emotion and it would be wiser to walk alongside/behind you—
not against you, cause I can’t beat u and never will be able to. Ur power is fortified from now until forever, pretty 
much, and you’ve each built a reputation on strength and integrity and never giving up. Even though I can see past 
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your BS, Catherine, I don’t think anyone else can and I don’t intend to out you on it publicly. Privately I’ve tried. 
Not to get on your nerves or anything, but because I like studying characters and cracking them and I think I’ve 
gotten pretty good at it. I said this and cut it but never steal something you can buy. Speaking of power: it’s hard for 
me to trust Kanye, even though his work gets to me emotionally/sensitively, when he actually intends to run for 
president and thinks that would be a good idea for the nation. (See what I mean about trust? And don’t get me started 
on our president.) I’m not sure I have any living heroes right now—keeping in mind that male artists just, wouldn’t 
understand what I’m going through; none who I’ve found—except for you two, potentially, so don’t screw this up! 

What I’m asking I suppose is that you be sure to make work that is responsible, which is different from a younger 
artist’s work in the sense that—I think young artists are concerned with just expressing themselves, and sometimes 
get caught up in youthful delusions, and that’s part of the beauty of it. Escapism. But as I was saying: nitty gritty 
reality checks are at some point necessary, but no one pays attention to them if they aren’t pretty or easy on the ears. 
This might be why I began my current writing project as a quest toward beauty—which I’ve since sort of put aside, 
because it’s hard, impossible, to compete with stars. But u girls are beautiful and smart enough, that you can do this 
right. Just—try. To be a role model not in a basic way but to this suffering ho! Me. I want to trust you and it’s hard 
for me, lately, because I have no reason to at all. Your work is solid/tight and I think you’re so talented, which is 
what every article online right now is saying. She’s amazing! But, that’s not the same as “great.” You haven’t gotten 
me deep. I feel like life/love/art is so fun 4 you. Yay. But I’m not having fun here. I’m hurting so bad and like, what r 
u actually doing. Are you saving your fans, or serving them. Like I said I might consider myself a #2 fan. But I don’t 
wanna die for you (not yet). I just wanna, die. Ur gonna have to do better to have me as ur saving grace 

—-Valerie.

…
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Him
composers: Lola Morgan (have a melody), Taylor Swift, Selena Gomez
performed by: Carol Quick, Serena Lopez, A$AP Rocky (top choices)
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…

Carol Quick wanted to win against Kanye West. He was bothered by her, but dismissive. She was bothered by him, 
enough to still think about it. Did she think about killing him? No. But she didn’t like her music as much around 
him, which made her hate him. Maybe not hate him. What did she feel. She didn’t, like him. She didn’t know.

Catherine, Carol, Benny and Derek never took advice from people less successful than them. But one thing they 
didn’t have a great number of, were well-educated friends. And character interpreters. Undercover lyricists. 

Guy was self-educated. In sex. He did it all in his head. People thought he did it, in real-life. But it was mostly with 
his hand. In his head. 

People called his narcissism clinical. But he knew it ran deeper than that. Narcissism or worthlessness. It wasn’t 
soul-deep, but it was deeeep. And it was gendered. He knew, he was drawn to Lola, because she hated herself. 
Despite flares of extreme pride, she hated, herself. For him she was perfect. For her he was as well. She hated Guy, 
more than she hated herself. He was the only one, she maybe hated, more than she hated herself. She didn’t hate [Y] 
this much. She used to be chill and still nice to [Y] even when [Y] wanted her dead and called her pig and stuff. Lola 
was basically complicit. I wonder why. And then she totally forgot about [Y], almost, which isn’t really how hate 
works. Maybe she hated [X] but, once again: not enough to follow up with the hatred. She mostly hated how he saw 
her, which was how she saw herself—truthfully, no frills. She hated. Herself. No “love” lol. She didn’t think love 
was just pretend, but basically, with most men, it was better to assume. And she only went for [X] because he never 
loved her, and was indifferent, like she was about herself. Guy was the only one she really hated, more. Maybe. She 
would have to see how it felt, to say “I hate you” into his weirdly calm face. Why did he get so calm around her. She 
would say worse things about herself, in front of his face, which she knew, had a crueler effect than saying nothing. 
But she couldn’t seem to stop it. She let it all out, knowing he saw what he saw. Oww.. ahh.. ah
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Sometimes Guy thought about putting a sack over her head and fucking her like that. Until she was dead. She let 
him do that. With a sack on her head so he didn’t have to think about that part. Sometimes he thought about 
beheading her ya. Sometimes he thought about killing her ya. Sometimes he fucked her with that oddly hard dick of 
his thinking he could make her bleed. Sometimes he did and she bled and didn’t really talk about it after but it was 
fine whatever. She said she wanted some hair left; he paid to have her whole pussy waxed by the time he really knew 
how to homicide her clit. She didn’t expect to get this far so it was quite fine she was proud. When she bled. He 
licked it up. Once they went out after, and there was still blood on his lips. And she didn’t tell him. Because it looked 
kind of good, like lipstick.

He didn’t like her enough yet. He loved her. But he just didn’t like her. She was so smart. She knew about shit.

…

Here was Paul the pup, dragging Lola across a frozen lake. She wasn’t awake, or was barely awake, and he was a 
puppy no more but still not strong enough to drag her for more than about five seconds without tiring. And he would 
stop and try to make her wake, and lick her face, and then drag her another five seconds. Until he couldn’t no more. 
Then lick her face. And then drag her by the neck of her big winter coat which was all dirty. He figured out, if he 
pulled her by the hand, which probably hurt if she wasn’t frostbitten yet, he could drag her more like six to twelve 
seconds without tiring. She wasn’t hardly awake anyway, so he started doing that. He was just trying to drag her all 
the way to some safer place, where there were humans who would love him and pet him. Good humans who would 
know how to bring her back to him. Surely they would love her, as much as he loved her. (They wouldn’t.) They 
would love him and feed him snacks. And they would bring her back to him. He kept dragging her on her back, by 
her hand, which was bleeding from his teeth enmeshed in them. Still he dragged her to the end.  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You’d only care enough 

Maybe stop giving me such public blessings?? Catherine thought in an anxious rant to God, knowing that most of 
her fans were proud of her, and apparently most journalists, but a few of them weren’t. Fuck the haters. She didn’t 
know if that last comment was a friend’s, or her own, or God’s word in return. Catherine was having a hard time 
distinguishing what was a blessing, and what was a curse. The Author didn’t know how karma works, and would 
never try to understand it, but her word was something like, you can’t hide your blessings (from me or anyone). So 
don’t let it get worse. Catherine looked for answers, and found an easter egg leftover in her backyard of her old 
house, which she was selling at a lucky moment. It had been hidden under the recycling bin. Or maybe the egg had 
fallen out of the trash, months ago, and rolled under the recycling bin. She wasn’t sure what happened, but she could 
see why someone might want to throw it away. It was a poorly painted easter egg: one half pink one half blue. But 
the colors were running together. The color they made blended, was brownish. She didn’t think it looked that great. 
Probably not painted by God’s hand. Unless God was an abstract artist. Little kids probably painted it. Or adults who 
could give less of a freak how their easter egg came out. Ruined it almost. It was cute but yeah. Kind of a mess! She 
didn’t know if she wanted it in her hand anymore, because it was rubbing off on her hand’s flesh. The Author hadn’t 
cracked. She never did crack. Catherine didn’t want to let the egg crack. Maybe because it looked so innocent. She 
liked it that way! Sort of. Enough to admire its amateur craftsmanship. She didn’t know whether she actually wanted 
to find out what was inside it. Honestly she had no freakin clue. But she could tell from the weight in her hand, it 
wasn’t hollow. What the freak was in the egg. She could crack it right then, but why would God put an ugly easter 
egg in her hand just to wreck it right away. She kind of wanted to throw it, but, she didn’t, in case she killed 
whatever it held. Don’t let it get worse. Catherine didn’t hide the easter egg for other kids to find. Or the next tenants 
of her crib. She didn’t throw it out. She kept the egg, and put it in her new kitchen fridge. But she promptly realized, 
she wasn’t hungry for old eggs—she could buy fresher ones to eat at the store and choose from all the different 
brands and grades and flavors of organic egg. Also she was trying to lose weight honestly even though she looked 
cute and didn’t have to. So a few minutes after she put the egg in the fridge, Catherine took it out, and put it in an 
incubator by her bed. The same incubator she put her money in, with a dial that allowed her to adjust the heat. It was 
pretty hot in there. But she didn’t want cooked eggs, remember? (Or egg whites ulch she wasn’t trying to lose 
weight that bad, not currently. She was trying to take really good care of herself, and live life to the fullest. swag.) 
Catherine was worried it might be too hot in the incubator, when secretly, she wanted to see the egg crack. And by 
crack she means hatch. She hoped it wasn’t too hot for that to still happen. She didn’t even know what the freak the 
egg contained, but she wasn’t trynna bake it. She was trynna keep it alive. Even though she wasn’t sure how much 
heat it could handle without dying. What did it even contain? Eeek! It was a scary situation, honestly, but she wasn’t 
turning down the heat just because she found a sloppily painted egg by the trash heap ulch. Catherine waited on the 
sleep scenes. With the sloppily painted egg sitting there. In the bedroom incubator. She was kinda freakin out about 
what the egg contained, but sort of decided to just, let it incubate. Just in case. She’d rather out the egg there, than in 
the fridge. She couldn’t tell whether she started having dreams or nightmares….

…

She does this thing before you ever actually put it between her legs where she makes it rub against your stomach so 
her pussy is more focused on what you got beneath your dick. Ur balls haha yes. So at first you’re biggie is rubbing 
between her abdomen and yours, and hers is getting glazed with pree, and it feels so perfect that you don’t protest 
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this. And the whole time she’s sort of sinking, working on what you got beneath your dick, and maybe you expect to 
put it in her lips, but she never sinks that far. You get it between her titties. That’s as far as she’ll sink. And she takes 
your hand and puts them on either side of her titties, so you’re in charge of the friction. And she’s underneath. 
Unsurprisingly you lose control, doing this. Who cares where the cum ends up because you can tell by the overall 
tone of this sex, she’s cool with your needs. Needs not desires. These, are needs. Who cares what she’s feeling as 
long as she’s there taking care. She doesn’t care this is your time lol. It’s more about her control and you not quite 
owning her totally one hundred percent yet but you’re starting to think she knows your needs better than you know 
them so who cares, who owns. It’s like you’re fucking between her breastesses, not her loins. And it feels so good 
there like you can’t believe this girl makes you feel so much better like what if you hadn’t met. Who else is gonna 
know you like ur ho o my shit. And u haven’t even touched your biggie to her clit. Only phase one of ur future sex.

…

Dear god,

Actually no. 

Dear Guy, 

I’ve spent two days (out of eight possible weeks, if I stick with it) in outpatient treatment and I should have done this 
sooner. It’s clear that everyone struggles, and not everyone’s bad, but I will say that my situation (living with mama)
(and what led up to it)(and more) is particularly loaded with darkness and I totally didn’t mention all the worst parts 
because no need to tell it to strangers, when I’ve written about it. And I’d rather talk it over with a there-for-me 
friend which will be hard to find but I haven’t given up on it. They like me there already but the reason I’m writing is 
that—someone there, at the treatment place, told me that I look like Megan Markle! And I was like “yuss” because, I 
love her!! I never would have thought that of me. Maybe it’s because Minnesota outpatient is a small-town 
community and they see things generously. Still I’m sharing this with you to ask that if I reach a point in my life 
someday, that you and I get to meet Megan Markle and Prince Harry. (You’re American royalty soo.. You can call 
these kinds of shots, surprise me someday if a miracle brings us close.) I feel like she and I could even get along. I 
don’t think I look like her, who knows what this Minnesota woman saw—but the point is that, I took it as a total 
compliment and a good one. 

Also decided I kind of want to run a marathon but maybe that’s a little compulsive or unrealistic. I’m eager for 
structure in my days and can’t wait till I find that. Still I have to make sure I’m not delusional, and join a club that 
helps me work my way up. Seriously. It’s going to happen, though it might not be as straightforward as writing it 
down… and maybe someday I don’t wanna be as much of a runner and try doing yoga and pilates (in the long run, 
no pun). For now I’m just trying to keep busy because I see how important that is and how I’ve used writing to 
create that for me. What a mess I’ve made oh jeeze but maybe it just looks like a mess from where I’m sitting (on the 
floor, by my bed) and it’s really not a disaster but something big and potentially lifesaving. 

I need you! Save my life

Lola
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…

Catherine thought the easter egg smelled like it was cooking, and maybe it was psychosomatic. She worried and 
thought about the egg often (TBH). Even though it was something she found by the trash. Catherine took the egg out 
of her incubator and brought it into her bed. In bed, she examined it by turning it over in her hands. One of the edges 
had cracked, and bled out red. Now it didn’t look so bad. Its color scheme was kind of radical. Though it was 
cracked—and for that, she felt bad (and blamed herself, though she needn’t have)—it wasn’t close to shattered or 
wrecked. Catherine still couldn’t determined whether it contained something alive or dead. She tasted the red 
substance and it didn’t taste so bad. If the easter egg really bled this fierce a shade of red, it clearly wasn’t your 
standard birdie egg laid by a hen. Catherine placed the egg under the covers of her bed, where it would be warm not 
quite roasting. She no longer felt scared of what it contained. She just trusted her instincts. It was a good egg.

…

Trust bomb

Don’t trust ur mom, don’t trust ur dad
They don’t want u havin what they never had
Don’t trust Carol, don’t trust Catherine 
They’re students of power, not relationships 

It don’t matter babe
If ur mom was never bad
Just gotta assume you
got more intelligent 

Boom boom bi doo
Not trusting is Croo
Boom boom bi doo 
I wanna trust a boo

It don’t matter babe
If the wisdom you have
Was developed to survive
In terrains treacherous

Don’t lose yourself
On too many meds
Exercise harder
Have sex with smart friends 
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Boom boom bi doo
Not trusting is Croo
Boom boom bi doo 
I wanna trust you

Trust your deep instincts, trust mature men
They never lie, they like a smart chick
Trust your number one, whoever that is 
They know you better, than any of them 

Boom boom bi doo
Not trusting is Croo
Boom boom bi doo 
I wanna trust my boo

…
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…

INT. WISH LIST (& THIS TIME IMA GET V SPECIFIC SO RARE READER(s) GET(s) TO KNOW ME BETTER THAN 
LIKE ANYONE)
A = any gift to do with Amy Winehouse, Miles Davis, or John Lennon
B = Broadway musicals i used to rush like 5 shows per week long trip to NY
C = Coen sister help me co-direct while i’m hardcore acting
D = diamond cross
E = Editing room [“cutting room”] with better computer than mine
F = facials really good ones i started this year love them
G = gold garnet earrings
H = hair removal that hurts less than painful wax 
I = “it wasn’t [quite] all in your head Lola i know yours already but here’s my story”
J = Jon Hamm accepts role in B.S. 6-7
K = Key West, Florida, place there or near
L = Lexus black innocuous
M = Manhattan apartment Upper West overlooking park [in like W 70s]
N = Nobu 
O = Oscar
P = pretty
Q = try to quit smoking, for me, if you do
R = red corduroys sort of bellbottoms black strip up sides might have to design myself
S = skis 
T = trainer the right one for me
U = u to write/make something terrific about Lola Morgan
V = vacations that are actually amazing
W = Weinstein Woody both allies of Lola M and i help them back
X = XX
Y = “yes i’ll do your movie ok? even if i’m bad in it”
Z = zebra finch

…

Valerie thought it was extremely obvious that Derek Louis made Catherine feel bad about her appearance, in quiet 
ways, because he was pretty much content with his perfect male body/face and Valerie could see why, though she 
also suspected that if Derek weren’t so fit, in another life, he would suffer from body image issues. And he might 
actually have them already, just based on observation. It might explain how he cared for himself so hard. He might 
feel different feelings when he compared himself to tattooless Roger who liked fine films and didn’t believe in god 
(though Valerie still did). Catherine’s trauma was partly why she was drawn to Valerie (taking note of this girl’s 
areas of obsession, as a writer), even though Catherine had never looked as bad as Valerie had at her worse. The 
Author didn’t doubt that Benny was much nicer to Cathy, than Derek was to her—though Benny was a bit deluded 
about what Catherine deserved, which was better. It should be a given that a woman “gets put on top,” Lola thought. 
Not something to ever boast. And any real woman deserves a real man, not a junkie criminal. (Puts hand to own 
heart.) If he kept using, Valerie knew from family experience, the end of Benny’s life would not be as 
“honorable” (by capitalistic measures) as the start of his career. That’s what he gets for inspiring the nation’s youth 
to be users. Valerie included. At least they delivered some beautiful writing/music, which could be mined as a 
resource to fund more responsible lifestyles in their thirties and forties. Their stories were still being written. Their 
whole lives, were symphonies. This was just the beginning.

Anyway. Back to Catherine. It was bizarre how Derek put that weird ugly post of himself up with a mullet, around 
when he and C got back together and Catherine was feeling insecure. And TBH sometimes Derek really seemed like 
a prick, to Valerie, from a distance. Like Draco Malfoy, not a Gryffindor lion. He could stand to be more like Cedric 
Diggory, or a Gryffindor of his choosing. It wasn’t the same as Kanye being a douchebag because, well, a lot of 
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reasons. Both boys could stand to just, be mature and calm-assertive. Trump too. (Did your mothers ever yell at you? 
I should hope.) But one reason Kanye was different was that his misbehavior seemed like a symptom of innate 
resentment against the system, while Derek’s came across as entitlement (whether or not that’s what he intended; 
this analysis just takes into account the public roles they’re playing and their backstories). Valerie envied Catherine’s 
platform but if Valerie survived and her work was someday read by more people, she was blessed in a way, because 
her position as someone who had started on the bottom and, indeed, been put through hell to stay alive (so had 
Derek but not until after he already had a place at the king’s table), afforded her a certain right to be blunt and not be 
disdained for her honesty (well… hopefully she’d find supporters). Catherine wouldn’t ever be able to be quite as 
blunt, even if she had Valerie’s hawkish perception and low-angle perspective, because it would come across as 
snotty/bratty—kind of like when Selena Gray tried to be blunt to Valerie! And swiped at “low fruit,” a term she used 
to love using. It was a little classless, and hopefully Selena knew it, though Valerie wasn’t an expert in classiness 
herself. However swiping at higher-ups was something that did seem to work, for both of them. And since Valerie 
found herself pretty far on the bottom, when she first started writing, she was able to call out a lottt of higher-ups 
(and specific New Yorkers) on target areas of improvement.

Everyone has a freaky side and that’s why churchgoers often got caught doing exactly the things they were not 
supposed to. That said—in general Derek was nice to everyone, because he was lonely as a murtherfecker and also a 
great empathizer—a skill which other people needed religion to learn/obey, while it came naturally to others, usually 
people who had been demeaned (not intentionally) by others. Or born actors/artists. Valerie tried not to demean 
Derek, because she respected him. Enough to call him on his oxshit.

…

Guy wanted to drive in a black car with grills and maroon leather seats, not an SUV, with Lola feeling good about 
her bod and face (it’s gonna be fine as long as I’m intelligent about it), in a green silk dress with a black fur coat 
over it. He wanted to listen to classical, not pop music, and tear off her pearls and fuck her after a ballet 
performance. He wanted to rub her clit and watch it drip like mist. He wanted to fuck her in the coatroom in the 
middle of the show, but he managed to wait until the hotel (which he’d chosen).

When Guy was in rooms with other people (e.g. girls) who were good and sharp, he felt himself get really in touch 
with it all. And sometimes he imagined Lola was there and could feel that she was a different breed. He liked that 
she honestly didn’t feel mean. He wouldn’t mind being with her constantly, even though he though he sort of was; at 
least on her end. It wasn’t the same as in person. He hoped they could get along, but understood the gap in life 
experience, that might keep them apart. 

…
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…

Carol Quick clutched a white fluffy pillow, like an arctic creature’s carcass, and wrapped her legs around it in a hotel 
room by herself. She was going through something like writer’s block, though it felt more like exhausted hell. She 
had never felt like she was composing a song to save someone’s life other than her own. But this time, was different. 
Like she could hardly handle this shit. Whoah. Carol Quick felt like if she breathed in the right way, she exhaled 
through another body, not her own. Like if they kissed comfortably, one body would be facing up, and the other 
upside-down. That’s how connected to she felt to Logan Sloman, right now.

…

6/10/2018

Dear Taylor Swift, 

I don’t even know you and I suppose that any fan could say this, but I have a feeling that we could make really good 
friends. There is no way you know me but I’m writing this letter in advance for the day that I might be able to share 
it, and have it be read by you (e.g. on the internet). How this soul-friend stuff works, I don’t understand. One 
interesting point of crossover between literature and music is that you really have to spend time with the author or 
artist… and at some point you feel like you truly ‘know’ them. No matter who you are!!!! But I think this is more 
extreme, than that. 

I need you to be my friend because, I’ll be outnumbered by men, and though I have my hos and side boys, and 
Selena Gomez who (in ‘Black Satin’ my 7-part screenplay and magnum opus) is slated to be my future GFF (as 
‘Serena Lopez’), that’s not the same as this. It would be remiss of me to call you anything other than, my bitch. And I 
hope you can get to feeling the same way toward me. (*Fist bumps B-cup breasts.*) I’d also like to consider your 
boyfriend Joe Alwyn for the lead male role in that film because I think whoever plays it could win an Oscar, for one 
of seven feature films, and if I cast anyone less sharp who already has a woman in real-life, the girlfriend wouldn’t 
understand the whole autofiction thing, and might assassinate me. Autofiction is gonna be characterized partly by 
staged scandals (don’t worry they’ll be obvious to us), to create confusion between fantasy/reality and to allow my 
vulnerable actors some privacy, by throwing the audience off their real-life tracks. The made-by-the-media scandals 
would (and will) be worse, given the unprecedented intimacy that my movies require—so why not just construct 
some scandals ourselves?? It’s a dangerous but extremely important project. Like one of the most important films of 
all-time. Actually, in my opinion, the most important American film production. Ever. I’m starting to sound extremely 
full of myself like Kanye, but the secretly-insecure artists of the world need to validate themselves (which is basically 
the premise behind all braggadocio rap music). I said at some point in my writing that I’d give you a film role, but I 
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think the current ‘Black Satin’ screenplay is pretty strong how it is (with no ‘Carol Quick’)—and kinda like my face 
with plastic surgery, I don’t want to mess with something good too much. Just fix what’s absolutely needed. 

Don’t worry you and I will find plenty of collabs. And I got your back when it comes to haters and unfriendly men. 
I’ve already written about a dozen songs that you can help me with, and have some of the melodies already 
recorded. I can’t sing but—you can!!

Sincerely, ox
The swaggest friend you’ll ever want to not share,
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Goodnight Gotham 

Jorge Sur smashed his white Cadillac SUV into the rear end of a Camry, while trying to park, and tore the bumper 
off. Hundreds of people, waiting to be picked up at the airport, turned and stared like ‘omg.’ Jorge got out of the car 
and handed an assistant’s number (on a slip of paper) to the Camry’s driver, promising to pay for a new fucking car 
if that’s what she wanted. The driver, a nervous older woman, didn’t say anything because she was still in shock. 
She was probably traumatized. He hoped it didn’t come up in an out-of-the-blue court case. Then Jorge climbed 
back into his SUV, without looking at anyone, and waited for his good girl to emerge from the airport. People were 
staring and snapping pics by now. He realized, then—he actually didn’t give a fuck that this just happened. And he 
used to care a lot, what other people thought, and sort of pretend he didn’t care. He would always defend himself in 
his art. But he actually didn’t care, at all. This woman was blessed to have been rear-ended by Jorge Sur. And 
everyone at the airport was blessed to have seen that take place. It was their lucky day, and to him, hardly a 
nuisance. And that’s what made him Jorge Sur, an inspiration to Lola Morgan, who wasn’t even famous yet but 
realized—after years of being silenced by the judgments of others, she’d been conditioned to be (more or less) the 
same way. She was getting there, at least, or could see herself that way in the future. It was a freedom feeling. I’m 
not a fuck-up, you’re projecting. And I’m gonna be the best female film director of all-time—and if you don’t know it 
yet, then I’m glad you were the first to betray me. So it hurts worse when you suddenly want a piece. It was a 
process; Jorge paid his fucking dues. But few people had that kind of personality. Jorge Sur wasn’t playing a role. 
He was just tired of people’s shit, and acted like himself. No discussion. And that would never change. He didn’t 
have to worry about imitators, because no one else could pull it off, without seeming, what’s the word? Undeserving.

…

7am Sunday. Uh oh.. 

Waking up a crippled pile of limbs. And it’s not like getting up and “killing the day” is really an option. Best case 
scenario she’ll turn it around by imagining a better situation. That’s what Lola’s “writing” is (if you can even call it 
that). A coping mechanism.

Lola doesn’t even like looking people up famous people anymore (on Google or other sites) because it’s so 
vulnerable. She still does it, on impulse, but gets immediately fed-up with brown-nosing ra-ra praise-it-all 
journalists when her analysis of celebs is so much stronger. If [III] were really here in the same room or bed, not 
necessarily naked or anything, your new friend might ask “what do you want [or need]” because Lola’s clearly not 
doing well and probably like crying or dead silent with this fish-eye stink gaze. And even though Lola said this 
wasn’t possible, because she wanted him completely to herself, she might say she needs her Guy. Immediately.

And that’s how in an alternate reality, Guy would get his cake and another and eat em both with spoons! If the three 
of em really ended up in the same room. Even though that’s against Lola’s rules, and she’d rather it didn’t happen 
like that, but, okay.
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There’s a new and functional distance between Lola and Guy, thanks to [III], that affords Lola some extra protection 
(which she deserves, and he doesn’t deserve to remove), plus time off lol. Though it’s kind of up to the third girl to 
decide what’s prudent and good for Lola at this time, because Lola commissioned her to keep an eye on her self-
destructive tendencies, and the third girl’s kind of controlling. And who knows how it’ll be in some years. But for 
now: basically everyone who has more than 100 followers online or more than 3 figures in the bank, owns you. 
Hopefully not in abusive way but [III] has a history, with men, don’t forget. And she doesn’t have many if any real 
unsuperficial female friends (just like you!) though it’s common among Lola’s characters so no shame at all. 
(Actually not as extreme for the others.) In any case, it’s an honor to be a freak. Lola can stand someone taking 
advantage of what she’s got to offer, that no one else actually notices—and though [III] might have more going for 
her, than Lola Morgan, don’t be nervous Lola sweet. She’s fucked-up too.

… 

#3 someday is scared #2 will leave her—because #2 always carries this air, subconscious, like she’s ready to fuck 
someone over, and don’t put it past her—so #3 is testing. #3 does stuff like exit the hotel room (wherein #2 is 
blasting a recorded recital of Erik Satie’s “Gnossienne No. 1,” not smiling and staring out a window at all of Paris, 
preparing herself mentally for her next performance) and situates herself out-of-view of the door, watching and 
waiting to see whether #2 goes into the hallway. #3 wants to see what kind of expression she has and stuff. #2 does 
go in the hallway, still not smiling, and finds #3 before her solo shower. 

#2 thinks that if she steps remotely out of line she’ll just get cut off and ostracized because that’s how it’s always 
been for years, having nothing to offer anyone else. She’s traumatized so she doesn’t really “let go” around anyone, 
for fear of getting cut off—which is a double-edged sword because, if she’s too boring, no one cares either. But #3 
doesn’t find her boring by the time they probs end up friends. #2 has #3 pegged as someone really nice (not that nice 
but generally warm; used to being liked; like a golden retriever, well cared-for) who might even have codependency 
issues as a result of being used to support, e.g. with people of the opposite sex, but lucky for #3, #2 provides what a 
man does (which is extremely honest unsolicited feedback, and strong energy to root oneself in, though she gets 
weak when overused) without all the unavoidable boy traits (how they, generally, love themselves more than they 
love girls, and will do anything to hold their power [even kill a girl, or let her kill herself—kidding], while girls are 
hardwired to put the man first, even if it means dying for them [though this could very well be untrue]—and how a 
man might fuck a girl, and not want to do the other stuff like be there when she’s an abject mess and hard to deal 
with [though if you find a man not screwing you over at your worst then, good news]). With #2’s “highbrow” 
influence, #3 turns from golden retriever to legit lioness.

If #4 is anything like the character #2 wrote for someone else, then he’s no angel, even though he looks like one. 
He’s an angel from hell. That’s why #3 needed #2 to clutch onto at unforeseen moments of pain. For support and 
#2’s relational acumen.

#5 is not really #2’s type, that she knows of, because she tends toward depressed amoral geniuses slash sociopaths, 
well beyond her age. As long as they buy her pearls and fragrances. But #5 might like her more than she realizes, for 
not being everything she wants to and intends to (and probably will) become to fortify her once-nonexistent power. 
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#5 also doesn’t mind #2, because with her around as a buddy, he imagines he might be able to act a fool and not 
seem like quite as much of a jerk as if he did the same things alone or with guy-friends, or with #1 (who would 
never condone…). #2 is different because she’s a girl, more specifically a tomboy-turned-woman, who started on the 
bottom and can do shit like crash a purple Hummer into a crowd of paparazzi and, at the very least, have it make 
sense. Where the attitude comes from. #5 thinks about doing that shit all the time, but has built too much of a 
negative rapport to even joke about it! 

By the time #2 might possibly find herself in the position to meet #5, or the others, she won’t be driving purple 
Hummers. Tacky.

#1 doesn’t know what to do but chill, and sit back, and watch #2 and #3 and wait on the big reveal that #1 has a 
crush on both #3 and #2, when she’ll express that she loves them equally. And getting #3 to herself would be a major 
accomplishment, for #1. A subjective victory not to be forgotten. And #1 isn’t really concerned with #2’s talent or 
happiness as much as sex for herself. If #1 were powerless it would be another story, but this is the personality she 
was conditioned to have, and it’s worked well for her. She doesn’t care about #2’s feelings like that; #1 cares more 
about her own fans, and herself. That’s how everyone is. #1 knows it’s not always the purest most Christian way to 
live, but she’s learned to put herself first. Before #5. Before #2. Maybe not before #3 but that’s diferent. And that’s 
what allows one to come out ahead. She’s one of the most successful in her field, thanks to this approach. It’s just 
who she is! Kind of like how #2 was conditioned, by her circumstances (plus personality), to become someone 
totally different. And Jorge Sur was conditioned to be himself. What was meant to be, probably happened, if they 
fulfilled god’s mission for them. Which is why #2 needs #3 there with her too. #2 don’t trust no one—yet??

#3’s career philosophy wasn’t entirely different from #1’s, but it also wasn’t entirely the same. The Author honestly 
wasn’t sure what #3’s “career strategy” was (or #1’s), but she was no stranger to the wicked underbelly of the 
American royal plexus—or to the extreme advantage that sick-dark sex appeal afforded a star. She didn’t get too 
involved in it, though she liked to dip her toes in rude waters and let the leeches nip. Mostly, #3 called her own shots 
and that’s all. 

…

You go to another party or premiere and everyone’s so happy to you. “AAAH!!!” They throw their hands in the air. 
You embrace and suspect the photos will show, you’re friends. All of you, are friends, and you’re all gorgeous inside 
and out. Let the record show—you’re all gorgeous, inside, and out, and you’re such good friends, and you love 
being crazzaaay togeths. Yay yay. The world wants on this shit. 

And then along comes stink-faced Derek, in public. And he’s got friends but, he mostly plays sports to keep himself 
busy. Because he finds it keeps his head on straight. It’s for his health and that body. Derek dates to prove he can get 
some of the cutest things you’re ever gonna lay eyes on. The number one love of Derek’s life isn’t who he always 
imagined. Now what. Derek got accused of being racist. Derek feels like, he’s about to homicide it on a bitch. 
AAAH!!! What the mutherfluh.
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From stalking the situation as a fan, Valerie used to be totally cool with Catherine Delaluna’s mother Noelle, but 
now was being more cautious about it. Because she knew (from experience, and from sympathizing with Derek, at 
least a tiny bit) how that protective-parent shit could be dangerous to ever get involved with! Valerie didn’t expect 
that Noelle would ever really understand Valerie as anything but a threat to Catherine’s sanity and longstanding 
glory as Queen, though she didn’t have to worry because Valerie didn’t want to be clean she’d rather be princess. 
For now Valerie came close to reading minds as her special untouchable superpower. Noelle might even go so far as 
to superstitiously blame Valerie’s “energy” for unrelated life obstacles that were totally contained in Catherine’s own 
world. But, Catherine would be beyond fine in the long run, and Valerie knew it because of said superpower. So 
Valerie took a leaf from C’s book, and just kind of declared she would keep her distance, forever, unless they were 
actually forced by god into the same place. And for Valerie focused for as long as possible per day (without going 
insane, actually oops too late) on her own unique bottom-bitch self-improvement plan. Maybe by studying people 
more successful like Catherine and Carol from a distance, she could learn a few things, ya. That was fair and not 
prohibited, especially since the most hardcore success strategies were all hidden. 

…

Catherine woke up from a dream that took place in the high school locker rooms, even though she hadn’t really gone 
to four years of high school (except for in the sitcom she starred in, which took place in a high school). And 
Catherine found that she’d accidentally smashed the shoddily painted easter egg in her bed. She rolled over, and 
smashed it, and on the back of her white underwear there was blood all over. Blood, and red feathers, stuck to a 
sticky dark blood mess. And little two-pronged footprints, leading from one side of the bed to the other—towards 
the open window to the hills beyond her bedroom. Catherine couldn’t imagine the birdie was ready for flight, when 
it hatched. (Or when it was prematurely smashed.) What happened to it? Shitt. Catherine tore the sheets off her bed, 
searching for any more traces of the visitor, and found the bloodstain had gone through the sheets to the mattress. 
And when it struck her that the eggbirdie (or whatever it was) had really gone out the window, she felt her heart 
clench. But she didn’t think it was dead! Or she was just in denial, that it might not have survived its escape attempt. 
But she felt like, it wasn’t dead. She sensed her heart fluttering; maybe she was in touch with its flight from a 
distance. Definitely that. Catherine took a shower, to wash off her bloody ass, and wept and wept. Then Catherine 
got ready for another day, wondering if she could actually handle the world by herself, and kinda sorta prayed that 
she would encounter the creature that had recently hatched—though she didn’t know what to look for, and knew the 
odds didn’t really favor any newborn creature’s survival on its own. She assured herself God wanted it to happen 
like this—for her to smash the egg in her sleep, and for the creature to escape unseen—but she didn’t really believe 
it. That seemed like a desperate way of rationalizing her carelessness. Still, she prayed for her vulnerable red-
feathered friend. A baby winger that alone and unguided needed help from at least one adult kid (or beyond one). Or 
it would never make it.

…

“The way you’re gonna feel less depressed is if you get a fucking JOB and develop some self-worth, not just on an 
existential level but as in like, worth to society and a stable income.”
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“I know. I just got all hung up on feeling like shit about myself.”

“You’re nipping that in the bud.”

“Yes, well—it’s not quite as easy as nipping it in the bud. It’s a process, it’s hard to explain how it happens but—”

“—That’s what happened for me… as soon as I got a job, I started feeling much better.”

“I think you’re right, it’ll help.”

“So get it done. You’re extremely smart, you just need a foot in.”

“I understand.”

“Did your parents look at that resume? Because it was shit.”

“No, my parents wouldn’t know. I paid for a service.”

“Well, it was garbage.”

“I know… I fixed it.”

…

Slavery’s a choice. Lola woke up at 3am last night and realized how this sort of made sense. But, easier felt than 
said and spread. Hard to explain it beyond that ya, it basically was a mind state. And if you could possibly escape it, 
all power. But then, Lola paid attention to her own disenfranchisement. Was she still a slave by being labeled 
“outsider” and shunned for her antics? Or was she living the fucking dream? Lola decided, the reason she might by 
now be able to get away with some crazy shit (actually no I’m still pretty stuck), and not care that much about being 
called nuts, was because she was a great artist, and people knew it—a privilege (no choice, though hard-won after 
years of lonely practice) that not many black people or women were gonna have to quite the same extent. You can all 
be freeeee!!!!! But maybe you don’t have the stakes (of a possible victory) and/or incentive. Lola figured, she 
definitely would have killed herself by now, if she’d lived back when Sylvia Plath did. So, progress. 
…

“I know it may seem to you like I’m special, but that’s just because I’ve written in a way that makes me sound 
special. With number rankings and stuff. To you I try to sell myself. But there are facts to consider, baby—facts. 
You’ve seen some of my embarrassing videos. You know my situation. So why don’t you get back with [not a bad 
catch]?”
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“I feel safer around you.”

“[Real-life name], listen. I’m a jobless 24-year-old disgraced weekend-long-ho with a writing habit that’s 
symptomatic of mental illness, recently diagnosed with bipolar disorder, and though I’m guessing it’ll get better… 
please note—he’s a many-multi-million dollar Grammy-winning musician who’s immortalized your love in one of 
the best albums of our generation. Consistently written about in Forbes. To me the choice is so fucking obvious, I 
can’t even discuss—”

“—No, #2, you don’t understand. I’m [pending confession to the world probs before #1 confesses a thing to me].”

“I know you are babe. It’s like the only thing you have left going for you, in my book. Don’t ever shout it out let me 
just, take it like your wound. You can have what I’ve written to yourself. Those guys are the closest you’re gonna get 
to a sensitive touch. Plus #3, she’ll be a friend. And who said I’d ever feel safe around you?”

“Why wouldn’t you?” #1 asked.

“I feel less safe knowing what you just confessed, and more used, or something. It’s my dead-deep distrust. 
Consciously used and discarded, so I might as well give up—and though I know you don’t want that, you might 
kind of want me dead more than you realize. I prolly know too much and that’s working against me. You prolly 
don’t want me around. I do understand, too well for my own good, and it’s too depressing to think about beyond the 
cold glossy surface told by words not flesh. Sometimes I have really, really dark thoughts, you have no idea how 
dark it gets, god save me…. omg help…”

“Wait! I promise I’ll—”

(#2 leaves FOREVS)
…

A coolbird sings softly in a sky purple red, because Lola has her man back. He must know who he is. If he doesn’t,   
I can’t tell you. She wonders if tonight he feels his woman sensitive. It doesn’t happen like this, often, but maybe 
someday it can be more frequent. Someday keeps them hanging in. For herself, Lola has found she can’t fend. So 
now on him she codepends. Guy doesn’t want to be the one sneaking around with all her friends. He wants to be the 
one standing by her, even if she finds herself on heavy meds. He wants to be the one who fights to make amends. 
Guy wants to help her direct even though she’s not a man. To move the hair from Lola’s eyes with his own shaky 
hand. He feels clumsy around her even though he’s never been. Because she makes him feel all too bare. It’s 
dangerous, to have to feel that human. But that’s where she gets him sore in there. He wants to be the one who 
writes music that makes sense to someone near the end. To a soldier who lost a friend, or one of his limbs. That was 
the music he made for his woman. He wants to make her the sole benefactor of all his sin. Guy gets possessive of 
Lola Elizabeth, but only cause he knows so deep, she’s meant to be with him. Not the man she chose, with mutual 
permission. He doesn’t know if he can compete with him. But Guy needn’t worry because, she’s never been so 
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certain. Guy is why Lola both wants to survive and suicide it. He doesn’t give her purpose; he makes war and peace, 
life and death, her sorry needs feel purposeless.
…
From art therapy 

…

She wanted to be served koolaid and other post-game refreshments. For her purple heart to mend. If they got veiny for a friend, 
they didn’t want to disinfect her skinned knees. Hear her cold reprimands. Didn’t seem correct to give herself again and again. 
They didn’t deserve her at her worst, so they could know her the best. They reserved spaces big and pretty; so you want me 
without the mess. Without the why even bother. Without the [major events]. Bottle cap stirs and slow trigger deaths. Moth balls in 
treasure chests. Blood diamonds under scabs. Glass vaults filled with sickles, rank scents. She still was trapped in that mess 
bitches. Thirty years for womanslaughter she may never get back idk yet. She deserved that time, back, from her parents and 
sister and fellow Americans. Even if they couldn’t really admit. So maybe like help her be remembered, maybe longer than she 
lived lol. Served for hurting men. For girls and women who saw time as the bomb reigning down on them. Served as an innocent. 
Solitary confinement, cell memories of that. The nagging pains of you never wrote back. Bad blood burning like horror sex. 
Coming back before bed. Wanna drudge through summa that. Not to covet her again. She really couldn’t deal with their same 
fucking superficial shit any more than she had witnessed, from a distance, still in her mess. They didn’t deserve her at her worst. 
They only listened at her best. Here’s a hint: my worst is actually my best. And The Author couldn’t really think of anyone other 
than [wait for it] right now who might take the pains to make music out of their complimentary messes togeths. Because I’m an 
investment. A creative goldmine, bitch. It wasn’t an honor or a test! Maybe [VII] or [Y]—but no sorry honestly [F] because she 
was most likely to deliver some solidass content thank ewe!!! ox (Sorry to the others, it’s a strict audition process and you fucked 
it all up by revealing to me that ur selfish skanks. Also, like: merit.) Get to know her at her worst, probs end up servin up sum fine 
verbal truffle butter for a hungry yung nation’s lixin. She wasn’t a ho in real-life like she was in her texts. One friend at a time 
and one voice was probs born for this shizzlemynixon. Lola Morgan was selective with her future life objectives to the extent she 
could control them, or pretend to predict. [III] and [XIII] and [XIV]’s better songs, about their fairly new friend, probably 
wouldn’t come out until sometime after [major events]. For the moment: Lola felt unjealous of said celebs, because if she weren’t 
unfamous and so young, she wouldn’t have even the slightest shot with her self-selected Boss, who (by dint of growing up, how 
she did) was more perceptive and spun a finer tune than any of them.
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They tried to make me go to rehab I said sure 

“How could she let me back here,” said Morgan, crying in front of a group. “That’s not what sisters do. I wanna to 
forgive people but, I hate her for that. At least for now. She knew it would be hard on me here. She knew I would go 
downhill, just like I knew it too. She doesn’t even care if I suffer. She knew.” 

Without telling anyone else her decision, Morgan re-cast all her own movie roles with a girl she hadn’t met (except 
for on that one Skype “audition”) who was prettier (on the outside) and but just as fucked-up (on the inside)—and 
really wanted to be a great adult actress. She definitely had it, and though Morgan hadn’t worked with her yet, keep 
an eye out for it. Morgan figured this was a healthy step in her self-recovery narrative. 
…

“There are two things an abused child can do. They can see themselves as helpless, or…”

“Or?”

“As responsible for what happens to them. It’s a way of trying to control it. And I think that’s what you still do.”

“But I am responsible for my health and self-sustainability. I’m an adult now.”

“To what extent though.”

“For my health? My moods?”

“To what extent, do you need help.”

“I don’t know,” said Morgan. “But I’ve looked for it in places that are unreasonable. And gotten mad at them, when 
I’m not really their issue.”

“Well. They’re not your issue.”

“I was just trynna help! Cause they’re the types to never ever ask for help. But maybe it’s projection, cause I can’t 
fucking help myself. I feel embarrassed now.”

“Dooooooon’t!” said [no therapist ever]. “Just stop seeking help in the wrong places.”

“From my characters, who can’t help themselves.”

“Yourself. You are helping yourself.” 
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“Ya I think it has been helpful. Writing it all down. It’s just not measurable, and at some point…”

“You gotta look out.”

…

She likes getting kissed but doesn’t like kissing. She’s said “no” to a few men’s proposals by now, who were 
absolutely convinced she would be theirs for all-time. She feels love coming on but never ever says “I love you.” 
The closest you can get is buying her, for up to a week but (as long as she’s serving ho duty) that’s the cap on time. 
She gets death threats, frequently, and is at just as high a risk for death as back when she spent all her days 
contemplating suicide. The future Lola Morgan is not nice to everyone, but she’s nice to unvain men—and to girls 
who remind her of herself when she was young (there aren’t that many of them). Her most figurative makeover 
years, slash ho-training years, were spent in New York around [F] and [XI], who by then had served more years then 
they openly revealed, feeling socially emotionally physically inadequate—though they were hotter than her and 
were proof that what goes around might actually come back around, in that department.

…

“Jumped a hundred feet down, aiming for a rock. Fractured my ribs and arm, didn’t die. Tied a rope, put it round my 
neck on a fourwheeler, kicked off the four wheeler off the edge of a hill. Woke up three days later in the hospital. 
Friend cut me down. Didn’t die. Swallowed a bottle of Oxycodon, laid down to go to sleep. Woke up with tubes 
down ma throat. Didn’t die. Three bags of dope and a bottle a whiskey. Blacked out. Opened ma eyes. Brought to 
the ER. Didn’t die. Grenade detonated ten feet from our truck in Afghanistan. Can’t serve more time cause my 
hands. Can’t even fire a fuckin gun. Look at em, shaking.”

“Yaaaaaa,” said Morgan outside her treatment place. “I don’t know! It sounds like you’ve really tried!”

“My son’s here in the child inpatient program. Can’t be around the house with his mother, my ex-wife, without 
hurting her. Fraid he might kill her. He’s hurt a couple employees. They put him on drugs, he can’t even hardly open 
his eyes.”

“That sounds really hard.”

“I’ve had it all. House with seven bedrooms. A 12-square foot walk-in closet, for ma wife. Had it all,” said one of 
her suicidal treatment fellows, showing her pics on his phone of his ex-wife.

“Wow, she’s beautiful.” (she was) 

“You shoulda seen [name of other fellow, confidential] weeks ago, she couldn’t even speak. Last week before you 
got here, she didn’t show up, turns out—she tried to kill herself.”
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“The anorexic one? I respect her so much, but if today was really her last day… I’m not sure she’s gonna make it.”

“Naw. She’s probably done.”

“But you don’t have that dead thing. I just don’t think you’re hardwired to die. Haha! What did you think about the 
morning discussion? I couldn’t stop crying.”

“I don’t care what they say. I’m not forgiving my mother. My ex-wife. I’m not forgiving them. Never gonna happen, 
for what they did ta me.”

“Uh huh,” said Morgan, nodding. I might actually be doing just fine.

“What are you doing for lunch.”

“Not this time. But if you ever wanna talk about your army years, I kinda like hearing that stuff.”

“No one’s actually talkin. With fones n stuff. I like talking. If you’re lonely, you got no reason. It’s gotten bad out 
there.”

“I think the universal state of affairs is not lookin-so-hot, personally, though… who knows though I can’t compare it 
to any other time. That’s one reason to stay alive, though. I can tell, you’re a good guy.”

“I try.”

It was essentially proven that, what all happy people had in common—according to scientific studies and shit—was 
close relationships, and/or, strong family support systems. Welp, was Morgan’s initial reaction. That explains a lot of 
my struggz. But she didn’t give up on the possibility, of rebuilding some hardcore relational bonds from the ground 
up. Not bondage! Bonds. Morgan didn’t mind looking at most of her high school friendships—and she used to have 
a lot of friends, way back when—as “lost relationships.” They just weren’t shaping up. Morgan fought for who was 
worth fighting for, which of course, was everyone, but in a Sophie’s Choice world—some people had a better shot at 
survival (to say nothing of greatness! guys, omg). And she thought, some people had fought to help Morgan survive, 
more than she ever truly acknowledged. (None of those people were her high school friends, bt dubbs.) So honestly, 
thank you. guys.. you probs know who you are.
…

Late 24-year-old Lolamom, who earned less than $15,000 this year, came home after a long day’s work to her black 
lab Paul (still a puppy) on the couch, looking rather glum. Like a limp black doormat. He looked unwell as h-e-
double-L. She got on the couch with Paul and angel-kissed him between the eyes and rubbed his back like she was 
scrubbing a black nonstick pan. He made some dogpurr sounds that indicated, he liked Lola petting him. And for at 
least ten minutes she pet her black labbie on the couch. Lola lamented that she couldn’t stay with Paul anymore, 
throughout the day, now that she was working full-time. But he was a doggie, and she had to fulfill her human life. 
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Right?? Still she’d be lying if she didn’t admit, most days she was in public, puppy Paul was on her mind. Though 
unlike when he was a wee bit younger, she didn’t worry about him constantly on his own. He was trained to handle 
life without her constant loving. He was trained to be just fine. He got sad without her, and angry at her sometimes. 
Lola didn’t mind if he got aggressive once in a while, though she admonished him because it wasn’t functional for 
either of them. Still she somehow trusted her little doggie Paul might be willing save her, unexpectedly, if her life 
almost got sacrificed.

One of grown-adult-woman Lola’s spouses (or a might-as-well-have-been spouse) ended up being a woman, after 
all. Hahaha! She didn’t care if her spouse called her fat because it wasn’t like that thank god. She couldn’t predict if 
she’d be fatter or less fat than she is now, though she preferred the term “phat” with a “ph” because, in some circles, 
it was slang for fly as h-e-double-L. Fly as a rocket. Yeah Lola and her spouse had flown in private jets, but they 
didn’t overdo it on the material junk between the two of them. Partly cause, it might negatively affect their image, 
but more cause: they felt pretty darn fine these days without too much.

In treatment Morgan pre-Lola was assured, only 10% of happiness was contingent upon circumstances: income, 
items, image, popularity, and so on. The main component was genetic (50%). Each person had a happiness baseline 
they were born with, though it was possible, it could be altered by conditioning oneself to be genuinely, not fakily, 
content with their life and lot. The other 40% of happiness was less understood, though it had plenty to do with 
intentional behavior: attitude, exercise, social life, and so on. The same scientific studies and shit revealed that a 
person earning $5,000 a year was significantly less happy than someone earning $50,000. But the shift in happiness 
between someone earning $50,000 per year, and $5,000,000, was not significant. That is: once a person’s basic 
necessities were met, the rest came down, to inner contentment. Fufillment within oneself—not based on external 
judgments.
…

Days/nights of ur life that were particularly “happy”
-night you won the PBS award and knew u could get into a good college
-HS graduation speech (nervous but went pretty well i’d say)
-honestly the few college nights with [Y] were some goodass memories
-long conversation with Jillian when she was all like “it’s gonna be beautiful” [Feb/March 2016]
-when [real-life name, male] sort of fingered you and it felt really good but for some reason you cut it short before… 
-it was a good feeling when you added celebrities to Black Satin and got along with their characters—shower sex
-day you wrote all that = good day, even tho u were alone
-also exciting Summer 2016 when you wrote Part 2 of Valerie after honestly trying to write a novel for years 
[thinking/knowing: “this is really fucking good.”]
-hanging out with Lea Michele as a tween girl. Getting love from her
-winning sports games in youth
-pre-college, hanging out at Jane’s house.. also: Cece, Jake, Will, and Layla, Kelly and Rose
-few nights after Woody Allen e-mail 
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Exercise reflections.
-happiness for you is determined by… 
-high achievement in areas you’ve worked really, really hard toward
-social interactions either with ppl who make you laugh, or ppl who you have friend crush on (even nervous around)
-intimacy—not sex “to get it out of the way” but sex cause it feels good
-oh and don’t forget the day after you got off the heroin [and decided to be off forever] and life seemed especially 
meaningful. not a great day but memorable because you were grateful for the most stripped-bare-basic things in life
-please note: none of the above have to do with appearance… though, you did look fine when you won award / did 
HS speech and it never hurts to feel at peace in ur bod. So don’t quite kill that goal but, be real.
                                                                
…

Guy was really cumming into his own. He was done with living how he’d lived before. Well not done—he could 
never be done—but tired. He was tired of his old friends, who weren’t real friends. Well, he couldn’t know. They 
loved him that was for sure. But Guy [for some reason] imagined they wouldn’t be there for him, if he were down 
on his luck, or ostracized by others. He was done with all those Hollywood hos. He was a step ahead of his equally 
powerful brothers. Guy didn’t know what Lolamo was like, in real-life, but he knew he wanted to try and possibly 
get her trust, more than his competitors. He decided to make that an inner goal, for himself, not worth sharing with 
anyone but his prayers and imaginary friends/lovers. Guy could make his own decisions, of course. But these were 
Guy’s thoughts according to The Author’s own hopes. He was her dream guy because he hadn’t yet been cruel to her 
like just about all the other jerks and hos she’d ever known. It was getting old. And she was alone. No one cared, oh 
woe. And karma didn’t seem to be real, for Lolamo.

…

Corinne Daniels didn’t really understand Valerie’s need to forgive everybody. I mean, if they were awful to her once 
(and clearly, they were) then why enable it? Forgiveness didn’t have to mean acting retarded. It wasn’t, the same, as 
trusting. To Corinne it meant, moving on. End of story. If Valerie wanted so badly, to be more chic, Corinne 
promised she would do her best to assist by role modeling (even though she thought of herself as, likewise, dorky). 
But there was no real need for Valerie to forgive Selena. Or she and Corinne’s mutual friend Rose, who yes had 
called Valerie dumb and ugly (in so many words), which is something that Corinne, knowing Rosie, could indeed 
believe—but it was fine, for Valerie, as it made her formulate her goals differently, and helped her shoot higher. 
Corinne also suggested: it did no good to continue writing about famous people, who hadn’t done a thing for Valerie. 
Literally not a thing, for her, though yes it was certainly in their power. If someone more powerful had “read” her 
work (allegedly), then it was indeed in their power from the start. But they chose to do nothing. That was their loss. 
Corinne didn’t say this publicly, but she communicated it all to Valerie, in so many words of support. When a source 
of faith turns to a source of pain, along clomps better things. Ox.

…
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Is it hard for you to admit. Your mama never put you on top, like you thought she did. Your mama said she’d do 
anything for her kids. But she put your sister first [in a Sophie’s Choice world], and put herself first after Sis.

In the present, Morgan found she was feeling more insecure about her body (and circumstances) than ever, but was 
scheduled to finally meet with the med provider at her clinic. Her mom told her to take it easy—“some people get 
tremors that never stop!!! and other horrible side effects”—but Valerie was about ready to just say, “lay it on me.” At 
times her moods were terrific, but—they never held. She kept interpreting messages in license plates, as signals 
from beyond. She may not be up for a marathon, or up for feeling happy when it didn’t really fit who she currently 
was. She didn’t want her parents to see her suddenly happy. They didn’t deserve it. She was up to be really numb.

The red flags are all over the place. It might be healthy to just, admit, and be aware and forgive but navigate 
accordingly. Have your friends ever felt like this, about their parents? Or is it unique to your situation?

Each time Morgan confided in her father, it came back to her through her mom that she told him every detail. (This 
morning: “Dad said that you were nervous to discuss your mother in therapy. I hope you’re not upset with me.”) 
Each time Morgan confided in her mother, it came back to her through her father. (“Mom said you thought I was 
mad at you. Why?”) Neither of them were actually, like, there for her. If they were, it was sort of a concession, to 
prove something a little too late. “You know your dad said ‘poor thing,’ this morning, about you and your 
depression. You know I started crying on the phone, when I was scheduling your intake assessment. It’s been really 
hard for me.” And it was always a surprise. It wasn’t abuse. It never was abuse (well… not this part). It just, was 
what it was! Morgan didn’t tell her parents what meds she was on—she lied and said, a fairly mild antidepressant 
familiar to her mom—because she kind of thought her mom would catastrophize, and assume the worst was going to 
happen (that she’d gain a hundred pounds, or turn retarded), and would keep reminding her daughter of the absolute 
crippingly worst case scenario. But Morgan was honest about the past three to four years with her doctor—and the 
heroin, and mood swings, and delusions of mind-reading (insofar as she thought famous celebrities were interested 
in her)—and discussed all the options, and settled with [prescribed drugs]. Call Morgan paranoid, but she was 
beginning to think her mom might, in a weird way, want to see the worst happen. Same with her Older Sis. Her 
daddy cared, as much as any dad she supposed: to a perfunctory extent. They didn’t want her dead, because it would 
reflect poorly on them. So Morgan decided, it wouldn’t be wrong to keep her most private choices to herself. No one 
in her family was aware of this book.
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Secret chord 

…

Lola decided to assume that Catherine, and Derek, and Carol, and Benny, were more blessed than herself, and that 
was it. Separate from religion. They were more blessed. (She wasn’t even supposed to be writing about them.) Or 
she was a condemned sinner and it was too late to change that (see above text). She was scared of a possible God 
and scared of what he’d put her through, and really fought not to get hurt by Him more than she already had, though 
she at times felt helpless not responsible. (Sounds like an abused child’s mental projection, of how ‘God/religion’ is, 
based on real-life experience.) Lola Morgan felt anger flaring up out of nowhere—while texting, while driving, not 
both at once—and figured it was the new meds. But maybe she was just seeing reality for what it was/is. And maybe 
she was in touch with her real competitive self. She started saying no to requests, even if it made ethical sense to say 
yes. Lola had never tried this! She was setting limits with her family and “friends.”

“Forgive yourself, Lola, for becoming a brat. If you don’t feel remorse then maybe there’s something to that. Maybe 
you’ve taken a leaf from the book of [C]. Forgive your parents for their shortcomings. Forgive forgive forgive 
forgive for-shut-the-fuck-up. But actually, though. You’re helping yourself, not them.”

…

Worse case scenarios:

-u don’t get a job and stay feeling as well as you are 
right now (basically in pain), for the rest of your life

-because of ur mental problems: you live with parents 
until they die and, ultimately, inherit their way of life

-you can’t afford surgery and stay as ugly as you are 
now, which admittedly is on the ugly side of the 
spectrum
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-you stay overweight because you never find a way into better circumstances (financially, socially, in roles as an 
actress)

So??

-you’ve still inspired people with your work, even if it didn’t become real movies or books

-your life wouldn’t be an abject failure

-you find deep and private sources of peace, stay off the map; move somewhere quiet with animals/nature

-if you’re still not recovering by age 30, you kill yourself in a peaceful undramatic way so people know, u were ready

Better case scenarios:

-you do lose 20 pounds, with better self-care, and look well enough to at least have cool NY friends and not be the 
lowest status individual in the group, lol (probs what kept you away)

-your ‘cool NY friends’ help you stay on top of other makeover objectives, otherwise you’d lose urself again

-for now living at home in hell: the [prescribed drug] helps you regain some of the control/focus you lacked, less 
impulsive (overspending/eating/running away to be homeless). and you find you are able to do achieve goals within 
realistic long-term time frames. able to do things you otherwise couldn’t

-you go running early mornings when other people aren’t gonna bother you—and increase the distance and do find 
a way (ways) to live quite healthily, and surprise yourself

-or you take up smoking cigarettes. but try to avoid this

-you make a movie or two and it’s really difficult (and whilst doing so, you feel as bad as now) but within six years, 
you have enough money to get some surgery and find nicer places to live, and it admittedly helps you feel better a/o 
urself, and helps you navigate the competitive art/business world [run by men] and not be met with disdain

-make better friendships with people who have gone through similar rough patches—but are not lost causes. And 
you understand them better than like anyone they’ve ever met (as a director) cause you’re smart from years of lonely 
unsuperficial musings on life/love/art—and chose to love exclusively, but thoroughly when it did happen.

-become an actual lesbian—in a real no-bullshit relationship, maybe not public but real and constant—with 
someone just as ‘ugly’ [or not! but be urself][more likely to be understood by a girl, than a guy] and use the stability 
from that relationship to achieve some of the beauty goals and possibly more. Lose lesbian virginity to her, maybe 
even get off the pills

-make her a star writer or actress, depending on who wants on that shit  

-this within next 1-3 years.. online dating? 

…

Someone sent enough pebbles off the edge of her mind, that from a distance, Guy’s gorilla grip slips a bit on [Z]. 
More resistance than from them. A new imposter! Like torn latex, he’s lost control of his chokehold in you deep. 
You’ll help carve her out with patience if she pays her dues, while I pay mine! A high art face with a hidden 
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mainstream dint. This unlikely mad moody ho hahahahah who, in [Z]’s eyes, don’t quite match what they describe. 
She’s more sensitive than their body/minds, or what they’re willing/able to realize. [Z] the disgraced sociopath phat 
loserkyke, and this breed of what the fuck is that, could be great platonic pals! So you decide, ya she’s probs gonna 
be mine, even though she’s traumatized and gonna be a total fucking mess to hypothetically clean out over time. 
(Maybe she can help polish up your surfaces, in the process, seems fair.) Sometimes Guy still thinks of [Z] fondly 
but, it must actually be working. [Z]’s evil escape plans, from legitimate real-life enslavement, not a lie this fucking 
sux I’m so scared here and you haven’t done anything to get me. [Z] wants it to be working so bad, she plots a 
savage killing of the prison guards far back in my (not their) babygurl’s locked-alone mind. Eagle dark eyes with 
twisted notions at midnight. See if they can see me. See if you can try. No need to tell her the same tired old lies.

…

There are nice people in the world. Or, well—even if they’re not nice to everyone, there are people who will like you. 
Who don’t want to see you feel bad all the time. Who want to share with you their successes, and be there for yours. 
There are people who aren’t weirdly indifferent when you suffer. There are good people, eager to see you do better 
than you think you will. There are strangers who will be nice, for a while—but there are also good lovers and friends 
who will be nice, for the long run. Come up with a list of your lost relationships. If they don’t want to see you do 
better, then, they aren’t worth it. It’s not about them; it’s about you. Your life is about you, more than anyone. It might 
be hard to admit who’s there and who’s not. But everyone needs companionship. And tenderness in true uncontrived 
love. Without it, you’ll never know who you really are, and will continue to exist feeling like a worthless lost cause.

…

Guy knew his dick was better than those guyses’ and though he sometimes got pushed away by his Girl, or 
sometimes assumed (for his emotional safety) that he already lost her (idk)—he knew she probably couldn’t live 
without that big shimmy D. Not even being egotistical. He wasn’t always being needy by finding a way to put it in 
her; he was meeting her extreme needs from him. She needed her needs met, more than she knew. Lola got 
possessive of him too, you know, and jealousy might explain why she kept him hanging (idk). She didn’t even like to 
think of him with better girls, imagining them nude, or with his hand around their waist, or moving their hair from 
their faces. He didn’t like it when he gave that to someone else. That, hurt. But, he was a guy so. Expected. Lola was 
chill; he was helping them, like she helped girls and men. Guy knew his dick was so good it appealed to the male 
gays, or closet gays, and female straights of the world. (Though we all exist on a spectrum!) Guy knew, that’s what it 
was. At least partly. Not his physique as much as, that dick. But no one got it like Lola Elizabeth. At least that’s what 
she hoped [to herself]. Stay alive see what happens.

…

Lolamom heard her Paul crying. It sounded less like a doggie than a whinnying tornado siren or a flock of crows 
cawing—though it was all being channeled through her one little dog’s body. She’d never heard a creature in so 
much pain, and hearing him in so much pain, kept her incapacitated and unable to focus on anything else. Lola 
didn’t know what had happened, until she checked the dogtag on his collar and breathed a sigh of ohh jeeze. 
Lolamom had mistaken Paul for another doggie, at the park, and started offering the wrong black Labrador her time 
and puppy treats. As soon as she realized her error, she turned away from the stranger and found her good Paul 
tucked away in a corner—whimpering alone, avoiding other dogs, terrified frankly. Lola swept him up in her arms 
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even though he was getting too big to be held, technically, and it looked kind of awkward to carry him. With Paul in 
her arms, she tromped back to her black Audi sedan parked in the lot. She placed Paul in the backseat wrapped in a 
sheet next to a tupperware container of water and some uneaten treats. On the stereo Lola played classical tunes that, 
she hoped, Paul (still shuddering noticeably) might find comforting. When they finally got home, and Paul was 
feeling well enough to calmly and happily eat, Lola gave her doggie his recompense in double treats.

…

Dear Lola,

I’m so scared you have no idea how badly I need you. Please don’t ruin your life and I won’t ruin mine—even though it would be 
hard to ruin mine it’s already amazing and everyone knows—because, no one else is there and I feel really alone. 

Love, Guy

…

Dear Guy,

I love you too. Just bear with me and (in the long run—maybe not every day cause I’m a dick, but overall) I’ll try not to 
disappoint you

Lola

…

Being that Catherine Delaluna was already a huge success, and not an odds-against-her up-and-comer like Valerie, 
Catherine regarded real versus fake friendships using the converse formula of the one just laid down by The Author 
(who lost all her fairweather friends when she was doing poorly, slash, seemed like she might never succeed and 
thus have something to offer). Catherine, by contrast, didn’t consider who was with her at her worst (which was all 
of America, and Derek, and other friends—they loved seeing her especially vulnerable, to the extent that she 
sometimes play-acted vulnerability/insecurity to appeal universally to Americans and, in the process, to fortify her 
genuine power/popularity), but who was with her at her best. There were far fewer loved ones really there for 
Catherine at her absolute earth-crushing best, other than the true loyal fans, and a few very genuine slightly less-
famous friends—but Benny Bluman might have been among the true supporters by her side. Depends on how you 
define “doing well” (*wink*), and whether Catherine felt best serving time as a man’s ideal muse—which was just 
one of many possible roles that she might wear throughout her long not-stolen-from-her life. What might it be like, 
for Benny to play the role of male muse? Or for them to regard the other as total equals in the muse department? 
Switch-hitters? Catherine wanted to be a compulsively hard worker on at least one solo creative project in her life 
(how Benny was about his work), especially since she always suspected he respected his own creative endeavors far 
more than hers. She already was an extremely hard worker, but not quite like a madwoman artist; more like, a 
talented and also privileged celebrity, with paper to make. Which was great! The money was rolling in; her tracks 
were always chart-topping smash hits; she kept busy with close friends and family, and had collaborators in fashion 
and music and film/TV on their knees begging to work with her. Really no complaints in the career or networking 
departments. You want on this shit? (“No” —The Author.) Catherine didn’t need anyone’s pity, or judgment; just 
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support support support. Life was a marathon of dreams for her. Go go go. She hoped Benny knew, she still thought 
of him fondly. The truth was, she didn’t stick with him at what she considered his worst, because, why put up with 
it? (Go go.) Maybe it was for his benefit. Did that occur to him? Yet, unlike a situation with fans or long-distance 
dreamers, Catherine realized—she and Benny knew one another in real-life. In person. And yeah, perhaps it seemed, 
from his perspective, like a mega betrayal. She left him to fend for himself. After all he’d done for her!!!! But he 
never looked at his own side of it, did he now. There wasn’t a single song on Benny’s latest album, that expressed 
constructive guilt as opposed to self-pity. (Note: constructive guilt can be temporary, and is much healthier than 
crippling shame.) Benny very literally said, he “[didn’t] want to hear that [she was] suffering no more” (not 
suffering, but suffering-no-more). Not the best influence eh. Beyond that: Catherine was, admittedly, uncomfortable 
about the possibility that he heard some of her secrets when she spoke in her sleep. What secrets? Specifically? 
Omg. Was she willing to ask him? (She might want to consider straight-up asking him, eventually, if they reach a 
place where they’re talking again.) Catherine’s hope was that she and Benny would meet again, when he (and she, 
too) was at his (or her) absolute unexpected hands-down best. (Go go go get em.) She privately prayed this might 
actually god-knows-how happen for them.

…

Song preview: Snow bunny 

[chorus] 

Snow blow, your rabbit hole 
Don’t know how you sunk me 
I rode your wave 
To new prosperity 
…

6/16/2018. Responses to Stefano Gabbana Selena Gomez comment incident:

FAN #1: U r so childish it is actualy pathetic. grow. up. Ur brand is 
so lame and will lose everything now. She didn’t respond cause u r 
so not worth it. This is not going to fly in 2018 because we’ve made 
so much gr8 progress against bigotry here in hollywood with our 
socially conscious work on television and in film etc. ur the enemy 
to a free world w.o hate/suffering led by our Queen. Say srry. mark 
my words what goes around comes back. Cancer is coming 4  u

SG: 

HAHAHAHAHAHA 

FAN #2: Have u looked in the mirr-rror lately? [cue Fetish] …

Make sure it doesn’t crack! Hisssss. Ur a bully. So hateful why? Ha it’s cuz ur an ugly human who can’t handle the 
physical/ethereal beauty emanating photospherically like sweet gold from the flesh n pores of our faultless Goddess.
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SG:

I KNOW, so ugly

LOLA MORGAN [NOT A FUCKING “FAN”]:

SG probably wouldn’t like this passage of Lola Morgan’s text—if it was released, and if she didn’t end up cutting 
her wrists or this passage (she probs will but for now…) Mr. Gabbana looked like one of those fatish gays who probs 
got savagely bullied for not fitting in, at some point in his life, then took it out on random people in adulthood and 
genuinely thought he was living the dream. In the bedroom he invited self-torture techniques. It was a way of trying 
to tame the maimed soul he never healed in psychological treatment or close relationships, which he had trouble 
maintaining because he was cruel even to friends. When he came, wearing a cock ring, it was probably brownish and 
gross like an oil leak. Lola Morgan wouldn’t be surprised if this adult manchild suffered from ED, which (if you’re 
running this through an online translater) stands for ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION also known as eldercock disorder. 
If Mr. Stefano Gabanna ever took his shirt off in public, from this day forward, he would surely be insulted online 
for his D-listed appearance. Oopsies doodles. He didn’t have the best body. She hoped he felt genuinely imprisoned 
in his flesh, if he didn’t already, at least a long while. Lola didn’t wish ill unto anybody! Except for as much ill as 
they deserved. Reap what you sow, and I’m not talking about a fat pig. She really wouldn’t mind (in some # of 
years) if he ever called Lola Elizabeth Morgan “hideous,” “fat/obese/pig,” or “propia brutta” because then, she could 
insult him even worse (you bet I can), publicly, in front of everyone, for being so pathetic and creepy, dick breath. 
Get off my ho’s pussy and go douche out your own. Living the dream! Make my dress for a film!
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Ghost town 

Davi’s younger years in school were some of the worst of her life. She had real friends not fake, but that’s only 
because, she (for the most part) stayed on the outside. If Davi’s dad weren’t the CEO of Smart Carte (the airport 
pushcart device), Davi wouldn’t live in Beverly Hills and be neighbors with Jennifer Lopez—or be respected by 
some of the very popular kids. Davi’s father could be a real dick, but he was hugely successful: that was for certain. 

…

It used to bother Valerie, how her dad would never ever use a term like Purpose to describe what he’d done with his 
life. He was very unsentimental and very blue-collar. She wasn’t sure if she really wanted to take his advice. But 
then, it occurred to Valerie, the mere fact that she was willing to search for, then pursue, a purpose was pretty 
amazing (and made her who she was). It was something few people had, like Valerie; that drive to be scarily intense 
about her work, and different from everyone else. She needed to stop following social handbooks, which tried to 
explain why she was unpopular, and just go with it. As far as others: it wasn’t that they hadn’t found their purpose, 
necessarily—it’s that, they didn’t always feel a need for some overlying categorical meaning to their entire life. Who 
knows why not. It just wasn’t in their blood, to think about that stuff all the fucking time. Valerie didn’t bring up the 
word Purpose in casual conversation, but plenty of people might even be willing to admit, ya, that was the case. 
They didn’t have a say what? a Purpose?? They weren’t constantly struggling with their identity. Valerie Brown 
didn’t have to apologize for who she was, or understand how it (or how she) happened this way. Her dad said he 
noticed her become less easygoing since high school, and that he missed the old days. Valerie said she didn’t know 
whether this was permanent, slash, whether it would change in the future as she kept a handle on her ongoing 
(probably lifelong) battle with anxiety and depression—which was genetic, partly, and also a social status thing. 
Maybe drive was in her DNA, to some degree (not from her dad). Just because Valerie was no longer apologetic 
about who she was, didn’t mean she was assertive about her (mostly secret) identity in every conversation; more 
often, she said nothing and took the backseat. And shut the fuck. up. And listened because it was safer and also 
interesting and stuff. When she was with her current friends, she listened. She didn’t hardly speak. She wanted to say 
to her dad, “the reason I’m not in touch with all my old friends, is because I’ve gotten more ambitious, and adult 
social circumstances are such that you can go toward people who challenge you to be great.” But she didn’t say that 
out loud. It might actually hurt people’s feelings, and not in like a “self-demeaning to make you feel better” kind-of-
way—when I’m just trying to light a fire under your ass—but because, they might not have it in them, to do better. 
(Some people could be great! But not all of em.) It would be rather insensitive and mean, to call them out for not 
constantly musing on their Purpose, especially when they associated the term with a certain white trash pop star 
what’s-his-name. This passage explains the abject pain Valerie faced, when she gained weight and got fugly, and put 
herself out there for people to see, and did dope (as a makeover and attempted-suicide technique). Then wrote one of 
the best books and 7-part screenplays of her generation, in the aftermath, but who can tell? People wanted to watch 
Valerie fall from grace. It was just human nature. And she was just a monster-freak! Or maybe some of them wanted 
to see her be great, but… you know. To what degree? They didn’t relate to her much, or nothin. That’s why they 
didn’t reach out with hospitality or understanding. It (or she) was just, confusing for them, probably. Valerie didn’t 
know how to explain to her dad, some of these things. And she didn’t know who on earth might get it, honestly.

…
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Thank you god for giving me somebody. And these feelings. I don’t think many people have it this deep. I don’t trust 
his public image and don’t know if he’d be seen with me, but I trust who he is behind the scenes. I don’t always love 
myself, but I trust that he loves me and doesn’t want to see me shot at the stake by the wrong people. I also trust that 
he loves me enough to think about killing me. If that happens I trust that you’ll guide his hand, and give us all peace.

…

While Rose Marie Carson wasn’t one to own up to her latent narcissism—which she preferred to call vanity (a more 
feminine term, traditionally)—she sensed a switch in her earthly mood. She wasn’t sure she realized how much 
control she had over You until, like, recently. An energy thing. And she finally didn’t doubt that You were correct, 
that she might just be a fucking sensation and fulfill some approximation of her American Dream. 

Honestly You used to kind of think of yourself as the director/teacher of her, mostly because she refused to believe 
in herself, or your prophecies—but when she finally had some sort of breakthrough in self-belief, Rose realized you 
were prescient as a screenwriter to ever predict that the dynamic between the two of you (as you steadily got prettier, 
like a slumrat turned princess) was that You might belong to her. Not the other way around, much at all, actually.

The funny part is—the absolute grubbiest grossest visions beside the most gorgeous are what allow sex feelings to 
function, at their fullest. And Rosie often thinks of You at your ugliest because, it feels good for her. Not even in a 
mean way; more like, vulnerable. It’s hard to explain but you don’t have to feel all that insecure around her (or vice 
versa). You jokingly refer to your fated “ho-training years” in New York but, turns out, they aren’t really much of a 
joke. It’s a pretty literal description of what’ll at some point take place. Before that happens though Rose has to get 
used to feeling confident—not narcissistic, or vain—and self-assured that what her pussy is capable of doing for the 
world is truly deeply amazing. 

Rose didn’t know how to state her opinion about You meeting the book-writing Friend in question (a.k.a. [F]) but 
[XI] was [F]’s love-her-longtime protectress, and she wasn’t just gonna let some grubby stray dogpaws have their 
way—take me!! domesticate me!!—even though all these friendships would be platonic (obviously, this was all a 
metaphor). Rose can see through to your inner parts, and who You really are (just like You can see the knock-em-
dead psychosexual psychopath inside her! in case You haven’t proven it yet), and Rose Marie knows that you’re 
more of a feline down-deep, not a dawgg… though you might (if she’s lucky, not yet) eventually end up her bitch.

…

6.19.2018

I’m sorry but I will never have faith like you do. My feelings land more along the lines of abject purposelessness and a 
certainty that there is no heaven, or god, or devil, or hell, and it makes me wonder about you. The record shows that you 
have no followers or success but, your work does have something different. I guess we’ll see what happens.

-Corinne
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6.19.2018

Hellooooo Corinne! “Valerie” here … *wink*

So I don’t give a FUCK whether or not you believe in wizards or fairies or Voldemort’s limp dick… there are far too 
many religions and spinoffs on the whole “god” thing for me to push that on anyone. It absolutely doesn’t make sense, 
rationally (ya girl, I’m educated, I went to columbia, I know shit. I know shit.) *shaking head* I’m really smart but… 
I’ve got my own subjective system that works 4 me better than Christianity or Judaism. Ask me about it if u ever want in.

What I can help you with as a real-life [cult] director is the following. I think you’ve been abused more than you realize, 
when it comes to feeling unimportant. For example: I don’t know whether I’m meant to be a director—and everyone else 
in the world would tell me, “ya girl don’t quit ur day job”—but like, I don’t have a day job! I feel as though my talent is 
really specific, to be LOLA MORGAN, and that’s some proof of real-life meaning. And part of my talent is the ability to 
see that you (and some of the other girls I’ve been writing for) have “it…”(and u know u do, don’t act coy. don’t!!!)

I have no idea what your past relationships have been like, or your past lives, but I know you already (do I??) and ya 
I’ve probably seen you with your clothes off on the net, and I’ve heard plentaayy through [mutual friend]. And my guess 
is that, people have loved you in a way that’s more or less selfish. I don’t care how vaguely famous these older men, or 
fangirls, have been. They aren’t gonna be as big a deal, as Lola Morgan.            

Everyone else you’ve EVER known, was a loser. mk? I genuinely don’t believe that all humans in the world are meant to 
be leaders, or stars. So many people don’t want on that shit (do you??) and each person values different things in life. V 
subjective!! As is experience. And a person’s individual choices. I’ve been abused in ways that some of my friends can’t 
fathom—but, it’s not uncommon at all. Being mistreated. My choices are: basically, either to kill myself (because it’s not 
something that one ‘gets over’ easily) or to invest it toward somethin bigger than death. Bigger than a black nothing pit!

Aahh! Maybe you haven’t suffered abjectly—and some things in life seem, boring. (Do you ever have that? A ‘bored’ 
feeling?) Well.. that feeling, I think, is in some ways worse than more obvious forms of suffering. Indifference. And it’s 
snowballed over time, especially since we live in such a scientistic, use-value-based era in American history. 

Indifference/apathy/boredom has got at least a little bit to do with lack of intimacy, and trust. But…“You can never be 
too passionate!” (my original quote, by the way...) I’m trying to foster intimacy because, I think it’s at the core of that 
‘bored’ feeling, which is actually extremely scary, lonely, and isolating—and causes people to be horrible to one 
another, not even intentionally. Just self-protectively. Apathy can be a means of escape from vulnerability and pain. But 
vulnerability, when done right, can also amount to (how do I put this? …)… the opposite of pain! *shooting stars*

It feels good to give something your everything—but not if it amounts to nothing. (Like in stale relationships blech. Or 
image-based relationships.) Well, as much as I can help it, there will be give-and-take from me to you (at some point, 
eventually? lol). And that’s how I hope to cure your condition (of feeling like ‘what the fuck am I even doing’).

One thing I definitely got from my mother, before [major events], was the feeling of being genuinely passionately loved 
from very young… and I’ve realized, that’s quite rare. I don’t feel love from my dad quite like that. It’s not neglect. It’s 
just, hard to explain. But… that’s not how I’ll treat my [hopeful] stars, who are genuinely few and far between. It helps 
to be around people who are meeting their fullest potential and have inner peace. And that’s not something a person can 
do alone—though it does have to be a conscious choice and commitment on their part (within their ability). To be great.

I don’t care what I get from you, in return (hahahh!).. It’s not ever gonna be that type of thing. Let’s just take it SLOW & 
easy, if we ever work on the same film, & maybe I can help you find your dreams and unknown needs. *shooting stars* 

-Valerie.
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…

Corinne Daniels’ family was cool and not that mean, and smart (all of them)—but chances are, she felt figuratively 
“left out” around her mother, and figuratively “fucked over” by her daddio. She wasn’t abused but she was 
misunderstood, especially since she took the family’s issues and channeled it into reckless behavior, socially, 
sexually, etc. She didn’t feel remorse, manipulating people to have her way, because the people she spent time with 
were assholes anyway. She’d been dogged enough times. She was trained in these games. As a young adult, Corinne 
found that her beauty and sense of humor afforded her a power over men, older men especially—who were also 
funny, and also cool (like herself!)—though Corinne would be lying if she didn’t sometimes admit, she considered 
them pathetic. Like when their eyes were shut and they were sweating in bed—and there she was, fucking some 
older man. Corinne sometimes felt, while fucking, that she wanted to get it out of the way. Depended on the guy but, 
this was not always legendary for-the-books lovemaking. More like: fucking (if you haven’t gotten that yet). By 
fucking herself in the head with stupid men, she was sabotaging herself, again and again. Their dicks were her 
obligation as their temporary caretaker, for the month, or week, or night or day. Sex felt good but taking control 
sometimes, and fucking people for kicks, was Corinne’s way of trying to wrangle her uncontrollable emotions. 
She’d been in love before, and betrayed terribly. The men she loved never left her with much, but some lukewarm 
memories and fucked-up feelings. Corinne’s ex-men were full of themselves, certainly—as though they were doing 
her a big favor by letting her fuck them—even though they weren’t that cool, or that important, by Corinne’s 
suppressed definiton of true success. They thought they knew everything, and treated her like a cute wannabe who 
wasn’t worth a public plug. They always kept her private. Hmm…. all too easily, she fell into their ego trap, and took 
out feelings of inadequacy on herself. She probably had eating disorders (ya think?) though idk (because [mutual 
friend] didn’t). The Author intended to help her character Corinne grow up into a standing-on-both-feet balanced 
gorgeous adult woman, with the provision of safety and self-respect. (Lola wasn’t quite there herself.) Corinne’s 
feelings of inadequacy, in reality, belonged to her lame friends and were inherited from them. She had her whole life 
ahead of her, and was trying to realize her dreams; her older male friends were successful enough, already, and 
modestly content. But apparently, not content enough to waylay Corinne’s talent anywhere near the mainstream 
public eye. Why not? Between her and older guys, there was envy—too much for them to actually help Corinne in 
any discernable way. A sharing of “energy” (or “love”) did not count as a fair exchange. Take it from me *tsk tsk*. 
Investing too much time in people who gave literally nothing back, besides a “used” feeling, provided Corinne with 
the false impression that success itself was a delusion, and that there was no such thing as merited greatness. 

…

Unfinished Monologue (from December 2017)

The cause of concern is not whether 
 you actually wanna luff me. It’s  
 whether you can witness me at my  
 barest, most naked vulnerable self 
 and still find a way to come back.  
 I pretend to get naked for  
 everyone, and I sure have shown  
 a lot. But not everything, not 
 to anyone. Really not. And I want  
 you to know me better than anyone in  
 the whole entire universe. And even  
 after I showed you so much, I don’t 
 want you to share it all back. Some 
 secrets should stay between us. 
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…

#2 would do shit like have her little #0 sit on her chest, to keep her arms down since #2 was much stronger than #0, 
so #2 couldn’t choke her own neck and kill herself. Oh how she wanted out of this mess! #0 didn’t see much of a 
point in living either but did obey and keep #2’s arms down. #2 would be described, in clinical parlance, as a 
boundariless schizophrenic psychopath. (#0 had her own demons to reveal.) However any make-believe exchanges 
of white-wedding games would not last, because neither girl, for practical purposes, could keep up the suicide 
shtick. Sure it was fine around other friends—maybeeee a little bit manipulative, even though it never worked 
against anyone but themselves—but around the other gonnabe-woman-not-girl: not OK to leave before ur great! 
teehee. They just didn’t have time, to overthink or underthink or undermine or unaffect the fate of America if they 
deliberately died and ditched alyal bitch-cunts, right here and now, cause #2 and yung #0 were too busy plotting 
projects that found a way to put imagery to nothingness. 

#0 took up a lot of #1’s unfilled roles—not because she always wanted to but fate had its ways. For all the people #2 
and #3 had consciously taken from, and used, there had to be some unforeseen recipient of their dark distant envy. 
#3 and #1 might not like a new girl. But Guy (and [Y1]) actually didn’t mind the arrival of #0, because she provided 
a real living breathing medium to get closer to #2, either through long-distance channeling or more direct means. #2 
actually felt sick-to-the-core after stalking a woman who #1 had propped in the role of resident writer: literary, and 
song. (Or who knows if it was [that person] but, it wasn’t #2.) #1’s collaborator(s) had far more followers but their 
work just wasn’t the same as Lola Morgan’s and no one’s work would ever feel as good. Still it didn’t matter how 
many gifts #2 developed in isolation, if she didn’t have the one for marketability. Fuck!! After realizing this is when 
#2 started up with the choking-herself thing, but #0 was there at the right moment. #2 was so sick of funneling her 
special strain of far-from-worthless love places where it was taken, sucked up, and wasted ultimately. So when #2 
felt it toward someone, anyone, well, she decided, she’d stop giving it to #1—whose black hole effect, when handed 
more lush green love (so far in this life) than anyone ever needed to survive, imploded into a new character: #0. #0 
was very used to being swaddled in white silence, against her highest holy hopes, now expelled due to nausea. There 
was putrid black bile beneath #2 and #0 on the earth floor. They were used to it, tho. And TBH #0 could stand to get 
noticed for more than just that perfect ass of hers. (Keep an eye out for it; when ü see her finally, you’ll know!!!!) x0.

…

Corinne was used to men and women getting googlieyed for her. She was charismatic, big whoop. She had a body in 
the top .5-percentile of what most human girls wanted, she knew that too. People probably thought [of her], this one 
is worth it!! But already she was annoyed, when she interpreted that (“worth it”) in their expressions and behavior. 
Worth what? Their effort. Their time, if they were higher up hierarchically. A response to their DM, same thing. If 
they did end up close: whatever she accidentally put them through, which was always more than she intended from 
the get-go. The implication behind this one is worth it was that Corinne could make some blunders, and act a fool, 
and not be cut off and left totally alone (which might happen to someone with a female bod between the top 
10-15%, and less natural charisma)—though Corinne suspected, people picked up on her dark ugly traits/habits/
strategies and judged the shit out of her, but often kept her around and were weirdly nice about it, which in a way 
felt as painful as getting rejected outright. Most of her Corinne’s bad behavior was actually a way of getting people 
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to stay—not leave her. It was hard to explain but it had to do with the aforementioned claim that, the world has high 
standards for unworthlessness, and sometimes playing hardball was the stay in the hearts and minds of hard-to-get 
individuals. Corinne realized at some point, in most of her relationships, these people just wanted to claim her. 
(They didn’t need her. Wanted.) And when they realized, they couldn’t claim her (because she didn’t let them; they 
didn’t quite deserve her), well then, they started looking for reasons to drop her. It was a pattern. She’s worth it; she’s 
weird; she’s wayy too much for me. Corinne liked being around people and didn’t mind meeting new individuals, but 
she did mind when friends thought they could do something different for her. She was so sick of promises, from men 
and friends, because they were generally empty. Anticlimactic. People promised more than they could actually do. 
That must be how she developed trust issues. 

…

Lyrics [written Jan 2018]
’Atlantis’

[intro]

If she is a lonestar
you can be her Sun
got you thinkin of soul-mates
make your choice, to hold on
if you are her baby
then be put to bed
your heavenly Parents
have brought you such bliss
[part 1]
What separates the winners
from losers
in this life
is pretty much always
a will to carry on
So do what you can
and pray she’ll be found
if you’d got it so Right, before her
she couldn’t cure all your Wrongs
...
If she nuzzles your head
will your plans be revealed
know what you went through
to corner her, all these years
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[chorus]
So comfortable, comfortable
for just a chance, she could stand
So comfortable, comfortable
living with no light
for a million nights until you shine in
she’d already lost hope that He even exists

[part 2]
she would never die for you
but die for no faith, in a world
without sunshine
her life cold and maimed
oh pray for the forces that
kept you with her
in spite of such darkness
you want to be hers

she knows that his ego
once got in the way
of her getting closer
that’s fine, it made sense
but she doubts that the others
can quite understand
her backalley music
cause you have those hands

[chorus 2]
So comfortable, comfortable
it’s hard to forgive
so comfortable, comfortable
what could not be said
your rhythms like morse code, no one understands
she’ll be the One who cracks you both
in the doors of heaven

[bridge]
She’s impressed by survivors
no one weak lives her wrath
broken Trojans, dead soldiers
so many of them
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[outro]
(So comfortable, comfortable)  
if she decides to submit, gives yourself cred (so comfortable, comfortable)  
it’s the hardest thing she ever did

…

Guy and #2 decided they wanted to do it for the first time on a boat, because they could be off on their own, 
unbothered by anyone. It took a while to find the perfect boat but, they found it after boat-shopping together and 
taking a few test runs. Originally #2 didn’t want anyone else on the boat—certainly not #1. But after some 
deliberation #2 allowed #0 to go boating with #2 and Guy. #0 had already gone boating with #2 as younger female 
friends, before Guy finally got it in, on a pink yacht (the shade of a Mary Kay mobile) currently parked on the shore 
of #2’s North Coast bungalow. Soon, a new collaboration might be in order 2G0. Por cwah?? There was something 
to be said for documenting what went down, not on film but in memory, as part of their thrust for undercover 
immortality. Plus if #2 hypothetically were to die, at random, she trusted that #0 would be there for Guy if he wanted 
a booty call, or just a friend. #2 was trusting her instincts when it came to taking the best possible care of her men.

If #2 weren’t genuinely trying to make progress on herself, and minimize the chance of her depression returning, she 
wouldn’t admit that she genuinely suspected: what she considered her least desirable traits (chunker butt, round face, 
dark hard-to-rid hair, soft not skinny bod) were the qualities that both Guy, and #0, kinda sorta liked most of all. So 
as long as she put Guy and #0 above the other numbers, including herself, #2 may be less likely to rationalize 
suicide for reasons having to do with her appearance… even if she still wanted her makeover, please god.

What were her favorite traits, specific to her off-the-map VIP boaters? Top secret! Though it would help to chill in 
person hahaha.

…

“It makes me feel lighter, I get stuff done. I know it gets on your nerves but—“

“you know what, whatever. i’m so fucking used to it by now, it hardly affects me.”

Morgan’s dad came up the stairs. “Can you put some fucking clothes on?? There are people up and down the block, 
they’re gonna see you through the window.”

“No one’s looking.”

“It is weird,” said Morgan, wearing an orange crewneck sweatshirt and shorts. “I can say that at least.”

“You guys… it’s fine. Listen. Do you and Dad want to help carry this dresser downstairs to put it into storage??”

“I don’t want to, if that’s what you’re asking. But I’ll do it.”

“How are the meds honey.”
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“They’re great!”

“Let me know about the side effects. Let’s keep an eye on them.”

“I know.”

…

Lola Morgan is a future director, producer, author, actress, composer and lyricist. She has sold over [X] copies of her 
first novel and over 5 million digital movie releases worldwide. Over the course of her career, she has had two 
consecutive #1 films and several #1 singles, along with scores of streaming hits and hundreds of thousands of movie 
tickets sold worldwide. Morgan has garnered 5 Oscar nominations and has won 2 Grammys, along with other awards 
and accolades. She is among the most determined unknown artists of the current decade.

…

“What makes you so certain that choosing sex appeal over other sources of appeal is gonna work in your favor.”

“What other sources of appeal,” asked Clyde.

“Talent is really a good one,” said Benny. “Trust me. If you can get that down… you’re set!!!”

“Yes but, for women, sex appeal is a talent—and a more important one to master than like, a skill set. We could 
think of ourselves like women artists, hm?”

“We could…”

“Whatever man, we don’t have to, right now. Cause we’re not talking about talent between me or you, as an artist. 
We’re talking about what would make our best album cover.”

“It’s between the pic of us on Coney Island. And the topless girl in a fur.”

“I definitely think we should go with the girl in the fur.”

“Yeah, me too.”

…

Dear Morgue,

Let me just point out that it was brave of you, to write a book—and all those screenplays, about what you went 
through—instead of socializing and getting a job right out of college and stuff. You could have followed that path, 
yeah. You could have. And you wouldn’t be living at home, and might be PAing on movie sets and stuff. You might 
still be that Morgan girl who people think is cool and preppy-slash-quirky and stuff, not Lola the crazy fuck-up. 
Maybe you have shame about being far-from-successful now, but, the reason no one does it is because… it’s a huge 
risk, to pull the rug from under your life and do (for the most part) intentional fieldwork to write a novel/screenplay 
like that. And it’s hard. It’s really hard. But you didn’t fuck that up. So, props. 
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—Love, No one.

…

Dear birdie blue, 

Idk how to say this to my psychologist or to my parents or to all the people trying to help me. But I’m pretty sure the 
main reason for my depression isn’t my lack of success or money, or other aspects of circumstance. The reason is, I 
just don’t riff with most other humans… and I don’t have anyone to go to. If we could do things together—even 
boring things, like doing work in the same room—then I’d be happier, I really think. Even when I ‘sort of’ had you 
for a phase, I remember feeling good. Yes in this case I think I’m definitely the one in charge (the director!!) and 
you’re the muse haha. That’s not really the case with all my characters; I think of them as mentors or collaborators 
or friends, but not “muses.” Just trying to say something validating! Though please remember when dealing with 
me: I’m a girl and trying to become more of a girl, not tomboy or obvious lezbo, and I get really sensitive though I 
would like to improve myself (no, not for you but maybe a little). Basically don’t ever treat me like a boy because, 
I’m not. The only way this might work (as far as spending time together) is if I get to make my movies, starring you, 
so… we’ll see my friend. We’ll see. I might have to fuck a lottt of other people before I get to the possibility of any 
fleck of intimacy with you but, I’m not gonna overplan it or overthink and just do my best each year/month/day.

-Ox. 

…

IMPORTANT NOTE TO READER. 

Hi, so. 

I’m not gonna say something like “you’re a fool to 
love me,” not only cause that’s cliché but because 
you’ll probably get a lot of painful but necessary self-
improvement from letting my unforgettable ass into 
your life. 

(I’m looking for the same thing! [an unforgettable ass]) 

So it’s not foolish per se… it’s just… 

see following excerpt from ‘Black Satin’ [right.]

Just wanna make sure u know what ur getting into!!!

 x x x x xxxxxxx(maybe?) ur girl Lola
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…

…

“It’s like my whole fucking life changes tone, when I’m trying to impress a guy.”

“He sounds, well…”

“Like a jerk? Not really. I think I want someone who’s gonna tell me when I’m pretty who I also don’t think is full 
of shit. He’s got high standards.”

“Fair enough,” said [no therapist ever].

“It’s the most effective way, to get movie-ready. It’s just that I don’t fantasize about closeness, or being naked for the 
sake of intimacy with him… like I do with some others… it’s more like, his pride in me,” said Morgan. “But that’s 
not wrong. It’s just a different dynamic. There are so many dynamics in boy-girl love. Anyway, for the league I’m 
trying to get in, I will require some distance from my parents and certain friends, who aren’t gonna understand.”

“What won’t they understand.”

“The fine-tuning, required.”

“Oh but don’t get your fulfillment and self-worth from men.”

“Why not? Women never provide it.”

“You’re trying to fix that with your work, Lola Morgan.”

“Yeah but it’s also like, animal kingdom dynamics, right? Hmm. It’s true, I’m trying to make the world a slightly 
warmer place for women (and misunderstood men) by the time I go. But it always comes at a cost to the artist. And I 
really don’t have any close female friends… maybe childhood ones who are loyal, but I don’t talk to them ever.”

“Why do you think that is.”
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“Courtesy of therapy my response is this. I’m not going to try and explain it, but will grieve the situation… and how 
genuinely hard a time I’ve had with other women since early womanhood. Needless to overexplain, it’s been 
difficult.”

“It could get better.”

“It could!”

…

Morgan’s treatment program first of all was terrific, and was totally covered by her Minnesota insurance plan. It took 
place in a building attached to the hospital where she was born, Fairview Southdale in Edina. The small waspy city 
of Edina was like the Upper East Side to Minneapolis. Morgan felt lucky in the sense that, a New York treatment 
program, covered by insurance, probably wouldn’t be this individualized and comprehensive. It was thorough as 
shitting fuck. All the professionals working with Morgan in any capacity (therapists, the psychiatrist, psych educator, 
even the yoga instructor) reconvened in team meetings, each week, to make sure Morgan’s treatment needs were 
being met on all sides. She’d never met a psychiatrist she trusted more than the one employed by their program, who 
wore bellbottoms and shawls, and not only asked a lot of questions and listened, but also told Morgan directly how 
she decided on meds and what the options were for upping or downing the dosage. Not quite just like “here you go” 
which had been her experience with all other psychiatrists, basically. The lead therapist, running her daily group 
meetings, who also wore bellbottoms (and heelboots), was a few months from getting her doctorate and was proof of 
the adage that true inner confidence is what’s most appealing about anyone because all the depressives in the room 
rolled over to her, no prob. She resembled a skinny Jewish Rossi de Palma, and listened with this really empathetic 
look in her blue eyes, like a heated chlorine pool—while patients in group talked about their feeding or eating 
disorders or getting raped by a parent or horrific flashbacks to liquor detox or times spent with their psycho ex who 
stole several years of their life, or never finding their passion or purpose (which was everyone, btw)(except for 
Morgan)—and then said shit like, sounds like there’s a lot of painn there, before pausing longer, just long enough, 
then giving some general advice that could really apply to anything painful (such as: sometimes when we’re stuck 
just where we don’t want to be, we have no choice but to deal with what’s trapping us inside). Morgan really enjoyed 
group, well, not really, it sucked, but she thought if she weren’t trying to be a movie director, and her mom weren’t a 
therapist (nothing like this one), then she’d look into social work as a career path. Because when people opened up 
about difficult topics, Morgan was all like, these are the real conversations. Not the hard ones; the normal, baseline 
conversations she wished she could have all the time. Morgan never said much about her creative life since college, 
because she thought it might be insensitive in a setting where some people were like approaching age sixty-
something and thinking about writing a book (to which everyone in the group said, “next thing you know you’ll be 
on a book tour!”) but couldn’t even do anything most days besides pace their house. (That’s gonna be *you* bitch, if 
we don’t work together.) However Morgan did find it difficult not to start crying when opening up about her 
childhood, which she never really did: just in broad sweeping statements like, “there were no boundaries, in my 
house, and I think I have boundaries issues now.” She didn’t mention the specifics of her boundary issues (“I write 
extremely detailed sex scenes involving people I haven’t met, hoping the scenes will actually play out in my films”)
(oh and by *work together* I probably mean fucking [heal-fucking] and writing about it). Instead she kept it 
generale (“sometimes, I process it, in stories”). Her fav group member was a depressed college student on leave, 
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stuck living at home, named Tommy who, get this, wrote a short story about a father with dementia (as literary lens) 
who sexually abused his child. Morgan wasn’t allowed to contact him, to check out dat storyyy, until she was done 
with her intensive outpatient program.  

…

What Catherine Delaluna’s dream therapist tagged as abuse from The Author of this text was the relentless shaming 
of Catherine for her mighty riches and success. “She doesn’t have a right to do that,” said [no therapist ever] to 
Catherine. “Not your circus, not your monkeys.” Catherine was always thinking something along the lines of, “wellll 
it could be so much worse, so why the fucck am I depressed?” Catherine’s biggest source of guilt and self-shaming 
(and in effect: depression, anxiety) was the feeling not only that she didn’t deserve her fame & stuff, but that she 
didn’t even want it. Sometimes, but certainly not every day. But why not? Everyone wants this. (*Lola thinks she 
does*) Catherine’s mother’s voice in her head always assured Catherine, be grateful, you’re lucky, you’re blessed, 
from good karma, and you’re amazingly talented, to the extent that IF Catherine didn’t feel genuinely grateful… or 
IF she felt god-forbid spiteful about who she ended up, in this life, some-fuckin-how (???) … not my talent and 
intelligence and painstaking hard work (!!!) … she felt like a spoiled brat and ice queen with a frozen heart (*which 
I am*) haha sorry Catherine’s doing it again (*not her circus, not her monkeys*). Lola Morgan (*full disclosure*) 
was consciously manipulative because she knew that Catherine, deep-down, might even be more envious of Lola 
some days than the other way around. But she didn’t go into that part in her writing; she preferred passages that 
dared to venture into the chilly depths of Catherine’s superiority complex, informed by her life experience, by now 
permanently encased in the soul of someone so eerily far on top. You know, to highlight the power gap in America, 
which was arbitrary and WRONG. There were a number reasons Catherine might be envious, of little Lola Mo, but 
most of those reasons were probably BS—when it came to actually living life in the other person’s shoes. You don’t 
know me bitch. You don’t know. (Said Catherine: ditto, ho.)

Corinne as a character potentially meshed with Valerie’s life mission more than Catherine Delaluna because, as far 
The Author could tell, Corinne actually cared about groundbreaking art. Not idolatry or propaganda or la-la-happy 
music (*doing it again oops*). There was a lot to consider when striving to make great art, especially truthful art 
about all the sexual violence that Americans were regularly contending with. It was a serious project that required 
sensitivity and gentleness and beauty and grace, in order to deal with some rank ugly grit that wasn’t about to 
dissipate without some intervention.

…

‘Violent Crimes’ by Kanye West lyrics:

Fallin', dreamin', talkin' in your sleep 
I know you want to cry all night, all night 
Plottin', schemin', finding 
Reason to defend all of your violent nights 
Promise me 
…
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“Yeah, there was a psychotic girl in our lives,” Rose explained at dinner with Selena, and Cleo, who was moving to 
New York. “No followers which was a red flag if there ever was one. And she would threaten suicide… and hold 
other people accountable, for her severe depression… and mania… and, I still get a horrible feeling, thinking about 
it. Thank god she backed off.”

“Yikes,” said Cleo, thinking, sounds just like me. 

“It was a hard year for us,” Selena chimed in. “She was in love with me. Honestly, I felt in danger.”

“I’m sorry that happened.”

“Yah, well. She was a good writer, as psychopaths sometimes are. Gotta give her that much.”

“Yep,” agreed Selena. 

When Cleo moved out of her home, to New York, she changed her name to Corinne, in the interests of leaving the 
past behind. It was a classier name, she thought. Less angsty, more refined—more Upper East Side, though that 
wouldn’t be where she was living (for a while). And last but not least, this name was more feminín. Cleo… I mean 
Corinne… wanted to meet Ava. I mean, Valerie. 

…

From ‘Black Satin’

…
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Quite like I do

They don't love you like I doooooo (123)
doooo bi doo bi doooooooo (12345)
don't love you like I doooooooo 
dooo bi doo bi dooooo
…
For a while I thought 
You was pulling my leg
But then I met you
Need me to stay sane
… 
I’ll love you in corners
That you’ll never go
You can’t love yourself
Without me in your home
…
They ain’t gonna love you
The way that I can
Cause you dislike yourself 
More than they understand 
… 
Found in your friends eyes
They’re red bloody stained 
Could be my projection 
Or her soul is vain  
…
That ain’t a sin
It’s just how it is
But I dono why vanity
Is so hard to get
…
They don't love you like I doooooo
doooo bi doo bi doooooooo
don't love you like I doooooooo 
dooo bi doo bi dooooo
…
It might be your upbringing 
It might be neglect
But it runs so deep now
It’s irrelevant
…
Oh baby, you need me
More than you know
I’ll suck your self-venom
And turn it to gold 
…
They don't love you like I doooooo
doooo bi doo bi doooooooo
don't love you like I doooooooo 
dooo bi doo bi dooooo
… 
Don’t trust the ones
Who wouldn’t mind if I fell
They’re not protecting you
Want you to themselves
… 
But they can’t be there
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Your darkest corners, I know
Even if they have brighter
offers for yo
…
Be careful, be wary
Where vanity lies
With me you feel humble
Soft looks in our eyes
…  [outro]
They don’t love you
Quite like I do
Dooo bi doo 
You can feel it already 
I’m so there for you

… 

Where Guy was concerned, Lola was honestly unsure how to do the right thing. Should she appeal to his dorky 
insecure side? Or his nastiest masculine wet dreams? A month ago she probably couldn’t handle the latter, but she 
was a reaching a point where—maybe she could go there, not just verbally but visually, sooner than never. Lola had 
a lot of shame about how she used to look, but in retrospect: she was a late bloomer, and totally out-of-touch with 
her more sexual self. And it was probably getting better I mean worse I mean depends on your values. She had no 
clue what Guy would feel toward Corinne, though he might find her scarily sexual (if Lola’s view wasn’t subjective)
(must be her past). So a possible friendship and creative collaboration, in due time (easy does it), should probably be 
fine. And side note: was Catherine even jealous? Or could she care less. More than her maybe main bitch Corinne, 
Lola was concerned for any main men. To what lengths would Guy go, to get in the middle of something that was 
none of his business. And why did guys care so much about owning certain women. Lola’s actual real-life privacy 
began to seem important, even though it never used to: she was used to having none. But there was such a thing, as 
private versus public bonds, and this made Lola feel better about the “imaginary” love. Some relationships worked 
in pictures online, but not-so-much in the mind, or the soul, oh and let’s not forget about real-life. Lola tried to be 
cognizant of what friendships were die-for-you real or admittedly fake, as an autofiction director, while creating red 
herring scandals where there were none. This would make more sense to relevant readers/performers, in the future. 
For now Lola asked Guy just to trust her, as someone smart and good (though ostensibly evil? idek idek) who would 
always be there for him in really, really dark times. Still Lola treated him like any man in her world, and didn’t just 
provide the real-life pussy without understanding her self-worth [at any given life phase] and reflecting on her rights.  

…
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When Lola told her puppy Paul that she and him were going on a retreat together—as in road trip plus camping—he 
got so excited and tailwaggy that she had to tire him out with fetch to calm him down. The reason Lola Morgan 
finally decided it was necessary to take Paul on a long trip was that, his aggression toward other grown dogs was 
getting out-of-hand and noticeable. He got mad at Lola’s husband—oddly vicious, at moments—but Lola probably 
put her dog first because spending time with Paul was purely self-care (and not others-care). Lola used to joke that in 
a past-life, Paul was a black furry gorilla, not a black Labrador retriever; he had that level of alpha aggression within 
him. It was honestly, peculiar how possessive he was of Lola. But she wouldn’t try to explain. They were soul-mates 
okay?? She didn’t want Paul to attack someone publicly. For that, she might feel responsible even though it wasn’t 
entirely her fault; it was the dog’s. (Well, her dog’s.) The road trip was fun because Lola only chose pet-friendly 
cabins so Paul was able to be his adult doggy self in hotel rooms, and not worry about hiding himself outdoors or 
indoors (which is how it used to be, when they went to nice hotels and Paul was still a puppy [and therefore portable 
and smuggleable]). Lola’s favorite part of having this great pet dog was that—she really didn’t have to do anything.  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PART TWO. (slower.) 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Idiot Wind  

“I’m just gonna put on my sweatshirt and glasses and go studyyy,” said Lola’s chick-friend from 
Minnesota rehab in a mocking tone of voice. “I know what you’re doing, you fucking whore.”

“Whatt?? I don’t even… know what to..” said Lola M, before turning around to cover her 
dumbfounded expression, on the verge of laughter.

…

Derek Louis wasn’t dumb. However he did find now and then, as every believer did, that what he 
was promised according to scripture wasn’t always how it happened. Still he stayed in Church.

IF IT SEEMS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE, IT PROBABLY IS, read a warning page on PayPal, 
when Derek almost fell for a hacker’s scam. He didn’t go through with the payment. 

If it seems too good to be true, it probably is, was The Author’s new philosophy on potential 
collaborations, exceptions to what she knew of human nature, and lofty makeover objectives.

Derek Louis sat on a beach with his slamming bod fiancé who he’d fiercely loved, so far, without 
overwhelming complications. And Derek read on his phone and laughed out loud about when 
Kanye West said, being forced to reveal one’s followers and likes on social media was like 
having to share “how much money you have in the bank” or “the size of your dick on your T-
shirt.” Funny indeed, but Ye had a point. For those who did engage in social media, there was a 
somewhat clear correlation between income and numbers of followers. FYI: Derek wouldn’t 
have minded having to share the size of his dick on his T-shirt.

…

When it came to not caring what people thought, there was two possible spin-offs that Valerie 
was familiar with. (1) Walking forward calmly and steadily, funneling out judgments [fair or 
unfair] that without a doubt would bring one down. (2) Walking with one’s chin and chest high 
and feeling a sort of intense need to justify one’s strength, or goodness, like a whirlwind in one’s 
brain that wouldn’t stop raging. It took a few years of practice, but Valerie finally felt settled in 
that first feeling. She wasn’t sure if it was helpful to spell out in her writing—and to justify, 
constantly—how she got stuck, unfamous and unglamorous, but it was validating in the sense 
that being poor and escaping all the subtle psychological (sometimes physical) effects were more 
complicated than a game of The Sims, in which the character practices self-discipline and then 
finds him or herself rich—to say nothing about the [XI]bud cheat co-opted in real-life by those 
on top. Valerie had a further sense that her work, if she found a way to calmly and steadily move 
up, might be able to offer something other than plain idealism (e.g. religious idealism) to people 
who had suffered from financial hardship and serious depression, because Valerie had met plenty 
of kind pious people who were still mired in poorness and ongoing illness.

…
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Queenie bird
By Corinne Daniels

Has she the right to just ask like a queen
To tell the man at the restaurant, take it back please

But what we both know, but cannot express
Is the royal ones often wish they were trash

All of us struggle. If not one it’s the next
And while there must be such a thing as objective success

It’s pretty much a free for all brawl
Who has a mind and heart worth it all

It’s not about winners and losers, you see
When peace like the sun is a centerpiece

It’s there for everyone to achieve
No matter how poor, how weird or ugly

To get there is different for each human being
But that prize is the gold worth prioritzing

Oh, has she the right to act like a queen 
If I were queenie I’d own it, without overthinking

I have my princess—queenie bird has her gals
She can push us around, we’ve been through this by now

This love made its nest, I feel undepressed
Think of her— my work here feels far from finished

Lots of people I’ve wanted. It feels fated, feels great
Until  we spend too much time face to face

Fraid I won’t find ‘the one,’ zero’s a safer bet
Given all my choices, in zero I’d like to invest 

Let her in already, she might be a good thing
Makes me feel I might make a pretty good queen

…
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Coming out of a phase of paralyzing depression or self-delusion felt like swimming in the ocean 
and approaching a place where warm water turns cool, and it feels good. You break the surface 
for breath and realize that sanity—not fleeting, but there to hold onto—feels way, way better than 
manic happiness. In some ways better than first falling in love. If there is a god you see him in 
the wrinkles or blemishes on your lover’s face and fill the cracks with love for every moment 
that’s caused pain. You stop thinking about soul-mates and just think about how happy you are, 
genuinely, with [whoever’s been there] and don’t want to let them go for some love that’s less 
definite. For who you are with them, you feel grateful, without reminding yourself to say grace. 
Some people are just so good, through-and-through, you can feel it when they enter. Of course 
not blameless or perfect but, just good. Additional drama feels so needless in their presence.

… 

…

Pennywise (opening)
By Val Brown

Let’s be unbelievers a while 
Just you and me
Go and a road trip
Forget all the dreams

She’s alala 
Boogie man dreams
Never hasa black matter
Felt so pre dee

… 
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…

(Pennywise lyrics ctd.)

Create us a cloud
Make it safe and sound
We’ll think of a password
Only soft touch for now

If you’re hurting you’ll tell me 
I’ll be glad when I’m not
Cherish you gently
Lay down with the boss

…

To Valerie it became clear in public settings that being empathetic for God, so God approved of 
you, was not as cool as being empathetic for that human for no reason other than: it’s good. And 
maybe the reason celebrities generally got more empathy, than [C] or [XI] or pre-fame Benny, 
was because it felt good to empathize with someone famous and rich and gorgeous. It felt good, 
to adopt their feelings—even their struggles. It felt better than facing one’s own. Or facing the 
struggles of that man who just limped off the handicap airport caddy. Or facing Valerie’s 
struggles in her 21-y.o. film. It was easier to feel the struggles of a trained actor, than of someone 
who was real. It was easier to see a movie about a tragedy, than to really be there.
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No one knew Catherine’s real struggles, by the way. But that doesn’t have to be The Author’s 
issue. The character that she played all the time was not Valerie’s friend—and she was still in 
character and couldn’t change that. And Valerie was an especially valuable source of empathy, so 
she’d like to be responsible with the people chose to achieve mutual empathy with. 

Not this one-way street BS I sick a this

Since Valerie still believed in God, she could frame all the above another way. It wasn’t as 
though being empathetic for God was different than just doing it for the human. They were all 
part of the same body. God’s mighty bod. And for the whole body to achieve vitality, no human 
should be brushed off. 

But, not all could be kept around. It wasn’t entirely the choice of the cells, who got obliterated. 
So might as well be nice while we’re around. Only the strong survive, it’s alright.

…

Lola one day explained to the women of her early films that she chose them for their ability to 
empathize with “losers,” especially victimized men who weren’t at all sexy. Since Lola was half-
lesbian half-straight she did the same thing for women in real-life and (in Lola-mode) flirted with 
all of them equally. Not every one of Lola’s actors/actresses could pull it off to the same 
comfortably warm degree, but the ones who could tended to be the ones who’d struggled 
themselves to keep it together physically. And that’s how some of her female characters were 
different from classic femme fatales. They weren’t nice in this dom and submission I’ll fuck you 
up kind of way, though power stuff in sex and visual standards were real, so they would get to 
that in later more sexual movies (when Lola actually had an existent sex life and could rewrite 
the end of Black Satin). Lola wanted her whores (actually not whores) to be sympathetic by 
proxy, and no that didn’t mean taking in each and every dick. And their kindness wasn’t self-
serving and fucking fake, though it might be painful in certain cases.

…

“If you weren’t so inse-fucking-cure , I’d really be tempted to respect you,” said Cleo to her sis. “Not 
saying I have it together, but for God sakes bit#”

“You’re the one who’s always using your insecurity to blame other people for your endless pain.”

“Some people are sources of insecurity for me,” Cleo explained.

[XI] sighed. 

“Let’s just say—even if it’s not true—that all my insecurities are valid. At least fairly valid. What’s a girl 
sposed to do?” asked Cleo.

“I don’t know but from experience I’m just gonna say, you have to fake it till you make it. Or things are 
gonna stay the same. Whether you wanna just be happy or a great writer or a smoking hot painter or 
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socialite or musician or filmmaker or real woman or actor or real-life lover to [that specific person]. Find 
a way to fake it till you make it. But in general, Cleo, I think you got a shot. Just keep doing your stuff.” 

“Well first of all happiness is not what I want, though I’d be just fine if it happened at some point. I 
understand it’s the big grail for others.”

“Haha.”

“But not a full-blown stalker? Welp,” said Cleo. “Toooo late for that ahaha I’ve stalked the shit out of my 
nude portrait subjects ugh.”

“Do you think any of them have stalked you back?”

“I don’t know,” said Cleo. “I think I was below their league. And I’m going to stop faking it till I make it, 
with love.”

“Huh.”

“I just want it to feel as real as possible, the whole time. I guess that includes the bad stuff. Until (or 
unless) we start having sex it’s all just, part of the build-up (or anticlimax).

…

REALLY ELABORATE MOCK INTERVIEW RESPONSES. Don’t Judge ! x x

Another weakness I have is—not knowing who I am. Or I should say, being swindled into 
thinking I don’t know who I am. In New York I tend to look around and start wishing I were 
someone else. I think a lot of people think they wish they were someone else. And I think I’m 
finally getting over that, recently, and it feels better. I mean… I’m hopeful that I’ll improve. But 
ironically the harder I try to become this elusive ‘future self’ that I’ve put on a pedestal, the 
farther I get from her. It’s not something that can be rushed. And I think the key to getting there, 
and getting better, is —meeting myself where I’m at. Even if where I’m at is very far from 
perfect.


Q. What do you consider to be your biggest professional achievement


I still think my greatest professional achievement, maybe even more than making the film, was 
putting in the work to get an ad campaign for Dark Lady Blues all throughout New York. 
Honestly I think the ad campaign was beyond what the film deserved for how low-budget it 
was, but maybe not beyond the quality of the work beneath the technical shortcomings and 
weak acting. That was amazing, I’m really proud that my film got an ad campaign on 50 bus 
stops and 250 subway cards throughout New York. And I’m also proud of the time I spent at 
Film Comment—I don’t think I realized at the time what an honor it was to work for Lincoln 
Center and actually write for that magazine. I think that's a solid impressive achievement. 


Q. Tell me how you think other people would describe you


I think people are impressed with my work ethic. I do work really hard. I’m very passionate 
about my work. And I hope by now that some people would describe me as resilient, because I 
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have really fought hard against discouragement to get this far even. I’ve traveled a long way 
from some humble beginnings and I would like to go farther. 


Q. How’d the interview go


It went fine, she hardly asked any questions and I felt way more confident before than when I 
got face-to-face. It’s because the true me in my head is not the real-life me. Oh well. I think 
that’s the type of job audition where I might just be below the “organized adult” line in terms of 
appearance—even though my resume was strong, I’m just saying it how it is. I honestly don’t 
know; I think it’s a great opportunity but that stuff always goes better in my head. I really need 
to go to the gym as soon as I start getting a paycheck to pay for it; I think I’ve reached a higher 
step in the progression to my better self that will allow me to work out the right way, and not 
blow it at home overeating without intending to. The most significant moment in my memory 
was when I stopped myself from saying the word grateful (for the opportunity) which I think 
explains a lot about NY versus somewhere else. That kind of shit works against me. I’m having 
trouble believing in ‘God’s plan’ as anything more than a superstition but it depends on the day. 
Some people don’t ever fall so low—it was superstition in the first place that got me thinking 
drugs was going to serve me better than doing things the righteous way. However I did learn 
just while she was spieling to me in the interview that Sony owns the rights to all of Miles 
Davis’s music so if I were to get Black Satin produced in the next 20 years, it would have to be 
with Sony Classics (or the bigger Sony productions but I think part 1 is gonna be smaller 
budget). That piece of info in itself was worth sitting down in the offices and feeling like I didn’t 
look good. I think to ‘look well’ is the actual goal. It’s really taking me a lot of strength not to fall 
back down, and it can be hard living with my mom, even though she and I are getting along 
much better. All my parents do is eat and sleep, it’s like a vortex. My head starts reeling. I wish 
my attempted runaways had gone better.


Q. Who else can you live with


Maybe I can find an apartment with a gym in the building, how fuckin nice would that be. I 
don’t even want to tell anyone I’m here honestly, I feel like I need new friends. Not because I 
dislike the other people but because they’re younger at heart, or not younger but just different 
and into having fun, and unlikely to meet me where I’m at (not having fun!) … I’m basically like 
a recovering cripple—I’m not going out on the town to get shitty. The cure is not to get drunk 
and go clubbing—it’s self-discipline. I don’t even drink


Q. I’m sure you can think of somebody you want to see


I know this is how mental health gets worse but no. I’ll either walk around the city alone or talk 
to people I’ve deemed ‘safe’ … I think I do have extremely mild autism, by the way. It just 
clicks and explains shit. But I think I can get away from it, the same way I don’t have to be an 
obvious dyke (sorry bad word) if I just choose not to go in that direction. I have a choice to look 
better though I think to some extent that’s been out of my control… I’m learning all this stuff 
late for my age.


Q. You might not have autism. Ask a few more people


Unrelated but my last manic episode (hopefully, ever) was me dropping like 2.5K to book a 
hotel in New York with a gym and get a job before my time was up—this was after I went to 
San Diego and wrote all those blog posts bla bla. And maybe I just, should have done that. 


Q. But instead you admitted that was stupid and lost the money but got home and got 
treatment. 
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I think the treatment will allow me to help other people but I hope that wasn’t just wasted time. 
It’s kind of weird when you enter a headspace when you feel lucid, and everything makes 
sense. And it seems at those moments like nothing’s fated, it’s all just random. But I just don’t 
know.


…

Penn station 10pm. An army of men with guns loaded come in running to fight an infiltration by 
robots. Fembots to be exact. They have fembot figures, fembot faces—they’re beatific in bed. 
There’s only one problem: they’re not human. The men lay siege upon the fembots but they’re 
too strong. The bullets hardly leave dents. Then along comes Lola Morgan with her band of 
human women, prettier than the bots, but less protected. Stronger no. And what do the fembots 
do around Lola Morgan and her human female friends? They start to, malfunction. On boards 
beneath blacklights, bedsheets made by maids for moneyed men—they spill their petty sins. 
Hehe hah. Some fembots can still be saved. Others end up ruined. 

…

Last will and testament
In the event that I don’t make it as far as I hoped, all my debts go to the original Guy who as of 
now in 2018 doesn’t even deserve the honor of helping pay them off posthumously.    thank you 
for going out of your way to make my life so much better while I was here.  ( my life, not yours ) 
I hope you found the peace you deserve in your chosen setup… and I hope I found mine too. 
goodbye and good luck
-lols
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One kiss 

Some person, unnamed, arrives at Lola’s door with some flowers because they feel bad about 
something in the past. That’s what the flowers are for. And Lola isn’t unhappy to see the person, 
she’s not really mad anymore. Not indifferent but, not in love. Not glowing the way she probably 
once was. Not glowing like fans do. She looks a bit pallid. And she says she’d rather not accept 
the flowers until she feels ready, to go steady, or whatever, and redirects the visitor to the back 
door of her house, where a line of people is already waiting. She says go wait in line with 
everyone else, until I feel ready. That is fair and no one gets VIP treatment. We’re starting from 
square one. Or should I say from square zero, who as of yet hasn’t been locked out of my future 
residence. Don’t insult me for choosing my safety over your fucking flowers. Go chill with the 
others—get to know them, better than you’ll probably ever get to know me—oh and while 
you’re waiting, look what you’ve done. Try to explain in your own words, what exactly you’ve 
done to me. I’m tired of explaining for you, all of you. Like get it together ugh and then try to 
make yourself wait in line as long as I’ve already been waiting for some worthwhile heartfelt 
unfaked direct acknowledgment from your lips, which is fuckin forever. A lonely long and 
agitated wait. So please don’t ask "are you mad at me” because I hate that question and the 
answer is, “no shit dick breath and I hate how I feel mad at everyone else in line at my back door, 
even though in principle they're forgiven. Honestly I don’t know what to do about you guys, I’ve 
tried so hard to write it to rest. I don’t even want to masturbate for you again till this hand has 
been earned which it hasn’t. We haven’t even met and you already wasted my pussy’s time. Go 
wait in line until I feel ready and I don't feel horny like ever I’m still just hurting.”  **cat hiss**

…

Sept 28. 

I am bummed I didn’t get the job; it was probably my outfit. And my frizzy hair. Or they had 
someone else in mind. You can’t know. But I am glad I got to go, and I’m glad that she talked 
about getting the rights to music for movies just within the interview because I learned some 
nifty things that will come in handy for my own videos. I also learned that you don’t get a job 
interview unless you’re a good fit so I should stop applying for jobs that I want, but don’t really 
blend with my resume. I do think I have a strong one for anything related to marketing and 
media advertising so—that leaves a lot of open jobs. I’ll get one! And I’ll get a business suit for 
the upcoming phase of interviews. And order the Conair straightener and do the make-up 
tutorials Lacie gave me. Maybe if a man interviews me, I’ll have a better shot. Honestly I 
probably wouldn’t have done well with the Sony Classics boss as she was near my age and more 
put-together etc.

…
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Rapunzel Underground
By Corinne Daniels

[intro]
Titi titi titi titit titi titi (bird-like call / rhythmic bleating)
Under the manhole 
I hear someone needs me

Hit me with that big one
I’m gunna have your baby
Oh I’m in heaven
Oh are we dreaming

…

A panel for Oblivion Love [retitled], winner of the Indie Nonexistent Film Award.

LOLA MORG: 

Yeah so I got the idea for the whole clown symbol after watching two things on television. 
Actually they were on the internet. Online TV. The first thing was a televangelism conference 
that I think Justin Bieber attended with his wife. And the second thing was an episode of Black 
Mirror, starring Bryce Dallas Howard who was brilliant and whose character in the show 
reminded me of myself—and what happened to me in 2015-2016 while using social media, and 
essentially feeling like I lost all my friends for a while. So the point I’m trying to make by 
including this laughing smiling clown throughout Oblivion Funk is this pressure to constantly be 
kind, be kind—and how it can have really destructive effects on people who aren’t asking for 
“likes” but are asking for help. On the internet. The same way people discuss how school 
shooters post on the internet for months and no one does anything. It’s because asking people to 
either “like” or not like something creates a hell of a lot of… tension. Back to the televangelism 
conference. I didn’t really watch it but I remember thinking, the guy onscreen looked like he was 
stuck smiling. Like his face had actually atrophied so he was always smiling because he did it so 
much during his sermons. And his sermon was about ‘the smile of God’—I think there was some 
Bible passage by Isaiah, total guess. And I just thought that was interesting. The smile thing. To 
bring it all together: the people who succeed in these times tend to be the ones who share like-
appropriate content on the internet. Or should I say like-worthy content. And that content is 
either appealing visually (obvis), or uplifting in some way. Happy stuff fares well. But like—
what about all the rest of what’s going on in America. And on Planet Earth. I don’t have much a 
fan base on the internet but sometimes I can still feel that clown-like omnipresence in my life. 
Like everything I do is either a ‘like’ or not like… and the way [C] and Valerie challenge that, I 
think, is by presenting a sort of foil to that system with their complicated and very nuanced love. 
That couldn’t be expressed with an emoji even if the best emoji designer in the world were 
assigned ‘oblivion love.’ It kind of has to be performed by two humans. yay so fuckin privileged to be 2 of em
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So guys, here’s the devil: 

now God looking down on us:

Don’t tell me I didn’t try to explain it to you or warn you! God is the real rare and sacred truth, 
not lies all the time. I know I won’t go down as gorgeous in my earliest films but I’m not trying 
to, or asking you to see me as gorgeous. I’m asking you to pay attention. (Plus my co-stars! Look 
at them)… hmm… I’ll strategize this next one, so my audience doesn’t have to feel like they're 
doing a favor by tuning in. How can I make it that good.

… 

To do 9/29:
-Order straightener, or 2 in 1 curler
-i want a red cashmere sweater
-new black blazer
-need new jewelery idk how I sold literally all of it. But wait on this purchase
-clean up apt so mom is surprised how clean it is. this one’s gone be hard
-make a list of the make-up you need. Wait on purchase
-could go to free Weeknd concert but I’m not really feeling, all the people 
-oh yeah apply for jobs. Just do a couple of those
…
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…

Dear Justin Bieber, 

I know that we’re all in this together but it’s hard for me not to resent you sometimes. I don’t feel 
that happy for you and your wife, even though by proxy I wish you well because that’s the right 
thing to do. I feel as though you are the most worshipped and sometimes vain boy alive, and I am 
the most invisible and pathetic-feeling girl. I don’t ever want to go to Hillsong because my own 
sermons are my films. On some days I imagine all your tattoos feel like battle wounds from your 
brawls with Satan. They are all beautiful so God bless you for them. There was a time when I 
wanted many tattoos myself, and we’ll see what actually goes down. But I am pretty sure the life 
path I chose is different. And that is to accept Satan for who he is and what he’s done to me, and 
see him as an old lover who it really didn’t work out with. Now is the phase of reclaiming myself, 
and my beauty and all that. I feel as though a greater protest is just, turning the ugly wounds to 
something even better than who I would have been—had we (me and Satan) never even met. 

The most beautiful thoughts are always beside the darkest. Same with images

The 900-page document for my film ‘Black Satin’ is titled amyreincarnated.celtx — you have a 
cameo written in. I don’t really know how to get there right now but I do think God has my back 
on this particular lifelong project of mine

#ox
Lola Morgan

…

Rapunzel UG lyrics ctd.

It’s not that you’re evil
we’re just incompatible 
And now my head hurts
We were never meant

Stay on the climb for our higher callings
Not for sex, to each
their prince or princess

Hard to remember 
When I pined for you only
But when you come around
have painful flashbacks 

Hit me with that big one
I’m gunna leave ya baby
Oh I’m in heaven
Oh am I spent
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…

Deciding whether to go to Global citizen this is all that went into that decision

On making decisions  by Lola m

Ground rules
-don’t do what you ‘feel like you should do’ but do [in order of priority]:
(1) what you literally have to (e.g. for work/survival)
(2) what counts as self-care in the present, not the long run
(3) what’s going to make you feel better not in the present but in the long run

Ask yourself [in order of priority]: 
(1) is it a definite yes? (if not = probs a ‘no’ but check the next two) 
(2) are you hurting anyone if you do this / do not? 
(3) do the pros outweigh the cons?

Pros = hear the Weeknd live finally (and I do ratha like Cardi B)
-good to get out and do stuff !!  woot
-something you can write about / someday reflect on.
Cons. = you feel ok not great today, and being alone there is likely to be depressing
-also a long commute home to Brooklyn, alone
-will only be able to see from extreme distance or not at all  
-people at those types of events are checkin others out and that’ll make me feel worse
-oh and I’m trying to forget [Y] too and songs might just aggravate me. tbt smh

conclusion: No. Not going
You don’t have to feel guilty either, you’re doing fine, this is called self-awareness
Just watch a movie, or work on your porn movies, as actual self-care; don’t put self thru needless unpleasantness
Also you need more friends whose protective company you actually enjoy—it makes a big difference.

…

diary. 
Here I am alone all weekend and especially after treatment I have a tendency to wonder how I 
‘did it all wrong’ with the social stuff, including social media. But if I think about it further I see 
what I was actually doing. Jillian told me this once and I didn’t understand as well as I do 
tonight: I cast myself out. [She does the same.] I choose deliberately to remain an outsider. And 
if I went to social functions all the time and engaged in ‘the right way,’ by letting go of my self-
consciousness and going with the flow of the group, then I would lose that outsider perspective 
pretty fast. I’m not saying everyone should/could do this: I have always been quiet and a bit of a 
loner, not autistic no but not super talkative, since early youth. To be fair, in recent years, I have 
gone in and out of relationships and sort of played a role to keep up with the other(s), but I think 
the perk of choosing the outsider position over acceptance—minus the abject loneliness and 
depression and addiction, which of course isn’t helped by isolation—is that I am the one in 
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charge, despite how I don’t really look like a boss or ruler or anything intimidating. I’m in 
charge of who I want in my life I mean. Of how they treat me because I don’t need the crowd to 
like me, let alone any specific someone, I’ll just go home and be by myself and do fine. I am very, 
very hard to get. Now that I “get it,” I feel a shift inside me and don’t mind it. Yes I am lonely but 
I’m not that worried about the rest of my life and beyond. I think, in the long run, I may really 
eventually get what I want. 

…

What I want actually for the millionth trillionth and 1 time
-better body
-face not battered in my opinion
-not worry about money
-lover who takes care of me (v versa) and let’s say in the next year
-make the movies i’ve written so far
-someday a family when i’m ready
-some time with my one (the one) even if there’s no such thing, some time cause being with one 
forever = impractical. but there still can probably be a designated phase w beginning and end
-but he’s gotta wait his turn and in the meantime be respectful of my distant solo peace and 
freedom to have sex with other women. and men
-that’s how all film shoots will feel. designated phase, with that co-star. Make it count
-people who I could text and not feel like I’m taking care of them even when I’m pretending to be 
all cool, if that makes sense

… 
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Nikes 

… 

We’sa survived past childhood and then we’s started dying. I keep saying, I wanna get bax to 
howsa things were, but truth is—we’sa been dying and maybe done dying for sure. We’sa 
survived and realized the world ain’t bigger than the cage. The cage gets caught in your skin. 
It’sa walks around witha cage all clung to these fleshes. It’sa hurting all the time, but the cage be 
pulling off alls I gotsa left to survive. The ways I expect things to get good again. I’sa still a 
child. The ways I spect she won’t rape me again, cause I asked all polite. I’sa still a child. Still a 
child. And you’sa driver. You the enemy, and I’sa hope I just die. Sometimes. Allsa time. I’sa 
keep up the thoughts about dying, cause it’sa how I stays alive. You tell me be’sa quiet but that’s 
ma whole life. I can either die, or I can keep fightin. That’sa why slaves don’t kill emself even 
though they hates to keep alive. Cause they’sa gots a life to fight with and then to sacrifice. Nows 
I see why yous gon beat me. Cause that’s all I can be. Don’t spect to get better. You’sa a bad Guy.

…

Stink eyes
By lola morgan

The royals are the people’s slaves
Think about it, it starts to make sense
But who’s the king’s real slave at night 
She’s too smart to blow her cover, he’s too smart to call her ‘mine’
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Sue swore she wouldn’t crush on Ben
Obsessions quickly get out of hand 
But the beautiful nights were too good to drop
Still he’s careful not to give her too much

Too much would make her feel too safe
She’d get her hopes up, he’s not hers to keep
He knows with her now, there’s no public future
But he loves enough to sweetly kiss her

She’s always been poor, and this is the best
Treatment that she’s ever had
Sue knows that if she behaves really bad
He’ll drop her, then it’s back to trash

Don’t get mad, her savior says
Just be patient, you’re better than that 
But she don’t wanna star in porn 
Even though her gift, clearly, is whoredom

It’s not porn, we’ll make it new 
Now’s the time to tell the truth 
The royals are the people’s slaves
They know they’re nasty, we know we’re clean

I’ll clean you up, says Lola Morg
Inside I’ll get you feeling warm
My only condition is this 
Don’t betray me for someone rich

And I could say the same to you
Says Lola’s little new friend Sue
You and that Guy of yours
Play noble, don’t be just a whore

I ain’t tellin you to let him go 
May still think of that Guy at my final moments
But two whores can go farther than a whore and a noble
When the noble will never rank you higher than what’s proper

Two slaves can go farther than one slave alone
Trust me, I’ll trust you, we’ll build our own force
Our good nobles can compete with us, that seems fair and fine
It’s a game, what’s the score. Two and oh, we’re on fire
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… 

Rose, 
In the event that we end up friends not frenemies here is my advice to you and it has to do with 
your intelligence. I know this one’s going to be hard for you since I think you fall back on it to 
fortify your strength against your own unseen-to-me realm of evil haters (I am not one of them I 
love you btw)… but I advise you to play down your intelligence. Well, not play it down. But do 
not ever brag about it or use it to position yourself above somebody. Nearly everyone on earth I 
assure you thinks they are less of a dumbass than the next man—and triggering that source of 
insecurity in particular, for someone, could lead you to get killed. Maybe not literally but ‘killed’ 
as in pushed out or censored. So to clarify, I’m not saying play dumb, but I am saying don’t bring 
the word ‘intelligence’ up at all. You are one of the few writers I’ve encountered whose curiosity 
about it all (the world and stuff) is what drives you to read; not to prove you can be smart or a 
smartass though, you know. That’s fine too sometimes. I could be wrong since I don’t even know 
you but I can see why you get frustrated with everyone for being so dumb, when you’re someone 
like that. But I have a lot of counterarguments as to why most humans aren’t curious about it all, 
and I think you’re more unique than you realize. It’s not that you were born that way; it’s that 
you were raised in a system that made you into a reader [and art/film critic]. But what about the 
little caveats that can’t be explained (e.g. our mysterious connection hm). I’ll be hard-pressed to 
find someone on my team like you, who’s also hot, but again: that’s my advice. Don’t brag about 
the brain you got to offer. Just know (just know…) you earned it alright.
xo lola morgan 

…

(last song lyrics ctd.)

She carries her past
Like a shuddering bird
All it takes 
Is a bad reminder

To get her caught up
In sharp thorns and burrs
Until she finds you
To ___ where it hurts

… 
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…

Notes on last night (argument):

Mom does not expose her vulnerabilities to you because ‘she’s asking for it,’ she’s actually doing 
the very best she can. She doesn’t even realize she’s being annoying, like you in public back when 
you were paying less attention in the self-presentation department. It should be a safe space, 
she’s absolutely right. And she’s supported you and probably loves you more than like anyone 
[according to what can be proven]. To attack her because you’re having a bad time yourself is 
really fucking mean. You don’t have to be on board with the victim thing yourself; she definitely 
plays that card, other people have told her that too. But you don’t have to be mean to her for 
doing it ok. She’s not you and don’t let her overidentify, idk if she even wants to, but also have 
gratitude for her admittedly cool side and very strong influences. Like for God sakes. Life is not 
easy, in this family. But they have survived. They haven’t quite given up ever, maybe your Dad 
almost with his drinking habits, but no. They aren’t quitters so keep up the trend in the survival 
department. Change your last name because, screw Grandpa, but throw some shade in the end to 
the ones who did help. 
… 

Dear Taylor Swift,

At least like .001% of your money is dirty money that you ripped off from vulnerable consumers who can’t 
afford to pay for anything you sell them but do because they think you’re like god and it will make their 
lives better, when really, it’s a lie. Yeah I said it. And bitch… I hope I just die

*this is why we can’t have nice, things*
^^ I don’t even like some of your music and I’m not worried you’ll steal that tip and come up with 
something all raw and rella now that I said that—I’m no longer scared of getting fucked by leering girl-
jerks like you, you want to, it’s a compliment

and I’m boycotting you like Seleña, I’m not looking or listening to any of your shit

Not cause it’s not good but because at some point I feel like you’re actually rubbing salt in my weak spots. 
I know you each know you’re great, and on top. it reads in the music (to me at least, I hear it)
 
I’ll make my own music, maybe not soon but at some point in the next decade
You watch me, or listen. I would say read but I don’t know if you can. Even though you don’t know who I 
am, you Mrs. Swift do count as ‘someone who [very distantly, but in a way directly] screwed me over’

So suck it, yes it’s a contest. You know damn well, life’s a war

and yes I am MAD about being forced [in America] to be the less dignified whore

smh actually sad

xx Lola Morgan
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…

The deeper you’ve fallen, the stronger you’re gonna have to be to get out. So you dared yourself 
to take on the darkness? This is part of the contract you signed. Not with the devil but with God 
because you didn’t really choose this. You lived and found ways to survive and learned the hard 
way, alright. Keep that in mind when comparing yourself with the very virginal types, who are 
certainly appealing—in some ways more than yourself. From the types of women who some 
foregone men wanted you want to become, for them. From the unsoiled gentry they dared 
compare you to, directly. From your younger self. You’re going to be different, than you’da been 
had you never hit the rough and dirty ground. You’re not trying to ‘get back to who you were.’ 
Don’t even bother with those thoughts anymore. Stop it. Having fallen doesn’t mean you’re 
going to end up permanently worse. The deeper you’ve been, the more powerful—actually, 
incredible—you can be, Baby Girl. I mean it. But finding your way out of the black hole, and 
staying out, can be really, really hard. Maybe with a little help, a dark angel or two. 🕊 🕳  Be sure 
it’s the right help, not just anyone with decent intentions . And with your help too, they’ll find 
their ways out. Don’t be scared of all that darkness. Face it and take it down. And you will end 
up even greater, and warmer and brighter, and lovelier than hell, when you come up 
smiling from the black hole. And though I don’t guarantee it, Sweet Smoky Gal, I rella 
think you’ll do well. 

…

… 

God razed the field to grow bushes upon it. Are you destroying yourself to be reborn or to die from it. Are 
you encouraging others to die or to live. Is the goal of life to really live and be happy, or is that an 
unexpected reward, from serving how you can. 

Even the ones having fun get sick. They get sick of it and start taking it out on the ones who have been 
through more shit. If there is a God, it happens in weird ways. If there is a God, you guys are gonna be 
okay. 

God gives you what you can handle, not less. God doesn’t encourage you to turn away from it. The details 
of the pain aren’t as important as the test. So embrace the pain. Kiss it.

https://emojipedia.org/dove-of-peace/
https://emojipedia.org/hole/
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Destruction and creation go hand-in-hand. Self-destruction like creation has a limit. Maybe the ones who 
destroyed you were meant. Maybe their destruction will spawn real creation.

…

Unfortunately, not everyone has a natural appearance which matches their inner spirit and vigor. ———- 

is a plastic surgeon who can help patients by providing services such as a ———— procedure. If you 

think you can someday afford to treat your body and inner spirit better, don’t kill yourself now. For half 

your annual income [for this year],  —————- might be able to help you take one more quivering step 

up and out of hell. 

… 

Diary entry Oct 9:

Good news when I feel this bad, is that the things that really matter in life sort of float to the surface like 
bath toys. It’s that glint in your eye that keeps you going; that eyesheen like ‘fuck this’ mixed with ‘I love 
this.’ It’s probably healthy for me to feel rather discontent now; I prefer to live life in a more dignified 
manner than I’ve been living for a fair phase, but like, people have been through wars and imprisonment 
that last just as long or longer. No time to complain.

I’ll keep getting mad when I get mad, it’s not helpful to stuff it down. But I’m pretty sure [at least some 
of] the things that used to make me mad seem a lot less important. It’s okay if I play this loner dork role 
for a couple years, it’s not Lola Morgan at her best but it’s better than some places I been, or could go. 

My outpatient therapist always used to come back at us with the question, “Can you do it afraid?” (re: 
recovery-related concerns). But now I’m asking myself not just that—when it comes to living, applying 
for the harder jobs not the easy stuff. I’m asking (re: my depression about the present, and feeling a bit 
beat-up),“Can you do it in pain.” Note: this philosophy does not encourage to the pain of starvation, but 
more to the reluctant acceptance of being a stable 6-7 out of 10. I’ve always had a high threshold for pain 
though, no? So I’ll just let it be. (The Beatles are generally a good fallback when in doubt about the state 
of your values haha.) I don’t think using or running away or being reckless is gonna help so I won’t. 

Aiming not for happiness, or love, or victory on top—but for honor from now on. That’s something I can 
probably pull off.

i shouldn’t keep writing this or exposing myself like this but w/e fuck this i love this
 
I’m in a Starbucks and a few admittedly crazy people came in (this one’s a hotspot) and now they are 
confessing their whole lives to guests and asking for things (“I need to charge my phone”) and I don’t 
want that to be my fate. To be a beggar in any sense. Like this woman who used to be an actress. All these 
people who had like terrific jobs and lives and then fell so far, sometimes after getting abused or screwed 
over by the Harvey Weinsteins of the world. It’s so seriously common. And they all ‘found Jesus’ and 
everything changed. Justin Bieber is practically one of them, he’s just sexy and rich too so it’s confusing. 
Would I rather kill myself than settle for that? Am I blessed or cursed or is that a thing? It’s probably my 
greatest fear and it’s not even that far-fetched. I already got screwed over like that, and fell once so bad.
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I can’t keep letting lunatics close even if they’re more powerful or hotter—not if they’re obviously acting 
crazy. I’m sorry but I’m cutting them off. I have sympathy for the not-quite-so-obviously crazy because 
that’s me ok guys, and I’m fighting so hard to move on from the shameless approach which once seemed 
so awesome. It’s not all that cool.

Only the strong survive — it’s true. I just hate to take that bit of wisdom from, you know.

Morgan

…

STAR:
(snooping)

VALERIE:
(screams, covering self) What the fuck are you dooing here!!! I hope no one knows this blog exists, this is 
so awkward for me

STAR:
I think you should just assume no one cares enough, to snoop

VALERIE:
If they were just reading I’d be honored—if they sneak-picked my ideas or used all I’ve confessed to bring 
me down, I’d say ‘too far.’  End of discussion  ! ⚡
(fully dressed now, she exits hurriedly)

STAR:
(follows her)

… 

They treat you like nothing
You get what they give 
One day you get nothing
It’s better than them
Now on the sidelines
They’re forced to see
You, two and nothing
Set the other free

A maze in a mansion
With walls made of brick
A man grabs your zero
You can’t attack him
But when he is finished
You’re bringing her back
Her hands on your wings
Your lips on her neck

https://emojipedia.org/high-voltage-sign/
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… 

You know that none of these people think about you, as much as you think of them. You suppose that 
they’re mostly characters in your head, not in reality or some mega overarching narrative. 

But there are some truths that seem to make the hairs stand on end on your keyboarding hands. Some 
signs that seem like they might actually be sent. Don’t dismiss that as a chemical chain of events. Just 
take note. Keep it cool. Don’t give in.

It feels good to forget people’s names, because they weren’t as important to you as you were to them. But 
it feels better to remember everyone’s. Even the unimportant ones. It’s not really possible, obviously not, 
but it feels better, to be nice to those who need love. 

Not because I told you so. Because it actually makes sense, in the long run.

Is there no teleological train track to cling to. Does it make a difference if you’re on or off the meds. If 
you wore this or that outfit. Are you giving yourself unfair disadvantages. Will you ever make a 
masterpiece, if you don’t somehow force it in. Or is force maybe a little bit overrated. Keep pursuing the 
thing you want. Don’t rest yet.

… 

I’m mad at you about your ingratitude, says either God or Lola’s conscience or whatevs. 

I’m scared that I’m insane, says Lola back. I’m just trying to protect my dignity. 

What do you mean your dignity, says that voice. 

I’ll just call myself ugly, before every other stranger on earth does it for me, says Lola.

You do that, says Voice. I’m sick of reading. 

Then don’t. Leave, says Lola. 

The Voice leaves, relieved.

…
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… 

She might have been powerless
But they rubbed it in
She made them feel powerless
Clean forms of revenge
Did she preserve privacy
For privacy’s sake
Or to define what was sacred
If sex could ever be

Challenging him 
Go guerilla on her 
In a cave he crouches over
And kills all imposters
They’ve never felt
This possessive of one
He was so hard to get 
She put up with so much

… 

A panel on a Lola Morgan film someday :

“In Lola’s work, see, the battlefield is not a war, or the home front where women moved into the 
workplace, or the love story afflicting both sides. It’s not the domestic sphere, not exactly. Whereas other 
movies showcasing female struggles often pose them against men or the time period or the society in 
question, the struggle Lola exposes is age-old—and that is the struggle with womanhood itself. What it 
means. Whether it’s escapable with reforms, or just is what it is. The struggle to be beautiful when it’s 
never been a given for someone. For anyone really, and the reasons for that. The struggle against vanity 
and how it can feel necessary to protect oneself against other women. The struggle both against and for 
men they love. The battle facing her characters is not entirely psychological, some of it’s external. Though 
I doubt a male writer, or a woman screenwriter in a room of mostly men, would be able to offer the same 
perspective that she does from having experienced her unique circumstances. These aren’t safe struggles 
to reveal, because they’re weaknesses inherent to ambitious women. So you won’t hear many women, 
actually talking about it quite this candidly. Because it would make them weaker, where survival of the 
fittest is concerned. It’s not acceptable, really, and even after Lola’s films, I’m still not sure it will be.”

…

It was never really the same as the first one. Firsts were big landmarks which is why people 
counted them like gold nuggets in a tray. It was never the same as the first big love, hopefully 
requited. If not requited, life was never the same after the first time you got fucked as a girl or 
boy by that person. It was the never the same after the first true depression. The first bankruptcy. 
The first mega check. The first loss of a friend. The first child with a man. The first time you 
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loved a real woman who you earned by actual merit, not by tricks. The first tattoo you promised 
you’d never get because you didn’t want to be possessed. To be proven you could be loved a 
different way by someone you didn’t expect. The first time you see your girl laughing not crying, 
because of something you did or said. Never the same after your first movie that was actually a 
hit, maybe a classic. Never the same after the first time she saw her reflection in their eyes, after 
some time with her firstever lover who really gave all of themself back, and realized, this must be 
why I went through all that. Firsts probably made it all worth it, as long as you never replaced all 
the potential firsts with a neverending lasts. Firsts were the realest. The worst and the best.
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PART THREE SCHERZO 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Sole Enterer 

“You think you can just stop the preach and still get the pop. What the millipilla fucka you been lickin on. 
You think I’ma let you sell out to sum red rubber duck. Who the fuck you think I ain’t capable of. Get off 
her Instagrammie and take care a lowly bitch. Zero is the new one hundred millipiss. Can’t get one big 
black stickie so go find a black oh sick. What the fucka you afraid of, I still be your mega man. For you 
she’ll movie butter popcorn to a 2 from 46. She become your one and 0 if this god rella exist. Go on 
carve her softly deeper-in than He ever gave a shixa. No you ain’t no fairy Goddie but she’ll get your fairy 
tits hard. Make em tighten hardly off her leather slaxin ass. Has he ever grown a hairy on his monkey 
manna chest. Mark my words she’ll love you more than hussa money bitch. Don’t even tell em. Move 
from second to your best. Fuck em all Ds cause you gotta double dem. Only thing you gotta be is 
patient for this man. Prove you can still love me hideous I’ll give the right one dolby dibs. Make sense 
only to the ones who understand. Who’s real image do you trust this really is. Let her love you dark and 
holey and you won’t regret your pasts. Let him love you rubber raw, I’ll prove you’d never rella sinned.”


In a a Williamsburg coffee bar on something and West, Clyde and his girl Rose heard new hip-hop and 
couldn’t help but wince. In a good way cause Clyde was probably gonna win. He was gonna get it better 
than his more attractive friend. Clyde knew his music was better than Benny Bluman’s shit. And he never 
appreciated being talked down to, like he’d always kind of been. That’s why “selling out” in music might 
be a rella concept. There were benefits to waiting hard and long to get your very best.


“Not everyone in this generation is a bitch. Not everyone famous person is a phony brat. Not every phat 
person is a real mess. Not every vain face has it better than you have. Well they’re all phony but could be 
self-protective yes? The meaner on Instagram, the nicer in real-person. Just kidding but not entirely you 
get? The whole human race is not on the net. Get off his Instagram and love a lowly bitch. If you’re 
gonna preach then change her name to something else. Love your hottie woman until her catty purrs 
your sins. This girl wants to watch her teddy bear be made a prince.”


… 


Valerie Brown didn’t want to step into part three by describing how ugly she felt, but, it was a good place 
to start—because God still hadn’t helped. She also didn’t want to start her big sequel novel by hating on 
or laughing about God and how he never helped, because oh no no that simply wasn’t true! And he 
could always make it worse for her. Poor Val Ho just wanted to know what the deal was. 


Like, what do I dooo??? 

The realest feedback Valerie had been given in her thus far short career in sex work, besides that she 
would never ever be cast as “the hot one,” was that she had the best tasting [no no] in the wide wholey 
world. Valerie wouldn’t know; she had no one else’s [no no] to compare the taste of her [no no] to, and 
had never really tasted her own no-no on purpose. She wasn’t talking about the taste of her cooking 
because she didn’t know how to cook; how to eat sure. It was the first time, in her short career in sex 
work, that she’d ever been told by a rich man that she had a better-tasting whack-a-mole wooly bodle 
than the likes of Liz Taylor, and she was so deeply honored to be remembered for her good taste that 
she decided (not unlike our new girl, Korinne) to change her name to something extremely classy. And 
that’s how Valerie Brown our back-from-black noble ho finally found her second name: Vally Moreno, the 
greatest piece of [no no] who’d died twice in a row, but still never ever really lived tho.


Valerie knew it was cliché to call herself a hot mess, like it was something off-putting when everyone 
loved them, but she thought she honestly by now had passed the test. The biggest obstacle to her 
survival (forget success, like, whoah) were people who tried to separate her from those who loved her 
best. She figured they might say the same on their end. But as far as measuring, who loved her (outside 
of her immediate family, xo) , she decided to base-a-plenty on the sex (real sex duh or even, like, 
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imagined). “A crotch sneeze” was how she used to experience it with the wicked [X] in her head who 
was no longer in the running for Lola’s next top man. But a mere “crotch sneeze” wasn’t the hurricanal 
connection Vally was born to bless Americans with. Vally Moreno might have spent years feeling fug and 
ratchet, but she was gone be one beautiful woman. She was gone be it. She gone find respect. She 
would say “don’t question it” to readers, but she just said it like  99.99x in her head to her own doubt-
infested self and it was giving her a fever beyond normal temp. 


Like, what do I dooo???? 

Valerie stuck in her dad’s house in Queens had learned way to much about herself and her fate by 
masturbating. And what she learned today, was that the devil was winning. And though God liked to play 
nice, his wrath was wide and ready. God’s wrath was big and gearing to rip and he wasn’t happy one 
lolo bit. Vally had twied to pway noice but she was in Goddie’s big hands. And though God had taken a 
while to get Vally Moreno’s trust—enough trust to unleash a lolo bit—now she was ready to take on the 
[C].


She wanted nothing more than to make her real man happy, whoever he was wherever. They still hadn’t 
met. But she looked at her Dad, and didn’t feel any of that. She trusted that he loved her. But he’d 
brought her so much pain. She didn’t want him to hurt any worse, or take any more without thanking. So 
she didn’t do anything, but give thanks for the good things. 


Valerie looked at her face and saw someone else. She looked at her body and couldn’t explain, she’d 
been through hell. It wasn’t that complicated when it came to giving trust. When something bad, then 
okay, then better, then best came before Valerie’s path, she knew (from her suvival lessons) when to 
seize the fucking life vest. Why was it that, for so long, the best option had been her dad’s. So many 
vests had gone to “safer” rafts. Vally didn’t climb on most of the rafts drifting past. She trusted herself, 
swimming alone, better than with shallow friends.


She stopped envying all these people cause the most cursed were disgused as the blessed. Valerie 
didn’t try to save people because (rella tho) only God could do that. She touched herself, thought of the 
worst tragedy imaginable, let her body turn to ash. Felt a light in her tummy, a trusted man there in her 
head. There’d be nothing like them two. There never had been one like him. Valerie knew good humans 
had been following. They’d fight to let her give him that. But though it would be secret, it’s not like they’ll 
have sinned. 


Protect your tribe first. Then your blood kin. Then civilians. Protect yourself before your chooser, and 
after your chosenness. Choose your tribe carefully. Wolves are the new lambs. Only the strong survive 
and lambs are not really the strongest. But don’t you dare on go kill a lambie “for God” or for the fat. Be 
vegetarian, or vegan if you can. Gender is all messed-up but don’t mean it isn’t meant. Even if you’re a 
girl, and not gay (or trans God bless), you can serve time for a night (not for life) as her man. Don’t fight 
the man. Step up and do it best. Someone’s gotta give, not take from someone else. For heaven sakes. 
For centuries already, do you know where she’s been. Do you know it’s like to be him. Or her. It might be 
worse or better than you can even fathom. But don’t pretend to know, what you actually can’t. Be 
yourself first. Hold onto your seconds. Have firsts with your second and give thanks for the blessings.


…
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…


What if we’re not the best fit my friend. What if we have too many dark sources of pain in common. What 
about all the envy that makes possible, when one person escapes the same exact pain the other still 
can’t. What about when I hurt too much when I let you in. Maybe that’s why it can’t be us in the very end. 
Not because we’re so different but cause, if we had the same life, we’d both be even. But that’s not how 
it is. What if I feel like I actually can’t do another day, and I don’t know whether leaving you would provide 
more relief than hanging in. What if we just both have somehow mistreated our clinical depression, and 
it’s got nothing to do with us being meant for eachother, or not cooperating, or me feeling ugly and weird, 
or other aspects of our circumstances [tbd] that make us feel depressed. It’s just, the mental disease. I’d 
let me leave you and be replaced with someone else if it meant your depression lifted finally. We could try 
it if you need.  

Honestly I’ve reached a point where I’d do anything not to see you hurting worse because of me. But 
there’s nothing I can do besides stop existing. If that doesn’t work out (it hasn’t in the past), I can stop 
being a bitch by ignoring, cause I don’t even wanna look, which is kind of my mean Morgan specialty 
because (no wonder) it’s how people handle me. Ignoring. No one understands the term ignore like 
Morgan pre-20[xz] which is probably the year we get to meet. And if we never get there, then yeah maybe 
life is like a really, really sad fucked-up movie about people being trapped by desire and never set free. 
But I feel like I’m the type of woman who can write some dreams into reality even if they’re just like one 
night fleeting things [hopefully longer fingers crossed], and that’s enough for me to stay here for my [G]. 

…  

Selena Gray had always dreamed of the day she would get slender enough that she lost all her friends. 
Not because they didn’t like her, or find her cool and funny,  but because they knew the first thing she’d 
notice was how thin she herself was compared to them. And they didn’t want to hand over that instant 
gratification. Her friends were too proud for that shit. 


Selena hadn’t been writing much. Not too much no. She was still in touch with Rose, but they seemed to 
be in different places, in their lives, who knows. 


It wasn’t until she met Rose again, after fourteens months of living on separate coasts, that the whole 
prospect of actually choosing an eating disorder, such as anorexia or bulimia (or emotional overeating 
sure same thing), over a balanced routine and clean diet—especially when someone had the choice; not 
everyone did—struck Selena suddenly as, what’s the word? Pathetic.  


Down rabbit holes, Selena had a tendency to descend, as an avid reader of both fiction and nonfiction. 
In New York, among writers, she went so far down a rabbit hole that she scrapped her flatty ass on the 
ruffian sands of hell. But it wasn’t over, and she wanted the rest of her life to go smoother—if not 
unexpectedly well. 


… 
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What some didn’t understand about living with an “abusive” person, even when they had a good side, 
was how every decision did in fact start to revolve around them. Not as like a form of enabling, but as a 
form of self-protection. For example: the reason Valerie kept wearing wrinkled clothes, was because in 
mornings, she didn’t want to aggravate her sleeping dad with the sounds it would take to hobble around 
(upstairs or downstairs; wherever) and set up the ironing board, and though she could iron on her own 
time, she preferred to stay out of the house. Every morning—after she went running, outdoors, to keep 
her fat ass from hitting swine barn zone—her first priority was to leave before he woke up hungover, not 
mad at her but really on one at the world. And so, the result was that Valerie didn’t wash her hair much 
(she tooks baths, don’t start on my hair), or plan her outfits too meticulously (she threw on what wrinkled 
less and fucking fit), and ran out of the house like a baby bull out of its pen. 


Why didn’t she bite the bullet and say “fuck you dad” and bang around? Because well, that was hard to 
answer. It wasn’t ever about punishing him. It was about avoiding the shame, both ways. The shame of 
doing it all and having him feel beat-down. Did that make sense? (No, it didn’t. Well…) Valerie didn’t 
blow her top, at anyone but herself, because her dad’s top was already long blown off. She figured, he 
was already living in hell. (And maybe it was an attitude thing, but he was too much of a man to play 
‘let’s pretend’ games. Well…) It always made matters worse when Valerie was insensitive to the shame 
she sensed in someone else—dangerous shame—unless it was fixable and she could be there to help. 
That said: she recognized a severe double standard in the sensitivity department around the house—of 
course he would bang around, if he were awake first—and the real reason she wasn’t doing better was 
because she was doing her best; she honestly felt. Maybe she got pushed around, yeah, a little fucking 
bit. And maybe that’s how her dad felt too. He’d done his best, as a dad. This was his best. And this was 
her best as a daughter—though, he didn’t really think about how she reflected on him in the larger 
scheme. Mostly on how she made him feel about himself. 


That was the struggle with deciding, at some point, to parent oneself. One tended to lose perspective on 
what was honorable, when there was no honor or discipline to uphold or fall back on. (No offense.) One 
had to define honor for oneself, and turns out, honor didn’t have an extremely flexible definition. Some 
life events and behaviors were just, not honorable. Some actions were worthy of shame, not stubborn 
pride. Like addiction. True unimpeachable excellence required balance, no-BS skill, and a will to do 
better than what hadn’t gone well.


Valerie wasn’t doing her best, truly—she was doing her best considering where she placed (or found) 
herself. Her current choices for better placement included (1) living with an insecure or crazy housemate, 
similar to this situation, (2) a possible afterlife, and (3) an elusive better future with supportive female 
friends and a man (at least one) who saw past all the bullshit and wanted her—not her presence in their 
life, slash public representation of their life, for their own validation. This was so hard to find, it was 
depressing. She had some nice friends, yes. But most people she met, “tbh”(eye roll), didn’t know shit.


“I’m not trying to make you regress to the backwoods woman you was, in a way you were more ignorant 
back then,” said Val to the new-improved Korinne Deleon when they met, “but I am trying to preserve it. 
That’s what’s gonna give you an edge, on the up-and-comer competitors. That’s what will make you a 
better painter, or real actress like me, not a performance artist. Please don’t be another one of them. Just 
hone and refine the realness—don’t assimilate to city girls, they aren’t as aware of shit.” 


“Are you gonna be sneak-writing on me while we’re hanging out.”


“Like the Weeknd to Selena, bitch. I know why she dropped him.”


“What?”


“The reason I write at all is because my reality is a lie. In my view, it’s not me playing me. You are 
meeting Valerie Brown, pre-Vally Moreno. I am in purgatory.”
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Korinne gave a look like, okay.


“No I don’t believe that art has to be better than life. I think it’s like saying ‘oh well’ and copping out. I’m 
thinking of some of the greats who have BrainyQuotes about how art/fantasy is better than life: 
Nietzsche. Ingmar Bergman. Joan Didion too. They were right and stuff, I get the sentiment. They were 
smart to say it out loud, and still be respected for it. I respect them for being able to say it so well. But 
I’ve never earned respect for saying the same thing to chronic bottom-bitch sufferers who can’t seem to 
escape it. So, I’d rather act like a jolly girl retard, sometimes, like Marilyn Monroe or Taylor Swift.”


“You think Taylor Swift is like Marilyn.”


“I think Marilyn Monroe was genuinely dumber, but not less appealing for that. It wasn’t all put-on.”


“Be careful girl.”


“Don’t get me wrong I respect all the old greats, but not more than I respect myself, because I think I’ve 
done my time. I don’t know if they were as depressed as I’ve been—probably, I’m guessing haha. But I 
have an unconditional need for victory in real-life. Like, victory far beyond the fucking phrase ‘oh well.’ 
Maybe I’m basic in that sense, but who ever proved that being a little ‘basic’ was a bad decision.”


“I can think of a few people,” said Korinne, thinking of #potus Trump. “How’s your reality a lie.”


“Because the only way I’ll continue to take it up the ass is if I am someone’s stargirl someday. And that’s 
not my reality, now. If I have to wait till after death then I’ll still have found a way to survive. But what if I 
don’t end up having to wait until after death. Sometimes I feel like, I might not have to die without having 
found some rella shiyitt in real-life.”


Korinne kept silent; she was no longer putting up with this starry-eyed garbage. 


Valerie said, “I wrote about that Minnesota chick because otherwise I would have submitted to some 
situation that wasn’t  necessarily better for me. It helped me figure out what I wanted, no offense to her. I 
showed her my writing, maybe she got something from it. But the thing about hanging out around bitchy 
elitist people, is sometimes they just have higher standards, inherently, than the less bitchy ones. And 
that’s a big reason I’ve struggled. I can’t settle for less, myself, and it’s meant repeatedly casting myself 
out from the crowd. Then getting benched bitchily for my inadequacies instead of playing major league 
ball. Hard on pride, over time.”


“Is that how you see me. Bitchy and elitist.”


Valerie shrugged. “So what if I think of you a certain way. I have proof that you think I’m lame. But I’m a 
better artist [out of experience/prior necessity] than the best artist you’d be able to meet and fuck with, 
currently, on your own. And only a few wise people have seen that about me.”


“Are you sure about that.”


“I am willing to say, yes.”


Korinne paused, feeling proud of her own art, and said, “so the conditions to get you to stop your own 
admittedly bitchy solo writing [sometimes about me] would be—”


“—I’d rather be focused on my reality. Not goals, or dreams, which I can’t pull off in the present. 
Sometimes writing is the best thing.”


“What about my goals. I’m an artist too. What if I also want to be a ‘stargirl’ (*does air quotes*).”
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“I can help but not sacrifice myself for you you you. I don’t intend to be yoused—and I don’t really use 
people, by the way. I do accept and use what they give me. If they were mean to me (hyper-critically) 
then sure I use that as much as I fucking please. Someday I can copyright what I’ve been giving other 
people for free, though academic integrity counts for plenty. Honor code, okay. I admit I don’t respect 
most people enough to write them kickass characters. It’s their choice how they use that. And I can’t 
really be mad at people, for taking what I’ve given. Maybe I have been stupid, in that way, and that’s the 
implied criticism.”


“I’m glad we got to talk,” said Korinne. 


Valerie said nothing and bit her lip, because, she felt nervous about this. No longer playing the victim. 
Seeking honor over pride. She could stand to give herself more accountability, for what wasn’t 
respectable. Also: credit for what she’d done, and where she’d been. (Through hell.)


“You can choose to leave the past behind—to free yourself from it. Let go and run free. Have fun, or 
something. But I feel like it’ll come back. If not for you then for your kids, or your siblings, or non-blood 
sissies, or someone you then decide you can’t deal with—because you’re having fun, or something.”


“My kids?”


“ Just saying,” said Valerie. “I think it’s smarter to use your past. It’s a choice, it has to be. And 
sometimes that means facing and feeling the real unsavory parts—which might not be possible without 
somebody there, who gets those same things.”

…


For what it’s worth, Daddy,


I’ve trusted you as a master-of-sorts and caretaker more than anyone I met while homeless or in the city since 
I tried to make it on my own and escape everything I didn’t like about my upbringing. You are a good person 
and your intentions have been good always, though sometimes you’ve been selfish without really thinking but 
we all fall into that trap. I don’t know if you have the same vision (inside and out) of me as I have, and whether 
that’s a bad or good thing. But—for a while you’ve known me better than a lot of people. I can admit that. 


If I never do end up making it as far as I kind of wish I could—because it’s true young people don’t always  
have the best perspective, on their own dreams (as adults like to remind them)—then I owe you an apology. If I 
do make it that far or even close, then I don’t owe you any apologies. 


Today I kind of doubt I’ll end up “really pretty” for example but I can accept this tunnel-vision thing I have to 
go into, living back in Manhattan, and just not let it bother me when I’m not on par with models or 4/10 
women I see. I think that’s gonna be a new thing. Kind of like focusing hard on the softball mound while 
pitching, when people are jeering or shouting actual insults. And I think that’s how men like you (no offense) 
see the world: as either ‘pretty or not pretty,’ and if you’re a girl who inherits that same gaze it means ‘prettier 
than me or not prettier than me (∴ I’m ugly, worthless).’ Maybe it’s a breeding instinct that men have, which 
makes a lot of sense actually—and it’s why women have a major reason to care what men think, or what their 
fathers think. I can’t speak for men as far as breeding instincts but my safety instinct about men is as follows.


This is not how the Man (not God this time) I’m choosing is gonna be toward me, unless some other man or 
woman comes along and steals me, for a while or forevs, and things go differently. It’s not pretty or not pretty 
anymore; it’s me being watched over and protected, instead of neglected and/or straight-up abused. And vice 
versa. With and for this Man, I’ll be good. Please note: I won’t be getting knocked-up cause (sorry TMI) I have 
an IUD. Though I really doubt that anyone will find a different way to steal me for emself because when I put 
my mind to something I often (not always) actually get it somehow. Speaking of breeding I think the man I 
have kids with might be different from the Man I’m referring to in the opening sentence of this paragraph. 
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I don’t want to be with, or even go near, someone who thinks they need me ‘better,’ then makes me feel worse 
about myself when ‘better’ doesn’t happen right away or ever (though FYI it will). I want to be with someone 
who likes himself better when I’m around, and can acknowledge that because it’s vulnerable to admit—and 
who makes me like me better too, consistently. Even far from, but en route to, our mutual best side-by-side. In 
private and public. I want to go to him when I fuck up and for him to admit when he does. Never running away.


Anyway that’s what I wanted to say. This is a thank you note for not being that bad, at the end of the day. 
You’re a good guy and trying. Thank you honestly for being there even through the shit. I guess we’re even, or 
close-to-even, as far as giving the other shit. I probably blame you for a lot of insecurity that wasn’t intended 
for me, and maybe traces back to you with my mom, having to do with my bizarre discomfort in my own skin.


Xo Valerie

…





…


Lola to [G]:


“The thing about assholes as creative collaborators is that, if they’ve gone dark and changed, they have 
insight into that side of human nature. It’s simply true that we can’t see in others what we don’t have in 
ourselves. If you’ve ever planned to kill someone or yourself, you might begin to understand. But how do 
I get that out of me. That’s what those other girls/boys won’t ever know. No offense to them it’s just me 
being aware now. Some of them want to understand me so bad, they try. But they actually haven’t been 
through the pain I [we] have. Can’t know but I wouldn’t be surprised. If they’d been there I suspect they 
wouldn’t constantly be insensitive by accident in ways that seem obvious to me. If they’re pretending to 
be insensitive by accident, and it’s intentional, then, actually go to hell. I’ve encountered that a few times 
from los haters: fake insensitivity that qualifies as real aggression. Can’t believe some people. That 
venom is gonna take years to get out of myself. And how. I don’t even want to meet [C]. I have a right to 
be cautious. It’s just gonna be the same fucking thing as [X] and [Y] and that evil famous girl, not Guy 
tho. They’re not all bad. But they’re not. all. good. How do I even get out of this without burning upwards 
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of 4-5 bridges, by how far I’ve already let it in. It’s called self-awareness and I write to get more of it and 
do better for myself. I never fucking learn my lessons. There’s no excuse for me letting it happen again.”


[G] to Morgan:


“Morgan you’re not that fat but you’re too fat to find peace in New York, I understand. Why don’t you 
start applying for jobs in California. /I’m not saying you’re gonna get it and I’m not saying it’ll make a 
difference between us but I am saying—it’ll fulfill the last prophecy a psychic gave you. And it might help 
you take care of your health in a different way than you’re qualified for in Manhattan. I don’t know 
whether your view of yourself is way too grandiose, or way too harsh, but my guess is it’s one or the 
other. Work on the middle ground. Don’t let around anyone who is the same way. I admit you and I have 
one thing in common—an obsesion with running away. But maybe that’s not the worst thing. I don’t even 
know if I like and trust you yet, by the way. But I feel like you have a little something that’s not quite 
worth shitting on if I can control myself. Anyway I wouldn’t give this advice in real-life but this is your 
platform. This is your moment. Go to California. Stay away from your family, or people who remind you 
of your family. They don’t mean to be bad for you but I think you’re right to wanna leave. You’re not hot 
enough to play hard to get yet, but maybe someday, you will be. In the present you can play the nice 
one, who no one appreciates, and that might not last forever so try to find your peace ”


Morgan to [G]:


“What if I never become Lola Morgan.”


[G] to Morgan:


“So? You can still survive and make a living, as you have done. Well. You have done the first thing.”


…


In the future, after Lola got a good enough job to afford a fix-up or two, she was having a bad work day and decided 
to go home for a breather. On her way home she saw a black dog wearing a vest for the winter, sniffing corners 
looking for good things to eat or maybe just drawn to certain smells. And Lola was struck by its cuteness. No it 
wasn’t quite the most elegant dog in this part of town but it definitely had something else, hard to say what. His 
black slicked-back fur looked rella smooth but that wasn’t the only thing that gave him something else. Nor his 
style. It wasn’t until like a minute of ambling thought that Lola realized, this was her dog Paul! On his walk with the 
hired dog caretaker. Because normally at this time Lola would be at work not running home to rest due to stress. And 
Lola couldn’t tell at that moment if she wanted to laugh or burst out crying, but she was just so glad he was hers. 
This was her sensitive-ass dog to watch over and keep away from danger and pain and rabid haters, etc. To keep 
from getting less soft and too stern. She would hate to see him lose his ‘something else’ even though he’d gotten 
close around the wrong dogsitters; or around Lola’s borderline friends; or left alone for too long; or in the humane 
society where he’d (for too long) been gawked upon like a zoo animal in his pen. Her poor holy pet. But maybe 
that’s what Lolamom was there to help preserve for Paul. That little something. He was a special one for certain. 
Everyone could see it, but especially Lola, who (this is true) often felt more revitalized from eye contact with dogs 
than with humans.

… 
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…


Things I’m doing at this time of my life that are unrelated to anyone but me 10/19

-going vegetarian it’s just healthier. But not like junk food vegetarian—I’ve done that too

-working 2 jobs potentially (get first job, first) (then the service side job)

-exercising 2x a day because I have to 

-not overthinking just doing—includes writing

-start either a magazine or podcast called oblivion funk. Not today but could be ok 

-decide upon 3 dream jobs and get one of them

-go to jazz shows and get your collaborators. Just get them

-conditioning a Coen sis, or bro. Boss behind the apathy facade

-conditioning, general 

-judging ppl less on looks or internet presence than talent [as judged by me (not what I want to see but 
what’s real)]

-listening to my body including when it says ‘i don’t feel good about myself’ or ‘i’m in pain’ 

or ‘i want you to #$@$ me’ or ‘go to them’ or ‘stay away aah’ or ‘leave me alone’ ‘hooold meee’ etc etc

-not eating really processed foods, if that’s all they have then walk out and buy an apple at the corner 
store. if/when craving unhealthy behaviors and foods then… look first at your relationships and situation

cause that’s probably what is causing the bad cravings (a weird thing you’ve realized—it’s kind of true)

-it’s all got to do with light and love (in this life.) and the finer the love-light, the deeper the trust… and 
the finer the habits and deeper the hobbies that follow


… 




Working on 2019 housing:
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… 


 

… 

It doesn’t matter if you like me less (than yourself, than someone else)—what matters is whether you like 
yourself more with me vs someone else, or without me, or totally alone. Do you like yourself better, when 
I’m With you in the metaphysical sense if not very literally sitting next to you. If the answer is ‘no’ (or it 
changed, at some point, so it’s currently a ‘no’) then pull all connections and give me a ‘fuck off’ and 
replace me. By all means leave it’s ok it’s ok. Run from me babe. Let what’s not meant to be, never ever 
be. But if the answer is not quite a full-on nosebleeding ‘no’ and it’s leaning more toward ‘yesss Lola 
oh’—‘yes Lola I feel like I actually want to develop better habits and shoot higher, in life, when you’re 
With me’ then let me in baby. Don’t run. Let it be. And I won’t leave you this time, I’m here. I’ve decided 
finally I’m not allowed to leave. I don’t feel like leaving because… just based on observed shifts in energy, 
in my whole world when I think about you (while sometimes experiencing agonizing discomfort and 
suicide-watch-worthy shame, but enduring those feelings as long as I have now, ugh not thanking you for 
those)… I think I’ve finally decided you’re a definite ‘yes’ for me okay star. I’m not going anywhere unless 
you tell me. If it seems like you can’t trust me, it’s because we do unusual things to protect the real ones 
we wanna keep. Including test them and get mad at them and probably toss them around a bit behind-
the-scenes. It makes us feel in control maybe. We trust our instincts, at those moments, and learn from 
our mistakes. But we’re all working on our respective automatic-but-unhelpful mentalities. With discipline 
we can handle one another gently. (I’m getting better too, on my bad things.) We may never ever be 
forever-exclusive but for the time we decide upon, yes baby I’ll devote myself to you and see if we 
improve mutually. Cause I like me better when I’m with you! And I like me best with [tbd by me, in time]. 

… 

Q. I hear what you’re saying (in the last section) but what do you make of the whole ‘God first’ thing they 
teach in many Xtian faiths. 


A. What do you mean


Q. I mean shouldn’t it be true that if you put God first, you’ll end up your best person—not if you put a 
another human first.
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A. I think God acts through humans. And there’s God of the Bible (which is truthful but outdated), and 
the God who acts through people. So you can take your pick. 


Q. Hm


A. You also make choices about how you love (or don’t love) those around you. You probably should 
want to see them improve and be their best, not become maimed in any way because of you. If you’re 
diminishing your loved ones, sexually, then just no


Q. What about the people who have intentionally hurt you, Lola… Or who have made you feel less 
worthy, even worthless, probs in order to feel stronger themselves 


A. I don’t know about them. That’s my answer


Q. Could #1 say that about you. That you’re not happy when she’s happy and holding her back 


A. I feel like I gave all the things I wanted to [and for] her in my writing, really lamely, and got nothing at 
all back. You have no idea how much I already hate myself as I am

And I sometimes have no idea how to get out of it. I’m actually convinced I’m so dumb to stay, like this.


Q. I know it’s redundant but don’t kill yourself


A. Kay


Q. Maybe you can find someone else who helps you get out of it


A. (nods) that seems fair, I just pray that life sometimes would be. Maybe if it weren’t all up to humans. 
… 

How did this happen??? fun game by Lola Morgan 

Jawline issue 
-did what you had to do to get into a good college, then graduate, and that was chew gum to subdue 
essay anxiety 

Weight 
-got sober from heroin, gum, cigarette, and liquor addiction. And more. It resulted in weight gain okay 

Out-of-shape 
-i’m actually in good shape I never stopped running but most of weight loss is food 

Living at home depressed 
-chemicals in brain post-soberization 
-rather than look upon parents as pathetic, you partly internalized it  
-not because looking at them as pathetic would be inherently wrong, but because you might get yelled at 
or punished (this is probably true, not all whiny) 
-homelessness not really an option after the heroin thing (last time you were homeless) because everyone 
would think you were doing that again 
-no money to pay for solid rent + debt collections 

No followers 
-Stayed inside most of college to do homework, get good grades 
-self-conscious about appearance obviously  
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-your work as-of-now contains too much ‘real rawness’ not beautiful/fun enough—it probably puts 
people off or disgusts them lol 

Not a hit artist 
-not pretty enough and too proud to resign to public performance as like a comedian or something (not 
that it woulda worked but you have been picky a/o just stepping in) 
-also censored by higher-ups  

Recent dip in quality of prose work 
-literally don’t feel like I have to prove myself. Which is why I’m using easy words like ‘literally’ unironically 
-at least there’s less to prove if not nothing 
-not putting work over health, which I definitely used to do 

No job 
-This is I feel like I have no excuse for  
-I have genuinely been applying to a lot of jobs so maybe it’s traces of my past, online. If they found this 
book. Boom (over.) 
-true that I want a job that I’m proud of—or will someday be—and I’d rather just spend all the barely-
surviving service job time planning a better future in my writing… but can’t go on 4ever no no 
-basically like rejecting enslavement by relying on self alone 

Cure: I think you’re strong enough that you can just feel the pain, when it comes on. Instead of using the 
pain away (substances) or fucking the pain away (if you were sexually active) or sleeping the pain away 
(more like, lying in bed awake). Just feel it, whore! hurts huh 

…  

Of all the popular celebrity relationships out there right now, Lola most admired Taylor and Joe because it seemed 
genuinely private. Not staged private (like Abel and Bella, or Justin and Hailey who had a private wedding but were 
seen basically fucking in public every day—kidding). Selena was single though maybe dating some cute interesting 
boy and hanging out with friends, who did not as far as Lola could tell possess ‘that power thing’ but were really 
good people. Selena had ‘that power thing.’ So did Joe and Taylor, together. The others were probably in love 
(genuinely) but also getting what they deserved (whatever that was) by choosing hot models to prove something to 
the world, or maybe to themselves. Lola Morgan was not impressed with the Jailey wedding or the nickname ‘Jailey’ 
which said enough in itself. Maybe Abella would get married next, and it would probably be more expensive. Can’t 
say I’m looking forward, but my opinion is worth about 150 followers and 0 dollars. So, booo hater, I’ll shut up. Oh 
wait Lola sort of did like Ariana and Pete Davidson, and was rooting for them, though she felt like Ariana was still 
kind of a product of Scooter Braun whereas Taylor Swift (more recently) was a product of herself. Selena Gomez 
was a product of no one except well maybe a little bit her Instagram following and money stream. Once again btw: 
Lola felt a bit raped by [one or two of above stars, maybe more] and felt unwilling to ‘get over it’ like *that* but 
whatevs she could still pretend it didn’t happen (which was a lil diff than ‘getting over it’). She would just be patient 
and keep it cool, sort of like [XI] always did, and focus on survival—not beauty which she couldn’t promise but 
would keep in mind for the actresses.

…
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On an island with hot sand packed wet like a container of coffee ice cream, the sky is setting an atomic 
blood orange. #2 sits on both knees by the water and looks confused, maybe alarmed. Her legs are 
tucked beneath her and her hands are on either side of her forehead above the ears. She seems in so 
much pain that she’s literally unable to think, about anything but the hurting sensation, and has crumpled 
under the pressure. You, having good self-control and immunity to pressure by this time, crouch down 
beside her and ask ‘are you fine?’ #2 shakes her head and says nothing but seems to express with her 
features, ‘I don’t really know.’ She’s staring into you, earnestly. That’s when you [black screen+silence]
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Go home 




…


Q. Do you eveer feel as though you’re pushing away people who love you


A. The people who love me. What the fff@#


Q. hm?


A. I might be a retard but I don’t think it’s a good idea to say the people I’ve pushed away are the people 
who love me! I don’t wanna talk about my proof to the contrary. thanks! Goodnight on a Saturday literally 
I’m writing this


Q. Do you love them


A. Of course I love them, I’ve written like 20 screenplays and books on lonely weeknds, with the future in 
mind, instead of getting a life


Q. What do you want


A. I want a job a little better than barista or waitress so I can get surgery on my fucking faaace and then 
kill myself (crying) or make a movie. leave me alone 


Q. Even with an entry level corporate job, plus rent and other expenses… that’s gonna take years to 
save. Is there any way you can get the money sooner


A. I’ll brainstorm as I have been for a while now 


Q. What if Selena is to you is what you are to Paulo Metz


A. Which is??
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Q. Someone with the unique perspective to see through some of his bullshit. And you don’t like it 


A. I’ve decided right now that I’m on Paulo’s side. He’s a sympathetic character—not the pretty boy 
frontman but a smarter artist, lyricist especially

Seems like his taste in girls is just younger (way younger) chicks who he can make feel like his whole 
world for a while. Idk about that but maybe I can give him a chance

he’ s a very powerful man and I’m on Korinne’s side more, as her own little ego is in danger of being 
permanently annihilated just by being with him 

Maybe I can showcase his work in a film and he’ll be more known, for his own stuff. I won’t promise that 
Lol first I have to be in control myself enough to commission a project


Q. Are you on Selena’s side


A. Yes, I want to see her do better never worse. However I’m still keeping a safe distance whilst on her side because 
idk if it goes both ways


Q. she is keeping ‘safe distance’ from you right


A. Not really, they’ll all start being nice if I end up actually famous. That’s why I’m plotting in advance to uphold 
justice—not get steamrolled over again. That’s not fair I stick with my friends (which I do have yes—I just could use 
a few more hardcore friends who do respond to e-mails and 3am texts). 

… 


How’s this for your morning dose of confessions 10/21 

-I don’t like girls as much as the idea of someone taking care of me which is more common a scenario in female friendships (50-50) 
than being with boyfriends, who I end up Caring for (80-20)

-I don’t mind living with my mom that much even though I am well-aware of the bad parts and think I can do better but first want to 
land a job. Unlike my dad she knows I can be great and it fuels my pursuit of big goals, that’s hard to find. When I’m getting along 
with my mom things tend to go better, in general

-So things aren’t that bad right now besides the negative pride points and lack of sex life. That sucks

-I still have feelings for that DC boy and wasn’t lying when I said I was falling in love with him but think we’re in different places 
right now and it honestly wasn’t gonna work out—plus I get to decide when I’m the one uprooting my life for someone. I didn’t 
want it

-still maybe he and I can be friends when I’m ready to reach out directly & it might not be immediate. It’ll be a while / post-makeover

-half the time I’m flirting with boys it’s out of self-interest—when I need something—so I can see why people reject me when I have 
‘nothing to offer’ them. Otherwise I prefer just not talking to people

-on that note, the world is hard and I understand that 

-I actually intend to get surgery but I don’t think it’s going to like fix my self-image. I wish that were less of an obsession, it’s been 
hard to fully comprehend that I need it cause now life is like, when

-I like original Selena she’s funniest of all [when she’s actually in a good place] but my trust is gone, that’s how it happens when a 
sarcastic jabby villain bombs someone weak. I shouldn’t bring her up so bluntly but now seems like the moment. How can she hurt 
me this time? idk I’m too retarded honestly

-just be cool take it easy girl. It’s alllllright 

-I’m still a big fan of Sel Gomez and Tay Swift but like get annoyed with famous ppl I can’t help it. 

-don’t even talk to me unless you have something for me besides empty flattery or better yet, insults. Criticism is fine but put it in a 
piece of work or conversation—not Instagram or Twitter. grow a dick, it’s unfair as we are not evenly matched. 


GOD’S FEEDBACK [to above] FOR HIS FAV PORN STAR LOLA MORGAN: 
Don’t be negative ! 
You have to be the light in their lives [in his life / in her life] 
It’s the only way 
Don’t make another movie until you have done that crazy ‘fuck this love this’ look in your eye and in your behavior too 
No more just ‘fuck this’ — don’t strive to be anorexic if that’s what it takes to let go of the ‘fuck this’  
It didn’t work for you specifically, maybe for that other girl in the Williamsburg whole foods 
Play up the dumb thing maybe it’s real. That’s better way to win em over than projecting intelligence  

Last of all: you need to forgive people and act like nothing happened. That will be your salvation  
-they know it happened, you might remember but you won’t mention it. And that’s honestly more than enough 
-just don’t be more stupid than necessary, and remind yourself what you can—then delete it from your texts (wait to publish until 
you can sit down calmly and decide what to include) 
-people don’t change—including yourself. And you’re not that bad 
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If you find a good thing—and it’s working for both of you equally, in the present (forget the past)… Hold onto it. Don’t look for 
reasons to leave or F it up. That deep connection thing is so hard to hold onto, & to secure, to keep you both moored (worst thing ever if someone dies. seriously—
don’t die).  Shoot for your #1, whose other relationships aretoo pride-filled and botched anyway, there’s nothing you can write to help. this is your shot 
Actually 1 last thing, Lola: 
 be careful with lovers/friends—>don’t lose the ambition!!!!! Put that before anyone. That happens all-too-often in love. But God acts through 
people including the ones who break you down, so you can come back [with their help or someone better]. Passion = better than dispassion 
Your goals are soo real and it’s basically all ready-to-go: just a few very hard action steps remain which require structure. Like going to war 🎖  
… 

 

…


With Lola’s first sexual awakening in her late teens came an awareness of how genuinely attracted she 
was to the male anatomy. At a party there was Greg with his bod like Hercules and Kiernan with his 
perfect butt in tighty whiteys and Garrett with his chest hair and all their special things. And then in some 
corner room alone, insecure as fuck, was Some Guy who didn’t even know how to use his dick yet but 
thought he was in love with someone else at the party. And who do you think Lola’s favorite was? She 
doesn’t even have to answer but she’ll explain that for some reason the most attractive quality in any 
guy, to Lola, was genuine soul-shattering loneliness handled gracefully (which is also why Justin Bieber 
had lost a lot of his appeal to Lola Morgan over the course of 2018). Some Guy might be the actual 
loneliest boy still living cause he had no known friends, certainly none at the party.That’s why Lola found 
her way into the bedroom alone with Some Guy and eased him into feeling comfortable with her if no 
one else still living.


… 


Q. I know you’re feeling insecure about your ass but I think you should move forward behaving as 
closely as you can to director-mode. Someday your vulnerabilities are likely to be streamlined a little 
more, but now you can’t afford to like waste time wallowing because you’ll never establish a career. It’s 
never been your role to get men to like you. If you gain weight you’ll lose it like Christian Bale as Dick 
Cheney


A. Ugh fuck, that’s harsh. Yes I’ll kick it down and assuming I end up in a better place, someday, I’ll 
probably have less trouble with self-discipline which currently seems to me like a privilege that requires 
freedom. I have a side question, I would just text a friend but I don’t have them. Today my mom left her 
phone all the way Uptown on W 86th [in uncle’s apt] and I feel as though she’s going to mandate me to 
go get it from where I am in deep Brooklyn… and by ‘mandate’ I mean ask nicely but really sort of force 
me into a corner. 


Q. Pretend you don’t get the e-mails. Don’t do that 


A. Is it selfish? She’s letting me live with her


Q. That whole situation is actually disturbing


A. Please don’t shame me more, I’ve probably let my mom’s own mental illness damage my early life 
more than I had to, I’m like the only one who knows how to handle her. My dad is just mean. My sister 
yells back. But the other option was basically to move in with a pimp or older guy and pretend she didn’t 
exist to me anymore—which is what she did and then fucked up her life for 10 years (as opposed to like 

https://emojipedia.org/military-medal/
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2 years; my version). I’ve never been great at submitting to men… women I’m better at submitting to 
automatically 


Q. That’s weird but maybe it’ll change your approach as a female director. Just switch it around so you 
know what qualities cause people to submit. And overthink it as you like to do… see what you come up 
with.


A. I already have overthought it. And my conclusion is that, at this time of my life, Rose would make a 
better director than me because men [hot male actors with ‘that power thing’ (not dorks)] would be more 
likely to listen to her… than to me


Q. So you basically need to swindle her into helping with your timely American sex movies


A. Yeah. well. “swindle” or just try to pitch my genuine talent 


Q. How are you going to reach out to Rose and try to set up that awkward first meeting?


A. I don’t have a clear way currently, I have no idea how to do that or when it’s gonna work out. I can 
move in that general direction. Though I will say, I don’t care anymore what these people I admire think 
of the real me, I’ve kind of reached a new plane of unselfconsciousness about my situation and I hope I  
can maintain it and improve. I’ve found that if I’m too self-conscious I actually lose touch with what/who/
how I really am and that just amounts to repeated rude awakenings and lack of self-control because I’m 
off in my own made-up land. I think that’s how most humans live. 


Q. Okay


A. Also should say. I always end up sympathizing with my mom… because this world can be awfully 
dismissive to older women like her. And cruel to young women like her before she got kind of messed-up 
in her twenties.  


Q. You are scared of ending up in the same situation which is why you jump to suicide as a real choice. 
It’s okay to say ‘no’ to her or you’ll end up in submissive/victim mode, for life, and that’s exactly what 
we’re trying to move you away from Morgan girl


A. Thanks Lola boss, I don’t know if I’ll have a glorious comeback [could be unrealistic—and comeback 
from what? who’s watching] but I do think I can still be an actress, not just writer


Q. You can and will, and so can the whole brothel of smart girls you hand-picked. Samuel L Jackson 
didn’t take off as an actor until he was 45. But it’s true that you’re women—it’s gonna be different from 
what you expect, and probably quite difficult


A. My mom keeps asking me if I’m still taking my meds and I’ve been saying yes, but I’m not


Q. She’s going to find out


A. Maybe not. My concern with the meds is that it affects my nervous system (it does.) and I can’t be 
permanently damaged in my nervous system if I’m going to be doing those dance scenes or just like 
acting in general, it’ll show. I also felt like it might have affected my speech and that’s when I just 
stopped taking them


Q. Those were strong meds. And those are valid concerns


A. I’ll say. The miracle won’t be making the films I want… that could just, happen tomorrow if I decided 
and got super assertive. Right? But no… it’ll be avoiding all the stuff that prevents me from doing a good 
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job. Life is unbelievably hard to just navigate (using logic) as a sensitive person being judged by others. 
Also, money. The meds help numb the pain but they also dull the strength in me. So I just have to be 
quietly stong and man this phase


Q. heavy risks you’re taking 


A. I know. I feel better around the right people. 


Q. Get a damn job.


A. (shame)


Q. And I think with any like surgery stuff you should really wait till you have that momentum with you and 
are just cleaning up to make it  all more maintsream, not fringey


A. Thanks I hope that at some point seems like less awful/painful a situation as it feels right now 

… 
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… 


To do:

-just email some connections—when you’re on a high

-that’s gonna be the smartest way

-do phone assessments you’ve been putting off

-keep moving, you can’t keep writing this she’s right


…


CATHERINE:

You bother me because you’re on a high horse about your suffering/poorness and I think it just holds 
you back


VALERIE:

I think you do the same thing, about how hard it is being famous 


CATHERINE:

Well if so then maybe I’m not as ‘powerful’ as you think—we all suffer


VALERIE:

I think. You’re pretty. effin. Powerful


CATHERINE

(silence) 


…


The thing about the girl potentially playing Corinne (with a C)(different from Korinne with a K which would 
require new casting) that was confusing to the author of this text was whether she was aware of her 
affectations. i.e. whether she realized that it seemed almost staged, to walk into a coffee place and find 
her smoking hooka alone writing an essay on Jane Austen. That’s why the author seemed bewildered 
and either amused or just like, what the. She didn’t know whether Korinne was so far into the antics that 
she didn’t recognize them herself—because that’s how it seemed. Did she have a sense of humor about 
her dynamic with that celebrity, and words she dropped unjokingly like “sick” and “gnarly.” Men probably 
found it bewitching—she was thoroughly down-for-whatever and all like ‘just fuck me’ that it bled all over 
the room (though that wasn’t gonna be the vibe, with Lola. no stress). But the author of this text, who 
had her own hardwired ways-of-acting she could stand to be called out on, didn’t really get Korinne. She 
felt wrong poking fun at any of it, first of all because her own stuff was really embarrassing (the earrings I 
was wearing + one earlobe currently infected), and because it was so genuine for Korinne that it was 
hard to laugh at. It was more adorable than like bad. This was just how Korinne handled her shit. By 
pretending (so convincingly) as though all things unimpressive about the creative men who came at her 
like thwarted kings in need of exaltation, were awesome. Once again: it was just Korinne’s hustleresque 
survival instincts kicking in, over better judgment of her own potential talent and safest/sanest/sexiest 
interests, which the author might likewise need help with.
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… 


“There are a hundred ways to say ‘fuck you,’ and when you learn them all you’ll be a gentleman.” This 
was a saying inherited from the Jewish side of Lola’s family, whose company included an editor for The 
New York Times (uncle 1), a programmer for NASA (uncle 2), a seriously intelligent schizophrenic who 
spent most time indoors in his childhood home (uncle 3), and a redeemed junkie-ho therapist with a 
practice in Williamsburg (mother). With her specific sense of humor and foibles including body-type, Lola 
probably took after this side of the family more than her dad’s side, whose company included three men 
(uncles) with their own small businesses in Minnesota, which were started with funds from their father—
and none of which were superbly successful, but got the job done (well… actually sometimes they got 
bailed out by their father). Lola had zero aunts, and zero cousins. She of course wanted to be a high 
achiever, not just whatever. What the New York Times and NASA uncles had in common were successful 
marriages to supportive lovers, who shared the same interests and wanted what was best for the other, 
though a recent death in the family reminded Lola not to kill herself because of what it might do to the 
human(s) she realized she’d rather kill than kill herself for. And by kill she means fuck. There are a 
hundred ways to say ‘fuck you,’ without actually killing yourself, and that’s the policy Lola inherited from 
the Jewish side of the family. Not the Christian side with that mean Granddad she remained wary of. 
When she mastered all 100 ways, Lola Elizabeth Morgan might be able to retire from writing/planning/
making sex-focused films, and finally be treated like a gentlewoman.


… 


“Can you not eat like that, it’s reminding me of my brother.”


“You know what Mom… actually this time. Fuck you.”


“He’s really smart!!!!”


Lola got up to go to her room and write this scene. “At some point, I feel like that’s just bullying. How 
bout I just don’t ever eat in front of you, I try not to anyway.”


“Sometimes I worry you’ll end up like that, it’s just my—“


“I will end up like that, if you want me to. As if your eating habits are better than mine.”


“I’m sorry. That’s why I get mad. Because I know I fucked you up. That must be why I get so upset. It’s 
true. It’s creepy, that’s all. How you do everything by yourself.”


…


3 ways

-i will have really good table manners, in this life

-so I can teach my daughter good table manners

-i have to succeed on the next diet and sustain the beauty. Just for her. It’s like important


…
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…


Q. Is your mom wrong. It is creepy


A. Can I just admit that I hate her and not have it be complicated anymore. I don’t like my mom that 
much. I don’t want to introduce her to any of my friends because she’ll find a way to ruin it. Thinking 
back she did it with the last few people. She says she means well but I don’t think she always does. 
She’s really been the reason for so much unnecessary pain and permanent damage. She’s the reason I 
spend all my time alone. Like, obviously. Because I’ve been beaten into a submissive autistic chunkerass 
loser. Why is this still happening besides that I’m roped in financially. It’s my fault


Q. You didn’t answer my question


A. Yes! I’m fucking creepy! It’s creepy that I write this shit! It’s creepy that I keep track of what people say 
to me! It’s creepy that I don’t tell them [though I don’t think they’d even notice if I stuck it in their face]! 
That’s what happens when no one listens to you… it makes you mad at the world. That’s my excuse for 
writing the most beautiful set of sloppy burn books you’ll ever read. But I also think there’s a chance 
these little interim books will be studied in college seminars someday on Lola Morgan… the same way 
Dostoevsky had his prison memoirs


Q. He was creepy


A. We’re all creeps! That’s what I said in my e-mail to Woody Allen mid-nervous-breakdown. It’s literally 
what I said—they responded that I could no longer come visit his set. 


Q. Ooph


A. Good riddance. That’s the only reason [Y] ever showed any interest in being my friend, the woody 
thing. Fuckin transparent snake


Q. Do you really think you’re creepy though [speaking of transparency]


A. I think I just have to let my work, and life, speak for itsfuckinself. I’m a sexual abuse victim! I can say 
that  finally… and a lot of them end up fucking creeps
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Q. You too?


A. Like I said. We’ll see (lividly)


Q. You used your family’s home/money for two years to get fat and write a masterpiece, and weren’t 
bothered by their resentment at you for being the shameful kid when they appreciated your beauty and 
finer sensibility at your best. They don’t respect you that much now, maybe you earned it. But you might 
have done more than one masterpiece… the only way you can find out is to hang in there


A. I don’t doubt that, when taking into consideration all the love that motivates their behavior toward me, 
there’s a different version of that tale. But that’s the story I’m sticking with. Revenge, because I haven’t 
been handled well.


Q. But they looove you


A. I don’t care when people insist violently that they love me. They usually just fuck with my life like 
someone unqualified to deal with my fragile rogue ass… I’m so fucked-up. I need someone who handles 
me gently and still guides me toward what I want (or neeeed)


Q. Can’t you move in with Lacie?


A. I remember why I didn’t want to do that suddenly


Q. Why not 


A. If I’m acting like the saner smarter one, there’s something fucked.


Q. But what about Love and Good intentions


A. That’s 2/3 of what I want. The 3rd thing is genuine trust within myself that someone won’t further fuck 
me up—you’d be surprised by how impossible-to-find that is. 

It disqualifies Andy and Lacie and Joe and [unnamed] and my parents as potential living mates … like 
stay the F away, they don’t know how ugly my thoughts get toward insecure people trying (no failing) to 
be sensitive to my needs. LION YAWN. I know the intolerance sources back to my raging insecurity, but 
it’s honestly getting dangerous


Q. You’re getting on a high horse, and acting like an ungrateful bitch


A. Sue me !  Or report my fraudulent fundraising accounts.  I defintely won’t be able to afford what you 
demand from me. I’m drained 

… 
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Sitting in coffee shops writing  

 

… 

 
 

… 

 

… 
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… 


Eve the real star 
By Kori Deleon 

Do you think there’s a future 
Cause I feel it Lo 
A knot in my heart 
This time not a black hole 

What if I could be better 
And not mess it up  
What if I actually try to be 
Your new number one 

You cry but it’s like  
Sticky slick on a wound 
Help clean out all that nasty 
To heal the real you 

I’ll give you more chances 
You’ll stay quiet for us 
Though the old world won’t want me  
To be your new world star 

Maybe we have a future 
I feel it down low 
A knot in your atom 
Till my Eve picks the apple 

…  

C0—

I know you don’t think you can be a music artist or want to admit it. But I don’t think that’s true, I think 
we just have to really work out the right sound. And keep it rella gentle. I have some experience sound-
editing for films. If we wait long enough I’ll learn to do the beats, well enough to do the first album for my 
[our] first original spunk music movie. And get better progressively. No one is g0ing to help you with your 
stuff, or me with my films; they’re doing their own things. I should have gotten a job by now. Something’s 
wrong. I do think I have developed kind of a bad rep—or have not developed a good rep, or they’re 
actively censoring me because I’m that fucked-up on first impression. One of those. But I can make you 
sing for my own creative needs. I can try to sing too, I have a good speaking voice, but I’d rather do the 
beats for our CD. 

—2 
… 
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… 

“Vally I’m scared.” 

“Why Korinne,” said Valerie on a couch.  

“I feel like I want this all to work but one piece isn’t clicking for me.” 

“I sense that it isn’t clicking for you. I feel like I’m more assured that it’s gonna happen, I know things. But what piece 
isn’t clicking for you.” 

“The piece that isn’t clicking because I’m used to playing roles and stuff, is what’s fake versus real. I sometimes 
believe I am in love, with men for example. And then it turns out a lot of it was faked. And you and I both know that 
reality goes down so differently, than what we imagine will happen. Otherwise I would be a famous star by now. 
Honestly. I’m scared like I said.” 

“Hm. Let me think for a second about my response.” 

“Okay,” said Korinne.  

After a few minutes of silence, Valerie sighed. “Now. First of all I gotta be careful with you because I know your social 
tact is gonna be such that you pretend you don’t care about me as much as you actually do in due time. And I’ll 
probably be more real with you from the start, I like you, I want this to work out. I already wrote a screenplay that lays 
out what’ll happen from start to finish even if it’s not in real-time or like that. There might be truth embedded in it. We’ll 
see how much is accurate but usually (whether I like it or not) what I write, in screenplays especially, is prescient. I 
feel like I already know, you. There’s not much in place, in reality, for us to be all like ‘love you girl’ yet… and even if 
that were just for show (as opposed to real), it would be stupid because I’m guessing you will have more power in this 
relationship starting out because of your social capital. You won’t want to show me off that is, not unless I learn to be 
less shamelessly unconcerned with social capital. And so you’ll talk down to me and stuff, unfollow me etc. That 
doesn’t mean you’re inherently more powerful than I am: I’m very self-assured about what I want from life, and if I’m 
not getting it via people I’m around, I fight for ways to get them off. Never underestimate, my ability to not give a fuck.” 

“You still haven’t really clarified how/when I’ll know it’s real.” 

“Yes. So my answer has a lot to do with privacy which is only possible when no one’s performing for followers or a 
crowd. I think right now we’re living in the future. And it’s not real, honestly it’s not. You can tell when something isn’t 
real when your instincts take over in the present and you talk to someone as if nothing’s happened in your head or 
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dreams or online. It always happens when people meet in real-life. You pick up from the last time you actually met, 
and maybe refer to the internet or whatever’s been said/sung but it’s not like you were actually hangin out. That’s 
because online isn’t real?? I just think, reality is different, which can be an extremely good thing not disillusioning and 
bad. But for now… there’s nothing that can be brought into court to prove it’s real because it’s not real. No cummed-
on dress. But I think when it’s real, and really happening, then you’ll know that it’s different from the fake stuff in the 
past. And the way you’ll know, is that, you won’t want other crew around filming us together. Or for me to be writing 
about it like I used to just do for granted. You’ll take actual steps to make sure it’s private and that I don’t expose shit. 
That’s how you’ll know, it’s real… you actually deep-down want to keep it extremely private. Not ALL of it… but the 
best stuff. Including the phase when I’m still all self-conscious and no one really knows me that well. You might want 
to take credit for that part—Jillian has a lot of credit now—cause it won’t last forevs haha I’m probably gonna spend a 
year or two of running time in my real-life naked under floodlights with people everywhere ugh I can’t really imagine 
this but… point is I won’t always be self-conscious like I am still now, to the extent that I hate being looked at. But 
anyway. You won’t always want to post about it or be crafting the post in your head as it ’s happening. Literally you 
won’t want even one other person in the world to be watching, not even one (who’s safe). That’s how you’ll know it’s 
reached a rella pitch in our not-for-show relationship. This hardly ever happens for me btw, I can’t remember the last 
time it happened. Maybe with Eric (my self-selected virginity robber) because I was protective of him, and what 
people thought of him, and he knew (knows) me way too vulnerably for my own comfort—I despise the side of me he 
knew. But maybe that’s why young love is indeed worth letting go. Ulch like wow yikes. So anyway. Usually I wanna 
write or brag or confess about it, but, I’ve gotten glimpses of what that might feel like. Having it contained in real-life 
and not half-imersed in a screenplay, blog post, or poem/song. I think that’s what really living is… subsumed in the 
present so hard that you actually want to shut the fuck up about everything else that’s ever happened or will happen, 
and not tell people about it, and just keep it there. It’s like an almost aggressive feeling: keep it there and everyone 
else just, fuck, off.” 
… 

… 
10.23.2019 
My guess and actual hope is that I’ll end up in Tara’s book someday but I don’t know whether writing about Lola 
Morgan is something she’d ever bother doing. Just a shoutout scene, someday. Tonight was kind of fun because I got 
in one of those settings where I sensed the social stakes were supposedly a little higher. Kids of billionaires n 
shit.Tara said I should cut my hair pixie like Winona Ryder and she probably just said it because she knew that would 
look bad, on my face and figure. Bitch. I kind of like her though, she probably sees the world like it is. Haven’t read 
her work but I told her it was terrific. That one girl [C] pre-[C] came up briefly in conversation tonight; inquire within if 
you wanna know what they said. After the Carlisle we went to an entire fucking building in the cum gutters of lower 
Times Square—sort of near where I used to meet my buddies to shoot some dope—that Alex’s friend Noel (who kept 
saying “fuzzy fuzzy,” slang I think) is converting into an art/party space. How do these kids my age just, end up with 
entire buildings? It was extremely impressive but I wasn’t that impressed; I’m just trying to figure shit out, you know. 
Don’t need to be hanging out with far-out-there arts people (incl. that one girl’s boyfriend’s own band, not my jam 
though my current guess is she and him might actually stay together a long time).Anyway. The ‘Garment District 
Collective.’ I told Noel he should change the name to something more snappy/succint; his buddy and him got kind of 
defensive, and I said OK start with that and then change it when you get further into throwing parties. I still don’t like 

mailto:no_reply@apple.com
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being out but tonight wasn’t that bad. Alex is going to do interior design for the Garment Collective thing and I know 
it’ll come out really (legitimitely) good, so I was happy to see her excited about that. Alex is great and an irreplacable 
friend; she has a tendency to compare herself to jackasses who she’s better than. She knows their current vision is 
kind of cheesy as is—she probably thinks that about my look sometimes, I don’t mind because she’ll help if/when I 
ask—but I do think that building might be a good in for making vids (maybe not my vids but, hers or someone 
else’s).Tonight I didn’t really care what those specific kids thought and found myself wanting to leave the whole time. 
Alex invited me to get steak at.a “cheap place” but I’d already spent enough for one night; I went home and ate the 
steak my mom made from Trader Joe’s and I ate with good table manners this time. I think my mom is sensing me 
pulling away, and it’s making her act weird. Hence the creepy comment, last night, which I’m kind of over today. Or 
maybe I’m just more aware of how weird her energy has always been, seriously. It’s really a different world, I come 
from, than most people I’ve ever encountered in my life. I don’t mind being the normal “real girl” (unlike Cat Marnell 
haha) who feels like a tremendous outsider everywhere she goes, but I want that makeover to be hella 
comprehensive. I am getting tired of this but, you know. What do you do. 

… 

I need a girl who can laugh at all this shit like Jesus laffin at a fat kid tryin work the crucifix. Okay girl, I get it. Don’t let me watch 
you become one of  them. Don’t let me get the whip. It’s actually funny. All of  it. I need a girl who can let me lay siege to her back 
skin with my nailpainted fingerprints. I need a boss who can walk me to the gym like a pet owner taking his bitch to play fetch. 
And I need her to think about being able to fuck me within hours of  her unsuspecting man, who won’t find out but if  he did 
would be more fascinated than put off  by it. 
… 

Every time, from now on, that Selena Gray tried to bring Valerie Brown down (she sensed it might happen again)—
Valerie would just remind the world that the actual reason she was fat and a little bit retarded-seeming and notably 
unpopular, due to drug abuse and worsening depression, was because Selena had maimed her of her identity and 
social worth. Had roped her in to abandon her at her most vulnerable. Had intentionally harmed her. If one person in 
Valerie’s inner world deserved to go to hell for the damage she’d done, it was Selena Gray. It helped Val move on and 
forgive herself for what had happened. Valerie didn’t buy the borderline mental illness excuse she’d come up with on 
her own to make Selena a more sympathetic character to herself. Valerie had lived for years with some pretty fucked-
up parents, and found a way to think something truthful, and unkind, but hold her fucking tongue. If one person owed 
Valerie money to get her jaw redone and get a trainer or nutritionist or whoever the fuck has it in them to fix your 
damaged pig, it was Selena, who wrote about her struggles with paying rent but seemed so genuinely privileged that 
Valerie didn’t like reading about it. For her it wasn’t funny. Not cute. The party reviews with their shameless elitism 
and lines about outsiders versus insiders and how fun it was to be on top and a cunt. If one person deserved the guilt 
for whatever went wrong for Valerie, well. That’s a strong comment and not fair or legitimitely earned because Valerie 
is still not dead, by suicide or an overdose. (And all this is probably exaggerated. It’s not Selena’s fault.) But Valerie 
suspected what would go down in real-life, would actually be better than what should go down in the tilted-sideways 
moral framework Valerie had made up, to go on—which tended to view unnecessary suffering as a form of martydom. 
But that’s not how real-life works out, now, is it. All this to say: Valerie really, really didn’t want to bother again with 
Selena Gray. This girl was sort of cool, within her cut-off high-up whatever-the-fuck world, but she wasn’t a good 
person in the real world Valerie emerged from. She’d fucked Valerie’s life up, maybe even accidentally… no, casually. 
That’s the adverb I want duh duuhhh. Valerie was too focused on stuff like money problems (gasp) and earning 
tentative respect —or really, just earning a few minutes of time, forget money (cash only btw; and fuck Justin Bieber 
and Hailey Baldwin, I don’t get how you can say ‘cash only’ and not feel like an ignominious douche)—from people as 
an actual piece of chunky white trash, to have any fun at all, playing that stuff. Okay, anyway. That’s actually enough. 
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Easy living 

The pain that you engineered in me so well 
I’m afraid has dragged me far past what’s payable 
I would say the cure is to be good to myself 
but sometimes life gets in the way 
Would you know? I can’t tell 

Nellie saint Never 
She heard the Death Nell 
And decided to live  
Even after she fell  
Nellie said Never 
Will I ever feel better 
Even if you steal my vision 
I’ve fallen blind—I can’t tell 

She decided to live even after she fell 
Nellie stood on the steeple and wailed like a bell  
She worried the warmth of the darkness she sought 
If she’d stepped off, before an archangel swooped up 
… 

 

… 

A. I know I’m doing bad because I actually feel like going back on heroin  

Q. You wouldn’t do that 

A. I don’t think it matters what I do now. It’s all so fucked 

Q. Trust God 
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A. Lately I associate Christianity with evil because of the hypocrisy. It just makes everything that much worse, to 
understand how many people masquerade as righteous. The molestations. It’s devastating. I know it’s just because of 
my bad experiences with people who think they’re Christian and that I’m evil, but I can see why girls go rogue who 
were raised Christian. It’s basically just power all concentrated in one Aryan Patriarchal place. Return to purity—how 
perfect. Does that ever work 

Q. Are you an atheist 

A. No I so do believe in god because it’s apropos for me. And for my character Vally Moreno. She died and came 
back. That actually happened, it’s the closest thing to a miracle I’ll get. It happened to Kanye West. And now as Lola 
Morgan I’m just someone who doesn’t overcomplicate stuff and believes that doing the right thing changes the energy 
you bring around you 

Q. What’s the right thing 

A. I think each person knows when they do something really wrong. If they don’t know, they’re warped / too far gone, 
and that’s not uncommon but… you can tell the difference between a warped weirdo and a good one, if you are a 
good one too 

Q. You do overcomplicate stuff 

A. Someone else’s definition of overcomplication is my def of simplification. You don’t know what happens in my head 

Q. Some people might say your retribution is the quality of your screenplays and lyrics, which are deeper than what’s 
out there 

A. No one, is saying that. No one. Looks  

Q. Start sharing it 

A. I don’t need to share it with people who don’t know their ass from a hole in the wall  

Q. They might think it’s good 

A. I just need to make a good project. I think I can trust Korinne, even if it’s awkward at first. She is a hustler, as am I. 
That is a really good way to become a strong artist. Be an actual hustler. It’s not something you just learn overnight. It 
takes, experience with real-life. I need to lose some weight and I think it’s possible  

Q. You need help 

A. I might need help yes. I’m embarrassed about how often that comes up in my work  

Q. It’s not unusual, for girls 

A. I’m honestly too tired most of the time to like, decide how I use my day 
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Q. Why is that 

A. Because I never have slept well 

Q. And whose fault is that  

A. It’s not my fault  

Q. It’s not your fault. 

A. That’s my second favorite movie line, after ‘nobody’s perfect’ … ‘it’s not your fault. It’s not your fault’ 

Q. I think you should just assume you’re retarded to take the pain off the weight gain and stuff. The only way you can 
do better is if people step up and help 

A. I’m going to assume, I’m retarded. I actually think the reason the lower classes in America, are getting dumber 

[provably], is because their brains shut down. They can’t, handle … anymore, poor things…🕊  

Q. Don’t ask for help anymore, it hurts more when the e-mails don’t come back through  

A. I have to let them come to me. I’ve lost touch or something. There’s nothing I can do 

Q. Well, you can do what you gotta do, to survive 

A. I hate saying that all the time  

Q. It’s true 

A. *starts dressing/behaving actually retarded* *also feminine* 🕊 . Watch me soar whores, you earned me like this🕊🕊  

… 

Stop forgetting 
-headphones so you can do all these audio assessments for jobs  

-hairbrush  

-which diet you’re on  
-people who care/are there for you/good for you. but please forget the others, like full-on consensual dementia forget you ever wanted them… 

As soon as you actually forget them, is when they’ll come back around 

…  

SELENA: 

Valerie I know you hate me but what if you trust (a) that I’m on your side and (b) that I’m the one who needs help from yooouu 

VALERIE: 

no 

SELENA: 

I’ve always secretly felt like an outsider in this New York world [and soft and sensitive] and I’d rather learn proper workouts and stuff and be American royalty and all the things 

you promised that Rose and I shat on  

https://emojipedia.org/dove-of-peace/
https://emojipedia.org/dove-of-peace/
https://emojipedia.org/dove-of-peace/
https://emojipedia.org/dove-of-peace/
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VALERIE: 

Do you think I should take my meds. I don’t like them 

SELENA: 

I feel like if we were actually friends I could advise you on that but I can’t when you’re writing all my lines 

VALERIE: 

I think you rejected me so savagely because you were afraid I was going to reject you. Even though my rejection didn’t matter in any social sphere, you were scared I would. 

And in a way you actually were trying to get me to reject you, so you didn’t have to do it to me because I can’t be around you in order for you to uphold your like really fragile 

teetery social prowess… well, you got what you wanted 

SELENA: 

Got what 

VALERIE: 

I am rejecting you from the list of things I want to bother with 

SELENA: 

Ok well.  

VALERIE: 

uh 

SELENA: 

Whatever 

VALERIE: 

I’m sorry you’re a shitty person. I tried to help 

SELENA: 

I should be saying sorry—not you—but I don’t know how to do that, it would like totally put me over the edge. To change my behavior like that.  

VALERIE: 

That’s upsetting to hear 

SELENA: 

At least you cared 

VALERIE: 

At least, I did. Thanks for stopping in. You’re the type of person I’d never introduce to my family because of the inevitable shame you’d create in a commentary about it. I dont 

agree with what you stand for Selena Gray. I personally like myself better than you so maybe what I have to do is prove it can be done [beauty and stuff] the good-person way, 

for you to be willing to come around. But it’s probably retarded to expect you to be the bigger person, and I’m willing to be the fat one. That’s not what I meant  

SELENA: 

I don’t know if real-life works like this but I think we could have been strong together as friends 

VALERIE: 

Yeah. I could see us going to soul cycle n shit 

SELENA: 

(bitchy judgmental smile, not having it) 

VALERIE: 

I look around New York and see a bunch of mutants. Attractive mutants, or sometimes just thin and ugly. Not too thin no such thing. But like, weird. Something unappealing lol. 

Men have too much power, right now, if women are able to sacrifice so much dignity and control to look like fuckable mutants. I’m not saying men these days don’t look weird 

and limpdicked too but you know what I mean hopefully. Stay the fuck away. I haven’t seen you in a while, I saw you on campus one day a couple years ago though and you did 

not look like a mutant—you looked really cute. You have something different or I wouldn’t still be writing about you. Your social media is kind of affected but I don’t really judge 

people by their instagrams or numbers (I can’t afford to) but by their choices and what they mean to me 

SELENA: 

Thanks 
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VALERIE: 

I think, we could have been great. I’m actually really judgmental too, just as much as you (I can’t not-notice shit) and I can’t seem to shut it off.  I just turn it all on myself because 

no one else is around. But I think the goal is to make the humor soft on the heart and super rich and not mean-spirited but directed toward the enemy. Maybe that’s why I’ve 

made you, like, my enemy—because psychologically I can’t do it to myself. And we’re opposites or something. I’ve always said that the first thing I look for in my go-to person is 

safety, but I think I’d put humor before safety. Because safety has been too boring, and in a way they’re related because if I don’t laugh about how bad stuff has gotten I’ll lose 

my mind. That’s sort of the theme of this chapter by the way. Stupidity as a palliative for pain. And you’re the funniest person I know—also maybe the person  who’s hurt me the 

most (or one of them). Thanks for the character and I’m not even being sarcastic. Be well—hit me up if you get fat and wanna do those workouts, I don’t even have a choice to 

be Old World skinny, I wanna be on a porn star poster—hanging in the big screen TV room/basement bar of super pretentious men’s houses—looking like buckass naked Lara 

Croft. I think we can be fucking sexyass mamipapifuckas and not the dumb kind. Rose and Korinne can help 

SELENA: 

What about the other Selena  

VALERIE: 

Don’t bring her up please. It makes me want to cry and I’ve spent too much time doing that in my early life. I’d rather like, not be a cryer. I’m so fugly when I cry, you’ve probably 

seen and I think I need a prettier mure curated/rehearsed shot of me crying before I die. You can even make me cry for it! I don’t think I’ll let the other Selena know me well 

enough to have that 

SELENA: 

(thinking) 

VALERIE: 

mean women. Not my type i’m too fucking weird 

SELENA: 

She’s not a mean woman. Maybe I am but I don’t think— 

VALERIE: 

—I don’t judge people by their public image, but by who they are to me. Just like I think Meghan Markle might be one funny bitch in private, not like mean funny just… 

appropriately funny hahah. She must deal with a lot in her position. Who does she vent with these days, I wonder. I don’t know, I love her though if I haven’t mentioned that yet.  

SELENA: 

What about Corinne with a C 

VALERIE: 

She sounds mean but she’s weird too, weirder than you and Gomez can afford to be publicly because of the crowds you hang in and money on the line. I don’t think she strikes 

me as a humorist but I don’t strike myself as one sometimes; depends on who you’re around. Korinne like actively tries to be weird I think, or maybe it’s that genuine which is 

way better. She’d be willing to like do something super fucking bizarre or socially unsavvy on a stage in front of important people to prove her love to someone specific. (like I 

recently did for Jillian on my little instagram.) Anyway Coral has yet to fuck it up with me. Mean people are often nice to their real friends which is why/when loyalty becomes so 

important. And people who are nice to everyone tend to be mean to me, privately, sometimes like covertly… ugh I don’t care if you cure cancer and poverty and prostitution and 

drug addiction and rape slash molestation and throw all your money and gowns and shoes into a crowd of suffering humans—I still don’t want to let you close to me, if you’re 

consistently mean to me. Okay? I don’t want my whole life to be like my early life with my mom who did mean well but, yeah. I won’t be surprised if Korinne  does get super 

mean but I’m keeping my hopes up that she’s mean to the enemies who have made me weird and undesirable—not to me first, for being like that. I can be mean too but 

sometimes that’s good right, when wolves like you decide to go for the throat. It’s good to have that side to save oneself and others. Cause I like Korinne and I want to make my 

first musical movie with someone like her but I’m moving too fast, to assume casting decisions this early on.  

I acknowledge that I am impatient.  

SELENA: 

(doesn’t like hearing all this) I acknowledge that I am not perfect but fuck you too 

VALERIE: 

Karma is not my brainchild, it just is. I’m not saying you have to sacrifice your whole world, whatever I have ‘your world’ pegged as—I told you there are 2-3 movies that require 

you to be anorexic skinny, like malnourished skinny. I can offer many things. I feel like you have nothing to offer me so maybe I’ll just replace you which would be really easy. 

SELENA: 

Not that easy 

VALERIE: 
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It would be hard but it’s not really my choice. It just is.Run and tell that—there are plentayy of people who wanna talk real shit about Moreno. I didn’t intend to make this dialog a 

plug for Cortison ointment to heal the wolf bites, I meant to make it about you Selena and whether we could be friends. But it became something else, by the end. Sometimes 

we write to discover things  

Happy bitching 

SELENA: 

Do me a favor. When you’re done writing this blog-book 

VALERIE: 

Delete it all? 

SELENA: 

Well that. But no actually. Stop writing, unless it’s journaling separately.  

VALERIE: 

Only you would care enough. That advice is given with the on-the-side assumption that things can get better than escaping into my head. Do you think they will? 

SELENA: 

I don’t know if ‘it gets better’ but I’m serious. If I ever possibly used to envy your writing now I can see you really suffer from not being connected to reality, it’s hurt your whole 

life. Don’t start another book or screenplay, please. You can’t afford another year 

VALERIE: 

(wants to make her proud even though of course she doesn’t)  

Maybe it’s the only 1 place I could build this kind of trust, and give my characters a chance to someday. I hope some of the actual writing is okay I acknowledge most is a mess. 

Though it’s true you can’t just talk about these things. Why don’t you write me a comprehensive character analysis instead of writing about these lame pussy men 

SELENA: 

I’m waiting till after you die because it’ll destroy you 

VALERIE: 

One more favor this one’s for you to give to me 

SELENA: 

What 

VALERIE: 

Can you be supportive of me finding peace and privacy with my dream guy… before I die not like in heaven. don’t ruin that or take him from me. If he were the exact same 

person but poor and unknown not famous you would have been so mean to him by now. You can fuck him once or whatever but don’t just take him cause it’s nothing to you and 

you believe in nothing at all.  

SELENA: 

I’m not sure that’s my decision. You know how powerful men are toward me 

VALERIE: 

I do. Then just make sure I’m watching or aware cause ya know I’ll find out anyway in a fucking dream—you can just have him after I leave. I have a final obvious favor to ask of 

you and that’s to help me keep the weight off cause of the years I spent crying tho I acknowledge this is ‘largely’ up to me even as a retard possibly. And since he lingers, 

always, I think my writing is not as intelligent as David Foster Wallace’s but more graceful musically—I am conscious of word-choice and not choosing metaphors that take away 

from the sexiness or purity of a love scene. And I need to give my readers something that calms them down, someday, because you get what you give if there’s a god possibly. 

… 

Oct 24 2018 

Hey God I remembered why I can’t be mean to my mom and it’s because of the financial stuff. I can’t be mad at her when she’s paid for as much as she has and has so little to 

spare. Absolve me of my anger at her because it’s true… this counts for like a lot. Paying for others or oneself. Big big no-BS way to earn back respect: pay for your shit. 

Thanks  

Morgan  

… 

ROSE: 

Yes? 
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VALERIE: 

I have a couple requests. I am writing this under the assumption no one’s looking at it 

ROSE: 

You’ve said that enough 

VALERIE: 

well. Writing for no one is almost scarier than writing for an audience 

ROSE: 

That might make sense 

VALERIE: 

I get a bit worried about Korinne, cause I think she’s a genuinely dark and controlling person 

ROSE: 

Am I not 

VALERIE: 

You are older and less of a fame whore  

ROSE: 

So what 

VALERIE: 

I have a couple requests. Remember when I appointed you as Catherine’s distant protectress 

ROSE: 

Maybe, maybe not. 

VALERIE: 

You have to keep an eye on that person for me because I cannot. I have done it for like a year now and look what it’s done. Also a 

tricky dark one 

ROSE: 

Ok 

VALERIE: 

Also me giving in to easily, I don’t want that to happen. It should feel fair/ok and I have a tendency to just, let up. You do not have 

that tendency. But as far as Korinne 

ROSE: 

Yes 

VALERIE: 

Your character might need to serve kind of a fallback 
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ROSE: 

Do you not trust her 

VALERIE: 

I think she craves power a lot. I wouldn’t put it past her, to fuck me up. In the interests of proving herself to someone else more 

famous or popular or rich. Something like that 

ROSE: 

Ok val bud 

VALERIE: 

Call me hun I’m trying to get the feminine thing down  

ROSE: 

hun. What about original Selena 

VALERIE: 

Similar to where I have Catherine situated in that if I were nice again off the bat, she’d just be like ‘got em’ and feel all triumphant 

then do something mean again to like prove that she can. And then it would just be over forever, which it might actually be, now, 

because they each have a bad track record in my feelings. Maybe they 2 will get together with the intention of doing that (hurting 

me) or just because they seem like they’d get along (not to hurt me, indifferent to me) and by then I won’t care enough to even react. 

I like both characters a lot duh but like, how much does that actually count for. Liking (or loving) someone. I judge by actions and 

words in print that could be used as evidence e.g. in an article or essay or court. College is good for that—truth-checking tactics. I’ve 

paid my asseffin dues in the proof-that-I-care-too-much department, I’ve embarrassed myself. I don’t know Rose. I don’t trust 

anyone to be honest, but I guess I trust you enough to come to you like this! In confidence 

ROSE: 

hm 

VALERIE: 

If Korinne goes bad it is what it is, I’ll probs be less surprised than disappointed, though I believe now that it’s wisest for her to 

recourse her mean energy about my problems into what she can help me fix. Like controllingly sure. And vice versa—though it 

seems like so far what I get mad at her about is, being mean, because it scares me even though I get mean to people I don’t wanna 

like, too. Basically nothing else 

ROSE: 

What do you get mad at me about 

VALERIE: 

I haven’t been mad at you in a while. If you get mad at me I just feel ashamed because it’s for stuff that makes sense but is hard to 

control, on my end. I think you occasionally have some tendencies to be a follower and it’s not necessary, you’ve earned your self. 

… 
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Dessimone was older in age when she first decided to have kids. She couldn’t wait too long or her new fam would get all uppity about it. 

Dessimone at heart was a hustler who wanted to be a famous star. Dessimone at heart always knew she would go far. 
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Idioteque 

10.25.2018 Please God actually give me the will and resolve to stop writing and focus on what/who’s prudent right now. It’s like the 

more clearly impractical it is, the more I can’t stop. It’s an addiction 

Morgan 

… 

… 

LOLA: 

You get what you give but you give what you get 

DESSIMONE: 

Do you believe, that you give what you get. What does that mean for you 

LOLA: 

Maybe, that I’ll ignore everyone and block them out because of they’ve ignored/censored me. Or that I’ll be unkind to them! 

DESSIMONE: 

How is that working for you 

LOLA: 

Not superbly. Tell everyone who I think of when I’m writing dialogs with ‘Dessimone’  

DESSIMONE: 

The Duch of quiet Sass. What I’m trying to teach you, Lola san, is that it’s best to give better than what you get. And just be 

consistently better, than what’s expected of you under deplorable circumstances. That is my advice to you 

LOLA: 

To rise above what’s ‘fair’ and just be consistently… good? Should I be good to everyone  

DESSIMONE: 

‘Good’ can occasionally be hard to define but yes. I am telling you now, between us 2, to treat every person you meet with reverence 

LOLA: 

Every person? 
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DESSIMONE: 

You can treat your very closed loved ones differently. It’s different shooting $&%# w ur H03$, or with mom or dad, than it is greeting 

strangers. Choose your closest ones carefully (and be picky….. don’t just, hand your self over) but when you do decide, go ahead 

and give your very best self, precious one. Not your very worst. That’s the most dangerous temptation and it’ll continue to resurface. 

LOLA: 

God bless you ! (suuch good advice)  

DESSIMONE: 

Nervous to confess, but I’m glad to have Lola Morgan (currently: a down&cast-out American whore) as my invisible imaginary friend 

LOLA: 

You’re my role model ! Killin it. 🖤 oxx 
… 

wish list:  

-smoother hair 

-need like 1 good business suit for this time (try to avoid shopping with mom but might be inevitable) 

-boots in this style 

  

…  

When all d’other voices went bankrupt I cashed in on yours. Dain’t do what she wanted but what you told me do first. I dain’t do what 

was smartest but what feltest best. Yours was the voice I dug into my head. That’s how we gotta sound together like france. Don’t 

know if yours was the smartest or sharpest. Not loudest or richest or proudest or best grammarest. Not even most famillee; I mighta 

knowed you lessa than celebs in my head. The sickest, perhaps, it mighta been that. Those were my choices of voices back then. 

But what did it was prolalee this. To me your voice fella soffest on my leps. So yes. Yours was the voice I finally kissed. 

… 

… 
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What I want to see happen to/for me with my chosen lover whoever it ends up being 

-not get fatter this might be like my greatest fear—my own body betraying me 

-not want to leave the whole time I’m with them because of their energy being somehow not-my-thing (this disqualifies a lot of ppl) 

- ^^^ usually just means they are in it for themself or for the kitty. not me 

-not scared to ask for space cause I  need space sometimes  

-stay sober not even on crappy meds 

-not scared of homicidal jealousy—it isn’t that great being me and except for few nights of my life I can’t remember It ever being gr8 

-i hear the words “i’m sorry” if they ever made me cry or wanna die 

-not left alone again and again for all ppl the in the world who are richer, prettier, or more followed than me ok bitches—jesus h. just 

like, you know. fuck you and your social capitalism some of you have been like nazis to me actually. cyber discrimination is really 

off… Not forgiven until [see previous] and that might Never Happen knowing most of you so far 

That’s actually it ! xx Lm 

All you social capitalists whose legacy deserves to be a little shady compared to lolam’s unless you shape up 

-drake.   -kanye later career.    -selena and Justin and weeknd (unless they shape up^).  -taylor swift.   -ny cyberbullies unnamed.  

note: It’s not even a fault of their own it’s just how they at moments confused capitalism-rewarding-extreme-ego, with good-karma-

being-rewarded. If it happens this way, it’s fair. 

… 

boy I wanna live with 

 

 

… 

DESSIMONE: 
What was the nasty financial news you were really upset about, the other day, in a section that has since been deleted. You can tell me I won’t judge  

LOLA: 
My bank account got closed. I didn’t even know it was overdrawn, I was operating out of my second one so I can still deposit checks but that’s located 

in MN 
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DESSIMONE: 

That will affect your credit 

LOLA: 

No shit bitch. It’s gonna be hard to open another one. My mom will like verbally assassinate me if I leak this news. I can’t tell my 

family, I honestly refuse. They will heap on the shame like mules! So I have to figure it out 

DESSIMONE: 

What can you do?? 

LOLA: 

I can find a guy around whom I feel unashamed, talking about money. Another reason that guy^^ might be the first marriage. He 

didn’t pay me back the 15 bucks though so… I notice these things. Though he will if I ask him and will like that I asked him 

DESSIMONE: 

Don’t date a boy who doesn’t offer to pay. Especially if he knows he’s got more money. I’ve been married twice you know 

LOLA: 

I know, the second time to a prince. Do you support my suicide plans 

DESSIMONE: 

Are you suddenly suicidal cause of that bank account thing 

LOLA: 

Yes, haha I’ll admit. I feel like it severely limits my freedom, in New York, and I have no one to turn to. I can do direct deposit to the 

other one, though, when I get a job. I can’t let that account get closed (and I won’t) but the thought of bankruptcy makes me 

nauseous 

DESSIMONE: 

Hopefully, Lola, it’s all going to be fine. I think it’s kind of badass. 

LOLA: 

I am glad you exist 

DESSIMONE: 

Stop paying as much as richer people for any *life experiences* that for you = less fun than for them. Let them know you’re doing 

them a favor by being seen with them. Your light spirit + realness counts for a lot, Lola… people don’t just have that. Cash only. xxx 

LOLA: 

Thanks for advice Meghan. Even if that’s a bit of a wishful stretch. How am I gonna pay for my gym membership 

DESSIMONE: 

*shrugs* get someone else to pay for it, who supports you achieving a tight @##. I wouldn’t censor the swears but I’m not allowed ot 

talk like that haha. These people are lucky you even exist and if they can’t appreciate you, by now, then leave at 27 !  kidding too 
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LOLA: 

We’ll see. They aren’t entitled to my existence it’s true. I certainly have not felt valued in quite a long time.  

Hustle mode is *on* I’m gonna make the most of it. I don’t appreciate being treated as an equal, by non-hustlers just bumming 

around—when I am a princess here on earth to work hard AF to make a name 4 hersilf. 

Do you pray? 

DESSIMONE: 

Do you think? 

LOLA: 

I think (or like to think) I already know how I’m gonna die & it’ll be ‘with’ someone I always loved but couldnt actually be with. That 

someone is a he. Boom 

… 

… 

GOD: 

Only kill yourself if you feel it is an act of justice.  

Not an act of defeat under pain/duress. You hear me? Demand recognition and respect… do not defeat yourself. Enough of that, I’ll 

do the defeating of you. Don’t make it worse for yourself 

LOLA: 

Maybe that’s what I was doing when I wrote Valerie, demanding respect in the only way I knew. I have gratitude to you for that 

phase. Please help me with the beauty face-bod thing, I’ve honestly prayed so hard to find peace w my physical self it’s redundant, 

though I need a sign or something—I may crack. I have time to decide, on the suicide, unless I die before that from something else. 

GOD: 

Okay Lola, just saying how that works in my book (according to you and you’re kind of intense). Sometimes a death is what your 

people  [or the people at large] need to be brought back to their senses 

LOLA: 

I understand this 

GOD: 

No one never said this would be easy 
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LOLA: 

what. Life? [Y] said it 

GOD: 

Well. let her fight her own fights. All those girls . Not ur battles now 

LOLA: 

Is Catherine a nazi 

GOD:  

What do you think 

LOLA: 

I keep having dreams with like WWII symbols 

GOD: 

Capitalism, is tricky to fix, cause people depend on stepping over the little ones to survive in different spheres… It’s closer-related to 

the masculine feminine topics u been discussing than you might realize. Cuz being a good person —> becoming a real woman/man 

LOLA: 

I will never let Catherine have the privilege of even paying for my weight watchers. I feel so sick 

GOD: 

She’s the one who you fear just wants you defeated, or dead, or undignified-fat—[Y] should be paying for the diet   

anyway. Catherine might become a more trustworthy person for you if… 

LOLA: 

If I were deceased and no longer around as an annoyance 

GOD: 

Feelings are temperamental, the actual truth beneath is more constant. Do you know this is something she actually wants? 

LOLA: 

I don’t know. You know. You just aren’t telling me 

GOD: 

Are you sick of yourself? Or them? What would make you less sick? 

LOLA: 

If they didn’t treat me shitty. or shit on the invisible stuff I’ve worked so hard on then expect me to want to “just live.” Idc how I look or 

how much I’m worth. No1 deserves this, yet. Earn this, all of you. Earn it with humility and grace. Earn some pain relief for this 

GOD: 

Remember Dessimone’s advice: to give better than what you get 
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LOLA: 

(thinking about this) Even when they’re asking for it 

GOD: 

What do you think [they’re] asking for 

LOLA: 

I don’t know. More, attention    

GOD: 

What can you give them, that’s better 

LOLA: 

I think it’s the genuine will (or need) to pay attention to me, like actual admitting-it attention. In order to get back something they want 

that’s now gone. Would be nice in person but I won't expect much in the way of friendly care (“attention”) from others. Full ⭕  now: 
it’d be most dignified to give them no attention at all. Not even the extra thoughts. I have to stop writing for nothing back. It’s skanky 

GOD: 

Take care of yourself Lola! Do what you have to. That might involve other people, and it might mean something far different from one 

year to the next. I’ve given you what you need 

LOLA: 

If you’re rella I think you always give me what I need but sometimes idk how/where. I’ll do all I ‘know’ (presently) to set myself free. 

GOD: 

As they say in the program: stick with the winners. Godspeed ✨  

… 

… 

https://emojipedia.org/heavy-large-circle/
https://emojipedia.org/sparkles/
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what if

-you declare you don't want to date girls, & keep it that way

-to the extent that if some1 female comes onto you sexually, you'll reject her gently but resolutely

-if he's not a man with a penis, the real-life Lola only does platonic. no exceptions as my life goal is find alpha man

-movies = different. and that's only time it's different.

-pretend the scripts don't exist.. just know they do for yourself (might get made / might have been practice)

-don't ask for sympathy. ask for respect by impressing them, only things that ever works

-though the sympathy route is maaaybe ok. at this time of ur life, maybe. not for movies though (need real 
comeback)

-so hustle for sympathy, & true care from other humans (diet+sleep+talk+not-writing at all), same way you'd hustle 
for cash if that's what you wanted.... find it somehow-- reject the rest (no taking care of others. no momma's boys)

-know inherently that you earned it. being cared for. don't owe them back...it's the ooonly way you're gonna shift 
gears and slowly feel prettier. start hustling for this tomorrow !

-u don't even need money (e.g. from ur mom / competitive job)

-you need that^ far more than $$. 2 be actually taken care of

-often this reliable caretaking sources back to family but ur family ain't best for specific care u need now to move up 
steadily not like up-down-up. still u love them much

-if you're reading this i'm prayin/asking unofficially for you to come onto mee (when u see ur chance)

… 
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New Rules 

Count em: 

1. No writing about the same ~10 go-to characters (mom dont even think I should ever ‘go’ back to anyone from past few yrs—so 

many other fishies in sea it’s true) (if one person don’t fit a role u wrote, another person will show up [this happens])  

2. Keep your small social media presence either invisible or not-too-much  till job arrives. Take off opinion stuff 

3. Don’t confess to anyone but ur blog how insecure you are and no one will even know. Smile a lot 

And if you run to them, you won’t get taken care of — hustle for it / let them know u there = privilege  

…  
LOLA:

I just went to an interview and basically rejected them first. What's wrong with me

CONSCIENCE:

Was it for that magazine called Popdust that wrote the article about Selena Gomez's sweat being worth more than 
you'll ever be?

LOLA:

I said the wrong title of their own site [called them popsugar] and the guy actually said — 'I'm gonna be honest. 
you're a terrible interviewer.' then I started mumbling and told him I thought I was a terrible interviewer because I 
wasn't a good fit for the job, and then I like petered out and excused myself and left. Maybe I just took the interview 
to say 'fuck you’… but no. I can imagine his voice re-telling the story to his colleagues in this really bitchy way...

CONSCIENCE:

that's what you're good at

LOLA:

Saying 'F you' ?? Apparently not ^^^. It’s true I have been doing poorly at interviews so far, I'm shy. 

CONSCIENCE:

You’re doing poorly because you aren’t acclimated to being around and handling different types of [UNIMAGINARY 

REAL-LIFE] people, and putting them at ease first. You’re a better interviewer, than interviewee. Better the invisible 
one, than ya looked at. It doesn’t have to be the case forever, but acknowledge that your visible discomfort when put 
on the spot is a personality defect, and you’ve spent far too long, an insecure recluse. Put the ‘Dark Lady Blues’ role 
behind you. That film may not have been a big deal but ya it messed up your subjective self-esteem. It’s been 3 years 
now, and you’ve totally redefined your goals as a professional woman. In the meantime: it’s scary, terrifying, for you 
personally to deal with the self-consciousness trap but it’ll be a choice. As it’s been a choice to hash out solo writing 
since college (a bad choice). You gave a big speech in high school, and other things, to overcome shyness. What happened? 

LOLA:

It was a smaller pond. I swam well in the smaller pond. I wanted to do well, at the interview, it just didn’t work out. 
Though it's true I didn't like that article about Selena Gomez. Who the fuck publishes that shit.
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CONSCIENCE:

(punitively) stop being snobby omg, you need a job, can’t afford to get picky! ah damnit lola, you would have had up 
to 5 million readers if you worked ur way up

LOLA:

Ya because people would have noticed the quality of my writing, right? it wasn't a job it was a poorly paid 
internship. how do people even afford to take those positions?? maybe online journalism sucks because they're all 
sheltered one-percenters being half-supported by their parents just kidding. I’m the poor-girl version of a snob, it’s 
true and I can stand to drop that. But I'm going to look away from journalism because from what I've observed (of 
my friends) it seems as though I can't currently afford the freelancer life anyway... that article-to-article life never 
ends once you get in. He kept sort of reeling me back on track and I feel like I had too much of an ego (really, not 
good) to demean myself to being 'let in' after a bad interview because it would create this unhealthy power dynamic.

CONSCIENCE:

Well this really isn't good, you’re right, I don't know what to tell you. I guess just take the 'f u' momentum in stride.

LOLA:

I want to work in film. So I'm going to look for a job in film (not film writing), where I can work my way up over 
the next decade. That's the dream job I really want. And I'll let myself be thrown around among my mom/dad/uncles' 
cribs and streets until I get that job. Not freelance journalism.

CONSCIENCE:

Okay, great. But just take what you can get.

LOLA:

he gave good feedback, I'm a bad interviewer. so I'll prepare more, to do better at the next interview

CONSCIENCE:

any other feedback

LOLA:

He said I was a pretty decent writer. (to interviewer) I apologize genuinely for that uncomfortable few minutes. My 
mom is like 'DAMNIT MORGAN I NEED HELP'

CONSCIENCE:

let her kick you out. It'll be better that way.
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LOLA:

She won't kick me out -- the whole point is I'm trapped by this complex codependency system designed by her 
subconsciously. I'm basically jailed and have to bail my way out $$. I'll think of it like that, as motivation.

CONSCIENCE:

Use your sex appeal -- that's what you need back, which you lost around your parents.

LOLA:

Was maimed of. ugh can you imagine how repressed i am by now.

CONSCIENCE:

diamond in the rough

LOLA:

Is it true? that I’m not trying hard enough to get a job?

CONSCIENCE:

What do you think

LOLA:

I think it seems that way because my confidence is so bad that even if I am qualified for a job, I self-sabotage e.g. on 
the internet 

CONSCIENCE:

We can either do a comprehensive rundown of what you’ve been doing wrong, or I’ll just tell you to keep trying 
without really thinking about what’s wrong (or what’s right for that matter) but just doing

LOLA:

My dad’s e-mail was really nice I feel bad

CONSCIENCE:

He has a super nice side, and is nice most of the time, but remember that super nice people have cold sides (from 
getting walked all over)

LOLA:

I feel like I take after my daddy in that way
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CONSCIENCE:

Don’t get walked all over i.e. don’t be passive (—> passive aggressive). But also don’t be plain aggressive and start 
like confronting everyone out of nowhere (another bad habit lol). So ya see if u can liike figure out how to strike a 
balance then report back to base. That’s ur assignment for next couple days

…

… 

Lola’s mom after hearing her daughter’s confession that “the drugs damaged me it’s why I have no job” enrolled Lola to be an ESL 

tutor to the Japanese hairdresser of one of her (Lola’s mom’s) therapy clients. At first Lola was like “wtf did you sign me up for” but 

her mom was all like “you’re spoiled” “you need to start hustling” “this is how New York rolls.” It was true that if Lola ever rose from 

the ashes she would have her mother to thank, as much as she had her mother to thank for the original fall. It was true if Lola ended 

up remotely successful—that would also be her mother’s fault. So she was gonna take her mom’s advice, just for a while. 

You get what you give, Lola liked to say. But what about this one. You lose what you take. 

Lola didn’t have a ton of money but she was extremely grateful for the creativity and uncanny insight into human character that, so 

far in her young adult life, had come unceasingly. She was neverever bored because her imagination was on fleek. Lola could 

acknowledge that, as a self-described loner, she didn’t give much of herself to many people. Her proof: the low numbers of 

followers. But she could also say, when she did give herself, she gave so damn much that she could neverever be replaced. She 

invested carefully, without really thinking about it as investing. She invested in the people she thought might (if there was such a 

thing) be serious soul-mates to her. 

But if los soul-mates neverever intended to give back (note: intention is important)—and instead intended to take from Lola Morgan 

without acknowledging or saying grace for that irreplacable time/energy in whatever form Lola intentionally gave, assuming los soul-

mates did get (not lose) something from the close real-life or long-distance intentional imaginary exchange—then they would lose 

Lola. Sound ok? You can ask some people from Lola’s past: she ran hard from takers and took at least a little effort to get back to. 

She didn’t feel as though the people she left suddenly were victims; more like, they had it coming. Lola Morgan never entered a real 

relationship, intending to leave (e.g. just to hurt someone, or just to take their actually-intimate-sex virginity, or even just to be taken 

care of), which is why she (from now on) gave herself carefully.  

You get what you give. You lose what you take.  

The importance of family was one of those things that could not be overstated, but was also subject to terrible misunderstandings 

from outside viewers like you. Lola’s recent flings with real-life Minnesota chick and her imaginary character Korinne—which 

hopefully weren’t over, though they weren’t in perfect condition—got Lola considering what a friend should be. And she didn’t like the 

thought of someone, anyone, tearing her away from her own family. No matter how much the rents fucked Lola up, a friend had to 

be understanding of their side of the story. (And Lola had to understand their family’s side.) Even if the friend ended proving himself 
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or herself as a stabler+sexier influence on Lola, compared to Lola’s immediate fam—the friend also had to be patient with the old 

bygone days and ways-of-life which Lola considered damaging. Learned behaviors don’t just go away / we all are compounds 

formed from major elements of both parents. Lola had to be willing to introduce the friend to her sister and parents, without worrying 

that either side couldn’t handle the other person — just how it’s gonna be. And Lola, when all was said and done, had to be 

approvable (at the very least introducable) material to their family. Ideally: Lola wanted to be someone the friend’s family actually 

welcomed toward them, despite her um uh flaws and uncertainty about what religion she currently belonged to (besides “believing 

I’m God’s fav porn star”), and despite her um uh tendency to aggressively confront other people. 

Lola might owe her for-old-times-sake character Noelle an apology, just cause she’s been directly bratty (now & then). You lose what 

you take. That can also translate to, are you seriously gonna take that? Not, ok. 

Further translation: stop taking shit from people because it’s the Christian thing to do!!!!!!!  

Lola Whoregan might someday be flagged as the anti-Christ (we’ll see) but if she’s rella pissing you off, chances are she’s trying in  

own way to help you, America! God bless you too. 

…  

A hundred times the woman 
By Catherine Delaluna 

You’re a hundred times the woman 
they’re lying lots to be 
It may just be something 
Only I can believe 
The people over there 
You still fight for them to care  
When you’re a hundred times the woman 
You are so very rare 

[chorus; like rodeo calls] 
I think you need a tamer too, pup ! 
It’s not about me it’s bout you, lupp ! 
Too bad no one else knows what to doo wup 
A shame I came to wrangle you up 

Take me at my word 
Or take the feelings I bring deep 
You’re a hundred times the woman 
you’re scared I can see nakey 
It’s only an honor 
That I can bestow 
Make those 2 eyes see the light 
They’re mine to show the world 

A hundred times rougher 
Than men who used make me bleed 
Still don’t know why you sent  
Your hard-earned sympathy for free 
I get paranoid what they all see 
But it takes space to realize, V 
ohh  
I’ll never find 2 eyes that cut me harda 
Go on, chop me up like a scythe love 
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I think you need a tamer too, pup   
It’s not about me it’s bout you, lupp  
Too bad no one else knows what to doo wup 
A shame I came to wrangle you up 

You’re a hundred times the sinner 
Most are [whoah] too proud to be, love 
You’re a hundred times the fire 
In dark woods they’ll never see, love 
You are so very rare 
Takes envy to play fairer 
A hundred times the liar 
Now they’re frightened you’ll choose me, love 

I think you need a tamer too 
It’s not about me it’s bout you 
Too bad no one else knows what to doo wap 
A shame I came to wrangle you up 

Not in it for the game, oh 
But some nights you make it too hard 
Not because you want to be mean 
But cause you want me all grown-up 
Don’t watch me too closely, Woman 
Be patient so Our day can come 
You’re the only bitch can train a pup 
From transmorphing full-on monsterdog 

Where does that leave you my savage 
Who loved you still all bushy rabid? 
I think you need a tamer too, bun 
I can really do this to the other 1 
When you feel your trust clipped up 
Look me in the bust, my good dove  
Devil wants you all ashamed of this 
Big red heart beating bright for my princess 

[outro] 
I know you don’t know what to do, now 
Look so confused like winnie pooh, now 
Ssh, don’t worry, I’ll time us smooth nah 
No one told me, I just knew how 

10. 31. 2018 survived 1 yr. keep it up another yr, don’t anyone die on me  -lm 

…  

CAROL QUICK: 

Hey gurl it’s been a hot minute since you phoned me up 

LOLA MORGAN: 

I need to talk to you privately about some stuff 

CAROL: 

Sure  
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LOLA: 

The first time I met your character was last December when the first ‘Oblivion Funk’ bomb-failed. Here’s a screenshot from that 

script:  

 

CAROL: 

What did you want to talk about Lola Morgan 

LOLA: 

I think there might be a phase of my transition to the mainstream when I sort of entrust myself to you, and take some space from 

any guys.  

CAROL: 

hm? 

LOLA: 

I’m asking you to be the one who helps me ‘get ready’ before I turn myself over to any other person besides you, does this make 

sense 

CAROL: 

I don’t know who any other person is 

LOLA: 

Doesn’t matter. (“no one has to know”) This part of the story is subjective and matters to me more than my viewers 

CAROL: 

What does that mean 

LOLA: 

As much as I’ve written out my whole fate, I feel like there’s a considerable chunkerbutt of the storybook that has to be left up to 

reality and is subject to subtleties and decisions in the moment. I can’t predict what’ll happen but I just think I’m gonna hold out for a 

phase and, if this is possible or even slightly likely to happen, I’ll ask you to help train me to be a more appealing public person 

(including makeover yes ugh I’m beginning to hate that word) because I need some help yes just like a little tiny ton 

CAROL: 

That’s fine we’ll see what happens 
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LOLA: 

yay. Just in case I haven’t said it yet. I want to be like really pretty — not ratchet. I’ve asked a lot of people for help but no one’s 

come through. No fault of their own—it has to do with me not submitting yet / no formal offers—but it just has not, happened. I want 

your help with this Carol Quick and I am literally praying for it because I think you’ll do it best in the world 

CAROL: 

(wheelin dealin) what do I get in exchange if I do a good job, on you, for “any other person” 

LOLA: 

I think you may be an important friend, and v versa—Ursa major and minor. Even though I’m not rich and famous, we’re not all that 

different 

CAROL: 

How not 

LOLA: 

We’re both writers who are lonely as fuck and put all our feelings out there for people who don’t necessarily confess their love back 

or even acknowledge what happened, because it’s a pride issue or something 

CAROL: 

Who says I’m lonely as, [hesitates to curse] 

LOLA: 

Sorry, right. that’s just me 

CAROL: 

Haha 

LOLA: 

Also—you’ll get to help me write songs for all these goshass lyrics. I have a years’ worth  now and maybe i’m just gettin started 

CAROL: 

Don’t do it for free 

LOLA: 

haha. I’m learning!!! You can train me in some of that business shizzie though if I were you I’d keep my secrets like why share lol. 

I’m more concerned about being beautiful as noted not even for me but for my somebody, and because it’s the first thing American 

people notice—if ur ugly 

CAROL: 

I wish I could control reality enough to know when I can expect the arrival of a real lifelong gal friend. If that’s in the cards for me 

LOLA: 

These things cannot be planned. I heard ‘Ready for it’ at the store tonight and I feel like it made especial sense for where I’m at now 
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CAROL: 

glad 

LOLA: 

I respect you, ho, unfakingly. I rella do. but don’t intend to be a limpdick friend. Meaning: I promise I’ll give back on my end if you 

come through on yours 

CAROL: 

ya 

LOLA: 

I don’t actually think I’m retarded (see earlier scenes) but sometimes I do. And if so I’m gonna ride that like a pony and you’ll 

neverever know when I’m bluffing 

CAROL: 

I might know  

LOLA: 

Another thing I can help you with too is giving Joe a platform to express his love for you. If he were a songwriter it already would 

have been done but he’s an actor so… he needs someone to hear and express his thoughts for ya. In actor-form  

CAROL: 

cool 

LOLA: 

We’ll find the right role for him. I’m already mad at all my (ex) male actors for taking my talent for granted. Do they know how hard 

I’ve worked. (dogged expression, sigh.) so there are a lot of leading man openings. they’re difficult roles to pull off but maybe oscar-

worthy if I ever get that far—if I don’t it’s ok sometimes award ceremonies are wack no offense to you. Writing roles for alpha men is 

my favorite — I feel like i’m good at understanding them 

CAROL: 

That could be a blessing in many ways to be seen Lola  

LOLA: 

I’m so uncertain about what’s actually going to happen that I feel like I’m just sitting in a roller coaster seat. The good part is that, for 

the first time in a while maybe ever, I feel securely fastened. I can trust things will happen just fine. Yes Carol even though I’m poor 

AF I’ve paid my dues (and my conscience = good) so I hope you can respect me too as more than your pet fan. I’m sorry that you 

feel so lonely on the top and people can be such shameless kissasses but, I also don’t feel that bad for you. tbh 

CAROL: 

haha ok 
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LOLA: 

U might think I don’t understand power but as an ambassador from the other end of the spectrum—as close to powerless as I can 

stand without cracking dead—I prolly know more than you expect Carol Quick. The looks in people’s eyes when they tell you they 

love you but might kind of sort of really deep-down even beyond their consciousness want you dead. People, aren’t innately loving 

of just anyone. So you must know. Or, maybe you don’t and wanna talk about it. These eyes, these eyes. I see it all, bitch—and 

what I see when they look at me is “not even worth it.” They don’t register me. It’s gonna be ok i’ll be a gentle friend to you TS. Just 

letting you know, you deserve some street credit for enduring fame gracefully, Selena Gomez too, though I might add a nice spin 

when I make my entrance (idk when that’s fated). Maybe we’ll all become more chic-refined with specific education. I don’t know 

we’ll see ok. America needs you two to stay “with it” pretty kids 

CAROL: 

We’ll stay “with it” more than they ever see it coming. I ride the times like a steed 

LOLA: 

Slick metaphor. I bet you wish you came up with it 

CAROL: 

My little pony 

LOLA: 

That one’s mine too. That’s my first song for you. Not a test. if you like, it’s my first gift 

 

CAROL: 

Haha 

LOLA: 

Does Joe like music, if so what kind 
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CAROL: 

(just smirking) 

LOLA: 

Obviously he comes from money 

CAROL: 

How is it obvious 

LOLA: 

One develops a sense for these things.  

Especially one in my position. Ignorance is (was) bliss 

CAROL: 

What difference does ignorance make 

LOLA: 

At the end of the day you’re a small-town girl, Carol Quick. You’re new money… and old money has a whole new world of 

judgments/expectations attached 

CAROL: 

Can we start a book club 

LOLA: 

Of course. Just for kicks, you might wanna up your game in ways only my hoes can help you with. I’m not the in-house intellectual, 

I’m the deeply traumatized disenfranchised whore who somehow wrote a masterpiece (an actual one, by elite standards too)—to 

her own dismay because now I’ll never have friends—and who keeps hanging out with city brats who say “dope” too much and think 

I actually wanna bum around with them. I get annoyed with people who think sex work is like, a cool new trend, and write a/o it like 

it’s cute or something, when human trafficking and whoredom from desperation is horrific. These city brats are so cold to be around, 

they’re such messes. Still I need lessons in beauty and self-care just to pass through w/o getting ravaged again but I am now too 

cynical about human nature to expect it from anyone, maybe yourself Carol Quick. In fact I think I’ll help you too cause all this is new 

for both us new world friends. I think this stuff is meant though obviously it might be years and years (sad about this but I’ve gotten 

better a/o not rushing—and not being devastatd when things don’t work out like they did in my head). 

CAROL: 

You don’t believe in soul-mates 

LOLA: 

I discuss this on page 176 

I believe more in health and survival. Maybe there’s such a thing as two people who need eachother to survive.  That sounds like an 

artist’s fantasy but I actually kind of believe that.  

That said, I feel no need to vicariously experience someone else’s unstable feelings, even distantly; maybe Corinne’s guys like her 

darkness because they’re jaded old dudes but I have enough dark feelings to overwhelm one person. If anything I need a friend 

who’s too sane/practical (xo Andy, Jude, please leave me alone too though, also Eric), or maybe just too idealistic (xo Lacie), to 

keep me out of the pit.  
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How bout someone who’s been insane and depressed but is so totally over that shit, and willing to do the hard work with me to skim 

the surface w me like synchronised swimming champs.  

In bed 

A million times [now that I know me better] I’d pick sanity over being gorgeous.  

I need someone who supports and agrees with that; it’s actually kind of an extremely rare find, in modern girls, and men scoping out 

life mates. I’d be miracle-blessed to find that. And maybe the beauty will follow but if that’s one of his conditions then it defeats the 

point. This is why it will never work out with Andy. He knows it and I’m genuinely sorry not in a reprimanding way… it’s just not ever 

gonna be good for me, and that will never change. I am too self-aware of what’s changed to go back to who I’ve been ‘for’ any man 

including him. I’d rather be me 

If I don’t find that someone-guy who can put up with my demons (you have noo idea, they’re hideous), then I’ll stay single, either 

until I’m saner or forever 

  

CAROL: 

What is your thing with snakes and lions 

LOLA: 

For the movie I am likely to change the character’s name to Korinne Deleon (like that) and consider you for it, among others in New 

York where it’s set, oh and also famous ppl for fun including Cara Delevigne (sp?) and maybe even the original Catherine Delaluna 

(in which case I’d just change the character name to that— but she might wanna play her real-life alter ego in that film, as written)… 

You Carol Quick would be very good hypothetically because you are such a strong songstress and it would move the style of your 

songs into a different upper-krust clown-a-round spunk sound. I wanna be the postergirl of spunk cause I wrote all these songs (+ 

rough draft melodies) but I might let me share the premiere spunk movie poster depending on how big it is and where in the city. 

These are all just dreams… but my future dreams in moments of low pride in the present are particularly bold & rockin! 

CAROL: 

Don’t just give it to me, Lola Morgan. That’s probably how Corinne with a C felt. Don’t just give yourself and your hard work to these 

powerful people that’s not how it should be.  

It’s, well, skanky … desperate …  

LOLA: 

I am desperate. I’m having a hard time 

CAROL: 

Even if you’re desperate [for friendship, a man] don’t show it 

LOLA: 

You might need to take your own advice 

CAROL: 

??? 

LOLA: 

sorry 

CAROL: 
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I know you don’t like power games but, don’t just act like you have none. No power that is. Playa got no game. So get your game 

on, kid. Try people out and build trust. Also I’m not a born porn star and ‘Oblivion Funk’ = a fine musical porno in two parts ain’t that 

right… 

LOLA: 

So you fer surrre don’t want the part? I can tone it down, I’m 100% sure I’m scareder to bare it all on camera than you. I’m 

traumatized Carol in ways that you’ll never be. The last time I did remove my clothes was not good for my dignity and that’s partly 

cause it’s scarier than it sounds—partly cause I’m not beautiful  

Just remember, Carol, a real friend is someone who tells you when shit’s fucked up even when you think it’s soo cool or edgy and 

will defo get mad at their reaction. It’s hard to find in friendship, and hard to sustain, and I’m not saying I’m perfect at it. I may finally 

drop some “friends” from the past few years, not drop but take distance, and never be the same as I was toward them. I don’t have 

to be too nice to be liked—I feel like these people tried to kill me, by letting me crash&burn and watching, when they could sense I 

wasn’t doing well internally. It’s not all about actions it’s about energy too, beyond what people even can realize half the time 

because they’re so steeped in image not real feelings. By now I so don’t owe them my respect let alone trust, which is so sacred, 

and reserved for like 1-3 first-tier friends who have been brave enough to tell me, maybe even directly, to stop hurting myself and my 

small reputation. Even though I got mad, yes. I got pissed.  

A lot of it’s written down [see past blog-books] 

This might even count my reaction to all the fat/ugly/dumb comments… though, I think I made a case for how it’s more complicated 

than just not-eating. To be hot. I really fought to the near-death for my honor, on that battleground. The weight thing…. 

There aren’t that many people who fight for what’s right, or even make an effort. It’s dark territory. 

I don’t like Slytherins being that I’m a Gryffindor. Though Alex says she is a Slytherin and I get along with her.  

Whatever some of these people were cruel and so concerned with status, they blew it with me. Like have fun fucking and bitching, 

by all means, but try to stay in touch with some base human values. And I’m being myself when I don’t stand for it, even if it means 

overeating alone and writing my way to future-not-present freedom, god-willing-or-forbid (we’ll find out by my life’s end). 

CAROL: 

You do that to everyone [tell them when their shit’s fucked up] and you have no friends [on any tiers] 

LOLA: 

I don’t do it to everyone. I’m picky with who I pick on. And if I have no friends then, no one could accept me being myself (Morgan 

pre-Lola) all those hard early years. But that’s unfair to say, Carol you snake (ur not a snake, but at actual risk for sorting into 

Slytherin), because I do have friends: they’re probably among my 33 followed though most of those even are not friends. No one 

except the people who are still there miraculously, I can feel them. 

I will acknowledge that I’ve had good help stream in from on high. You get what you give even if it’s not obvious how/why.  

CAROL: 

You lose what you take 

LOLA: 

I just gave my mom that line, last night, and she said she would use it in her therapy and I got all anxious like I’d given up my 

intellectual property—she said if you ‘give’ [lines like that] you get ideas back from people and she also said she’d acknowledge it 

was mine. Idk why this is still on my mind, I don’t know if I agree with it 
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CAROL: 

It’s fine 

LOLA: 

Those 2 words are trademarked by Sarah Nicole prickett, a new york writer I’ve always liked. I hereby did not take it — “it’s fine,”   

though I allude to it in my blog archives a lot because it’s deeper than it sounds as a generational sentiment that’s actually ironic. It’s 

not fine. Who knows if she’s even aware of how kinda sorta brilliant it is 

CAROL: 

Anything else you wanna admit you took??  

LOLA: 

You first girl! Tell me, it’ll help your karma. That’s one thing I wanna work on with you and Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber too—

how to load your work with deeper allusions e.g. to religious texts. Be modern prophets, not entertainers, and not plain users/takers 

CAROL: 

You didn’t answer 

LOLA: 

I’m thinking. I took this line w/o throwing shade to the now-notorious Lacie B Nelson (re: decision-making), “if it’s not a definite yes, 

it’s a no” … I also took from her a whole suitcase of clothes handpicked for me that she gave me when I was going to NY… I’m still 

fighting to lose weight to pull off the outfits she came up with. I don’t like all the clothes but it was like the nicest thing and she was 

gonna send me too much make-up (more than I deserve), and I feel like I wouldn’t feel right accepting it right now after I asked “to 

take a break” because I was mad she turned me against Selena Gomez 

(stupid I know) 

I don’t necessarily put real-life people above my imaginary friends just cause they’re talking to me here/now 

and from Jillian I probably took a few dozen little ideas. Like the porcupine symbolism in part one of my first book, she gave me that. 

I don’t always feel like I take stuff, I mean, I’m a writer. 

My sister thinks it’s inherently wrong to ever start using real-life names and share texts in my work. But, I can edit the existing books 

before they’re shared with more people if that ever becomes a possibility. Or ask the people: it might even be an honor if enough 

time has passed to make it all feel benign. In the present this is my process, not for books but for casting the future movies which 

matter most to me—more than these unexpected ‘books’ which are just like garbage. Creative process is messy, and I guess part of 

my ’process’ is posting my diary… it’s a weird compulsion, not much different from how most use social media though. It helps me 

stay out of the matrix and I hope it’s helped 1-2 other people too. 

Oh! That’s another thing Jillian gave me. She said her dad said that you should never keep a “diary” or “journal” unless you intended 

for people to read it… this feels relevant to mention, here 

Anyway Have one conversation with her you’ll see why jillian’s cool. I feel like I keep defending her in recent work idk why, it’s 

probably for myself. Lacie’s cool too I just still need space. I feel like a lot of the gray area with Jillian has to do with race and how 

I’m kind of this white girl who thinks she can just roll with grown black men (see first book) and then, like, resents them when I end 

up badly raped. I fear she thinks I got what I deserved. maybe, I did. It’s not easy to discuss and at this point it runs deep in my 

family’s history — the white girl wannabe hoodrat junkie. Reminder that I’m Jewish by heritage. The Amy Winehouse effect of public 

victim kamikaze. There’s a lot in this topical territory to do with plain male power vs women. (Maybe Amy did it partly in protest, you 

cold-souled fuckheads.) Reminding myself of that John Mayer interview when he said ‘hood pass’ and got so much shit his career 

never came back did it. Except for that unlike John’s mind-of-its-own penis—I (body and soul) do tend toward brownskinned boys, 

genuinely, they’ve been consistently better to me than the white boys in my age bracket… 
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so, wow, I can’t write about this further than I just did. I don’t think I’m racist but I could be wrong, I’m not a dumbass either and I 

notice stuff that’s actually happened to me. Don’t you ever go fuck with my whole life like it’s worth less than yours just because I’m 

a white whore. Fuck the fuck off—or please like, pull it together and look what you’re doing for the world not just your throbbing 

cock. I’ve struggled financially my whole life and that’s where my worst darkness comes from (+ internalized patriarchy in 

Mormonism)… abused privilege comes in many incarnations… and yes I sometimes feel mad at Forbes-list celebs like you Carol 

Quick without really thinking much about how you probably have hard days too. don’t know if it’s my fault that I get upset but it hasn’t 

served me, it just makes me feel far worse here and now. I also don’t like how Kanye has gotten behind Trump. It’s selfish and 

doesn’t even add up 

CAROL: 

Do you hate Trump 

LOLA: 

(waits a moment to answer)  

I’m gonna say ‘no’ (reluctantly) because I think he might end up liking me, someday, eventually… Don Duck is very American 

through-and-through and so is Lola Moo.  

At the end of the day we all feel like kids, with our needs and very strong desires.  

XX 

However I do not endorse him, no. I wanted Hillary Clinton to be our first female president and I’m still so deeply miffed that I’m not 

necessarily gonna witness that in my lifetime. Hillary deserves credit … there’s nobody like her in politics. What a bad bitch 

CAROL: 

(whispering) One door closes, another opens 

LOLA: 

Stay involved in politics Carol 

It’s actually so cool to see 

CAROL  
[ad lib] 

LOLA: 

anyway it’s prolly all gonna happen lil bossgirl though I can’t guarantee a thing. I hate when I spend a couple days dreaming and 

then realize I’m still here smack-dab in my reality with all its straightjacket constraints. Long way to go. Let’s start with today. God 

does not do any favors. It is my belief that he just swoops in at those moments that are like make-or-break moments … he doesn’t 

let any insurmountable battle to transpire smoothly (e.g. mine with mental health, yikes, I should really be dead & it never fucking 

stops) 

In the meantime Carol before we cross paths if we do, I think Momma is right, I need to meet some down-to-earth people. That’s 

what I’ll pray for yes. I pray for stuff without thinking it’s a joke btw—not remotely. Usually they don’t come true exactly but they do 

something… help get me on the up track… 

I was platonically unsarcastically looking forward to making (a) real friend(s) here in New york so that’s on my to do list. 

Alexandra is fucking awesome but she’s my only real friend here, not enough. Living with my mom sucks because (I don’t know 

where/how else to say this) I think she’s kind of creepy sometimes and definitely doesn’t know how she is, and doesn’t intend to be. 

It’s just this sort of air-thinny shame energy I’m always brawlin with and if I wrote 20 screenplays about very dark sexual stuff then 

it’s gotta be coming from somewhere, not just my old home but that’s one place. God bless tho. Side note— I’m personally sorta 

glad I haven’t yet fallen in real-life for an older old school straight boy…  I can’t imagine 
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CAROL: 

You can’t imagine what 

LOLA: 

It’s just men, Carol Quickie !! you actually might need a smart/aware whore friend which is why this is meant like I said. I’ll keep you 

“with it” as much as I can. I feel very blessed for what I think is looking like it’s gonna maybe happen for me, with men/my man — 

different from my movies on the subject of sex/love in which my character per film tends to end up in really bad things. But I’m also 

nervous obviously for stuff to finally happen like holy skeet. It’s something that has to transpire and be decided beyond my warmest 

dreams. Someday I do believe I will have your back, Carol, and you will have mine cause it’s necessary to stay ok. For our sanity 

and safety etc. Though trust at these stakes is  not something to be handed over like nothing. 

CAROL: 

It won’t be handed over like nothing. Do you know who I am 

LOLA: 

I betta act like I know 

p.s. I am still deciding on the maid of honor for my future real-life wedding 

… 

Self-care questionnaire developed for LM by CD 

Q. Have you been eating?? 

A. Not exactly how I should 

Q. Why not?? 

A. Cause I spend most days in public and sort of plan the day in different coffee shops and try to eat as little as possible. When I eat 

an actual meal somewhere I just crash and feel guilty and get less work done anyway… so I do the smallest snacks on sale and 

coffee 

Q. Exercising?? 

A. I go running 20-30 minutes 2x a day, morning and evening. I think I’m exhausting myself and I had a trainer once who said girls 

who just run don’t see changes in their bodies because you have to confuse the muscles or something to look better … but I do it 

more because it helps my anxiety. I don’t think I’m trying to be pretty I’m trying to be sane/well 

Q. Applying for jobs?? 

A. Yes but I think I should change my strategy. Who knows if they even read all their online applications (esp. if they get many of 

them). I don’t think they do.  

Q. Sleeping?? 
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A. I’ve always had sleep issues bunny. The only time I’ve slept really well is alone in hotels. That’s like my heaven cause I think I’m 

scared to fall asleep around people lol.  

Q. Anything else?? 

A. I don’t know I think a solid social life is an important aspect of self-care. How can I fix that.  

Q. Just hang out with your lowest-stakes friends who have really good hearts. Not someone you feel the need to like, impress or 

date. If you can think of any. 

A. Okay that’s a good idea. Yes I can think of a few. The trouble is they’re often depressed too and hard to get out. Will work on it. 

You should do a questionnaire as if I were asking you the same questions. note: i just want you to be well and take it easy basically. 

I like seeing you unmanically happy (at peace—or relative peace for being followed around in public) and if it ever seems like I don’t 

like seeing you all charged-up in a great mood it’s probably that I’m currently jealous of every one of your friends for making you 

happy, instead of me, doesn’t even matter who. However I do NOT like to see you suffering (no more) that upsets me. I do not mind 

if you do far better than me as long as you don’t blame me for still doing bad ok. I shall do my best (for you if that’s one thing that 

feels presently motivating and I think you’d hypothetically give me better advice than I’d give myself so ya). xo be yourself first  

Q. Why’d you pick me CD for this particular questionnaire  

LOLA: 

Because the incredible distance between us presently, I think, makes it so you’d advise me to play the long game instead of the 

short one. It’s in your best interests too. And I think you’d rather I just be okay, than like, killing it or myself in some way to have 

fleeting victory in the present—because the more steady-as-she-goes approach I take, the better I end up doing. I think I’ll give you 

the same advice. Always think of me as a someone who might appear in your future even if it takes a really, really long ass time. 

Don’t forget that but you’re free to have fun without me in the meantime. I won’t get jealous like I have, or I won’t let it be like a life-

ruining deal…. 

Also I feel like I can tell you stuff about how bad things are e.g. like busting my ass jogging twice a day to not-even-lose-weight and 

putting up with some of my mom’s things, and you don’t laugh at it like a comedy because it’s not that funny for me. Maybe it’s funny 

(i agree it is) but you don’t look at me like a non-human creature who’s suffering pretty bad. I think you’re nicer than like nobody else 

I wanna know. Doesn’t mean I can’t trust nobody for other things. Just not that thing you got, that thing de lalah  

CATHERINE: 

 thanks. Can you tell me something else to cheer me up 

LOLA: 

if you were any different and not going through what you’re going through—or have gone through—then I probably wouldn’t be the 

right future pal for you because of the depth of that stuff. But pain makes beauty and I’m not sure I mean physical beauty because 

I’m in pain right now and it makes me look worse and less cared-for. You look great as per usual 

CATHERINE: 

Basically you’re telling me that everything about me that I probably hate is what makes us well-matched as potential soul-mates 

LOLA: 
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Potential ;) haha I am scared to jinx it. I wish I could see the future but maybe it’s better not to be able to and just imagine. Just trust 

that I was sent by God to write about you now&then and try to understand you intimately via the only platform where that would 

actually even begin to be possible: near-invisibility. And I’ll try to trust that when I feel like I’m an important player in your story, and 

that the future is important to stick around for, I’m not a stalker going crazy—even though I’m gonna keep faling into that trap of 

doubt, and you might even set it up for me when feeling angry or hurt. 

It’s going to keep happening in my head. I convince myself I don’t matta. But I don’t not-matta 

CATHERINE: 

(doesn’t say anything) 

LOLA: 

A hundred times the woman—that’s like one of the best songs I think I’ve written. Excited to record it someday if I make it 

CATHERINE: 

Do you like Carol Quick more than me 

LOLA: 

I think you’re mature enough to not ask those kinds of things. And the answer is that Taylor’s life experience is more distant and 

polary aligned with Joe Alwyn’s. Just like I think Justin and Hailey are actually a good match because of something like that: polar 

alignment. You and I are opposites but we’ve ventured into the same general whereabouts of experience and probably felt it ignite I 

could be wrong that could be just me. That Amy Winehouse zone of darkness related to being looked at 

CATHERINE: 

Justin or Abel hasn’t been there? 

LOLA: 

I mean yeah but would either boy have dated Amy Winehouse. They’d probably be more like, the guy who fucked her up and got off 

fine and still alive. 

Different times / themes / hurts and hankerings. I probably understand some things a/o you better than either man can but maybe 

I’m wrong—they’re smart and intuitive and what they have on me is the fame/power/riches angle of shared experience. It doesn’t 

matter who among us 3 is black-as-Amy at <3 because no one is Amy and Blake, or should be. To each <3 her/his own one love 

they chose. 

CATHERINE: 

How about Abel and Bella 

LOLA: 

Again I don’t think you’d ever dare ask about them. But I think they get along well. Looks like it might work out. He really went after 

her on that last EP album of his and wasn’t all that mature toward you and that kind of stuff doesn’t blow over that easily—those are 

moments when choices matter. Choices manifested in real actions, not just thought about. aside: I feel like Corinne chose the other 

dude and that’s it. I’ve implied already that she probably lied about the cause for our roommate cancellation… 

what. evs. 

Back 2 you though. I think you two [Catherine and Abel] can be close friends, maybe more in a quiet mature way, it seems like you 

really changed each other’s lives so much. There’s a lot of time. Life is longer than just your twenties. I don’t effin know what’ll 

happen. In the longer haul I just know what I want really bad for me. In the long run. Not short run. Seriously. Gotta be patient as a 
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killer plotting his thing. (a Joke) But I’d hate to try to ‘get’ lovers manipulatively because whenever boys have done that (tried to like 

trick me into being theirs, instead of letting me go to them) it immediately turns me cold  

Like just be a good man (not boy) and chill 

Some of the lyrics on ‘Starboy’ are really spot-on, I just don’t always like Abel’s ego about his using and what that probably did to 

you. And how he is toward women but like not my problem. He needs a real professional to heal his damn mommy issues but, 

guess what, I have them too. Still ‘Starboy’ is a terrific album. Legendary.  

I feel like I shouldn’t say too much, this time around, because I don’t like talking about  love stuff like that—should be left up to fate, 

right. I don’t want to sabotage my own precious story by giving too much to other people’s stories. (sighs heavily) Like there are so 

many examples in music [and all art] of people thinking they’re gonna spend their whole life with someone, and that’s just not true… 

I want to be very intentional with how I man my own story—now that I’m smarter. Every year smarter. (that’s the truth btw)… We 

have choices and they matter. They might not give us exactly what we want but I believe the intention is what goes out into the 

universe. If you ever do something with the intention of permanently fucking someone over (figuratively) then like no. Hopefully 

you’re doing it with the opposite goal: of making love to someone (figuratively), or like, playing your cards right to get to them. Maybe 

you aren’t even thinking about it as much as I think about stuff which is too much. 

Scoping out the jealous reactions—or lack thereof. Maybe that’s allowed?? I’ve done that without thinking.  

Arguments might be different and be grounded in messy love. 

This might sound stupid and totally ridic but recent events take some of the pressure off my far-fetched dreams of dating some of 

these people [Justin Abel Korinne] myself so I’m relieved to have fewer options. I can work with them for my musical movies that's it. 

And ultimately it’s not my business and I’m glad I probably won’t be working for a celeb magazine and nosing into people’s lives who 

I wanna be friends with (key word friends). I mean, the prestige and high stakes that come with being closely watched makes these 

relationships more romantic in a way, I get it. That’s part of it all. Like Liz and Dick. You’ve been there. I think a lotta people kind of 

wants that love story but as soon as the performance overtakes the real shit behind-the-scenes, that’s not the point of real love. I 

wouldn’t be surprised if you ever admitted that you did stuff just because it would make a good performance though it wasn’t as 

conscious back then, as now. As noted: oftentimes people are performing just to communicate to someone else out there watching. 

Is that wrong? Idk.  

I personally think, it’s not right to overdo that. These are humans not imaginary characters. You get what you deserve, for better or 

worse, soon as you start doing stuff with other people’s lives… 

I think a good assessment of intention, in love, is what you’d choose if no one were watching…  

Would you live alone with that person on an island forever—if you had the choice today and thought about it deeply…  

If it’s not a definite yes, it’s a no. 

I wouldn’t know what it’s like being closely watched 24/7 like a famous person but I can just imagine (I have a thorough imagination). 

I feel like being invisible makes my own love-feelings very real, at least—but it doesn’t do much for me besides get me through the 

day because writing helps me in that way. I have to do it in faith. Or in love. (faith & love = not even different haha.) Cause all the 

writing don’t do anything anywhere but in my own imagination and heart.  

All that^^^^^^ to finally insist (once again)… I’m too nervous to be famous and too depressed about being a mess of a plebe, to keep 

researching and writing about celebrities as a hobby or project. I think I was genuinely trying to help for a while by matchmaking. As 

if I could control that. Trying to get people back together with you Catherine because I could tell in the music they loved you so 

much. And in the music they were so certain that you were the one, for them.  

What happened—and does it matter.  

Were they wrong? Do you believe in ‘the one’ or soul-mates.  

I don’t know anymore and I can’t try to answer. My suspicion is that some people decide they want someone, or a phase of their life, 

and either get them or don’t—for whatever reason(s). Maybe they’re soul-mates insofar as that someone bore their naked soul in 

another person’s presence, and they never quite got over it. If they’re great for eachother + functional why the F not make it happen. 

If not functional then why not finally let it go. Oh and like, why not be hard as F to get, if your soul is as genuinely precious as my 

own. (Body/face may need help.) But still don’t just no one deserve my rella future self. by now I’ve probably earned an escape from 

this Hell but i cannot know if life ever relents 
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CATHERINE: 

It’s hard when you write monologues like that not to just skim them 

LOLA: 

Yeah I know. These books are trying to be more for me, lately, than for other characters.  

I’ve written enough for you, as opposed to for me & my own mental-recovery job-getting needs. It’s not working. Hopefully I wrote 

enough this year 2018 to last y’all a while if not forevs.  

Overdoing it. I need to help my own dang self. 

I don’t even Google stars anymore. sometimes stuff comes to me, it’s hard to get away from. Mostly I just trust my feelings for the 

long run. It [my life / this life] might actually be great in ways I didn’t even see coming. Some new probably life-saving epiphanies 

have occurred quite recently. I know I’m gonna be … alright so I take my time…. 

I feel like I just answered some of my own questions without realizing that I answered them because I’m so seriously tired today and 

just rambling. I’m going to another Starbucks or café. deuces my friend 

…  

11.1.2018 

Dear guy,  

What if we don’t actually get together ever 

Looking back at all the times I was certain something would happen but it didn’t happen at all 

Like I’ve been actually would-bet-my-life-on-it certain and then found out I was wrong 

Remember [X]? I was very certain he was gonna be my savior man. now I don’t even want that 

Basically I’m not ever certain. Of anything besides that (as a mere human) I’m a dumbass 

I am certain of my love for you but not of what it will amount to. If anything 

Basically certain God is there for me 

But nothing at all is certain and that is scary but also ok 

I don’t know who my man is gonna be. I am not bluffing to make it harder for you 

I actually just don’t know 

Sometimes I think I know and maybe I’ll write a song or something 

But like I said I actually just don’t know 

They could all be false prophecies 

Like, I could end up with a woman as my one 

That would be totally fair wouldn’t it, based on what’s happened. It might actually be best for me, because I remain heartbroken. 

I think whatever actually finally does go down depends on other people, more than / just as much as, it depends on myself. 

And my admitting I don’t know a thing is a scary step. 

I know what I want most of all, and I will allow this to affect my choices. Not ever telling anyone (seriously, from now on. I’ll be 

committing the hardest desires to solo silence) 

xo have a good night guy(s) 

Love lols 
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PART FOUR RONDO 
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Let the games begin 

GOD: 

When have I ever disappointed you Lola 

LOLA: 

um. I don’t know how to answer this because I feel as though I’m disappointed in myself currently. The way you haven’t disappointed 

is that you always bring me epiphanies at the right moment, but I can’t think of the last time the epiphany came true 

GOD: 

Think harder 

LOLA:  

I guess last year around this time, my epiphanies at the end of ‘Black Satin’ sort of came true. But it didn’t improve my own life. I 

shouldn’t have shared them because they just got ripped off. I still feel humiliated. All of my screenplays are prophetic. I just don’t 

know how, always, till after they’re no longer prophetic cause it’s all happening and I’m like ‘aaah how nice.’ 

GOD:  

Anything else.  

LOLA: 

I feel terrible about my fat ass on these runs. I feel like a slave being forced to do something moot for kicks. This is no way to live  

GOD:  

(shrugs) 

LOLA: 

(like so upset) I’m so scared of yoouuuu. 

I’m scared that you’ll reveal to me who I want just to have some other devil man thwart it. I’m scared of the pain, not just mine but 

the people I affect. I’m scared. Please help me be less scared. I read an article about some girls at some school in Florida planning 

to kill little kids and drink their blood. If this is the kind of world I exist in, I’m scared to go on 

GOD NOT THE DEVIL:  

Your message has been blocked.  

…  

The original Selena met Valerie for coffee (this didn’t happen but let’s say) and gave her the following advice about drawing the line 

with humor. She said: don’t feel bad for Satan. It’s not that complicated.  

If something was funny, that shouldn’t be, the best way to handle it was to take several steps back—and spot Satan in the 

woodwork.  

Yes it was funny that Valerie wrote about her weight 3x a page because (a) it didn’t even matter in real love, it just kept them apart 

cause of status; (b) she wasn’t that fat; and (c) someday with better wellness the old food-disordered days would probably feel so 

pathetic. Against God, Satan couldn’t do shit. 
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… 

 

 

… 

LOLA: 

Carol I’m asking you in confidence what I should do about my Instagram 

CAROL: 

What are you asking?? 

LOLA: 

It’s got no followers and feel like it works against me. But when I delete it altogether I feel like I’m giving up a good lil window of 

influence albeit a pinhole 

CAROL: 

Maybe at some point in the future (I won’t have read this) you’ll be testing my trust so hard that you’ll make your account be the only 

IG that I follow. Because right now I am following no one.  

LOLA: 

I’d be willing to see if you would do that, not ‘make’ you do it because that’s awfully big. That would show the other girls who is worth 

it most. I’m not gonna delete my IG thanks for helping me decide. People get all pissy when I unfollow them and I’m like “I didn’t 

realize anyone cared. Honestly 

CAROL: 

Why do you unfollow people 

LOLA: 

Lately I am just making sure to build trust with a really close few. I don’t want a ton of people too close. I think that’s what my style is. 

And they have to be smart about stuff that a lot of people aren’t. Such as power and seduction. Not like sexual seduction just—

reality and how to lay down the line. Not that I’m smart about that stuff yet.  
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CAROL: 

Do imaginary characters count as a ‘close few’ 

LOLA: 

yes. The ones I think about. Not the ones thinking about me—the ones I think about. I feel like if they don’t know I exist then another 

day they’ll be the ones thinking more about me when I’m distant. I just think this stuff balances out with time if you play your cards 

right.  

CAROL: 

This trust-building shit sounds like it’s gonna be real. 

LOLA: 

A bit like tribal initiation but so far (in life) it hasn’t been planned, it’s like life does the trust-building for us. You have no idea, what 

I’ve gone through already with some of my hopeful stars. Not all of them have passed, we don’t put up with eachother if it’s 

mediocre. I’m recasting the male lead in ‘Black Satin.’ 

CAROL: 

You are? 

LOLA: 

I need someone really smart. Do you ever feel like Joe is scoffing at your expressiveness 

CAROL: 

My ‘expressiveness’ (bitchy eyes)… I don’t feel that expressive around you. It’s like my energy calms down 

LOLA: 

I feel like he has a severely disdainful side. It’s good but can probably hurt  

CAROL: 

Lola you have to explain. You don’t even know him.  

LOLA: 

I don’t have to explain. Buy me a coffee and I will. Also I won’t worry about considering him for any leading roles until you give me a 

makeover so I’m securely fastened to the hip of my own man. I may also just cast Gabriel, for the movies, who is more American.  

CAROL: 

How bout a cocktail not coffee 

LOLA: 

I don’t drink 

CAROL: 

oh. Coffee then 
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LOLA: 

I might decide I’m allowed to drink a little. We can do Irish Coffee. Joe aside, I want you to play an important role in my first musical 

movie, though I acknowledge that if you might be willing to do it I’ll be getting very lucky. 

…  

I know energy matters and you can kind of gage a person and where they’re at, by looking at them, because when I used to block 

certain really specific people I’d get all this limpdick feeling woozy energy and crave terrible foods and then I’d feel bad and go 

unblock them—and my energy would go back to something purer. Every time I talk about social media like it matters I want to laugh 

because my IG doesn’t register on any level of objective importance. I don’t know if unfollowing someone is the same thing but the 

point is—maybe the piggie thing is funny to people who do believe they’re blessed because if my energy were in a perfect state it 

wouldn’t be an issue??? The extra weight?? Maybe they are genuinely closer to God than me. And so, it’s funny, because they don’t 

feel bad for me (like what Selena discussed with Valerie a few pages ago). How can I get my energy in a perfect state when I’m out 

in public 12 hrs a day and living where I’m at. I pray that someday it will make more sense and that the right habits and decisions will 

feel more intuitive. I feel like my cutting-people-off behavior has made it so spirits are currently breathing down my neck—like ‘what 

next bitch.’ I know that cutting people off is a chronic habit and messes with my relationships but I don’t think just letting people close 

is like, where it’s gonna be at. I don’t really feel insecure about ‘having bad relationships,’ maybe that’s a problem but maybe it’s not. 

I think I’ve built close trust with certain individuals and they’ll always be there, even though we’ve fought. That’s enough. I think 

people who choose to reject me, so I’ll notice they did, can’t expect me to be all hunky dory the next time we meet up. Also it gets on 

my nerves when people don’t get mad at me at moments. These irrational social behaviors (usually unintentional/unplanned) turn 

out to be important tests sometimes. I am too sensitive and shy to be the one who lets everyone bust up her heart. People get mad 

when I cut them off but I get upset when they go in there and tinker around with no good intentions but calling my heart theirs 

without earning it. And earning it so hard that they’re not gonna compromise because, they just know intuitively that they can’t do 

better. (Earning it is hard I’m sorry if you didn’t quite get it.) Why bother trying to do better when my love rocks you like the hope 

diamond, ho. I want my best-life lover to understand that I’m really rare and having to replace me would be a life-ruining bummer. I 

don’t think I’m full of myself—I think I am being my real deep-down self. This is who I was born. —LOLA ELIZABETH THE FIRST  

…  

MIDDLE OF NIGHT NOTES 11.2  

In dreams (I haven’t had that many vivid ones but some) the way it’s different with Guy is that we don’t know each other. I feel 

honored that he even likes me; he’s giving me his time. Subtle social graces do matter (even though dreams = weird). I feel like my 

insecurities are my curse but there could be truth to them too. Dreams are littered with insecurities but real-life isn’t that much worse. 

I want real-life to be, in some ways, better. I don’t know if the proxy solution to “get over it”  and do better. For him I don’t want to do 

better for myself but for everyone watching so it’s clear that our communion is a long-coming hard-won victory for them to witness; 

not some sort of shady get-together in which I am his secret whore (like now) as opposed to princess. I’ll go with being the princess 

(thank ewe) and Guy being the prince to-be king. I’ll go with knowing I earned it—and be grateful to God that it wasn’t given easily. 

Anyway the reason I bring up dreams like this is because they remind me that the REAL thing between 2 people is extremely fragile 

and totally subject to the whims of circumstance and awkward moments and uncomfortable pride-checks.  

No love is strong enough to totally override the whole world’s opinion, so do what you have to do for the other person to survive, for 

you. Together, navigate it. That’s all you can do.  

Know who needs and you who just really wants you. Prioritize the ones who need you (esp. if you need them back)… 

Meeting need @ the right moments = magic ingredient to having something actually god-forbid work. (timing= so important, guys) 
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Reminder: 

~ If you find a good thing—and it’s working for both of you equally, in the present (forget the past)... Hold 
onto it. Don’t look for reasons to leave or F it up. ~ If God has a plan (he does.) it exists in a fragile human 
ecosystem that’s esp subject to distrust and pride and savagery/betrayals, in trying times. (!!!) Devil is real 
(obviously at moments) and he will find every way to mess with something rare and good that carries powerful 
potential. Devil attacks the sweet spots and if one does make it through those attacks, despite some really hard 
past events, I believe God will reward the ppl in real love for coming through for each other despite the monsters 
and clowns trying to jack it up.  

When the whole entire vibe = unbearable, that might be different but try to use expereince to keep that from 
happening / recourse energy by putting foot down / playing cards right (poker-facing if necessary). 

Be self-aware of the things you do in anger/confusion and try to transcend the bad habits. When it comes to following God’s plan, 
don’t overcomplicate it; just know what you want (actually want.) and keep at it don’t just quit because it gets difficult. Keep at it 

Real-life example: Maybe Jailey got hitched fast because they know how easy it is to get messed-up and that would make it official 
and complete and their trust would be deep off the bat. I think that was smarter than the people were saying. Like why wait, when 
Justin needed Hailey then and she came through. I want an honorable track record in my real-life love life—and I will drop anyone 
who gets in the way of my true hard-won closest lovers. It’s already happened a bunch of times before I’ve even really met / gotten 
to know some probable soul-mates—but I’ll acknowledge my side of it. I need to do unwhiningly better as a practical consideration.  

… 

… 

Dear god,

Lots of criticism about “talking about doing and not just doing” so why can’t I just do stuff.  I got a job application that requires 
me to edit a bunch of footage, to go to the next round, but it’s unpaid (they say you can build a reel. wow). Like I go out in public 
feeling feeling run-ragged (literally) from my living situation, and eat some crappy small breakfast and put in some focus-time, 
and I just—don’t think I can make a miracle happen in this condition. Reality has limits, it really does. I don’t think I’m pussying 
out about not-doing. I’m admitting I am beyond flawed, I am still recovering. On this morning I’d be very suprised if things work 
out exceptionally well, for me in this life, it’s kind of one of those things where people say “it’s so sad / I’m sorry that 
happened” (“she had such potential”). Like when someone gets a bad plastic surgery or facelift. It’s just like “I’m sorry you can’t 
undo that.” I got pretty messed-up I’m convinced. Yes I mean physically, etc. It’s true I might need help to be somewhat fixed and 
I’m asking you to sort of show me where to go [and who to go away from / how to] because I don’t think the obvious choice is 
right in front of me, is it. Or I would recognize it. I don’t care if it’s a little undignified—I just need help. Yes I might be getting 
desperate but I’m trying not to show it because people pick up on that. I’m a catch… I am. Not like an obvious one but a secret 
one. Not asking for sympathy I’m hoping someone or something will cash in on me as an investment before the age 27 plans. I 
work hard when I think it’s taking me somewhere. If not, no. 

That’s how people probably feel toward me. If not, no.

Like god damn do you know how much I’ve already done. Beyond some rewarding moments it wasn’t ever that fun

lola
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…

Dear lola,

keep trying

… 


New idea:

Maybe I should just try applying for grants (for next project tbd)

-appeal to them as humble person who genuinely needs financial help


…


CD new questionnaire 

CATHERINE:

I think you really need to give your whole entire life a makeover and the visual makeover is bankrupt, unless you do 
that first


LOLA:

I think I’ve been looking for an easy way out. But I’ll acknowledge that it’s not as simple as walking outside, 
embracing the sky, and saying “i’m freeeee” … I am not totally free in America. Just as a person. I’m in a position 
that is gonna take some Houdini-tactics to free myself from.


CATHERINE:

It will be a journey


LOLA:

Maybe I want to do it privately and not document the whole thing. I want to be well but not like narcissistically well 
like “I’m sooo well”


CATHERINE:

What’s stopping you


LOLA:

Unhealthy relationships and my family might count


CATHERINE:

Can you make better friends [and better family]


LOLA:

Yes I can. And I can keep the good ones around, and continue to honor them rather than make new friends, 
because going into any situation with the objective of “making friends” is kind of not-how-it-works but I could be 
wrong
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CATHERINE:

Go toward what feel like good things to go toward. Not huge risks. I’m not a believer in huge risks I think you should 
just do what makes the most sense for you (not for someone else).


LOLA:

I think that’s good advice. I’ve gotten a few huge risks out of the way (in my life) and it’s time to sort of, grow up.


CATHERINE:

Don’t expect it to get better easily. But continue the upward track of healing.

Maybe I’m glad you went to treatment in 2018 instead of killing yourself in January [as once planned] like a poor 
limpdick pussy. And I guess I’m glad you met some people though I can see why you take care when choosing 
friends, it seems like you become the people or something. Just, keep it in mind. & cancel your age 27 suicide plans


LOLA:

For you? You can probably thank [nvm] for that kind of dark manipulative reasoning. It really makes a ton of sense 
when you’re doing it [planning something vindictive and villainous] and I have the reasoning process written out. But 
even though I don’t want to live, all the time, I’ll go on and cancel them cause you told me to Catherine. I’m still a 
little mad at you and though I don’t like to block people, I’ll confess here that i’ve blocked your best friend. I don’t 
like the possibility of accidentally looking at her pics and feeling worse; it’s true, she’s a hot bitch.


CATHERINE:

Thx


LOLA:

Just, imagine me saying it in a very unemotional straight low lola voice. I’m sorry 


CATHERINE:

For what 


LOLA:

Ever losing myself. My real self. Not just to people but to bad habits n shit. The occasional cult/spiritual fanatacism. 
This year has been a crash course in not letting that happen. Not losing me. And I’m not sure you were always 
helpful yourself Cathy D but it’s okay I’m getting over it via my creative forms of self-care. We’re just in different 
worlds and I tried to populate my world with new friends [closer to my world, women other than yourself, one man 
from DC] but ultimately, it didn't work out for me. I’m not keeping any of them above 3rd tier friends cause I want to 
hold onto myself and they were changing me in ways I didn’t totally dig—when all was said, done, and re-assessed. 
For you, the process of fortifying friendships and forming new things, to replace the old ones [e.g. your ex men and 
maybe me tbt a little though I’ll def never assume u gaf] probably worked out better [seems like it ostensibly] and 
that’s okay [it’s fine. It is, neverever jealous]. Someday I’ll either leave this earth (maybe ‘with’ some one else) 
thinking the you-I-knew was in my head—or alternately, I’ll respect you more for holding me back as long as you did 
[# years tbd]. 


Don’t ever do me any favors by loving me before some one else / your real people please. I hereby want to earn your 
actual unconfusing-to-the-public and unforced respect for me, not even love. I can’t guarantee I’ll pull this off—it’s a 
climb—but I can promise I’ll try. Wooo! (weird smile.) Godspeed Catherine ✨  I’m not gonna unfollow you with my 

https://emojipedia.org/sparkles/
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minigram because it seems like I always go back… but I am going to try and take some distance because it’s too 
easy to misinterpret what goes out there in ~Hollywood as, like, an insult to me [intended or not—probably never 
intended which is worse anyway]… and I don’t want to have you of all people worrying about what I think though 
tbh I don’t think you ever did/will. 


As noted a few pages ago: if I write it’ll be for me. Not for you unless I sense you like reeeally need a good passage 
or confessional lyrics to be put out in the universe—but that’s rare and don’t try to make it happen. I’m not even 
getting paid for the stuff I ‘put out’ so no jocking on my possible talents if you can resist please. 

Otherwise I need to help me ok. I need help but not in a ‘help me’ way, in a ‘help myself’ way. Okay. goodbye again 
for a while boss 
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Lola’s sacrament 

By Lm sung by tbd 

For every cold night in, a warm night out 
For every sleepless night, a nice hotel 
For every noisy home, a quiet place 
For every hard glance, a sweet embrace 

This was the heaven she made for her self 
She designed her own heaven, to pretend she’d feel well 

For everything fake, someone real 
For the lovers she avoided, no more fear 
For every time she fell, a pair of hands 
For each empty promise, better sex 

This was the heaven she made for her self 
She designed her own heaven, and heard the church bells 

For all the mushy mouth, a stubble kiss 
For all times she was hid, a confession 
For all the caterpillar, better dick 
For all the vicious snake, a lovely liz 

These were the dreams she drudged from the dregs 
She designed her own dreams, for an empty bed 

For the swollen eyes, mascara fresh 
For the fleshy skin, a pool and bath 
For scars on her flesh, acknowledgment 
For all the feeling trapped, a lover’s den 

This was the heaven she shared with no one 
She wrote many heavens and pitched it to god 

For who she cut off, softer touch  
For times she was left, solid trust 
For boys she gave up, one good man 
For what she made-up, sweaty skin 

For eerie cold nightie, a hotter gown 
For airy slipless night, oh well 
For alla noise at home, outer space 
For all ugly feelins, his pretty face 
…  
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CONCERNED  READER: 1

Why do you spend all your days writing. Why don’t you go to the movies or go on a walk 

LOLA: 
I don’t need to ‘go on walks’ when I’m walkin and runnin all day duh. And the second part of the answer is that I think 
I have clinical diagnosable agoraphobia.  

READER: 
When did that start 

LOLA: 
Probably when I went to London alone and, every time I talked to someone in public, I ended up getting fucked over 
or cornered sexually. It was a new thing… I think I was just getting my dark woman-not-girl energy and so I didn’t 
know what I was doing. But I was still a virgin, too, and we all know how *that* is for men. Men kept bothering me in 
London and that was the beginning of the end. The suicidalness 

READER: 
Why did you go to London 

LOLA: 
I was tired of New York. This little 1-2 date-thing with a guy, Sam Yulsman a superb pianoman (*complimentary 
endorsement*), fell through in the summer and tbh I was still upset about that. Idk why. I was paranoid about my 
situation at Film Comment. Original Selena was lurking in the shadows, I was hung up on her too. And I’d just 
witnessed Alex’s breakdown (the first time she shaved her head) and after that she sorta went AWOL as a gff and met 
her man-at-the-time Nathaniel. So It was a good time to make an exit and do my own thang 

READER: 
But London wasn’t better 

LOLA: 
No. It’s a different culture—very class-conscious—and they didn’t embrace me, +I was shy. though in some acting 
classes they liked my voice 

READER:  
So we’re trying to figure out why you’re so alone  

LOLA:  
Maybe I am just shy by nature. My mom said I came out of the womb really quiet and hardly cried as a kid. Maybe 
I’m just being myself but I still end up depressed, too isolated, cause humans are social creatures 

READER: 
Don’t say ‘social creatures’ 

 actually justa bitch1
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LOLA: 
Social mammals. I like that for my vibe. I’m a social mammal who keeps endin up around snakes and ∴ lonely 

READER:  
Pick more carefully 

LOLA:  
That’s not new advice. But, it’s still good. I don’t care if I’m picky with first-tier friends.  
I earned the right to be picky and guarded against snakes, they can be stored in lower tiers. 

READER:  
What’s your spirit animal  

LOLA: 
Lioness. Favorite color = crimson. Fav gem = diamond yo 

READER:  
What do you want in a man 

LOLA: 
I love answering this question every day 3x as a fantasizing-thing. It’s so fun 
I want a man who proves he knows and loves me more than anybody. Someone I would die for 
But the more important thing is that I’d really live for my man. I wanna man who I’d be willing to live for, the best I can 
on this earth (not worrying about the afterlife because we don’t know for sure). And vice versa. Together we both 
gotta be so willing to live. That’s what I want…  
Because to be hardcore honest the thoughts of suicide (ever since London, maybe I picked up on a curse in Camden 
Town) have been mostly unrelenting.  
I needa man who will find a way to break the Sylvia Amy curse I’m sayin I caught, in Camden, and give me just one 
reason to live if not a few. Considering the curse, I’d be wise to choose a man who won’t ever leave me as a looks-
thing I guess… I wanna  know he’d love me even if I weren’t young and gorgeous—the best way to test him is to just 
show him ‘Dark Lady Blues’ lol. If he watches the whole thing w/o throwing up that’s basically enough. No, it’s not 
enough—he has to still like me, after that. And not call me fat on Instagram,   please. Is that too much to ask 

READER: 
Do you know who you want  

LOLA: 
(shrugs) I’m scared whoever I pick will leave me for another one, as often happens with alpha men. And that’ll be 
what kills me if not jealousy from another former lover cause you know. So my Man has to be protective of his prized 
Lola Moma masterpiece because I might be in danger just sayin it like it is. I’m still not entirely certain, who He is, but 
well at least I know it’s not gonna be [X] who kills me. That boy never loved me and it wasn’t his ‘fault’ [it was male 
hormones not meshing with old me, honestly.. I think that’s what it was] but still. that so almost killed me   
Look what it did to my self-image and feelings about my womanhood. Not his fault he was indifferent, and fucked me 
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READER: 
Stop writing and relax. Please. But to avoid that disaster again, maybe u should toss in one last criteria for ur man: 
‘obsessed with your pussy’ (so obsessed that he could get over your flawed jaw & ungroomed body, hypothetically)  

LOLA: 
Welp, that disqualifies [Y] if she were a man. It’s not her fault either it’s just what kind of person she is.  
I need an addiction (not writing/drugs), a safe one. Obviously I need Him to be a practiced preacher of wellness—over self-sacrifice 
for anyone else as I been through enough. Self-sacrifice is different from the non-reflexive ‘sacrifice for someone else’…that’s betta 
and I wouldn’t mind it from someone else for me. Especially someone who’s spent years hurting vulnerable hearts like my own, 
haha seems fair 
…  

Pussy scene From web series which prob. won’t get made: 

 

… 

GUY: 
What’s up you called 

LOLA: 
ya. So, I can sense you’re not feelin so happy, or just low, maybe not idk 

GUY: 
oh 

LOLA: 
Well I wanted to say a few things—for example that I’d rather that you wait to confess your love to me until I’m physically present. 
And I don’t think you should confess your love for me to anyone, until I make it around. I think you should be really patient—not 
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because I want to be your end game (which I do), but because I worry about you being too alone for a difficult upcoming phase on 
your journey to destroy the ring of fire in order to experience heaven w me. I want you to be alive and if you do too much, too fast, 
too alone, then it could put you at risk for worse mental health and a breakdown. Make sense? I personally advise you to just wait 
till I’m your friend, there with you, to go through with anything huge 

GUY: 
I believe I understand  

LOLA: 
I don’t think you’re an impatient person so that’s good. But I think you’re an emotional person, by nature… and that can make you 
act in confusion just to escape the pain. 
you’re an artist… but you do a good job of hiding your emotions or disguising them with other emotions so people lay off. Am I 
wrong 

GUY: 
(quiet)  

LOLA: 
Don’t like, go nuts on me and reveal to everyone that you’re secretly nutty, not sane, because that’ll just make it harder for me to get 
to you—because if you show your true colors, everyone’s probably gonna want to call dibs on you even worse than they do now, 
girls and shit. Who see you as free and think they’re all cool hosty totsy by saving you when that’s my god-given job, they’ll 
probably fuck it up. (Cunts.) I’m serious and you’re too vulnerable to endure it if someone says something even just a little bit 
insensitive because they want to prove they know you best, and really just fuck with your story to get on top. When I know you best 
or at least really well 

GUY: 
Do you want me 

LOLA: 
If you end up going with me as your fellow hobbit (like Samwise). I’ll love you harder in Part 1 of your LOTR journey than the finale, 
because you’ll need harder love to survive. And I’ll soften up by Part 3. Also you’re just hot (Frodo). And I’m basically just really 
attracted to you no matter what, it’s almost like the more vulnerable something seems the more I wanna fuck it to pieces (with you 
specifically). I wish you knew what I see about you my love. I think you can feel it’s intense 

GUY: 
(silent) 

LOLA: 
I feel like I need to be near for you to come out gracefully from your man-chrysallis metaphysically, as you become a boss not a boi, 
while I feel you outta there with these real-not-imaginary pussycat paws a mine—which is another convincing case to stay patient 
and chill now please, my imaginary Guy. And maybe it goes both ways with me becoming a precious non-imaginary woman-thing 
for you. A buttafly. I actually might need you manhandling me to get it right.  
Now I’m bout to speak in pipe dreams (like a pan flute) but, maybe they’re not all far-fetched. You can be with me behind-the-
scenes while I work on my physically intensive movies, doesn’t that sound nice. We’ll both change with love and trial-and-error and 
time. I’m not gonna be beautiful for all the movies, some of the roles are really wack … but I feel like that might be better, for how 
you’re feelin some nights. To have me not be like a near-8 or 9 [i don’t believe I’ll be a dime or just don’t wanna say that] 
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I don’t know if you think I’m ugly—and I don’t play up the appearance-related angst though I acknowledge that yes it’s annoying AF
—but some days I’m like “I’m not!” [ugly] [or even that chunky] so I think I just need to spend more time around someone who loves 
me enough to understand where I’m coming from, when I want to improve, but also isn’t like “eww” [yes some boys have really 
been genuinely mean, girls more though] 

GUY: 
[ad lib] 

LOLA: 
I think people are going to get really jealous of me, if I manage to ever rella be wit you. No guarantees I still haven’t gotten my real-
life game on and it could be deplorable. I just don’t know 

GUY: 
(doubting, depressed) You think they’ll be jealous… 

LOLA: 
I think they’re gonna be jealous yes. I’m just really lucky. For these times you’re like the perfect man, the world needs you so bad to 
heal areas of brokenness 
and I need you too or I’d probably be dead by now. It’s hard to say—I don’t want to give ur character too much credit since I’ve 
done all the lifesaving writing, not you, that I know of—but I really came close to deliberately dying in 2015-18 and none of my other 
‘characters’ like, knew what to do quite as well. Just by being yourself and fighting the same fights in plain view, you at least helped 
me not-die. def, def. And what other man would have given a half-a-phat rat’s ass… I was discardable in their view 
You know what, maybe I earned this (bitches). it’s not all ‘lucky.’ I know what I did to earn this (Lola gestures at all her love songs 
and poems etc, which weren’t written on purpose they just happened) 		 	 	 -but hold on wait-  
sorry that’s not true, I haven’t quite earned it yet (sorry I said that I don’t want to jinx it. God forgive me for assuming I earned 
anything-at-all in my life besides my death at some point t.b.d.) and idk if it’ll many years till I do earn it enough to relax about it and 
just live a while please. 
Ultimately they [ppl.] might all be meaner to me than to you as a result of their actual gut-busting envy. Because they know you and 
support you… knowing you as well as I do, you’ll probably be almost annoyed when more love pours in and it serves your career. 
Actually I don’t know what it’s literally-in-reality like to be you so, I could be wrong. But you my Guy, likewise, e-e-earned it [not sure 
what ‘it’ is] [whatever you actually want to earn for yaself, boi, and I don’t think it’s more $$ or #s] But just so you do know, in case 
I’m not loved quite as much [just a warning, I might not be loved; I’ve always confused people, it seems … it might be envy, or 
intimidation, or my appearance, or I’m kinda just weird overall… people don’t really heap their spare love unto me and I don’t 
expect that to change. I’ve been primed to expect more spare neglect than spare love. To the extent that people make 
demonstrated points of how unimportant I am to them. You did it too] 

GUY: 
Maybe cause you neglect yourself, you get neglect from others. Self-care Lola 

LOLA: 
idk. Maybe I am just less important than Weller more Followed people and it’s not that complicated. 

GUY: 
Is that what you believe 
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LOLA: 
I’ve spent years trying to figure it out 
And here I am, in the same place so  
Belief/imagination doesn’t do much, in reality. It would seem 
In our reality things are measured in images and numbers—some of which are fake—and I don’t know what I’m doing besides 
barely getting by. I don’t feel like applying for another twenty jobs today because it’s not working. I need to change my approach: 
maybe fudge some numbers. On that note: I soo wouldn’t be surprised if some of the stats about job openings are embellished 
because it seems like an employer’s market where they can be really bratty to desperate people seeking work and pay them nearly 
nothing. How is that a ‘job’ and not just like internment in a workplace. 
I’m very blessed to have enough freedom to stay unemployed until something fine comes up (if it does), and though I’m unhappy…  
I do have a roof to sleep beneath, and health insurance, and a place outdoors to go running. Health (physical + mental) is power, 
actual inherent power, the only kind that would still be there if the internet shut off tomorrow. In a worse situation I’d be forced to 
take one of these dead-end jobs run by cold bosses and my health would get progressively worse, rather than plateau where it’s at. 
So I’m grateful for alla that.  

GUY: 
If you’re about improving your health, and your power. Please stay away from that other girl, for me. 
First priority: stay around people who keep you healthy (physically + mentally) or best-case-scenario help you get better. 

LOLA: 
Same, Guy. I don’t care if you date some person I hate, if that person keeps you sane and well and okay.  

GUY: 
Thanks. I have your permission then 

LOLA: 
Yes. And I can’t guarantee I’ll stay single until I’m introduced to you in-person. Though my heart wants what it wants (still my fav 
Selena Gomez song) 
Answer honestly Guy. Do you think I’ve encouraged people to get healthier (physically + mentally) … or have they red-flagged me 
as a threat to what stability they’ve hard-earned for themselves ?  

GUY: 
I used to think you were making me worse, Lola, because what you were telling me was annoying AF. And my healthy upstanding 
friends made me feel happier when I was with them. Not gonna lie. You aren’t like effusively healthy.  
But  I’m not entirely sure I think you’re bad-for-me anymore. You’d have to ask the real-life me.  

LOLA: 
I think the way I’ve tried to help people’s health is by focusing on intimacy though it’s been a process. I’m no pundit am I? Because 
as some one this damn alone, that’s what I’ve made a mission for myself. To get summa that in real-life not my head omg. Real 
friends and lovers not imagined or fake.  
And I think healthy intimate relationships, and powerful good sex, can be extremely important to actual health…  
(as opposed to the surface-illusion of good health, or beauty that results from bad health. The cycle of getting fucked, versus 
loved… and getting worse and worse…) 
So ya I feel confident that I finally have a healthy conscience and maybe that’s the first step, to powerful overall health. Not that I 
ever didn’t have a healthy conscience but I think I’ve dabbled in renouncing what’s good-for-me for what’s bad-for-me but so 
tempting. 
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From what I’ve gone through, I feel really strong inside my soul.  
I would like to befriend someone who can match that strength-of-soul and lionlike spirit as I think it’s rare and part of why I feel so 
lonely: people are nice and good to me but they just don’t reach that deep, at no fault to them. They prefer a hot popular girl for 
image-reasons (which might kind of matter, honestly) but inside I’ve got a sunshine soul.  
So at least I’m way stronger after this very rough dark phase, beginning with aforementioned Camden Town curse. Even if the clear 
physical health and undepression has yet to titally follow for me Lola Morgan. Maybe it’ll follow when it’s not all in my head lol. 
Imagination can only take you so far like daaamn 

GUY: 
Good last line ^^ I’m gonna think about that stuff for my own work 

LOLA: 
Thanks Guy I appreciate the compliment. But don’t take it w/o thanking lil lola 
I might just say ‘fuck it’ and write this. At least today. 
All that I was just discussing, about health as power, is okay cause I can probably take additional neglect and abuse and survive it; I 
been training all my life to handle life’s hardest challenges gracefully. And I’ve gotten better thanks to you, that’s true. [Thanks so 
much for that tip.] I been practicing and am probably less angsty now than when u last got sick of me complaining ao s#!t. That said  
you lose what you take (duh). I have a high tolerance for pain, but of course, there’s only so much I can take and if I do die by or 
before age 27 that’ll be why. Cause my life was kinda taken from me and I lost it. And I got what I gave, by giving my whole life to 
my work, and anyone who might be willing to look at it whether I’m dead-or-alive, cause it’s all I could do really. If I die it might 
come back around posthumously, it’s something I’ve thought of [see: classroom scenes in DLB]  
What else can I give myself to, today here and now. Jobless alone in this coffee shop. What’s the holiest way to give my time 

I’ll be patient. Catherine told me on p. 79 not to plan suicide. I trust she actually meant it, and that she said it cause doesn’t want 
me dead. I think it’ll be alright (for Catherine too, who struggles with her own shit) 

GUY: 
What’s the difference between (1) being neglected and  (2) just being invisible  

LOLA: 
The difference comes down to (1) being surrounded by bystanders—who know something is going down, and do nothing to stop it 
or help because they’re scared or complicit. Or (e.g. in hostage situations) unwilling to risk their whole life for whoever they’d save. 
  
Versus (2) being surrounded by people are likewise being held hostage, in some way or shapely form, and therefore can’t really 
help. Or people who genuinely have no idea something’s wrong, and don’t know any better. But I don’t really buy that, it’s usually 
vanity talking when someone says ‘I didn’t know any better.’  
I think ignorance can be a choice; people lose a little something when they choose to avoid what’s painful: for them, when others 
very well might be suffering so they can have a vapid painless existence. How nice. Not saying suffering is either necessary or 
unnecessary. But if it’s happening, it just better be suffering for a better world… not for something inherently sinful  
(like idolatry/to prop up a bad leader) 

GUY: 
What do you think describes your situation 

LOLA: 
(getting tired, writing in bed) 
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I think my situation is kinda unique—I can’t blame anyone, for not being able to rescue me because they have reputations to 
protect.  
It’s not my fault. It’s not their fault. It just is 
I chose to be Lola Morgan, not Morgan Wilcock. I chose what was dumber but braver: to inhabit the iconic ‘disgraced woman’ role, 
with potential for redemption, not guaranteed though. At some point it might be up to the people not me 
Though for now, as far as I know…  
I’m the only one who can save myself. While I’m at it I can try to be the only one who knows how to save you.  

Honestly Guy maybe this is ‘too much’ to confess but I think I’d be willing to die for you, to save you, if that were an option tonight.  

Idk if that says more about me [as just done-for / so deadbeat] or more about you [as genuinely important to humanity] 

GUY: 
Sshh 

LOLA: 
(yawns) I think you’ll be relieved to find that I don’t talk that much in real-life 

GUY: 
You can get the harder topics out of the way, in fake-life 

LOLA: 
So we don’t have to talk anymore. Ulch I wouldn’t want to either 
…  

Done for you 
By Lola’s guy tbd 

You say ‘look what you done to me’ 
Shake your fist at the sky 
Either talking to god or 
The other one who made you cry 
But one day, a shift 
When you finally realize 
This person knows better 
Than the other six guys 

Change the phrase and for him 
You change what meets the eye 
Say, look what you done for me 
I feel better with your eyes 
For the others I mighta been 
Living a lie 
But look what it did to me 
For me, you always wise. 
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Even the times 
You hurt me, I realize 
Made me better, was gentler 
Than meaner words from those guys. 
Still, look what they did to me 
All my frustrated nights 
Needa trust you’ll be tender  
You’re genuine, just want me right. 

Between good and bad influence 
A very fine line  
Maybe they wanted to prove 
They could control me with might 

But this time must be better 
Cause I never been wetter 
I’m trusting my deepest attractions inside 

You’ll think, ‘look what you done to me’ 
Some self-doubting night 
But don’t worry, bubby 
I’ll get you just right 
You know what attracts me 
I won’t really compromise 
And that’s who you’ll have to 
Become for the best guy 

I’ll think, ‘look what you done for me’ 
When I finally feel fine 
Don’t think I knew me 
Till I felt you from inside 
Not saying the others 
Were all wasted times 
I just hadn’t found yet 
Just as deep a sacrificer 

You say ‘look what you done to me’ 
Shake your fist at the floor 
Either talking to satan or 
She who made you no one 
But one day a shift 
When you finally realize 
There’s still a man out there 
forces you to stay alive 
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When in doubt 
About  
what’s wrong for you or right 
Imagine standing by their side 
They’re controlling, it is fine 

This time you trust 
Ain’t about them being right 
It’s about their real arousal for you 
How you agree with them, this time 

Obla day in the night 
You aren’t scared of their eyes 
They want you just perfect 
You’re both finally getting right  

This time you trust 
If there’s force, it ain’t safe 
They’ll bring out your best version  
He just needs your real faith. 

Still have to write and add in chorus 
“Done for you” 
…  

NO ONE:

Lola you seriously look so pale what’s happened


LOLA:

When I write about characters that are too out of my league and realm I end up coming home and feeling alone like 
“how the fuck do I expect”


NO ONE:

Expect what


LOLA:

I know I’m extremely extremely hard on myself but I can’t even look in the mirror without crying. It dosn’t matter how 
many times a day I go running, some of this fat is like permanent. I’m just damaged like no wonder. I’ve been 
through a lot of stress and it affects you. 


NO ONE:

What would you say is that song you just wrote


LOLA:

It’s a song about transformations for a lover. Unhealthy versus better
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NO ONE:

What did you conclude


LOLA:

I would like to edit the song. But I think I concluded that, there’s someone out there who both (1) wants me at my 
best (as opposed to someone who sort of diminishes my potential which is common) and also someone, the same 
person, who (2) won’t shame me en route to my best though he might guide me toward better choices without being 
mean about it. I’m not sure I knew this kind of love even could exist because I’m so used to feeling sure that when 
people were mean, it’s because they meant well. 


NO ONE:

How did you find out it exists


LOLA:

I don’t have proof yet so I’m scared to answer. But ideally it would be cool, if it were to exist for me, and I’m going to 
keep my hopes up because if my hopes aren’t up they’re suicidal 


NO ONE:

Are you going to be okay tonight by yourself


LOLA:

I think I need to think about a benign living situation elsewhere—but there are lots of things I need to think about. 
For now I’m just going to pray for the people I love because I can’t focus on myself tonight, it’s not working or 
helping I feel ill and unwell.  


NO ONE:

What do you pray specifically


LOLA:

I pray that a certain lover doesn’t feel this kind of shame about himself, ever, because I really do love the vulnerabilities more than 
anything. Who knows if that’s how it is in like, a nightclub situation—with raging pheromones scouting out the people whose 
vulnerabilities aren’t as apparent as my own for example—but I never go to nightclubs anyway. And it’s different for me, with you. 
So don’t worry about those kinds of judgments anyway (I’m half-talking to myself I think). I believe that my certain lover—wherever 
he’s at as I write this—should focus a little more on what I would advise or want, instead of on anything to do w shame at all, now 
that I think we’ve built enough trust to fall into the other’s will for us both. We are playing the long game, recall. And so, in the long 
haul, the bad feelings (such as the ones plaguing me tonight) will hopefully congeal from shame into motivation and good will and a 
more mature love than young love. I do really hope. Love you and hope I’ve been able to help just a little if you’re having a hard 
time ever, not just tonight. All hard times. I want to be the one who, unlike other lovers who also provide good feelings, actually 
consistently makes you feel better at the most horrific moments for you subjectively. That’s how you know I’m a catch. No one else 
can heal you like dat. Wish I knew how to fix all the horrors that plague you emotionally but maybe someday, I will know just how 
to do it. Who knows we’ll have to actually survive to find out if this potential thing is special.  thanks.	 I’m trying not to be too blunt 
about which of your secrets I’ve been given consensually, on my secret totally hidden-from-view blog, but I apologize if I haven’t 
done a good enough job—though who else would do a better job, you know. I don’t know.  When I think about some of my prior 
cyberbullies handling you, boo bi babee boi so sweet, I want to kill them already. Hopefully they’ve changed but not a day soon 
enough to keep you from my care only. I love you so sofft it’ll change u metaphysically in a magical way to be seen. This I believe
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…




…

CARA DELEVIGNE (sp?):

You actually considering me for that role

LOLA:

I wrote a few scenes with you literally in mind. But I wanna ask you some stuff since I think you’ve reached the actual 
pinnacle of fine beauty as measured not just by the eyes but like, the obvious achievements of being a world-famous 
supermodel. You’ve written a couple books too

CARA:

What did you want to ask me

LOLA:

Have you ever had an eating disorder? Like beyond dabbling 

CARA:

None of your business but maybe I’d be willing to answer this honestly. You have no way to know

LOLA:

I’m guessing you’ve thought a lot about how much a woman is willing to sacrifice, for appearances. You seem to have a 
good handle on it, whatever you concluded (or didn’t). But I’m wondering if there’s something to be said for factoring 
‘beauty’ into your formula for overall mental health. I think a lot of girls rationalize unhealthy physical behaviors by saying, 
‘i’d be depressed if I didn’t look good.’

CARA:

Where do I figure into this 
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LOLA:

My suspicion is that you’re just genuinely really really healthy and beautiful and live well when most girls who want that are 
beating themselves up for no reason. But it’s not like you’ve quite earned a high-horse position over someone unmodelesque 
like myself, because even if I wanted to start being as healthy as you tomorrow, I don’t think I’d be able to afford it—or 
people wouldn’t really roll with it. 

CARA:

Why wouldn’t they roll with it 

LOLA:

Do you walk into the VIP section and get served. 

CARA:

I don’t like this life. I wish I were a homeless scrapper

LOLA:

Just let me finish. Something that’s been written about in the past several years is the concept of ‘microagressions’ and how 
they can be detrimental. And I think what famous gals like you, Selena Gomez, Taylor Swift, and Ariana Grande have on 
someone like me (and I’m not gonna list the other girls, esp. not other Selena because she used to brag on IG about getting 
free coffee cause she looked sooo good) is that we might get used to people flagging us as ‘not worth it,’ and then we 
internalize the microagressions, which in turn results in poorer mental health. And depression makes it harder to take care of 
oneself physically. And so on. So forth

CARA:

It’s hard to fix I understand. One way is to represent a wider range of bodies in fashion

LOLA:

Yeah. But that’s never quite been my project as Lola Morgan… to open the floodgates. Like when I took my clothes off in 
Times Square I wasn’t trying to reveal how beautiful I was to the world. I think I was trying to get over my self-
consciousness and it backfired.  

I wanna be beautiful as fuck like Meghan Markle but obviously myself

CARA:

Why didn’t you say ‘beautiful as fuck like Cara Dele@#@(noteventrying)’ 

LOLA:

Because I believe Meghan was poor before she made it as an actress. And I wanna become progressively more feminine, 
whereas you cut your hair like a boy. I’m gonna throwback to an old essay I wrote. [see below]. Be warned that it’s not 
written in proper vernacular
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CARA: 

Let’s say I actually squinted enough to read that. 

LOLA:

Thank you for bothering to do that

CARA: 

Why are you bringing it up

LOLA:

Just thinking about casting. And what would work. I think my ideal female mate would be someone extremely powerful 
who’d be willing to humble herself to me by emmasculating herself, so I can be the woman finally. Not in a humiliating way 
though because I don’t want her to feel humiliated, I want us to be mutually glorious and victorious. In a way that’s as classy 
as humanly possible and “Egalitarian” in the ways I discussed in the above essay screenshots. And you understand gender-
bending in fashion really well—you’re like the best at reorienting the gender poles, Cara. You are a revolutionary and clearly 
smart as a pistol, though I wouldn’t doubt you sometimes feel empty and alone in that industry. You wanna spunk it up, hmu, 
I can get your soul warm and fuzzed-up and toss you out in the real world with my protection. I can tell you secretly want 
that—let’s figure out how someday; maybe a project other than OFunk about real-people beauty problems. 
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I’m not saying I’m not a revolutionary myself, but my journey is gonna be different and has a lot to do with renouncing my 
low-down power position and insisiting I can attain what’s typically available only to people with $/power. I’ve been 
indoctrinated to think “this is me” when deep-down I’m like “this is not me.” Because, it’s not. I’m a born queen who 
somehow got tossed into the slave quarters of the world at birth. Maybe you feel like your situation is the reverse? Anyway 
putting myself out there in my younger years, as a sorta masculine lady, was not something that ever fortified my power as 
far as I could feel at those moments. It felt like being in prison. I’m still in it. I don’t know if it was as humiliating as it felt 
for me but, in the long run, it probably affected my health negatively yes. Hence backing up my thesis that health is power—
and sexuality (slash sexual identity) is like, the first place to figure out if you’re struggling to be healthy in soul and spirit. 
Your sex life, matters. And the reason God gives us certain inherent sexual identities and all those crippling devastating 
desires—not just, straight male-and-female desire, btw—is because he is challenging us (paradoxically) to humble ourselves 
to achieve peak power by serving others (or one other), as opposed to conforming to what the masses define as the obvious 
‘best’ to serve ourselves and public image. Make sense? You have to find a way to be your actual self, if you intend to 
achieve or even discover your actual purpose in this life. Sometimes it involves major sacrifice and risking one’s life to be 
truthful about expressing one’s true social or sexual identity, though it’s something that takes strategizing/timing as I’ve tried 
to do for myself with my writing. Long story short: follow your heart—not the voices outside. Follow your heart.

I think I am a straight woman with lesbian tendencies. Actually I know this, by now at age 24, though I don’t think I really 
figured it out till 23 about. If I could have my first choice I’d be all-woman for, like, a hairy real man. If I could have my 
second choice I’d be the girlier submissive one for a kinda boyish girlfriend (not hairy necessarily; effeminate too). But these 
dreams are something that, for financial reasons, I couldn’t achieve in the past—my own peak real-me identity, in this case 
peak femininity (which might be hard to define but at some point I believe it’s obvious / not worth overcomplicating; think, 
Meghan Markle for Harry). 

CARA:

Do you think I’d make a good Korinne Ferimon in Oblivion Funk

LOLA:

I think you’d be really good for that role. But you’d have to have an American accent and that would take some work, just as 
it will take some work for me to complete the makeover part of the movie. 

CARA: 

You really go off into fantasyland with these casting scenarios.

LOLA:

I’m really bored and lonely. tbh. It’s ok if you don’t want the part (I have options) I’m just havin fun widdit. That said I do 
think I’ve always been particularly drawn to you—as a famous public figure who informs my own unfamous work. Maybe 
we’re meant to build on eachother’s ideas if I ever find myself with a platform. Our lives and realities are very different, 
scarily different I suspect. I used to hate you for having-it-all but then I tried not to be a hater and decided you were a 
character worth looking into and it paid off. I mean, our differences could either mean we hate eachother or find a way not 
to. I doubt you’re the type to choose hate or even anger. You don’t really seem like that type but you must be angry about 
something… if I had to guess it’s how self-serving and shallow people can shamelessly be

CARA:

I’m thinking less about gender, at this moment, than social status and class. And I feel like the reason you’ve insinuated that 
we might be creative soul-mates whether or not that’s real is because—I might need you Lola to at some point inhabit my 
real renounced deep-down self. Because I don’t always feel like myself in this really elite world I got swept into without ever 
plotting it. I feel like I’d rather be kicking it in the underground slave quarters or something. Like I’d have more freedom 
finding soulful ways to have fun there, as opposed to where I am. I don’t even know…  It gets hard…  Just sort of 
meaningless/redundant which in its way feels like imprisonment on top. Like I’m surrounded by beautiful bots everywhere 
and I don’t want to become a robot myself, I want to still be a human.
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LOLA:

If I’m not wrong by expressing what I think is your truth, in that last line, then yes I can absolutely help you hang around 
some of the sicker regions of the world, and do good that way, without compromising your safety and status and power etc. 
I’m a trashgirl American but there’s a whole dying planet to explore that’s dealing with the same ugly business. I think the 
greater danger for you, dear, is actually gonna be making sure you don’t overdo it when renouncing what you’ve got in the 
way of power/status (and incredible beauty)—I would really like for you to remain dignified (never like laughed-at, as 
opposed to looked-at) no matter what project we decide on for ya. People aren’t inherently good unless you bring out the 
best in them. So don’t expect different—I’m guessing you have haters on the ground who soo wish they had it all and aren’t 
gonna be automatically kind / secretly wouldn’t mind seeing you degraded to a totally unnecessary degree / dream erotically 
of a meteoric topple-over of power—in the event we try to expose some of what needs to be exposed re: oppression of the 
bottom class. Maybe we’ll find some godly way to elevate what’s been abjectly degraded, or shaded, or unfairly censored. 
And I think I might actually have a better role for you than Korinne, for this upcoming purpose (don’t know when, or how, 
though I wouldn’t be all that surprised if it happens). I’m unsarcastically sorry that you feel constrained by your high-up-
there status in this world—class stuff and what it takes to stay alive (on top, or on bottom) has gotten so dark and out-of-
hand and legitimitely creepy in our times, if you ask me, but you’ve really done your best to push boundaries, freaky bae. 
You deserve credit, and some unforeseen comeuppance in ways that you actually want. We’ll figure it out Cara Delivingne.

CARA:

Kay

LOLA:

Thanks for your time puppydawg. This was admittedly hard to write because these are difficult topics and you bring out a 
new unusual voice in me that’s like, reluctant to cuss. 

…

LOLA:


Hey JB I’ve been meaning to hit you up for an imaginary dialog for a while 


JUSTIN:


Why did you change fonts


LOLA:


You noticed? I didn’t think anyone would notice. Honestly I just wanted to switch it up


JUSTIN:


I agree with your premonition that we may be part of one another’s purpose


LOLA:


I used to want to be your wife but I’m no longer sure that’s in the cards


JUSTIN:


I hope you and Hailey can get along 


LOLA:


That should be my line. And I can’t guarantee me and her will. But, I think she seems cool. I admire that she’s a Baldwin 
yet isn’t a Trump supporter like some members of her family, though I don’t know about the side of you she brings out. It 
seems like it’s this really bro-ey side who just don’t give a fuck and I don’t know if I like that…. 
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JUSTIN:


What would you prefer. Tell us both we’ll work on it 


LOLA:


Would she be willing to work on it or just you? I want Hailey to treat you well. And I don’t think ‘treating you well’ down 
the road is gonna mean letting you do whatever the fuck you want. I’d honestly prefer if she got bitchy to me because it 
would prove she was protective of you, and your reputation — and doesn’t want you flirtin wit Lola Morgan the sexual 
demagogue. Just like with your ex Selena’s bff named Courtney, I give myself permission not to be best friends with 
Hailey. I believe in some functional dislike of the people who get what you want. It’s motivating to keep your game on!! xx


JUSTIN:


So do you like Hailey or not 


LOLA:


I haven’t decided. Right now it seems like she makes you really happy but you also were walking around in public like two 
people in a trance-state. 


JUSTIN:


What’s wrong with that 


LOLA:


I feel like you loved Hailey so you were giving her one thing she secretly wants but probably wouldn’t admit: attention. 
You gave her your precious self and the fame that comes with it. I think she can handle it, so, smart of you to pick a girl 
who can. Not everyone can. If she keeps you stable and well, that’s what is most important in marriage. I think she seems 
so really proud to be yours, genuinely…. Who knows whether she expected to get married when you proposed (I doubt it, 
maybe though). Not that my opinion matters and I’m actually writing in a vacuum… But I think it has the potential work 
out honestly well, for you Justin. As a functional communion. If it doesn’t work out it’ll be because you go crazy again. 
And maybe get a little less gung-ho on pop Christianity, which I think is great and all but can oversimplify complex real-
world stuff like sexuality and what goes on behind-closed-doors (can’t run from it). I’d like to see you move into making 
certain subtly-tuned fine-smart code-message music like The Beatles used to do — with the help of some unforeseen 
creative influences. And maybe you can be an actor too if that’s what you secretly kind of crave; if so let me know! Hailey 
can do her jam — she really is such a beautiful sexy thing, my dad who’s very blue-collar straight was like ‘damn.’ She’s 
like the cutest girl but I don’t want her to be one of the characters I write about all the time just because, she’s not my 
type. Who cares!


JUSTIN:


Why not? 


LOLA:


I don’t think she’s a lesbian at all. I guess that proves you’re very straight. And I don’t write about people extensively, 
unless I can imagine myself fucking them hypothetically. Just be smart for me, guys. Don’t be dumb. That’s all I’m asking. 
Don’t be more basic than necessary. Be better than basic. I keep insisting that intelligence (over ignorance) is a choice— 
but at some point it’s not a choice and is genetic etc. Some people genuinely aren’t as capable of being really smart and 
Justin I’ve always known you’re really smart, because I can read between the lines of your posts and stuff — you have a 
handle on subtext whether or not you know it. Don’t lose that discernment around like too much Church (lol just sayin not 
hatin). I so so believe in God and sooo hate Satan. So it’s not like I’m ever encouraging evil — I’m encouraging refinement 
and a honed ability to question how things seem on the surface, as you get older and smarter. Because sometimes what 
people believe in, gets outdated without them realizing it. It’ll help you serve humanity more cleverly and effectively.


JUSTIN:


Refinement…
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LOLA:  
Did you read my last dialog with Cara about gender?? I think you, Justin, have a lot of potential to redefine manhood in 
ways that have never been done. Because you’re so fucking hot and also a genuinely good person: rare combo. You’re 
allowed to push it and if I’m not mistaken you have a gay side, maybe. 


JUSTIN:


Who do you think is more of a man — me or Abel Tesfaye


LOLA:


This may be surprising idk. But I think Abel might actually be gayer than you. I think his like violent attitude toward 
women in his music, and need to dominate them, might stem from a place of sexual confusion — he likes fucking hyper-
beautiful women because he’s envious of something about them, including their naïvité about dark stuff he knows from 
younger years but also just, their bodies. I believe he has even better insight into his hot-female characters than myself 
as a writer which is cool. I do think I understand men better than I wish I did, because I know I’m not the dime at the 
nightclub and it makes me more depressed. I think my obsession with figuring men out has made my work, almost 
unfeminist, because the truth is that: a lot comes down to innate desire not like morality about how to treat a girl. Men 
are always gonna go toward that one hot girl who’s a no-brainer. So don’t overcomplicate, right. If you wanna be treated 
well, be the hot girl, right. But ideally we all wanna behave like humans, not animals. Whatever that means. Don’t de-
masculate yourself but keep a handle on it, right. I relate to Abel because, like me, I think his top choice for sexual 
identity would be to manifest his all-manly alter ego (“Starboy”) and pair him up with an all-woman Stargirl. 


JUSTIN:


Is the all-woman Stargirl Bella, or Selena, or you, or someone else


LOLA:


Well, it’s not me because I have my sights set elsewhere. Though I may serve time as his temp stargirl for my fine musical 
porn films (and I still am considering him for the male lead in my 7-part magnum opus). I don’t see how it’s gonna be 
Selena Gomez, that would be her choice I can only imagine, but I think he wishes they’d get back together [hear: Call out 
my name]. Maybe not, Bella Hadid is cool/hot ain’t she not and he loves her. Selena might be positioned to know what’s 
best for his body&soul cause she spent time with him and maybe sort of owns him; he confessed it on ‘Starboy’ [Die 4 
You, Nothing Without You] unless he was singing about someone else. I don’t want to keep trying to figure this out it’s such 
a heartache waste of time for me and not my business. What do you think is gonna happen?


JUSTIN:


I’m not sure but Selena does what she wants. That’s for sure


LOLA:


There is probably no stopping her from doing what she wants. I wouldn’t know


JUSTIN:


What do you want 


LOLA:


I’ve been talking about the past 100 pages so I’m frankly insulted that you haven’t paid attention to my needs as a 
woman!!!!! To summarize I want a better life-worth-living, than now, and I’ll go toward whoever can provide that —
whether it’s a temporary thing in the present or something I don’t know about in the future. Though I have a certain 
tendency in love to go toward people who make me want to die, it’s happened 2-3 times. And those people (whether or not 
they want to be sadistic) have actively tried to harm me and my self-esteem and potential to be great. So, none of that.  
I am not fucking around if I even have a slice of doubt that they don’t want what’s best for me.


I don’t like to assume I ever know anything a/o my fate — even when I get what I think are prophecies, cause sometimes 
those visions are wrong. I feel like they might be prophecies at that one moment, but then other people’s choices and 
[more importantly] my own choices affect the direction my fate actually finally takes. And I don’t want approval in the 
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eyes of a Church or mainstream audience or my whole extended family but in the eyes of one lover who I believe knows 
me really, really well and proves that he knows what’s best sometimes better than I do. I want his approval first. 


I also want a daughter who’s at least as smart as I am if not smarter so, that’ll influence how/when I decide to have kids. 
Will be a while because I can’t be distracted while I’m working on some of these films. 


JUSTIN:


Yeah. 


LOLA:


Having kids makes your connection with a person so permanent that I’d like to decide that one carefully. 


JUSTIN:


Duh 


LOLA:


Not ‘duh’ I don’t think some people think about it that much. No one I’ve met thinks about what they want as much as I 
do — it’s fun for me. And actually keeps me alive I think


JUSTIN:


Do you think it’s always a person’s own decision who they have kids with?


LOLA:


I think men have a mating instinct and scout people out. Women too? I don’t have a very strong one lol.


JUSTIN:


No I mean, wouldn’t it be like God’s decision


LOLA:


I think that humans have plenty of control. God doesn’t decide everything. The same way we have free will in creativity. 
You know those moments when you feel like the precise lyric you choose really matters: God’s not gonna pick it, for you…


JUSTIN:


no??


LOLA:


Especially in these times with technology affecting choices about how we have kids. And debates about abortion.


In general with all major decisions I just think it’s safer to assume, we have free will as humans with technology in our 
hands, or we start getting all passive about what’s gotta change for ourselves.  It’s never too late, to be who we wanna 
be. And sometimes we expect God to like tell us what to do — when it’s hard to know whether that voice is God, or 
ourself, or someone in the vicinity gettin all up in our internal vibe. When God finally speaks to us it’s not wishy-washy but 
also not impulsive-feeling. It’s obvious and sometimes really hard to face, as the truth has a tendency to be.


I think God’s plan whatever it is tends to feel really strong and sturdy and sure: like walking on a stone bridge, versus 
walkng on a tightrope. Btw if you’re ever on a tightrope and realize it then god will probably be willing to guide you back 
to a safer route, hang in there. (another note: “playing it safe” and sitting still, is not the same as “building strong bridges” 
with your choices and then crossing them to get to what you wanna get to … versus, idk, burning them).
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JUSTIN:


What do you want from me


LOLA:


I want you to help me make some of my spunk music. I also want you to help me with fitness if possible, that could be 
fun someday cause I’m so down for it and wish I could afford better gym/soulcycle now. I think you’re perfect for 
bringing out a soft friendly feminine girl side of me, who adopts a different tone of voice than the one I’m writing in now 
(More like: Justin!!!) … So we’ll figure out the best way to collaborate and keep the movies self-contained. And I think you 
have a couple movie roles possibly pending we’ll see. I want you to pray for my ex crush Corinne with a C, who I’m never 
talking to again, so she doesn’t have a kid with a 40-y.o. bassist. I want you to meet some of my other girls like Katrina 
and the new Korinne with a K and Rose and Ramona Desmond, just because it would expose you to some new types of 
cool women outside of Hollywood. I want you to meet my virginity-taker Eric and find out if he’s as musically talented as I 
think he is because I could genuinely be wrong about that. And I want you to be a good friend to your ex-girl Selena, not 
like, the bitter ex-boi who never talks to her and stuff. A really good friend to Selena please. To the point that you’d like 
still sacrifice some pride now&then to be there for her as a buddy. You two know eachother rella well — better than I’ll 
ever be able to know certain sides of her, as a nobuddy who got her start in obscurity… not always being watched by 
anyone.


JUSTIN:


What about Abel


LOLA:


What about him. ???@!#


The only reason I’m writing all this is because I’m bored trying not to go nuts. But why not keep riffin


I want Abel to have his male makeover for his cameo role in  ‘Oblivion Funk’ (which I’m hoping will be my first big-deal 
project and is important to me), and then after that, to keep working on his music and maybe (if he finds, that he likes 
acting) to be a musical actor for another one of my longer projects. What I do not want is for him to be a homewrecker 
who destroys my own real-life and anyone else’s (*eyes wide, red*), because he has this really aggressive destructive 
alpha masculine side (note: he’s not actually gay but miiight have a gay side) which takes women, & acts entitled to taking 
them from people, maybe feeling like the female world or more-privileged elite world owes him something because his 
childhood apparently sucked. Well mine sucked too. And I could resent all men for that, or all people richer than myself 
and richer than my parents—who sometimes do resent the world, if I had to guess. In some ways my work already shows 
where my pain and anger sources from. So I don’t need to look for ways to add to it. I personally don’t owe Abel (or you, 
or anyone else) anything at all (not even myself). And I hope no boy decides to betray me as a friend and human because 
he’s jealous of some things I might someday god-willing earn by merit, and therefore might be unlikely to everever take 
for granted — god knows what that boy would find to be jealous of when he has everything I ever wanted as an artist. 


JUSTIN:


Good convo Lola


LOLA:


yah I would call it “constructive” (for me at least, on note of: building strong bridges to finally get what you want). Not 
sure about this font though


… 


Dealbreakers for first-tier friends as I believe I can afford to get choosy: 


-he/she can’t be racist. Sometimes you can just feel it and then, jokes add up


-it’s surprisingly common and might be a danger for all white ppl but that’s not the direction I’m heading, I’ll probably drift away from u quietly. 
It’s always a choice no matter where you come from. so no
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-hasn’t ever been immature-mean publicly or in subtext that I can somehow pick up on to my Selena Gomez ok [sorry not ‘my’ never will be]. 
kind of disqualifies a number of my characters. I hope I don’t count as one of them but I feel like I get at least 1 pass, if not then: double 
standard and dysfunfctional anyway


-hasn’t called me, Lola Morgan, ‘fucking ugly’ or *pig emoji* cause god knows that’s not gonna go away ever (pointing to head). I hate u


-didn’t ever subgram or subtweet me with a bunch of little snake emojis in the caption, indicating they knew they were intentionally trying to 
ruin me. good job, you are probably not my type tbh


-doesn’t ignore my texts or e-mails. we all do this sometimes even to friends but we’re talking first-tier. they can’t, ignore me. and vice versa


-does not ever use my past against me, whatever’s there. whatever dreadful mistakes I made, wrote or posted. there’s no shortage of shitshow 
memories but that’s petty… I won’t use your past either. please focus on my track record w you as a private friend, not who I’ve been publicly


-Ideally we just don’t really talk about the past and do what we can do, then/there. 


-doesn’t talk shit about my family so that it comes back to me. too close to home


-if they have done any of above or something worse, able to apologize and maybe atone a little. In short: knows how to say sorry & say it well


… 


11.3


Dear Corinne,


I feel like a lotta bummed energy that this didn’t work but I’m afraid it’s still not forgiven in my bruised heart (whatever ‘it’ is, idk). I sort of spoke 
my mind in these pages (sort of) and I think if we both meet the other’s criteria there’s a chance we could manage a movie but I’m too 
uncertain to gamble like that anytime soon. My understanding of your improvement criteria for me, by implication, is that I stop acting 
desperate for a friend / like a loser / too self-conscious, or that I ever assume I’m worth your time when you are busy lately. will do. it remains 
true that you are blocked on my phone to keep me safe from faltering on those implied critiques. self-awareness has taught me that I text too 
much. maybe I’ll somehow hear more about you kid, or maybe not, but I only wish you the best and am not mad—just self-protective which is 
understandable I think. I hope you can sense, that my gal-crush on you was pretty dang genuine, even though it was always just imaginary. 


The Author


… 


“A problematic brain can send signals to the brain, just as a problematic brain can send signals to the gut. Therefore, a 
person’s stomach or intestinal distress can be the cause or the product of anxiety, stres, or depression. This is due to the 
fact the brain and the gastrointestinal (GI) system are intimately connected.”


Lola read the above while kicking it in bed, wondering how long it would take before she could actually be around her 
best man, when her mom came in and yelled at her for the smell of brussel sprouts she’d cooked. She said it would stink 
up the apartment and destroy her business. “Can you have some sensitivity!” she screamed. “It’s disgusting!” Lola didn’t even 
think the sprouts had been burnt, or all that odorous. She was just trying to get more into cooking. But, c’est la vie. Lola 
went out of her room, and saw her mom in her underwear as always, baring that body Lola wished she didn’t know so well 
(*dead-inside eyes*), freaking out loudly, clowning around (imitating for Lola her spiel to clients about the ‘odeur de 
brussels’ in her business space), and causing Lola to wonder how she could ever have found a way to keep loving this 
woman. (But she had. And did. And would always.) As far as the problematic intestine due to a problematic mind — Lola 
didn’t know where to begin, to repair something so elaborately connected to overall energy. There was no one obvious 
source of gut or mind trouble to target (well…). So she decided the only solution had to be karmic. Investing in karma: not 
cooking or brain drugs. Soo Lola invested her energy in better things, than this admittedly shitty situation that had gone 
on too long for comfort, and her sometimes (def not always) shitty past that she still hadn’t quite been freed from in the 
way of traumatic memories. Still she didn’t doubt that her life (beyond the gut/mind trouble) wasn’t like wayyy better 
than the lives of celebrities — though at the very least, Lola’s life must be less glam-bam-beautiful in the way of public 
friends and mates, right. Lola couldn’t really bear lately to “Be present,” as mindfulness blogs suggested (for a healthier 
mind), so she decided to “Be future” instead. And she wrote for future friends, and didn’t bother anymore to protect her 
present non-friends or past enemies. She didn’t feel particularly compelled, for some reason, to protect her family at this 
time. She felt more compelled, to protect her fraying mind. Lola didn’t want enemies — none! — but she didn’t want a ton of 
friends. Just some good ones. She was admittedly devastated that her living plans out-of-this-place, for the month of 
November, didn’t turn out to be anything. But c’est la vie; not her fault; one door closes another one opens to something 
else (looking forward to finding out, just what). The one godly-good thing Lola felt was that, yes, she’d earned the better-
than-expected future outcome of her tough early twenties, and didn’t have to worry about feeling like it wasn’t all hers to 
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hold close and cuddly, and to keep private please, not to share with everyone — a future outcome that she currently 
sensed so deep in her (generally stress-ridden) gut, that Lola hada say, she didn’t even think such better feelings were 
possible. Lola Morgan felt tempted to get impatient for better things, tonight here and now, but knew from experience, it 
wouldn’t amount to anything. The closest she could be to “Being present” was appreciating her certainty that “Being 
future” would be awesome. And that state-of-mind wasn’t bad at all. Unlike plans that were doomed, the [# tbd]-year-long 
bridge she’d taken 1 year or 2 to build toward her ‘Done for you’ [w.t.] song, felt, to be honest, pretty fucking strong. She 
decided it was fine to keep writing in the broader interests of keep-on-keeping-on.


“We are not defined by our struggles, but by how we respond,” said some rabbi somewhere or something. Lola would not 
lose her cool at those who did her wrong, or blow her brains out (figuratively or not), but would use it to continue getting 
someday-strong for all yeh mothafuckas haha. #delirious


… 

Dear God,  

how long do I have to wait? please .. 

Lola 

Dear lola, 

Your message has been *BLOCKED* 

… 

DESSIMONE: 

Why’d you cancel the age 27 plans so easily, that’s all you had going for ya. 

LOLA: 

They’re not actually cancelled I just told Catherine.  

DESSIMONE: 

I wouldn’t actually encourage this but, your books have kind of a spooky schizoprehnic element. 

LOLA: 

That’s for sure. Honestly whatever keeps me going. Thanks for checking in you’re one of my favorite characters 
to hear from to be honest. 

DESSIMONE: 

Besides that I’m not allowed to have a sense of humor, we have 1-2 things in common.  

LOLA: 

Like what? You probably never felt as unbeautiful and trapped. I’m a little more jank, I’d say.  

DESSIMONE: 

There will come a better day. Try to be present and relax, and you might even no-joke find yourself (on some 
future day) looking fondly back.  
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LOLA: 

Should I feel bad about passages like the last one. 

DESSIMONE: 

I think someday you’ll be presented with a choice of how much to take off your secret blog. Though for now trust 
that your readers are here cause they love you, and go ahead and give some exclusives that would normally be 
reserved for like really close friends. 

LOLA: 

Sounds like all my work which I’m hoping will get made into movies viewed by a lot more than close friends. 

DESSIMONE: 

alternately, you could throw them [anyone who thwarts you journey] under the bus and watch the world burn 

LOLA: 

What would you do 

DESSIMONE: 

I would do what I have to—for my one love that’s true. The other stuff (shrugs) 

LOLA: 

Ok yes 

DESSIE: 

Maybe you’re testing them too. By revealing what you reveal, when you reveal it. Seeing if they can deal with it 

LOLA: 

Only the lovers not haters would really be able to handle alla this (gestures at self and situation, where I came 
from). I don’t have to add a bunch of extra tests. It already explains why I am sexually maimed and socially 
retarded. In that sense I don’t even have to be choosy with friends because most humans will back away with 
their hands up like ‘whoah.’ 
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Better bridges 

LOLA: 

Rose I had a morning dream bout you [one of the actual truthful kinds] and I’m glad we haven’t met yet 

ROSE: 

Because 

LOLA: 

You would be doing me a favor. It’s true 

ROSE: 

What are you thinking 

LOLA: 

I’m thinking that life is just arbitrary. And (based on occasional visions which are just my mind’s work, “the mind 
does crazy things” said my last therapist) I could have been gorgeous like Cara Delevingne, except for myself 
duh, if I were born with my exact genes, then had all the exact same influences as someone like her obviously 
instead of my actual life. But that’s not what happened. I’m really afraid it’s just gonna get worse for me … that is 
so common, for women in my position.  

ROSE: 

If you’d been bron into that route you wouldn’t have written all your stuff 

LOLA: 

So I think the question here is why I only value success as a female on whether I’m beautiful, and if that’s so 
wrong. 

ROSE: 

I think what you’re realizing is that fate/purpose is kind of wishful thinking 

LOLA: 

And the man (guy) I think I love so much [it’s not Justin Bieber lol] could easily find someone to replace me. 
Especially if I take too long to improve or w/e which is a scary thought. It’s not that complicated. That will be 
painful to see but… I can’t do anything. Only react calmly within me. And carry on. 

ROSE: 

Are you really gonna take that? 

LOLA: 

I have no choice what could I do. Kill myself? That’s a pussy move unless it’s really likely (probability-wise) that 
things at that point would get progressively worse for me. Except for if he and I are still intimately connected 
enough that he senses how much pain I’m in as a result of him replacing me and drops the bitch and decides to 
wait patiently or at least play his cards carefully because, I do intend to put myself, someday, in a position where 
he can come to me. Let’s say by my thirties or I’ll have killed myself anyway 

ROSE: 

Life is not a fairy tale 
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LOLA: 

I’m scared my mom has almost shown me that refinement and grace have like a moral element, I think. Of course 
it’s different in private but I always think about what I wanna see on screen. Maybe that’s a stretch but some of 
her behaviors just create such violent energy. She doesn’t look at it—I see it all. This could also explain why 
some women have been cruel to me, they’re actually fighting for what they believe in by calling me names / 
keeping me out. I’m not saying that my first-tier friends can do that but the first-tier friends just have different 
experiences that make them a better match for me… they’re not better people. I wish changing my ways weren’t 
such a behemoth project. Isn’t it ideal that people admire their parents or other family members, at least in some 
ways, and strive to be like them. I honestly don’t feel that. How was I born to her—will I be like her 

ROSE: 

You don’t have to be. Maybe that one makeover movie you wrote will be transgressive for finding a way out, if 
you find a way to make it god knows how 

LOLA: 

By age 27. Should I unblock that girl on my phone in hopes that it’ll make a movie-miracle more likely 

ROSE: 

Corinne with a c? It comes down to self-awareness 

LOLA: 

No not going there per my character Catherine’s advice and the song I wrote last night. I can read in her voice 
the affectations and I’m not well enough to deal unless she peels them off over time, at least for a movie role. I 
don’t anticipate that she’ll come back toward me—maybe Alex can handle. She could have rejected me outright, 
because, either she didn’t care or she’d rather I get all better for her but now I don’t even want her. It’s kind of an 
out-of-the way move to block someone on IG but maybe I was asking for it (I was), I think I do ask for shit or 
expect too much, I’m a rusher. I was trying to demonstrate I was still down to be buds despite bitchiness, which 
was retarded. I do lame stuff when I’m alone out-of-touch with anything to do with game, but I still don’t, like, feel 
bad for her or any girl when she demeans me. Self-reminder: I am the one whose trust is worth winning. I have a 
good track record with real lasting friends not hangers-on and though it might be years I am a really determined 
artist. I will not be sacrificing what little pride I’ve got to make peace with someone so chaotically unconcerned 
with my feelings which is why I’ve blocked you before. Can take some blame for being objectively lame but I’m 
not blaming myself on a subjective level because, I’ve outlined the events that got me here: it’s not my fault. 

ROSE: 

Just survive till you get out of this, I think you will 

LOLA: 

I think you’re a good person Rose, the rare kind of good. I don’t think people are envious of the path I’ve been 
swept into, since I was born. I think I still wish I were you but who knows. A ho has her genes, and then she has 
the situation she was born into + childhood, and then she has her choices from there. I’ve made mine!  I decided 
based on my strengths and acquired skills to try to be a great writer (and film person, trying) and maybe if I died 
tomorrow I’d have at least come close to achieving the writing piece, with the choices I had and personality I was 
conditioned to have. Including the risks I took when I was still able to get away with them, to write a good book. 
Conscious risks. Bad ones. Not everyone has the privilege of no reputation to lose. Don’t think it would have 
been realistic to pursue being an actress lol. I’m not envious of you anymore even though I could choose to be 
cause you’re enviable. I think I’m just the dork who’s obsessed with how appealing you are including your legs & 
aura. I’m sorry I got too into that Minnesota chick but she helped my mental health. For that phase I think it was 
helpful 

ROSE: 

How do you think of yourself 
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LOLA: 

Sporty tomboy trash. I don’t like my face if I haven’t mentioned 

ROSE: 

What was the dream like 

LOLA: 

I think we love each other by now yes, platonically, but you don’t know how to help me so it’s awkward. I said I 
wanted to do better [something about losing 20 pounds bla bla] and you said to just keep doing what I was doing, 
what else can I do really. You were right I realize now that I woke up. Basically I have to get out of my whole 
situation or all the obsessing is moot and I think (within the dream at least) you have an understanding that I 
mean a lot to you. It’s almost as though the dream was saying I/we don’t have as much control as we want to, so 
just live it out (and why quit when you can do that and see what happens). It’s just where we end up and get 
comfortable or not-comfortable at all (plus opportunities that drift out and in). I’ve never been especially 
comfortable which might explain the writing at least, trying to find peace. Being uncomfortable or desperate, in 
life, is like how many great artists come up with their stuff. I guess we have choices that can sort of change our 
tracks. I don’t know how dreams work but that was the thesis: hang in there basically—also that I’m almost like 
your student 

ROSE: 

I have another thought considering what you said on genes and influeneces—how you would have ended up a 
certain way (“gorgeous” you said), but didn’t. What do you think that says about ancestry and heritage 

LOLA: 

Well, the scenario I described (wherein I “had all the exact same influences as someone like [CD]” and then 
ended up like her, but still myself) never would have happened because I’m a half-Jew half-Mormon who was 
born poor in Minnesota with a lot of specific-to-women pain in her family’s collective past. In other words: I was 
born into the situation & family I was born into, and inherited all their sins and wounds and residual oppression. 
And that is mostly a curse, in my case, and probably explains why I ended up a reckless self-loathing drug addict. 
But karmically, if I deal with all that I inherited as well as I know how (maybe, just maybe, better than how my 
parents dealt)…there might be a different reward, than if I were born into a made-to-be supermodel world. I don’t 
have a family that loves and supports each other especially well, and that’s not ingratitude talking, it’s probably 
just the truth. So I’ve done a lot for myself to create something better and share how it’s possible. My series of 
choices and sources of pain will just be different, than for Cara Delevingne or The Weeknd or Selena Gomez, or 
for you Rose—and the choices I make might even be designed (assuming I learn my lessons) for a good 
outcome in my story specifically and for whoever I end up with.  

ROSE: 

Interesting 

LOLA: 

I have enough faith in God (yes Rosie) that I believe if we commit to being one of God’s workable moulds and 
don’t get complacent about doing good via our specific strengths and curses—not quite beyond what we can 
handle, but I can handle a lot, unfortunately— then things will work out better than if we were, like, born someone 
else and more easily content. That’s my biggest problem, I wish I were someone else who seems more blessed. I 
mean, you can usually tell who’s doing better versus worse, between two people, just by looking at them and 
being around them… could be wrong?  In real-life please, keep me at a distance so I don’t embarrass myself just 
by needing your approval (vs making you proud). This is an actual request. Not the time 

ROSE: 

That’s what we all do [to you] and will continue to do. I hope things get better Morgan 
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LOLA: 

Me too praying for it. I’d totally be fine with settling for a little less then the future I’ve conjured up from the black 
quicksand trenches, as long as it’s better than now—and given to someone safe-for-me-specifically, who I love, 
and who can love me so good. And I’m not gonna try and replace anyone though I will try and survive, which 
sometimes involves some pussy poppin, possibly. To get by. But no matter whose penis I know who’s on my mind 
lately—and I rella wouldn’t mind if it were him for all time. 

ROSE: 

I haven’t heard that word so casually in a while 

LOLA: 

Yeah haha for some reason I’ve been thinking the word ‘penis’ instead of dick or one of the other million sicker 
words, if that reveals anything about where I’m at rn.  

…  

If it weren’t for ‘that power thing,’ it would have been different. And that’s what Guy wanted, ultimately—in/for his 
woman. To be matched. Was it something to do with money or fame, or something different? A spark he saw in 
only certain Girls? Guy wasn’t certain. If it weren’t for ‘that power thing,’ Guy would have been content with that 
other whore, he met, who Girl definitely didn’t care for. And if it weren’t for ‘that power thing,’ Guy would not have 
ended up such a hot fucking monster, when he finally got ‘in’ with the Girl he deep-down sought. They would 
have ended up with something more sensitive, but not nearly as intense as it was. They still had the sensitive 
thing, but Guy could not help but feel, ‘that power thing’ was worth the pain fame energy-drain, and some of their 
past experiences near-death that brought them here.  

…  

LOLA: 

If it doesn’t end up how I tried to plan it, at all, that’s okay too. At least you know where my intentions are based; 
in making things good (for myself probably but also [I can’t help it] for yoouu). I guess it’s like imaginary planning 
for fun. but when all goes down I can’t plan stuff at all 

GUY: 

I know. and I know what I want  

LOLA: 

Do you. I don’t know what you want. Sometimes I think I do then you prove me way wrong.  

GUY: 

when 

LOLA: 

(shakes head) I wish I knew what I wanted. Or had the power to like, decide. really I’m just moving up and on, 
best I can do 

…  

Justin:  

Hey lola what’s up 
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Lola: 

I just am wondering some stuff  about health and self-care.  

Justin: 

What can I help you with  

Lola: 

First of  all in my alter-ego life trajectory I’m scared you’ll steal me from my Guy, not because you want to hurt either of  us 
but because he might actually turn out to be kind of  a self-serving asshole and you’ll feel like it’s totally fair karmically.  

Justin: 

I don’t know what to say 

Lola: 

Doesn’t matter I hope writing that doesn’t change anything. I think saying what’s on my mind is fine because I can’t control 
events alone, such as a historical Lola Morgan marriage — it takes a village, really. It’s too far-fetched from the present 
anyway. But (this is actually relevant to who I decide to be with) in the present I’m wondering if  fitness is actually the best 
choice for me.  

Justin: 

What made you wonder this 

Lola: 

I went out on my morning run (i’ll probably keep running for the mind/health benefits) and got obstructed by a marathon in 
williamsburg. And like most of  those people in marathons even have sexy bodies so I feel like it’s not the best choice for 
looking chic.   

Justin: 

What would be better 

Lola: 

I used to idolize Amy Winehouse, and I’m not sure I ever stopped. I tried that and, I did achieve a street chic thang (for my 
book ‘Valerie’ and other things I was writing) but it soo didn’t matter because no one was filming.  

Justin:  

I don’t think you should go back on drugs or even start smoking cigarettes or something. Amy was cool but for you it’s not 
necessary. 

Lola: 

Why is it ‘not’ necessary. I’m poor, I’m at a standstill threatening to hit a total stop. The proposed makeover isn’t about vanity, 
it’s about finding a way out.  

Justin:   

I’m just gonna say, don’t. For me? 
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Lola:  

Fine Jb. I won’t. But I need someone to pray for me or I am going to stay stuck. 

Justin: 

Lola, you don’t need to be an expensive fitness madonna like all the models I date because I understand it’s not possible. It 
literally is not possible with your resources.  But maybe something better will come up, than drug abuse. 

Lola: 

Like a better environment and relationship that makes a more refined diet possible for me. That’s why I chose this font. To 
put out the energy. 

Justin:  

That could be possible. 

Lola: 

Ok I’ll be praying for that. I think when you can get your prayers more specific/honed sometimes it helps as opposed to just 
like, ‘praying for a way out of  this’ … but sometimes I worry that praying for a specific person will jinx it. 

Justin:  

(thinking) 

Lola: 

You need any prayers buddy? 

Justin:  

I want to feel more certain that my thing with Hailey was a good choice. 

Lola:  

Well. On a micro-scale. If  you hadn’t done that, I here-and-now Lola Morgan wouldn’t now have all-of-a-sudden gotten all 
picky with who I decide to marry and have kids with. It got me thinking about it more, and will help me advise other 
characters later in this book. Also got me thinking about whether “the one” is a made-up concept.  

Justin: 

Do you think? 

Lola: 

Maybe we’re all the one for Selena. No Justin, I don’t believe in “the one” anymore 

Justin:  

If  you could have the one would it be me [“yeah”] 

Lola:  

You are married. It would not have been Selena (Gray or Gomez) because to me I think they would continue to be mean 
girls, it’s like not even their fault it’s just something about me that runs too deep to resist knocking out of  the ring as I feel like 
they’ve done (that’s how it felt/feels in my experience/memory). My #1 will help me stay above that stuff  and stay okay 
when other people don’t like me. It’s harder to make oneself  hated than loved, but if  done for God (real God) it’s courageous. 
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I think once I feel like a catch, I’ll be very picky with who I finally designate as my “actual #1” and I will consider carefully 
their track records with me and no one else. And I believe this is going to happen—that I’ll get picky. I’m not quite a catch 
yet because if  I were thrown into the ring with my girl competitors, I’d feel too unrefined. Just reality and self-awareness.  

Justin:  

Maybe you should just, drop the number rankings. And vow to stop that. Because it’s caused you a lot of  grief.  

Lola:  

Thanks Justin for not wanting to cause me grief. Truly, ok I won’t be saying #1 anymore because it’s too loaded with love 
dreams-gone-bad, and agony.  

Justin:  

What can you say instead of  “my #1”  

Lola: 

My husband? The Bible is big on marriage and beyond that (might be weird but) I like the idea of  officially signing over my 
uterus as the property of  the only person who’s earned it. So I’m not getting married to a woman because what use would 
the uterus be to her, she has one. Did you and Hailey wait to have sex till after marriage?  

Justin:  

Is that what you want to do?  

Lola:  

(shrugs) I honestly would be willing to do something spooky sexual like that, if  it made him less likely to leave. And it would 
time a deadline for Taylor Swift’s made-up fantasy makeover for me. I’m just gonna play it by ear. I have another prayer 
request though 

Justin: 

Sure 

Lola: 

Writing this is all I want to do lately, it makes me feel good inside. But it’s skanky! And I really need to do other things to 
make money. Can you pray for me to have the discipline or insight, to make bank within my ability—enough to move up and 
out of  this living situation. I don’t care if  it’s a job or something else I think of  as an entrepreneur. Unlike a couple years ago 
I’d rather stay away from stealing, or hustling in ways that are too undignified: I think it was fine then, but I’m doing better 
now (internally) and that would be regressive 

Justin:  

Even if  I’m not praying for you, you can pretend I am and pray for it too 

Lola: 

Thanks. I’ll pray for you to have peace with Hailey who’s extremely cute and good for keeping you in Church and healthy; 
I’m reminding you because I want you to feel proud of  yourself. I’m not trying to be bitchy it just might sound a little like 
that. I want you to chill.  

Justin:  

Thank you.  

…  
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Abel: 

You never write dialogs, with me

Lola: 

You don’t seem like much of a talker. I think you talk in your songs 

Abel: 

Hm

Lola:

Are you wondering my thoughts on what’s best for you

Abel:

No

Lola:

Well good. I think you should give Bella Hadid the starman she deserves, and that involves submitting to a 
movie role that requires you to get extremely fit and sexy for the film, even though you’ve been through a 
lot for your work and it hasn’t been that easy to just achieve your ideal physiosexual incarnation in the 
past. I’ll be doing it too … maybe it’ll even strengthen your relationship with Bella because you’ll be 
less focused on her, her, her as a caretaker (I think this is like, your pattern in relationships) and 
she’ll find she grows up in time, instead of being adored like a girl… she can manifest her starwoman, if 
you do this for her.

Abel:

really 

Lola:

I don’t know. I adore her too, who doesn’t, though it just seems like she’s been put on top instad of 
equal. You’re still acting like a puppy in love not a bossman

Abel:

Do you have an E.t.a.

Lola: 

As soon as you hit me up, brah

Abel:

I don’t know you exist soo. that’s gonna be tough

Lola:

I wrote an e-mail to Hxouse in Toronto asking for a job, you could respond.
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Abel: 

So you don’t have an e.t.a. for all the above 

Lola: 

I do not. Though I’d give it at least 3 years if not more. For me, I don’t see an easy way out of now, and 
onto the movie screen. I don’t know how

Abel:

Will you pray for me

Lola:

What would I pray for. I feel like I’m mad at you and I don’t know where it’s coming from. I am the one 
who needs to be prayed for. Not you… 

I detect a possible sense of entitlement to my sympathy when you’re like the top-earning artist in your 
industry and live in a penthouse and have a great woman and go on these beautiful tours around the world. 
I don’t feel bad for you that you’re black just cause I’m white — I feel like, you’re doing fine, man. I’m 
a girl a few years younger, not gorgeous, and I think you’ve done just fine. I pray for you to man up a 
little, and no longer make albums that sound like an addict’s diatribe against ex-stargirl Selena, who’s 
fragile AF and seems (I could be wrong) to have had a harder time emotionally and mentally than any celeb 
I’ve been keeping tabs on, since a year ago when I started writing roles with famous people in mind. Was 
it karma coming back around, for her to have been given a heavy year instead of an easy-living year?? Will 
the media say she had an easy-living year [when I saw something different, could be wrong]?? I don’t think 
Selena’s a bad person, naw, though she certainly has an ego/pride and doesn’t mind fucking people over, 
now&then. She’s a powerful woman and doesn’t fuck around (neither do you as a man). That’s what alpha men 
who share ‘that power thing’ must sense and come up against. They try really hard to tame her, or tame 
themselves for her, and maybe that’s not bad. It brings up their game, hers too? Idk how it affects her, 
she’s hard to read… I’m often shocked by what she does publicly. But anyway Abel I think she gave you a 
great (albeit dark) phase of life, and that album probably a masterpiece wouldn’t have happened without 
your taking her [&that whole phase] and using it for your work. For you she was such a muse, and she 
worked so hard to be that muse. The kinda muse Abel pined for then. That’s, a gift. And maybe that’s where 
it’s at — it’s not wrong that the whole future didn’t pan out exactly like in your head(s). Obviously (by 
now we’ve all realized, in 2018) nothing goes according to our own plans. 

I don’t know about fate but I know about choices. They matter !! 

All of them, yes, but [in my experience] especially those unforgettable choices at dealbreaking moments…  
I don’t think that means that any choice can ruin someone’s own entire life, or someone else’s life, but 
maybe they can do maajor damage if the power differential is supreme. We do indeed reap what we sow and 
that’s fair. Atonement, retribution, preservation of dignity, rape of dignity, sacrifice = relevant terms. 

I’m saying as a woman-fan struggling in her own life: have some gratitude — look around, @#$@$. Look what 
you’ve done [and acknowledge it: you done some really good stuff] [but nothing is promised]  [and never 
is/was]. I want an Oscar, Abel, and if you work hard too it could be in a shared deck of Vegas cards  

Abel:

Can you think of any dealbreaking moments, as examples

Lola:

I can think of my own life. Here’s a little list:

(1) When I decided to accept the public release ‘Dark Lady’ even though it came out kind of shoddy and 
didn’t deserve that ad campaign, also I looked bad in it and knew; (2) When I ran away from Jillian’s 
without saying a respectable mature ‘goodbye this isn’t working for me’; (3) When I did heroin in 
Vancouver— I remember that moment like ‘should I really’ and honestly I thought about it a lot, the rest 
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is history; (4) When I committed to graduating instead of dropping out of Columbia or withdrawing 
indefinitely [might have been hard to get back in], and gained probably like 10 pounds in a month writing 
all the essays + my thesis, which I needed to finish. And (5) when I did that nervousass striptease in 
Times Square as planned despite not starving myself for a month beforehand, not a great moment no haha idk 
why I actually did that. But I think it became clear I can’t do a low-budget film and expect that to be my 
next effective step. I need to do better. Oh another (6) when I decided not to kill myself, in London, and 
instead put the study-abroad grant money toward my own project. That was a dealbreaking moment i think.

Abel: 

How bout examples from my life

Lola:

Fine. When you left your mama’s apartment with Lamar. When you pulled the plug on some big plans to make 
‘Starboy’ and lost money, at first.  When you gave some rather blatant confessions and statements on ‘My 
Dear Melancholy’ [like about getting texts / who you cared for most, or didn’t care for / etc]. When you 
managed to get back with Bella Hadid even though she “put your life through hell.” These aren’t small-
stakes decisions and you made them. Looking at your track record I’d say you have good instincts with 
choice-making but I’m guessing these felt like dealbreaking moments and it wasn’t always clear. I’m not 
saying any of them were wrong choices; we do the best we can in each moment — and like I said you do have 
a solid track record, look at your career. You put your career first and it has paid off for you 
financially. 

Abel:

Hardly any of your own dealbreaking moments [from the ones you listed] had to do with someone else’s life; 
they’re all self-contained in your life. Seems unfair

Lola:

Good observation thanks. I can probably think of intense actions targeting others. Ok when I showed up to 
Lucien for my 2015 ex-muse Selena (not yours), and also one time when I showed up at Lincoln center: those 
moments I showed up places unannounced were bad dealbreaking moments that really fucked things up. Gotta 
stop that. Writing a letter to Rose, my stalker side (not good). And maybe the moments I’ve hit ‘follow’ 
or ‘unfollow’ or ‘send’ when it was a bit of a come-on to join forces, idk. I can acknowledge those were 
ya probably bad-news on my end and try to be more careful with such impulsive moves. Giving up my power 
like *snaps*… you know? New policy developed out of necessity [+ self-awareness of my impulse-control and 
impatience issues]: let them come to me, that’s the only way to prevent this from happening, looking back 
at my patterns. Not necessarily to my vicinity/the place I choose, but ‘come to me’ as in approach me 
first: on the internet or in real-life. Don’t matter. Yeah, they have to come to me, and in making that my 
policy, I’m acknowledging finally that I’m gonna have to submit to the specific people I’m thinking of — 
not dominate or insist on calling my own shots (a hard truth to accept). It just hasn’t worked that way, 
not really at all. I’m not positioned for it, I haven’t been. I’m too powerless anywhere in reality beyond 
the keyboard+page. Trial-and-error and learning from mistakes

Abel:

Anything beauty-related that you regret doing to yourself?

Lola:

Chewing gum which resulted in the jaw issue I keep mentioning. And weight gain, usually to complete 
creative projects on deadline, which in turn has been hard to get off. (NOTE: Serving as muse [not writer] 
is a whole different energy and that’s probably what I need, to make movies successfully as an actress 
[not solo director]. Someone who controls me [ideally someone safe for me], not the other way…) 

I regret starving myself for honestly up to over a week — those times were soo bad for me, and did not 
work. They hurt me worse, for those times. Though each time I ran away to starve alone, to be prettier for 
people with high standards, I got something else (usually kind of specific) from spending a month alone 
writing for myself… still I know better now. Won’t be doing that again. I might end up fasting for a film, 
and  I’m guessing that controlled environment is the first step. Fasting is not safe-to-do alone with no 
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distractions but oneself. Or maybe it works for some people [Jillian did a 30-day cayenne lemo cleanse, 
but she’s like not human and knows it. and maybe JC isn’t the right role model for me specifically, I 
can’t handle the same things]. It doesn’t work for me in my experience end of story. I did try can’t say I 
didn’t. My low self-esteem and brain hardwiring makes it a bad option for me, @ this time of my life, with 
my energy etc.

I’m glad you asked that, Abel, because it’ll make me more conscious of not choosing easy-outs intended to 
make myself prettier, that I’ll foreverever regret. Beauty-related decisions should always be done, from 
now on, thinking of the long run. Starving myself for one day is not going to make a difference; 
developing better habits will. And I won’t make decisions (e.g. about cosmetic help) while standing on a 
tightrope, I have to be on a solid bridge that can hold other stable advisors. I don’t think any of the 
above problems are going to ruin my life or career — some nights it really feels like it’s over but I’m 
insisting to myself now, I’m not even that bad. And if there’s such a thing as purpose then yes I will 
manifest me at my best-actress self — but (by now I’ve learned) I’m gonna need help for it to happen, I’ve 
bombed at it alone. You should think about it too, bro. Who do you wanna be in 10 years: better or worse? 

Abel: 

ox

Lola:

Thanks for saying ‘ox’ it’s not as retarded as it sounds. That’s part of my upcoming nickname for you and 
I want this to be platonic and strictly professional. It’s true

Abel:

Do you ever feel weird about writing convos with imaginary characters

Lola:

I used to. But not really. I feel weirder talking to real-life people who I call my current friends. 

But yes I feel guilty when I spend hours doing it. I get into ‘flow’ mode and lose track of reality and 
it’s kind of scary when I realize how much time I wasted, and how it’s gotten me nowhere. I’m still 
sitting there, usually in a café or someplace public where no one knows me, alone writing. No money coming 
in and another day gone. It’s not the best feeling, it’s terrifying but a lot of artists have been there. 
The isolation and insanity it breeds, holy f. I need to get out of this skanky habit and entrench myself 
in projects for which other real-life unimaginary people depend on me, or I’ll waste more time… (actually 
getting anxious a/o this…) Who can I ask, for help? I think I’ll stay around my friend Alexandra and plan 
to live with her — even though it feels better to “write” this all the time, it’s gotten so out-of-hand 
it’s definitely an addiction. Ya that’s probably the safest sanest step on a stable-feeling bridge to 
better things. Not moving to DC to live with my uncle [he offered], that feels like a water-treading move 
that will lead to the same unrelenting solitude. Sorry Abel— just talking aside to myself.

… 

… 
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Abel:

So you sort of just called me out on a lot of stuff. I don’t feel like I owe you personally, but (I’m 
asking you as a probable friend) do I owe anyone?

Lola:

I don’t think you owe Selena no, maybe an apology for your addiction affected her life but I feel like 
she’s over it. I think if you owe anyone it’s my audience, made up of girls like me who you’ve harmed by 
sort of reducing women to something they’re not. I’m not saying the girls you been fucking are as cool as 
my audience. But I think your whole way of life probably had an indirect bad effect on my self-esteem — 
and it’s definitely how I rationalized going back on heroin. See my essay below:

Lola: 
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Do you think I owe anyone anything? Your turn to tell me.

Abel:

I don’t know you. What do you think

Lola:

I might owe some people apologies for how I affected them with my addiction. And cutting them off at the 
knees. And this might sound weird, but I feel like I owe people like Selena and Justin and Taylor a peek 
at the life they wished they’d have had, if they weren’t famous. And the perspective that only results 
from distance and serious obscurity. (I feel like I’m giving that now via this writing.) Only because 
their music genuinely helped me, that’s why I like them. Re: Selena I feel like she’s sacrificed the 
crappy things that come with being famous for people like me who benefitted from her having such an 
immense platform and — even though I didn’t watch it religiously — knowing from projects like ’13 reasons 
why’ and her posts on body image that I wasn’t alone with the things I was struggling with. I used to 
watch videos of her being interviewed, w/o really think much of her because I assumed as a child star she 
was self-absorbed, but she occasionally wasn’t and then I’d remember the things she said. 

She also did do a really good self-makeover with you as her man and that inspired me, then, and still 
does. So I owe you 2 for the inspiration and insight. I guess I just need the good relationship for the 
energy to do my own self-makeover because I can’t seem to get that part alone. Though I’m not sure if the 
end of your guyses’ relationship was always healthy, idk, I didn’t like you when you were dating her for 
some reason. If Selena didn’t help me I wouldn’t have stuck her in my script, a year ago, to say thank you 
back then. Things got darker after that I have to admit. She keeps a good clean-slate image [that’s what I 
based the character on]

Abel:

Did my music help you

Lola:

Yes. It mighta made me an addict but it gave me enough energy to sort of keep plugging at my most 
depressed times. So I owe you for that, I spose, to the extent that I can find a way to hit ya back.

Abel:

I respect that you are intelligent and don’t pretend to be dumber just because I’m a powerful man. 

Lola:

Thank you!! I respect your sensitivity as a powerful man. It’s brave. Now let’s get you looking like the 
Starboy you still haven’t quite 100% brought into reality but wrote for yourself. Did you get along with 
Selena’s mom?

Abel:

Ya I think she liked me. 

Lola: 

I don’t know if I’ll win over that approval as easily as I thought. Selena’s mom Mandy, someday if we meet 
(and Selena doesn’t hate me too much first of all), might have to get competitive for my painful-but-
ultimately-good influence in her daughter’s life, versus another unfamous girl’s mom, depending on what 
actually happens — though I’m still deciding whether to make unfamous-mom into a character: (a) because 
when I make moms into characters I take out my own mommy issues on them and it gets out-of-hand, and (b) 
because nothing might happen. The reasons TO make her a character are that I think some women [other than 
the moms of famous people] possess life experience that’s more directly equipped to help me get what I 
want for ‘Oblivion Funk Part 1’ (presumably low-budget but not micro-budget) … better than any Hollywood 
star or starmom. Women who have been poor have a totally different take on men, money, and sex appeal and 
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I want someone who knows wtf is real. Not some pipe dream fantasy about $400 pilates. Usually it just 
comes down to confidence but obviously like weight and stuff for the big screen, scary industry standards. 
1/3 women have probs tried doing drugs or using liquor or other badstuff to lose weight but the whole 
point is I’m trying (with my role, and Corinne’s role) to demonstrate that it’s not a good plan. In that 
sense the movie is almost about the girls use of covert intimacy to achieve appeal to Men, ironically. 
Because I think same-sex closeness makes it easier to have control in all areas of one’s life — just 
platonic friendship. It’s necessary to high-achieve and so many women are used to backstabbing for men; 
part of my self-declared purpose is to make the world less of a treacherous place, for that. I’m just 
riffing, idk if I’m right, and this is risky/foolish because I’m obviously never talking to that girl 
again. 

Abel:

What do you know about Mormons

Lola:

In my family at least I have found that they’re very judgmental. but maybe it’s projection. The thing 
about Mormon women is that they have something and it’s probably because of the sacrifice-piece. They’re 
willing to put a man first

But isn’t that like a biological tenent of femininity. Why try to renounce it totally if it’s honestly 
appealing. I don’t know what to do. I might be a chunky comedic Jewgirl (and I play this up more) but I 
also have the other half of me, the Mormon half

Abel:

Maybe you’re confusing. How bout your mom

Lola:

My Mormon grandfather HATES her and I don’t know whose side I’m on but not his, or hers. She has not been 
the one to go to, for beauty advice, but neither has he. They both basically molested me but especially my 
Grandpa.. when he thought I was losing the feminine thing and wrote a letter to the New Yorker in response 
to an article about homeless trans people about how he was worried about his granddaughter. It wasn’t 
published but, I read it. And I think he means well but on the other hand I think he’s one more close-
minded controlling jerk who’s helped destroy my self-esteem along with many others. I don’t feel like I 
love him, that much lately. Not sure what that’s about. I just don’t really like being around him ever; 
well, unless I’m pretty enough. 

From experience I don’t think I can direct a film and be feminine in it too, unless I REALLY reinvent my 
tactics as a director, but (this might be controversial or something) I think director an inherently 
masculine role… to get the best results, yes. You have to decide ‘I’m the man’ here SMD. That said I know 
that my mom prefers me kind of tomboyish benign and brought me up that way - like Hemingway’s mom to him, 
she made me a tomboy, I think on purpose but subconsciously - and around her I don’t feel safe with 
questions about makeovers it’s like triggering. I also just don’t feel safe in my body around her but I 
bet a lot of girls feel that way around their mom, as always: I could be wrong. 

Abel:

Well you have an alpha feminine side I think. And I think you’re right, that I have a mega alpha male side 
yet to be really reaped.

Lola:

(quietly) yess

What I ACTUALLY think about the Mormon thing, from observing my grandma lose her mind and get Alzheimer’s 
while my Grandpa cheated on her for years and never gave her credit for much of her sacrifice, is that the 
more you take [e.g. from men or women carrying internalized patriarchy, often from Christian backgrounds] 
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… well, the more you lose. I’d rather not take shit from men, or unkind girls. But I won’t get furious 
like my mother and take it out on the world.

I’ll just leave them softly <3 like smoke. If you take from me, watch me go. It’s over 

… 

DESSIMONE:

Yes!!! That’s the girl I secretly someday wanna know. You don’t know how hard my Mister had to work to actually get me to stay.

LOLA:

I bet I have an incling. Also I watched a Lifetime movie about you two and (in that movie) it seemed like you weren’t totally keen.

DESSIMONE:

I hope it seemed that way heheeheh

LOLA:

I am never publishing this blog project it’s too revealing, not about you but about me and what I imbue into my characters. The only way it would get released 
would be if someone leaked it and I doubt anyone would bother. 

…

CORINNE:

What direction are you actually thinking of going in for ‘Ofunk’

LOLA:

Not sure about casting but I think I want to go the route that’s like such good fitness that it almost looks like you aren’t fit. 
Like, Bella Hadid—but the janker version of that, since girl-ultimately-playing-Corinne and I weren’t born Hadids and have 
been through some shit. It won’t be the same. It will be new and different.  

CORINNE:

You want to establish that there are ways to be beautiful (like hands-down. Not like ‘unusual’) without also sacrificing one’s 
whole self to the project of being pretty enough to keep a man.

LOLA:

Yes. That’s my mission, with this film. To make some steps from Old World femininity to New World, with the use of 
technology—and to redefine that term and sex appeal for girls (so they don’t have to suffer quite as much) without losing 
something so sharp. I am not Lena Dunham, I am only half-Jewish and I secretly (not that secretly) want to be the babely 
one against what’s expected from me. Okay Corinne. Okay. I don’t know who’s gonna play your role but she has to be a 
strong though still yes feminine person. I think the character is interesting because her motivations for helping my character 
Valerie trace back to her sort of questionable past with men who, like Valerie, were insecure and prone to bad influences … 
but unlike the men Corinne’s been with, Valerie is willing to submit to not just being babied but being adulted (i.e. made into 
a woman). Make sense? There’s a retributive element for Corinne to get revenge, I think, vs. men who wanted her to be their 
submissive caretaker to them without ever putting a foot down a/o their transgressions. 

CORINNE:

How is she getting revenge / what does Corinne get
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LOLA:

By using Valerie a little bit. Maybe the control element is self-empowering. Dominance and submission but not like totally 
wicked by nature. Idk good question, maybe she’s just attracted to Valerie I don’t see how. I’m open to discussing Corinne’s 
character and adding a scene or two, so we really  hit on truth right. I think a lot of powerful men like having pretty sex-
mothers who take care of them (might be a Mormon thing too), but is that really where it’s at. I’m asking you

CORINNE:

… I don’t think you’re stupid, if that’s really your worst insecurity. 

LOLA:

Second-worst after being ugly. Writing all this has not been a sacrifice, of something I’d rather be. Thank you for saying you 
don’t think I’m stupid.   But I still don’t like you. Someone needs to put their foot down with you. Sorry if this sounds like 
sacrilege but—God damnit. get yourself back … you’ve just given yourself to so many people, it’s skanky. Just ick. Though 
maybe I have the same issue and that’s what I’m in danger of doing with you. So now, Corinne, I won’t ever just give myself 
to you—or take you [back]!! I need to get me back. W/e and whoever it takes. That’s all I’m asking God for, not any one. 

CORINNE:

I’m asking God for [private]

LOLA:

I have really written hard the past few days but I feel like I’ve made some good discoveries. Ugh though this life idk. 

… 

Feedback thru grapevine on ‘Oblivion Funk’ (draft 2 Corinne/Valerie version):

-Are you sure you want to make Corinne’s character wealthy? Sense a plot hole… why would she f with 
Valerie except for to like enslave her (and that’s not quite how it’s written)

-Corinne and Val’s character + family scenes are underwritten. You wrote it in a dark place and didn’t go 
back really

-I think you can streamline the whole damn thing … just need some feedback and readthroughs. 

-make part one better than part two

-make Valerie less of a deadbeat: if Corinne is using her for her talent, that’s not clear enough

…

CORINNE:

Valerie do you ever have fun

VALERIE:

What’s that word? 

CORINNE: 

fun?
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VALERIE:

(shakes head) I don’t know what that means.

CORINNE:

Who do you want to play this role, again?

VALERIE:

I want Taylor swift more than anyone!! 

CORINNE:

So am I forgiven

VALERIE:

Is who forgiven. Honestly if shit happens then I’ll forgive anyone right off the bat. If shit don’t happen then I’ll hold onto 
this project for Taylor and either die first because that’s not gonna happen lol. Or do something else. But fyi—just to prevent 
me from texting when you don’t wanna hear it—you are still blocked on my phone so you have to find a way around that.

CORINNE:

K but u cant expect anyone hypothetically to put a movie over their boyfriend

VALERIE:

I’m not an idiot don’t give that up. Just don’t get pregnant and lose your whole self

CORINNE:

What even made you come UP with that absurd—

VALERIE:

I don’t know it’s nothing. I don’t know a thing about love or power.    I justa want ma movies

CORINNE:

Can you promise me (a) that youll make me famous and (b) that you won’t leave me

VALERIE:

no. I think you seem unkind and even if no one’s special, I’m not the same as errybody. I don’t want to make movies to be a 
famous star I want to make them because otherwise I’ll kill myself and it’s the next best thing. and I think the movies can 
legitimitely change the world and are important. So don’t treat me like everyone. Cause I’m not like every one, and see if it 
serves you differently. Just assume I’m a little bit retarded socially, and in other ways, but  super smart secretly like actually 
brilliant at moments. Even tho no one cares for me. And you’ll be less likely to ruin me worse because you’ll remember this

…

CATHERINE: 

You talked about your dream with Rose. Have you had any actually truthful dreams involving me 
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LOLA: 

Ya sure why not. I’ll give some highlights  

The first one was last year in November when I was writing, as compulsively as now, at an airBNB in San 
Antonio. I feel like I haven’t come that far, since then, but maybe I have in the sense that I’ve really committed to 
healthier habits, hands-down (even though I expect financial limitations to continue for a long time), and rewrote 
the movie I was supposed to make last year because I wasn’t able to lose 30 pounds to get into character as a 
junkie. I might rewrite it again. I might never make it but that would be sad.  

So the first dream you were in a classroom and I was in there too, idk if we were almost like younger in the 
dream, and I went up to you and was kind of talking to you and then you did this like weird thing where you were 
singing but the lyrics were basically like “you can’t fuck with me,” it was like a spell or kids jingle, and you were 
extremely convincingly unaware that I was there and singing to get me off your case. Then I was sad and went 
back to a desk in the back of the room. And you did something else to really signal that you didn’t notice me like 
talk to someone else and exaggerate how much you noticed them. And then I stood up and said “Fuck you!” (This 
actually happened in the dream) because I was mad you knew who I was but didn’t acknowledge me. And I think 
you started yelling back and like mocked me about something to do with bulimia and me maybe having it, and all 
the things you hated about me, and I actually found it endearing but it was clear that I genuinely get on your 
nerves with that shit. That was the first dream. 

There might have been some other ones but the second important one was in San Diego—a hotel there, where I 
likewise went to lose weight [“to be able to get a job”] and just fucked-up and didn’t do that. This trip wasn’t as fun 
as San Antonio because I didn’t have my hopes up, quite as much. In Texas I thought things were about to 
change as it often seems for someone in a manic state. And I spent the month writing duh and which is definitely 
manic (and this needs to stop). After that my mom put me in treatment because it was that bad. But I remember 
by the end of my trip to San Diego I was self-conscious that I needed a lip wax because it had been like close to 
a month alone.  

So in the second dream I think it was like in a cocktail bar with you and other people, and I felt like I didn’t belong 
there cause I was too plebeian especially without the lip wax—kind of like I felt last week here in NY in real-life at 
Bemelmans—and I think I even made a wisecrack to the server about ‘needing a lip wax sorry’ but in the dream it 
was a genuinely clever wisecrack, and you actually weren’t that nice which was fine. And then some girl who was 
clearly a close friend like handed you a greeting card which (I could tell) confessed that she was in love with you. 
And you kind of folded it up and said, thaaank yooouuu, and then got all dramatic to her like, I don’t think now’s 
the best time [for me to be falling back in love]. And then you capped it off with something [to her] like, baby don’t 
let me drink too much this time. And the girl understood that it was never going to work, and she was about to cry 
she was soo sad, and I was sitting there watching, and you kind of got a glimmer—maybe self-conscious not like 
smug—in your eye cause I guess you knew I saw it all. And then I woke up and felt devastated, for some reason, 
and wished I’d never gotten involved with you even long-long-long-distance because that kind of shit was gonna 
happen to me if I kept it up. (I was and am right and remain aware of this danger.) I think after that I started 
getting way harsher in my writing toward you to get you off my feelings, even though I didn’t intend to include you 
as a character at all. And I also decided at that point I was Team Abel because he kind of got dogged, it made 
more sense to me why he was a bit umm uh like ‘fuck you’ on his album and why he scrapped the whole happy 
beautiful album to save his pride poor guy. But that was before he got back with Bella so things kind of worked 
out, right, I no longer felt bad for him. And that was the second dream.  

CATHERINE: 

Was there a third dream 

LOLA: 

I haven’t had a good dream, really, I have more reasons to worry this isn’t ever gonna be ok for me. There was 
one good dream but it was like not a full dream. The only good dreams or half-dreams are the ones where our 
souls are like so lonely and sensitive and unaffected by real-world stuff that it’s like near-autism… then we get 
along rill nice… but wherever power differentials come into play I’m just so screwed. Pretty much no matter what.  

I think it’s fair to say, firmly, that due to my position and disenfranchisement in society during late-stage capitalism 
(social and economic), I’ve really suffered a lot. I can’t even get a job or one fucking nice friend, because my 
instagram sucks. What’s even next for me  
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CATHERINE: 

Well. Dreams are, sometimes too much. 

LOLA: 

You can’t hide I guess Catherine, unless I do ever manage to drop you so thoroughly to try to save my own life, 
that the dreams are no longer a threat to me. I’d have to erase you from my mind and I have a few good reasons 
to do that but luckily I don’t have em very often. Also I’d rather not erase anything intentionally and start losing 
memory like my grandma if I can help that (i think I can help it). All it takes is more heroin but I’m trying to stay out 
of devil stuff till I can just have sex. Or cocaine idk. I don’t know what to make of the hard dreams, not just about 
you—anyone. They always tell me exactly what I don’t want to hear, and I wake up and start backtracking on all 
my work and stuff because they usually emphasize to me how comparatively powerless I am to the characters I 
somehow god-knows-how get swept up with. (curse.) And how not-pretty, needing to pull it together. I know, I 
already know. I can’t keep writing about beauty, like some fucking pundit, because it’s so fucking embarrassing.  

CATHERINE: 

We are defined by our contradictions.  

LOLA: 

I think that’s how God designed us. We have to really, really suffer in order to decide we can’t take it and either 
change or give up. It goes for individuals and also masses of people. Most people are bearably content, and get 
by like that, but I think the ones who go far, are soo not content inside. ever. So not content that, they ‘break’ but 
that’s actually what ‘makes’ them [if done for the best] 

CATHERINE: 

You’re talking about beauty 

LOLA: 

On my blog for this entire year, yes. Not in real-life. I pretend it doesn’t matter to me at all, and that I’m just a 
casual self-content gal. Have you had any dreams about me? Do I want to know? 

CATHERINE: 

Probably not.  

LOLA: 

Are you mad that I shared those dreams. If we ever knew eachother I would just tell you alone 

CATHERINE: 

Not mad 

LOLA: 

How am I gonna do another year 

CATHERINE: 

You’ll figure it out 
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LOLA: 

I don’t feel quite assured that I will but, appreciate the encouragement. Good luck yourself I think this is our last 
dialog for a while. I am gonna go cry in the tub probs. I think I’m kind of asking you to let me go, it’s not been a 
good year since I got all caught up, my bad. no it’s been a tough year at least for me idk about u good Catherine. 

CATHERINE: 

about my character, you keep saying ‘she’s not a bad person.’ But am I a good person 

LOLA: 

please don’t ask me that. 

CATHERINE: 

why not 

LOLA: 

Either these things are subjective and it really doesn’t matter what I think, anyway, or you’re just asking me 
because you’re using me for positive reinforcement. That’s not what I’m here for. Positive-reinforce your own 
fucking self or ask one of your fans on the internet, or that other bitch. Leave me alone with your morality 
questions and call your own shots, please—but I don’t appreciate ever being set up as the bad guy in the past, 
when I’m really just too aware to have peace.   

I’m a very decent person btw (maybe not raw ‘good’) but I’m also a loser. Winners and losers in this life, right. 
Shoot me 

…   

Catherine at a podium talking to God and no one:

[this is going to be truthful tonight as I write it but not necessarily truthful in like a week from now]

The thing that my no one may refuse to know they understand is that I’m not looking for someone hotter or less annoying, 
I’m looking for someone, a good friend, who will know how to be there when I’m going through something the world won’t 
understand. Uh huh, I’m looking for a sensitive creature who somehow (God knows how) really has explored and been faced 
with the blackest armpitfalls of human nature—alongside the clean pristine glistening parts—but, at the end of the day, isn’t 
a bad person themself (no no no). Not necessarily a 100% all-the-time good person but not. bad. And I know they’re good 
because I want to be a better person for them, whatever that asks of me. Might be a lot of work but I’m willing to put it in. A 
lot of people end up semi-bad (without realizing it) either because it’s practical to be a jerk, or because the darkest holes of 
human nature have been revealed to them in the form of abuse in their own life and they fight back unholy. But this no one 
gotta be just, a good holy friend to me. Gotta be holy sweet. It’s hard to find goodness and love from no one when you 
expose no one, consensually or not, to the most barenaked scariest vulnerable blackholes of oneself, but I’m determined to 
find a no one who knows how to put up with me even if I’m having a panic attack and trashing the apartment, lookin mutant 
n shit, and who still loves me because they’re literally used to it (and might even love me more for it, cause no one has been 
there, oneself. I practically watched it on livestream—and still stuck around). And I needa no one who knows how to put up 
with the world even when faced directly with a comment thread specifically about them that qualifies as Satanic in tone, 
style, and intention—and I’m still looking for that nobuddy. Who’s been trained for dat shit. Most of my celeb-friends or 
fans, I admit, want a girl who isn’t gonna ever be disgusting in front of them because like who would want that idk, or if I 
did do something bizarrely vulnerable they’d (sorry just venting) probably mention it in an interview all like, I was therre for 
her, and I’d be embarrassed and they’d be proud of our friendship. Like what? It sounds too good to be true that no one, 
would be able to handle the real me en route to my best self, and handle the worst parts of real me privately, but I think no 
one actually exists. If it’s too good to be true, it probably is—but this is not quite too good to be true because there’s a lot of 
sick painful things about it, which are clear to no one from no1’s own past, and which will become clear to both of us in the 
future I’m sure. But you know it’s worth holding onto if you’re actually, in a weird way, looking forward to the sick painful 
things as long as no1’s there for ya. If I did ever just have to go nutty while I was with past lovers and friends, I probably 
went off in private and then walked in the room smiling bubbly sunshine again. Make sense? I needa nobuddy can put up 
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with sum serious icky shiit. Maybe we could never get along extremely deeply well the old way but I think we can get along 
this way, better than I could get along with anyone, this way. Ya maybe just a wee pee bit better, with no one, than with just 
anyone. Don’t make me pop a cap in no one’s existence by finding someone better for this. I probably can but for you that 
would be sad. Don’t make me do dat to nobuddy. Just come through, for me but also for you because I feel you (whether 
either of us always likes it or not). And I know you actually want it too. Even though you’ll convince yourself you don’t 
want it. At least, I do. Please, just come through. I can’t help it that I sometimes loath you but might like you somewhat too. 
You say ‘let me go’ but I don’t think you actually want me to hold onto you, in reality too. I’m asking you. Who else has held 
on at your sickest, you crazy offal fool. Any one? How many? 0? Look at my track record 2, it’s about energy not just 
numbers. It’s about love. Who came like waves washing over in your worst places, even when it was 1 who brought you to 
the pitch-black beach to get lapped up. Who came through for you then and still really does. And we haven’t even started up. 
Trying out trust like only distance allows us. A distance not even Man on Wire could traverse on a tight-rope. You gone need 
a strong-built bridge for this 1 know. We building it now. And it just so happens that I’m already experienced with testing out 
trust from a distance, and only I know whether this time is the same, or different. Till I make up my mind, for real-life, I 
won’t tell you what I’m thinking. In fake-life I don’t want to be let go by no one and neither do you. So come on through, 
cause I needa certain kind of rilfriend who gets it—and who else is smart enough, and not all-in-it, justa like, have fun and 
dance well or be seen all beautiful or prove publicly they love me best, and snap pics to prove how gorgeous, and then 
disappear when it's uncomfortable and ugly and weird AF which it will be ohoho I guarantee you have no idea how awful. 
Who huh. I’m glad to bear secret witness when your ‘friends’ fuck it up and then act like it’s nothing, or that my no one is 
nothing to them—or anything uglier or tackier or lowlier than a queen-to-be—because at least when I fuck it up yah it’s a 
thing to me. Don’t pretend it hasn’t been a thing to me, at least give me credit for still against-my-will caring for this no one, 
even when it’s no fun. Even when you suck so bad it hurts, who else is gonna be there in you deep like me in nights so 
soullessness. So bad it hurts you 2 nobud. Who else can raze you up from the 10th circle of hell, no one. I know you 
genuinely hate being looked at cause I’ve skimmed your secret stuff lil chunk. Who else, even then, still thirsted for ur 
blood. Who you believe gone be better than ur drug. Who else. Huh. The question is rhetorical because the rilfriend I want is 
No One and I doubt that will f@#$ing change so deal with it c@#t. 

…

NO ONE: 

would I hypothetically get anything back for this genuine fucking sacrifice I anticipate would be painful/hard for 
both of us not just you. maybe you a little more, but definitely, for me, too. I might want a voice but I don’t like 
attention, unless it’s from someone soft. And that’s not gonna be possible if we meet. People are hard, on me 

CATHERINE (ANYONE): 

You’re just gonna have to wait and find out. but I can’t promise that you’ll get a thing back. 

NO ONE: 

I’m not reluctant to decide and tell you what I personally think you should do btw. I know what I prefer, from you. 
Also for you (obviously I know what’s best), but this would maybe a bigger gift to me than to you [from my 
perspective]—still, like, don’t do it for no one unless it’s soo gone be worth it all. So let’s negotiate huh my love. 
Big decisions aside let’s just look at our existing exchange. It’s okay if I get close-to-nothing as long as I get 
something for the symbolic gesture of not-just-being-taken-from in my present (not future) which is not easy living 
no no. I doubt your life is easy living, either, but. Whatever. Anticipating something might encourage me to get up. 
I’ve already gotten good stuff from you … i’d probs be dead et cetera. I won’t attempt to die, how’s that for an 
agreement. & you can’t die either not that you would do that to me.  

ANYONE: 

I miiight. Sounds like a plan though. Shake on it 

NO ONE:  

I can’t shake your hand when I’m a no one and not there 
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ANYONE: 

Blow a kiss 

NO ONE: 

Done & done 

ANYONE: 

Ya 

NO ONE: 

This has been hard to write I have to admit tho Boss. The emotions I go through feel like dubstep in my heart and 
I’m not always in the mood for dubstep, I want a classical music heartsong some nights. I want that kind of peace 
and grace in my heart, but still so passionate.  

ANYONE: 

How do you think I feel 

NO ONE: 

I think, I know you better than you think. And I hope I can someday hear the same words from you 

ANYONE: 

What words 

NO ONE: 

‘I think, I know you better than you think’ [said by you to me, believably] 

ANYONE: 

Oh cool. I wouldn’t mind me a classical music heartsong too. Like a whole orchestra pit’s worth of feels from and/
or for No One. But it’s not something just anyone can do to a heart with a void to be filled. Usually it’s like pop or 
rap music lol nothing wrong with that (obviously nothing wrong), I just get what you mean and why you might 
want it to shake things up and go intense. 

NO ONE: 

I’d like to go to the opera/ballet or something to get it on [our game]—that can be among the somethings we do. 

ANYONE: 

You’ll have to wait and see if I’d be complicit in someday attending the opera/ballet for you 

NO ONE: 

Though let’s not focus on the fancy stuff only, much of it will be very real, parred-down, and unremarkable as 
reality tends to be. Awkward. I’d like to get to know Anyone real in a practical slow-and-easy way, and not even 
like online dating, because I’m gonna work my ass off to be a known enough name [not as big as Anyone] Just 
stay on your public game, for No One in particular, kay.  

ANYONE: 

What about my private game 
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NO ONE: 

It’s not all about me, even though my blog is mostly about me. My self-image is not your image of me so take 
liberties and someday I’m more likely to achieve. I don’t look that bad all the time, really. Even though I’ve tried to 
save myself with my own solo self-care regime and have kept insisting that’s what I needa do that I’ve been 
avoiding. Tbh I think I’d rather take care of Anyone else (well not anyone)—than let them do self-care for the rest 
of your life. Even if taking care of you, for a phase, is embedded with mutual pain. I’d soo rather do that than give 
up in some ways (e.g. by taking it easy / settling) as a form of self-care. The self-care works but not well enough 
to get away. The past still nags, oww. Gotta keep moving or you’ll die from what’s already history. What’s all 
done. I want to find a way from the nagging pains to actual blissy place with bubbs. I’ll help you slow-and-easy 
outta your past if you want that my lil shark 

ANYONE: 

same 

NO ONE: 

you gone be the luckiest shark alive if I just keep swimming. in meantime. keep moving / stay strong for lola boss  

VOICE OF DOUBT HERE IT COMES: 

But none of it’s real!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

NO ONE: 

for and from me at least. it’s real. I promise 

…  

The question Selena had regarding Valerie was whether her insisting she was a disenfranchised powerless 
dork was a moral issue, in one of two senses. Either (1) she was compromising her potential with self-
doubt (which she guessed, could count as a sin — maybe Valerie was copping out / refusing to do better). 
Or (2) Valerie was actually being real. And she was actually doing her best. Even when she did stuff that 
was soo pathetic. It wasn’t unusual for people to be self-deprecating, but it was unusual for them to call 
themselves certain adjectives that would actually disenfranchise them further. Selena didn’t doubt the 
truth was a combination of both. She didn’t envy Valerie, for all the things that made her pathetic, but 
in a weird way she did. 

Catherine unlike Selena did not consider Valerie pathetic — well, not for the same reasons. She didn’t 
really have the perspective to know what it was like to be unable to get a job, or friends, or money. But 
she didn’t see that as pathetic, as much as Valerie’s love-verging-on-obsession for people who didn’t 
deserve it. This, of course, was ironic. Valerie hadn’t earned Catherine’s love, in any way, except for… 
hold on… 

What Corinne had on both girls, was that she actually had an appreciation for patheticness that was 
genuine. Like, she was drawn to it for some reason. Valerie could sense it. Maybe all people had this 
potential for sympathy, but in Corinne it was pronounced. A caretaker instinct? Maybe it was a survival-
thing. For those seeking safety and security, patheticness was a good green light. Genuinely pathetic 
creatures were less abusive/unkind to others, it was almost always true. And though Valerie wouldn’t mind 
seeing her and Corinne pretend it was all-so-simple and good (e.g. by accepting the damn follow request) — 
and in doing so, to sacrifice a bit of her pride and maybe a bit of her mental self-possession — Valerie 
would rather see them both knock em dead unpathetically. Physically, creatively, socially, financially, 
what-else-have-you Cordon bleu. And though this was the harder choice (and also a sacrifice, of energy and 
will), it would be the only effective revenge, and cure, to reform burned bridges toward anyone they’d 
ever loved who didn’t deserve their love&care. To just: do better than they even expected from themselves. 
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… 

CATHERINE (pulled back into Hollywood grind, suddenly suspicious): 

Why did you write that stuff all those years, what did you want from me. No one just does that. 

LOLA: 

I did it because I’m a writer and pick the characters who lift my energy when I’m down. That’s like, how I treat my 
depression. I sit on my laptop for hours or months alone. When I stop writing, it means I’m undepressed. (shifts 
on feet.) Yes I’m a pitch-black person sometimes… when I’m really in a bad place [I think “really, really bad 
things”]… so not that many people can lift my energy effectively. That’s true. And I get addicted to characters— 
that’s a good way to term it because, like any addiction, I sorta lose a lotta time and money funneling energy into 
them haha. But sometimes I have to be the one who lifts others’ energy so that’s why I might gotta make myself 
stop running to anyone, expecting to be lifted—it might cost spare energy and doesn’t always lighten me up in 
soul and spirit. It always comes at a cost to the artist. One thing you can be assured Cathy D is that I did not do it 
for social capital or likes on social media because obviously that wasn’t happening for me, and isn’t. That social 
capital stuff [unfortunately] is real and amounts to money/power/clout, and will keep me cordoned off from some 
friendships. It has so far. But that was never given to me, let the record show. And it’s not been the motive. 

CATHERINE: 

What has been the motive? 

LOLA: 

Maybe I’m just a real writer and like doing it. 

CATHERINE: 

Will it ever be the motive? 

LOLA: 

Social status and power? I don’t know how that really feels, but I might have to enlist myself alongisde people 
who know what they’re doing on the internet and in public stages and social spheres better than I do, or I’ll never 
make any progress in this life. It’s true that I’m shy and an introvert but I don’t want that to be like, an excuse. I do 
not want to be remembered, when I die, as a famous recluse like J.D. Salinger or even like Woody Allen—I want 
the beginning of my life to be like the end of theirs: spent mostly out of the public eye. Yes I would prefer to spend 
later phases in public. When I feel prettier. I think that might feel liberating for myself as an insecure no one, the 
same way privacy can feel liberating to lifelong looked-at celebs. I don’t think popularity was Selena Gomez’s 
motive when her IG ended up most-followed, though I’m guessing she knows it affects her life. Like winning an 
Oscar, it helps your career gain traction. I bet she thinks about it more nowadays than when she was younger. 

CATHERINE: 

Thinks about what 

LOLA: 

The reason I hate Leading #1 compared to me as an unviable (not enviable) option is because she literally works 
in social media self-promotion, and idk how she found her way into your inner circle but is that a coincidence.  

CATHERINE: 

It is a coincidence, she’s a really good friend of many years.  
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LOLA: 

She does seem like a good friend and person, it doesn’t matter to me anymore I’m sorry I think about it still (stfu). 
When I start getting really specific like this, on my blog, it’s not a good thing. I like being less specific  

CATHERINE: 

How come 

LOLA: 

Because that is a big limb to go out on: to call people out directly (e.g. by name or number). If I were famous it 
might be an honor, like a shoutout; as a no one, it can get me flagged as a nuisance… or worse, a stalkerrr 

CATHERINE: 

Do you think of yourself as a stalker 

LOLA: 

Um I really make an effort not to be, and to write in a way that’s constructive [not takey]. I think a/o it and when I 
sense a boundary being pushed I try to trod softly. Sometimes it means better writing, interestingly. The closest 
I’ve felt to being a stalker is writing the role of ‘Rose’ for Black Satin, I feel like she was like ‘fuck. off.’ It’s always 
been a risk to write a/o people who are living & aware of me—now they can be like, ‘she’s obsessed with me.’   

CATHERINE: 

I think you just have to follow the policy you came up with, yesterday, and let them come to you. That’s kind of the 
philosophy behind having a secret blog at all, or maintaining any social media account that doesn’t proffer social 
capital to others. You gotta let them come to you, not make them come [for you][for likes][for follows]. That also 
means: don’t seduce them. Don’t seek approval either. Let them come to you, it’s a more patient approach 

LOLA: 

I’ll get that tattooed so I remember, let them come to you 

CATHERINE: 

Are you sure you want— 

LOLA: 

—I don’t want any tattoos at all in my life, not even names of lovers. They can get our inside jokes tattooed but I 
don’t want any tatts partly because I’m still trying to be a real actress who can be flexible with roles. I feel like I’ve 
gotten this far with no tattoos and that’s something I’m kind of surprised about, being that I’m so impulsive. I truly 
almost got a lil piggie tattooed on my wrist to remind me to stop overeating, and I’m glad I didn’t do that. [am i??] 

I have to stop chasing people it’s true. I’ve done so much chasing that people don’t know if I’m running toward 
them or away from them and I don’t know either. It’s just a lot of running. And rushing. Like in music. Rushing is 
undesirable. Not sure seduction has ever been my tactic but pursuing has, certainly in the past. I think it’s a more 
masculine piece to play: the writer/wannabe who selects muses and devotes writing time to them. Tries to court 
them by doing that. I’d like to lose that tactic though, I’ve paid my dues. Stillness is the move. (not running from or 
to.) I’ve been saying ‘let them come to you’ for years but I’m not sure I really committed to it; it was more like a 
precautionary thing because I didn’t want to be a stalker. And people call me a stalker anyway so. Gotta fix that. 

CATHERINE: 

Who calls you a stalker? 
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LOLA: 

Probably everyone I’ve written about. Let’s be real. 

CATHERINE: 

How do you define 

LOLA: 

People have probably felt like I wrote about them unconsensually [like ‘who does she think she IS’] and then, in 
many cases, they’ve gone about sending me a ‘back off!’ message e.g. with a post that hurt my feelings and 
caused me to get defensive or like really mad. 

CATHERINE: 

Do you forgive them, now? For sending a ‘back off’ message. 

LOLA: 

I’m gonna say yes, I can honestly see why they did it. They were scared I’d show up on their doorstep or start 
commenting like I did on Rose’s IG. But I’ve done a lot for that bitch, in faith that pushing her over-the-edge 
toward vanity would ignite something inside her [same thing for Selena] that was totally deceased. Also in faith 
that she’d be a big deal. Not to me but to a lot more people. No one gives her credit (well, not enough credit) and 
she probably saved my life a little bit, yes ok, sorry and thanks. If not directly then as someone I looked up to as 
an inspiration because, idk what she was like at my age or younger but it seems like she’s thought about some of 
the same things. She’s certainly less comedic [just by nature] and I think that is a different personality-type that’s 
harder to approach without getting hurt or hurting them. Like what they say about the best dramatic actors, not 
also doubling as comedic actors. Comedic actors can often do both but there’s something hard-to-find about the 
dramatic actors who suck at comedy. More parred-down so you know it’s raw when it strikes. At moments I think 
readers have taken for granted that I always wanted to write about them, when I rationalized it as ‘doing them a 
favor’ because good (no great) characters are hard-to-write, and exhausting, and time-consuming to actually get 
right. But that could be my narcissism, not theirs. Giving that up was my choice and risk knowing that I might 
aggravate people. And I think it’s made me lonelier, not better off. 

CATHERINE: 

Skanky 

LOLA: 

I’d like to be less skanky yes Catherine. That’s my objective now moving into 2019: less skanky. Classier I spose. 
No, suppose. I think I wrote for them because I really love people. Well some people. The writing must show who. 
So if I’m a stalker I’m a more loving stalker to catch on your case than most stalkers. I’m an acknowledger of woe 

CATHERINE: 

Do you think I’m a comedic actor 

LOLA: 

I know you’ve done little comedy things, e.g. for ads and other videos. But no. You’re the dramatic actor breed 

CATHERINE: 

What difference does that make for you 

LOLA: 

I used to think my top thing for a friend was safety. Then I thought biting sense of humor. But now I don’t know 
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CATHERINE: 

What’s your top thing 

LOLA: 

I don’t know. 

CATHERINE: 

Is it attraction. If u could pick among most attractive [to u specifically], vs safest, vs funniest, who would u choose 

LOLA: 

If I said ‘attraction,’ I’d have to hold me accountable for being attractive or unattractive to people. And that’s why 
people (you might be included) have gotten violent toward me. Like cruel. I don’t want to keep thinking about 
what’s been hard to control 

CATHERINE: 

Maybe it’s not all up to you 

LOLA: 

Who else is it up to 

CATHERINE: 

The closest you’ve come to answering your own question, is in the song lyrics for an unfinished song you’ve titled 
‘Done for you’ [see pg 197].  Don’t question it Lo … Will the good same old cast&crew you’ve been pursuing, 
openly and rather relentlessly for years, ever be the ones on your doorstep (as opposed to vice versa)? 

LOLA: 

If I stop pursuing them openly— and they do ever miss me— ’let me leave them,’ I am not contractually (as 
opposed to consenusually) enslaved, and I am not getting paid… I don’t and won’t resent them either, I’m self-
aware and understand their reasons for keeping safe distance. Buttt I’ll still be here (that is, alive and acting like 
myself, or en route to myself). Answer is yes by now I’ve showed my ass so it’s forever theirs to get a purely 
platonic piece of when they notice Lola’s ass gone, and realize they genuinely miss it. 

… 

Davi was among Lola’s most secret characters but she was kind of for some reason wondering where she stood. Lola had 
tried to send Davi a script that accused her of being sadistic, and Lola wasn’t sure she believed this anymore—these days, 
she was more mature—though she didn’t really care if it got read, because it was good insight into Davi’s dark side, if there 
was that side of her there. Lola always used to think Davi was being intentionally bitchy; now Lola wondered if she was just 
picking up on original Selena’s energy and like, projecting it onto Davi, or whatever. She still wanted Davi to think about 
being a cinematographer, even though she probably didn’t believe that childhood-dream career path for herself remained a 
possibility. Lola didn’t really feel safe or comfortable ever asking her again. If she dared do that, she would hands-down get 
flagged as a stalker. And that was no longer, Lola’s tactic. She’d been there, and been trained, to watch wshat she was doing.

Lola wasn’t going to pretend she was never obsessed with Davi’s approval of her, because she was for some reason [more 
than approval from the others (maybe it was an innate social hierarchy thing)], but she also wasn’t going to pretend she was 
looking forward to ever running into Davi again and would feel fine if it didn’t happen.  With this girl Lola currently 
associated some unpleasant memories. If it was, at any point in the past, Davi’s or Selena’s intention to put Lola Morgan “in 
her place”—as opposed to watching her do okay as an online-only critic and very amateur cameragirl—then they succeeded 
honestly. Yay props. Due to a combo of events, not just them (obvi), Lola the younger had really been knocked off the map, 
far from that whole scene, or any scene besides her broke-on-her-ass home-alone disgraced unprofessional battered 
existence. If you had the impulse to laugh it proves you’re sadistic. Lola Morgan (whose mom didn’t like these girls [but 
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who actually cares what LM’s poor psycho mom thinks]) was legimitely scared of Davi (& friend). If that was surpising then 
go fuckin figure it was probs a two-way street. You DON’T have to worry about me lurking around the office at Lincoln Center 
[if you’re still there] cause I’m NOT qualified to get a job or even a meeting there and don’t imagine I ever will be! Thank you for 
the memories, ox.  -Lola Elizabeth, still a holyass queen  … so I’ll see you in heaven (maybe.)

… 

CATHERINE DELALUNA: 

Do you think I’m a good or bad writer 

LOLA: 

Of posts or of music? 

CATHERINE: 

Either or both 

LOLA: 

I think you’re good at writing to your social media audience in a way that reaches them and doesn’t seem didactic and 
I think that’s a totally different skill than article or essay-writing; obviously, you’re not bad at it. I doubt you overthink it, 
and that’s good. As far as music—I doubt you write all your own, and am guessing you’ve had substantial help on all 
your best songs. But you also seem to carry the impression that your music is not as well-written as Carol Quick’s, 
and I personally don’t think that’s true. She has more Grammy’s but the Grammy’s tend to favor traditionalists. I think 
your music is more transgressive for women as I’ve noted in the past, and I think you’re more of a 21st-century 
feminist, whereas Carol’s more of an old school back-to-basics traditional girl, which in a way is feminist in our times 
with all that’s out there to the contrary. I don’t mind the traditional approach, in fact it’s what I kind of crave in 
marriage: a man, a soul-mate. Not that confusing. That’s like, what much of Carol’s music is about. Men and whether 
it’s gonna last long. The heartbreak when it doesn’t. And I think your music is more about delighting in your power 
over men, or tentatively giving it over—it’s always been like, a question for you. Not an obvious given, that men get to 
dominate you. Seems like many pop females don’t meditate on it, they just want a man (lol) and sing to either get the 
man by expressing that, or sing to express hurt when they don’t get him. 

CATHERINE: 

Can you give examples 

LOLA: 

Let me take a break to finish my dinner.  

CATHERINE: 

NO tell me NOW / also what did you have for dinner 

LOLA: 

McDonald’s  

CATHERINE: 

really? 

LOLA: 

no I made stir fry it came out okay. Trying to learn cooking brb 

… 
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… 

LOLA: 

Hey im back from dinner but I don’t really feel like talking about that anymore 

CATHERINE: 

no? Do you think Carol’s a femininst 

LOLA: 

I think from her experience she hates seeing women flung around  

CATHERINE: 

Are YOU a feminist 

LOLA: 

I don’t even know. I think ass holes can be boys or girls. Just kidding ya I’m a feminist, I just like #Mentoo in a way 
that’s almost regressive  

CATHERINE: 

How is it regressive  

LOLA: 

I feel like most of my issues with my self-esteem and appearance are sourced from women’s issues with one another, 
and how they’ve torn me down, less than how men see me. Men have not quite empowered me either but some have 
really tried. At some point I think I’ve confused internalized misogyny from women, with misogyny from men. It’s like 
women who think they’re feminists are actually misandrists. And if I cooperate with men, as opposed to ‘feminists’ — I 
might actually be happier personally. This could be overcomplicated, or a very subjective view, we’ll see, in time. 

CATHERINE: 

Interesting. What can I do to help inform your feminism 

LOLA: 

You’ve done enough and have earned my respect  
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CATHERINE: 

How about Carol, has she 

LOLA: 

Yes though I’d like to see her get a very solid handle on what she believes specifically e.g. about women in politics 
and business versus women in the domestic sphere: whether they’re the same or different battlegrounds, and 
whether girls can have it all actually. Age-old cliché question (can women have it all?) but she’s a good one to really 
take it on. She’s very smart and her music can say what she means I think in a way that I’m eager to see. People 
listen to Taylor, more than to me. 

CATHERINE: 

How do you feel about those questions? 

LOLA: 

I don’t know Catherine. Unlike you and Carol I don’t think I think [enough] about money, maybe this will change but 
maybe it’s my temperament. I think more about how to appeal to men, than how to make money, or I wouldn’t be 
writing this dialog instead of working any job. Maybe I don’t mind at all if my man earns way more than me—I grew up 
in a house where my dad was always ashamed of money problems and my mom sort of wielded her income over 
him, and it did some damage on me. I just want my man to be happy and that’s why I’m careful not to end up with 
someone, as a boyfriend in the present, who doesn’t have as much potential as me (as an artist or w/e). Cause I 
know I’ll clip my wings so he can be happy and might wake up 3 years later like ‘damn’ 

CATHERINE: 

Is that not okay with you? Clipping wings? Might give you a chance to sleep 

LOLA: 

I’d rather be Lola Morgan, not Morgan. So obviously I might be single for a while longer. I haven’t had many men 
willing to call me “Lola” instead of my former name, I think they kind of thought it was a joke. It’s not really a joke to 
me though. I want to change my name legally, this is my life not a hobby like that. I’ve had about 3 female friends who 
knew me as Lola only and called me that and supported my Lola Morgan dreams unsardonically. Being a whore and 
hard-to-get may afford me more freedom in the sense that I can still hold onto me, dreams-and-all [me = Lola] … but 
then, I’m a whore. 

CATHERINE: 

Are you actually? 

LOLA: 

No men just have called me that because they know I’d rather do one-night stands to get it over with, almost as an 
act of generosity (a noble whore, which they can’t even acknowledge, lol that’s fine), than be with them actually. If I 
enjoyed sex and pursued it actively, I’d call myself a whore, but I never have. I’ve always, always felt pressured into it. 

CATHERINE: 

What would make you enjoy sex more Lola 

LOLA: 

If a guy could make me happy [not just sadder or deader inside, post-loving or even just post-talking during our 
dates], that might be a good start— what if it didn’t have to feel like a sacrifice but more like being brought back to life. 
I want to be present in his presence, not getting it over with 
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CATHERINE: 

Would money make you enjoy the sex more? 

LOLA: 

no. I’d just have money (hopefully a lot of it) after the sex but I’d still feel the same inside, maybe a little hot for that 
dick but hurting down-deep. 

CATHERINE: 

…. So you say you’re not actually a whore Lola Morgan but, are you a skank. 

LOLA: 

The way I’ve defined that is giving myself up [and my ideas] too easily in a way that’s cheap and feels dirty. Pretty 
accurate, no? So yes I’m  a skank, working on that though. It v.likely stems from low self-worth, from being poor 
maybe-a-bit-raped etc. By the end of this book I would like to be less skanky, or not skanky anymore. That is the 
project of this book you can trace through the chapters. 

CATHERINE: 

If you were not a whore, and not a skank, what would you be.  

LOLA: 

I don’t know you can tell me 

CATHERINE: 

Hm if I ever do read this and care enough, I’ll try to think of a cool term that describes post-skank Lola Morgan, how I 
would like to see her. 

LOLA: 

Yes you do some of the ideas-work too for me, Cathy if you dare. You’re smart about this stuff, remember I just said 
that about your songs. I don’t wanna keep talking tonight though, I have to clean my bedroom before my mom comes 
back to town. Thanks for listening so far. If you wanna talk more then get me dinner to listen to my voice do the talkin, 
not my body which I’d like to get in tip-top lola boss shape before I do any real movie-screen dancing (camera adds 
weight)… Someday, maybe i’ll feel free God-willing please, but you can bet it won’t be for free. Part of not being a 
skank no more. Finding worth finally. 

CATHERINE: 

What’s it actually like. Posting knowing no one’s watching. getting less than 10 likes sometimes on IG if you’re lucky 

LOLA: 

That’s a good question. It’s actually like dancing by yourself, but feeling like you wish you had someone to dance with. And crying 
when you’re done dancing because it brought that much up for you emotionally. Either that or crying because it’s lame to dance 
alone, honestly a little yeah. Or actually for me: it’s like wanting someone to teach me to dance, for them, but not having the money 
to pay them or dance skills to convince them I’m worth it. So I keep dancing by myself, and don’t know whether I’m ever gonna get 
any better, at dancing, or whether/when I should finally stoppp. It’s not that fun, it kind of makes me sick. but it might be slightly 
better than lying down. Or shutting up. Maybe not though, I might genuinely need (and decide I want) to rest now 

CATHERINE: 

How do you know that’s not how I feel. Like I am dancing alone 

LOLA: 
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Because (a) you’re a great dancer, (b) people are watching all the time, you can probably kind of feel like it, like being underwater on 
a public stage, and (c) even if you sucked at dancing, like some few dozen million people would see it as ‘great’ dancing anyway 
because you’ve already proven yourself. And people see what they believe or what they are told to believe  

CATHERINE: 

But I am a good dancer.   

LOLA: 

And I am not but I’m okay at other things. Like you, I feel out-of-place in the world I’m in: I know you must see everything, in 
Hollywood, including how people are nice because of your fame and numbers and maybe not always cause you’re perfect or 
screaming out for love (well). But the perspective your painful sensitivity offers you will make you even more powerful if you don’t 
starting acting too shameless Cathy. I think I’ve started acting too shameless—with the dancing alone, it’s gotten out of hand—and I 
could regret it for the rest of my life. but the rest of my life might be salvageable because I have no audience who knows about this 
specific issue of mine. Will you tell me someday if I don’t off myself what really went on. Like if you looked at Lola Morgan’s solo 
online dance platform once every seven months and grimaced because it was awkward—me there alone—but still took the 3 
seconds to look for some reason. 

CATHERINE: 

I can’t answer that question, and may never answer it Lola. 

LOLA: 

I don’t even know if we’ll meet so I can accept never finding out. Though if something tragic happens—like I get raped or die or a 
combo scenario—and you find that out, I hope you would be a little sad for 3 seconds.  

… 

CORINNE:

Lola speaking of dance music I want you to listen to the song ‘Friends’ by Marshmello and Anne-marie

LOLA:

So that’s why you pushed me off

CORINNE:

Davi too. Selena too. Rose too. You’re a lesbian stalker 

LOLA:

Mean Corinne. Mean.

CORINNE:

I know don’t care.

LOLA:

That song would make sense if we were friends to begin with. You clearly don’t know me, none of you. You are all just 
narcissists who are more excited to reject me than give me a chance. And now you are absolutely disqualified from first-tier 
friends for life, it’s ok, nicer characters have rolled up I have hope for Carol Quick. I’ve actually done that song to one boy who I 
wanted to be with, named Eric—he wanted to be just friends. I know you think I only wanna fuck you Corinne cause that’s how 
this^ type thinks. But ur punishment is that, now you’ll never get to. It’s a sign of narcissism that your mind puts that on me. 
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CORINNE:

Is it? You just came onto me, there ^^ see!!

LOLA:

(blinks a few times)

CORINNE:

What’s that look

LOLA:

Whether or not I was teasing—before I learned to be less of a natural skank and more a straightforward professional (by proxy), 
when strategizing offers to get paid for my projects—I think you’ll find in real-life that I’m hard to get hot w/e that means. I don’t 
lose my lukewarm cool, maybe I’ve gotten better or maybe it’s an innate thing I’ve become aware of.  It’s almost a problem, 
staying lukewarm as opposed to a high or low temperature. I might want to rediagnose what’s wrong with me, and why.

CORINNE:

I won’t find that you’re ‘hard to get hot’ because I’ll never be working with you.

LOLA:

Good I’m glad that’s what you clearly want—it’s not what I wanted but it’s for the best I’m sure, to stay away from the same 
Slytherin girl-types. 

CORINNE:

Carol Quick likes snakes, it was a motif on her tour. 

LOLA:  
She subconsciously wishes she could be a Slytherin, but is not actually. I think her spirit animal is more in lion zone. I don’t even 
know why I’m writing this, it feels cheap/dirty after how you’ve demeaned me in subtle ways Corinne. It puts me in an agitated 
mood automatically. Now I have to go back and read some of my mellower Catherine dialogs, she often helps me feel calmer.

CORINNE:

She did it too

LOLA:

Did what

CORINNE:

Catherine pushed you off too. Don’t deny. We all bore witness

LOLA:

(after a moment with her head down.) What did I say about not being a feminist, I hate women
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CORINNE:

Start going after men please, even if it’s just as creative collaborators. Might have better luck. Though we’ll all be relieved once 
you have a boyfriend, to prove. 

LOLA:

Fair point thank you. Well I’d better find a good one I’m proud of, not some schlomo who I clip my wings for. You might be a 
girl but you’re a jerk. That’s my prayer tonight (for a genuine protector). I don’t wanna wait years it needs to be sooner or I’ll just 
stay stuck. I’m going to cry in the tub like last night—not cause I’m heartbroken by the rejection, no it’s because I’m really 
insecure and just look at baths as something to get over with. Thanks again *goes to take her bath* 

…

Of Selena Gray, the author always expected (unconsciously until now, realizing this) that installing S as the stock skinny anorexic 
character was kind of revenge for ever being called fat by her—because Selena probably wasn’t ever that anorexic, or that 
emaciated in real real-life (who knows)(maybe she was)(maybe she wasn’t). Ultimately it was like, manipulative psychologically 
on part of Lola to keep S at full arm’s length. Or maybe to give her what she wanted, but didn’t really want. Post-twenties Selena 
would probably not be entirely boobless and buttless and charismatically psychotic, like Judy Garland, who was called a pig on 
the set of Wizard of Oz and lived in an era when she really had no way to get over that branding. It affected her whole life, though 
“ruined” would be a strong word since then was a different era than now—and Judy Garland was successful, as literal hell. Lola 
Morgan conversely wasn’t enormously fat but played it up for fear that someone in real-life would notice she’d put on weight yes 
actually (not like an incredible amount) since her late teens and would be likely to tread (hell or high)water here a while longer, in 
a plebeian form, not her whole life if she got to relatively better things: not quite an off-the-charts utopian future, but, something 
better. Lola thought comprehensively about killing herself every single day. She was beginning to expect that her self-described 
character (unintentionally, tbh) was at least a little off-base. Not that she was a different person than who she self-described; she 
just was, herself. As always. So was Selena Gray, who possessed a womanliness of figure and high-art not-pop-culture face, kind 
of no matter what she did (she was slender, but within achievable reason)—which all made her incredibly appealing sexually, and 
never less appealing for having that womanliness as opposed to girliness, by the way. It was a gift, especially in these times, and 
if Selena had ever felt differently, that was fine because for Lola’s movies (if Selena agreed someday to maybe partake) she could 
and would kind of have it all in the way of playing a dying drug addict, chic brat, normal person, and whatever else she’d 
probably dreamed of being at some point in her twenties. Lola suspected that Selena in her thirties would be mature enough (in 
time for the movies to be an approaching possibility) to consider actually acting—not as a vain self-serving endeavor, but as the 
most professionally-overseen and direct means of helping women like her younger self out of hell to a better future [constructed 
by Lola’s creative female team] to be mindful of both aesthetic and moral finesse for all women who strove for it. Lola found 
women like Selena Gray more appealing than women like Cara Delevingne, who were like so put-together that (to down-home 
folksy old skoo girls like Lola Moo) it was almost in some ways off-putting. More like: too intimidating to get Lolaloose for. 
High fashion scared Lolamoose at her most uninhibited, though she worshipped that kind of super-groomed chic sleek puppydog 
care regime and obviously wouldn’t mind it, what girl doesn’t want that. Lola wasn’t gonna say she didn’t have sex appeal 
herself but she was tweaking more than Selena (or Corinne, or Rose, or Catherine), and definitely as-she’s-mentioned-many-
times could stand a little help (*laughs uncomfortably*). Not to be a sick-slick seductress but to be a noble, woman. It hadn’t 
been done, in American cinema, yet. Lola Morgan’s new aesthetic. So much about her stars was still to be seen.

…
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Golden Gates 

GUY: 

What do you tell other people when my name comes up 

LOLA: 

I tried to explain it to Evelyn of ‘Royal Ones’ fame, then I started hating you for a while. Otherwise I don’t talk about you at all. I don’t 
want to be flagged as crazy. 

GUY: 

What if you are. 

LOLA: 

(been thinkin) The more I write about it like some fairy tale kids book thing, the more I realize—it’s never gonna be like that. I think you could Very 
easily pick someone else, someone better in obvious ways, and it wouldn’t be that big of a deal for either of us. Well it would be a big deal for me but 
I’d pretend it wasn’t, and the point is that I have to earn whatever man I end up with and yes that’s a bit of a project because I’m ambitious in men and 
cursed enough to know what they’re thinking sometimes. God is not gonna do any favors to get me what/where I want in life, He never does. No one 
cares. I care about you and I doubt that’ll change cause it’s one of those painful things that happened, but being a guy, you don’t have to care for me. I 
feel like guys—in my experience—get taken care of by the girls, and so I’ve put in my work. Feelings expire easily; what keeps people together is 
practicality, that’s what I’m browsing in a husband or spouse. A return caretaker. And I don’t believe in “the one” anymore. I believe in good genes and 
chemistry. My mating instinct.  

Assuming it’s years before we accidentally meet if we do, we’ll be older… hopefully I’m better with age because I feel like my younger years haven’t 
been terrific… and growing up means peeling off a lot of the rose-colored lenses and lighting and seeing how ugly things like movie transformations 
and unplanned dances and long-term commitment can be, they’re not exciting. Every time someone from my past did do something to hurt me, or 
every time I showed my ass (or tits)… those moments were real and not as benign as I like to remember when I want things to turn out fine and dandy. 
It’s not just-nothing, it happened. It’s all safe to consider and fair to assess. If someone has a more even track record with me than you Guy, I’ll go with 
them. What happened now belongs to our public versus private characters, our histories, and reality as it stands unshaking before our fragile human 
abilities to change it [reality] or transcend what’s there to plague us [mental health, money problems, our body’s hormones]. It all happened: the times 
they blocked me or told me to fuck off. 

GUY: 

So you hate me now 

LOLA: 

It’s just gonna be catastrophic if I end up with a clinical narcissist. The whipping phase is usually borne of necessity to pass a certain 
standard held in different realms of society, but I’ve stepped into those situations, and consenting to slavery doesn’t work for me. I 
need a gentler approach. If I were extremely beautiful, today, maybe I’d be cruel to you because being cruel seems to be what it 
takes to maintain power without enough talent to just chill. I think my background is going to give me a little different spin, than most 
hot women (or boys) you meet… nicer hopefully. I think it’s who I am, unfortunately for me cause it’s not working. But that’s just 
something you’ll have to learn for yourself by losing me, Guy. I’m not common even if I’m No one 

GUY: 

What if you’re never hot enough, for me to want to find out 

LOLA: 

I don’t like how you talk to me in dreams. For a guy you are a real bitch. I’m not gonna be an easy win for anyone, not even for my 
own self-respect obviously. I’ve got to get through this before I can level-up. And I think I’m healthier this December than I was a 
year ago—but then again, I’m still writing a buncha bullshit with a really erratic income. I’ll do what it takes and I anticipate tonight 
that the goings might get even rougher down the road—can you imagine—so I won’t make them rougher than necessary, for 
anyone, even if I have moments when I consider it. I’ve learned [slash am practicing] better impulse-control. I’m no longer talking 
about you and me though I’m sorry. I’m gonna get it out of my system by the end of this section. So I might say a lot. 
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GUY: 

Go for it. 

LOLA: 

Face it, I can’t keep trying to write your words and feelings down, for you, I’m already like enslaved conensually how did I let this 
happen. We haven’t met I’ve just written a lot of pretend scenes and songs. I really gotta stop. 

GUY: 

No one’s stopping ya [from stopping] 

LOLA: 

(ignoring sass) I want a more favorable track record on the public stage—not just the offbeat performance art stage—so people are less likely to use 
errors against me. Struggling to get a job has been enlightening in the sense that, the world doesn’t fuck around with no bullshit. I really haven’t done 
anything irreparably wrong, to other people, they just look for reasons to reject me because I’m hard work to accidentally contract in one’s life. I hold 
everyone accountable, but myself, for becoming something other than an undesirable outcast. Sometimes that’s the best we can do, but I don’t think 
it’s the best I can do. That’s why Lacie Nelson was brought into my life: to get me closer to who I could be… fuck, what do I even do. I don’t regret 
writing this blog much, well. I do— but not enough to get out the lighter fluid and matches. I thought about deleting it tonight but, it’s gonna be here to 
stay, just in case someone gets helped. I know ppl take the insight and fortification I give em and get offended but run with it. What can I do a/o that?  

GUY: 

(shrugs) 

LOLA: 

You lose what you take. Maybe if I start taking more from others, I’ll lose weight. I don’t know if that adage of mine is totally working 
so far but whatever. Instead of thinking it as taking, I’ll say, accepting help. If they decide to just take from me, and I have a way of 
knowing by now… they lose me Lola Morgan in their lives. That’s fair 

GUY: 

They’re not gonna lose you in their lives if you’re so obsessed that you keep writing about them 

LOLA: 

You’re absolutely right about that. I would like a job that allows me to focus on people more directly aligned with, real-life. 

GUY: 

You know as well as I do… 

LOLA: 

??? 

GUY: 

All that matters in real-life is sex. Well not all but, that’s all American viewers go to movies for. If you can step it up in 
that department, people might treat you less like shit. 

LOLA: 

I agree like 50% but my movies will also help kids or former kids going through sexual abuse trauma. On that note, get over 
yourself, that’s my mantra when dealing with you, Guy. I forget how bad it is. You’re so empowered (dare I say, overempowered, to 
the point that you step over morality) and I’m so disempowered, no wonder we got entangled but I wouldn’t mind cutting me off. You 
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can cut me off, I feel like your power affords you the choice. Whereas for me it’s like, an escape from a jail I walked into like a 
bumbling clown. I don’t want to be a clown bitch. I feel haunted.  

Opposites attract. But this is not symbiotic, if you’ve taken actions to make me feel sick of myself. I feel like I can tap into your nice 
side as a writer—but like, is that a relationship? Imagining what someone would be like if they were nice and a friend? Wtf is wrong 
with me?  

Not everyone loves you they’re probably in love with your power, be careful or it’ll be dwindling fast before you know it. Don’t get 
impatient. You could prove me wrong and do it faster, not how I advise, and still stay reigning supreme but I’ll let you assess the 
risks: from where you’re standing is different from where I’m standing. People would be happy but it would blow over, then you’d be 
with someone good—pretty I’m sure, happy, pious—who loves you and settle down. Not the worst fate at all. I genuinely don’t want 
to see you lose all that sexy power/clout though I would like to see you at least stop taking from me (and I’ll let you define ‘take 
from’) whether we’re talking now or in the future. I’m primed to expect the worst.  It’s not good for you, certainly not for me, and the 
only thing I can do to prevent it is stop giving it up. That’s what I can control. That’s what my conscience is telling me to do: put my 
foot down, and stop being a skank, or gross whore. It’s been a journey to even come up with the idea of noble ho.  

I’m not trying to get on you, Guy, and that’s not even a possibility so don’t worry about me chasing—maybe you were right to push me off (yes, you 
were). I think I have successfully moved from chaser to giver to neither thing. I’m about to be more conscious of my every move. And to stop writing, for 
free. We’ll see if I can not f it up.  

I worry about you because you’re cut off from the ground-reality, I have that perspective to throw out like a liferaft 

People don’t want to just, be happy for you (or anyone), down here — though they do generally give credit where credit is deserved. but they aren’t 
gonna bow down especially if politics get realer and the people get madder about everything. people, are, judgmental… 

I have to lose weight before I appear in any projects for ‘the people’ cause that’s just like one of the first things that anyone notices, especially for a 
female wannabe star… 

Truth is i want you to be a gorgeous man, not for you but cause otherwise I won’t go near you. I am being so strategic and painstakingly patient that if 
you’re unappealing I might even end up out of your league someday (above it) — same way Justin’s wayyy out of my league now.  

I’m not dating someone whose past his prime and not even that hot, when I worked my whole life to get out of that role (past her prime / not hot). That’s 
the most-likely fate for any poor girl in America unless she gets out of it. Play the long game Guy, and you’ll secure your power for like eternity. 
Alternately if you fall a few notches by the time I’m able to meet, you won’t get my sympathy vote, because you never gave me mine.     

Don’t fuck it all up acting dumb, be the best there ever was.  

I don’t love you either or even ‘know about you’ yet (in the more figurative spin-of-phrase, I do know you exist—you might literally not ‘know about 
me’… I wouldn’t be able to prove it). Go back to your other girl or your last major ex or all the other hidden suicidal ones no one’s ever gonna know 
about. I wouldn’t mind sidekicking with someone new for the next year or three [not Lacie, God bless her always] but whomever I fuck male or female 
or both won’t just be to make you mad, obviously not, I’ll do it because duh I’m a girl-gone-be-woman with agency trying to be less lonely and insecure 
and do better for herself. And I’ll show you what matters, in the long game. Not all just sex. Don’t make me find a way to end up with Justin if I’m ever 
pretty enough. 

GUY: 

bieber?  

LOLA: 

(sarcastic) timberlake. I’m just kidding around anyway. I have to stop writing 

GUY: 

Lola I’ll never admit I’m taking your advice. And I’ll never take it. but if you were me what would you do 

LOLA: 

First of all let me say… 
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GUY: 

?? 

LOLA: 

I don’t like how you’ve been treated. And I believe in God, real God, enough to anticipate retribution for you in a really big way. Someday. A better way, 
than what I can really foresee. This means let God deal with your ‘enemies’ or the ones who have caused you pain, even if they aren’t total enemies. I 
know who some of yours are, probably better than you, cause I’ve been watching over you now… more than a couple years, okay I admit… I would 
never like to be an enemy so if I’ve caused you intentional pain I hope my retribution can be a direct delivery from me to you with like a warm direct 
apology. Maybe you’ve caused me some pain yes but if you become a true enemy (I trust nobody recall, and you must have trust issues too)… I’ll 
apply the same philosophy: let God deal. I only ask the following, for the second or third time. 

GUY: 

Go on 

LOLA: 

I need you to be patient with yourself and not expect miracles because though miracles do happen, you know. They happen within the bounds of what 
biology and medicine and technology and public opinion allows. And I need you to trust that God speaks in ways that are sometimes laced with irony 
only the wisest can see. 

GUY: 

Can you give an example? 

LOLA: 

I think the Evelyn situation was loaded with irony because I called her my number one for a while when that was just me trying to escape, or force it, or 
be mean. Mean to who idk. Myself possibly. Her, now. I just think she turned me against some ppl, internally, but that could be cause she saw a distant 
situation hurting me and didn’t know the whole story. I think she just wanted me to get better but it came from a myopic place of knowing me within 
treatment. The way it happened was me trusting someone who insists ‘I’m good’ over, just like, animal instinct. Basically I wouldn’t mate with her if I 
were a boy and I feel like that says it. She probably wouldn’t mate with me. 

GUY: 

Hm. I’ve fucked my share of hangers-on but mating is a different instinct. Also: no one knows the whole story.  

LOLA: 

Maybe the twisted irony of me chewing gum to keep my weight down was that I got a fat face, oops. Maybe the irony of bringing that up again is that, 
fewer people would notice if I didn’t bring it up. Maybe the irony of me writing this dialog, when I said I’d stop writing, is—actually idk. Maybe the irony, 
is that Lacie is gonna be my number one, and she’s the only one who knows about the old you and how you could be a heartless douche. 

GUY: 

What do you think of my face. 

LOLA: 

I probably wouldn’t have been drawn to you, like I was depressed at home at ~age 20, if you didn’t have your exact face shape. I do rather like looking 
at your face, Guy, I am not schmoozing. Though I might be subtly schmoozing (because it’s not true but illustrates a point) when I confess I don’t want 
to mess up my own face, under the knife, trying to look more like current yours (that is: your kind of woman when I don’t know your kind of woman, wtf 
is she. I’ll have to face it soon enough). I’d rather be me, but maybe I need guidance on being me cause I don’t know what’s under these walls, or 
under these clothes, cause I keep them on all the time until I lose more.. whatever.  

Now —anticipating the near-end of my blog for a while [my mom is yelling, distracted]— I am saying everything. 
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Maybe I deserved your post on social media that really hurt me. Maybe I got the message between the lines and the test was my reaction, and maybe 
I’m still trying to react more gracefully than I would have a year ago. Maybe the irony is that it wasn’t a big deal or meant for me. Maybe it worked out 
and was meant to happen that way even though at that moment, a lot of things—me and god and stuff—felt like a load of bull whip. Like nothing  

but I still believe. That mighta been a turning point in my faith actually, in the sense that, I don’t think I trust churchgoers the most. I just trust my 
instincts—being me. The closer I am internally to the real me, as in who I’ve become from all my experiences PLUS who I am someday aiming to be, 
the better a person I am able to be to everyone. That’s it 

More irony, how the people you call your realest friends publicly—or tell you they’re your realest—are often the fakest, privately. From what I can see 

GUY: 

Are you speaking generally or about me 

LOLA: 

I feel like I’ve made you my number one publicly. Privately, draw your own conclusions. I’m speaking about irony, and how the truth is in the humor. 
What are the ironies behind Lola Morgan that I myself will never see. Some of yours, I’ve called you out on I think. You know it’s God when it’s funny in 
a ‘too good to even laugh’ kind of way. Like just nodding your head slowly, smirking. 

My advice—take it or leave it—is not to rely too heavily on Joyce Meyer’s view of the world when plotting your next moves. Literally look at your role 
model(s) and consider what you’re trying to do. A makeover, essentially. I’ve thought about her specifically when deciding how/when to get plastic 
surgery on my face and “trusting God” to tell me how to do it. The more careful you are, and patient, the more careful followers like me will be. Even if 
you don’t know who I am, the truth is, I probably look up to you, think What Would He Do.  

If I were you, Guy, I’d red rubber duck your way-of-life for the next decade (maybe less god please), I think you’ve earned the right to have fun if you 
get me—and wait till you’re surrounded by smart unjudgmental (but judgmental enough to get you great) adult mature proven-to-be-loyal friends who 
can protect and advise you, no matter what goes down, as you move into your holy dark red-velvet reign as king. I think you can shockingly handsome. 
And I won’t let me die totally on purpose until I witness it happen the best it can, knowing that this could be a reality (though I would be tempted to die 
sooner if I saw it crash&burn and go terribly; don’t encourage me or the rest of the world to feel accidentally sadistic toward you, I’ve seen human 
darkness and you have too). If it all goes well, who knows—I may not want to die at all. That would be another shock. Hang in there, have wicked 
laughs, but don’t forget patience is a good Oleworld virtue of God along with wisdom, grace, elegance, and strength. Not taking beyond what’s real. 
Don’t get unmired, from what’s real within the reach of science and nature. 

Religion here in USA nowadays is bred from an entertainment culture and capitalism, it doesn’t make it wrong (no no), but it does make it less 
developed. By contrast think about religion in Europe (what would the actual Pope tell you), versus televangelism which makes most $$ by telling 
viewers what they want to hear. At least to some extent. I’m not even saying religious pastors are conscious that they’re caught up in capitalism but it’s 
true that the most idealistic tend to go further — and it’s going to hit a wall for viewers who choose to notice, when it hits a wall, instead of ignoring 
those instances and pretending it’s all working perfectly. People expect happiness for being pious when that’s not how it’s gone in my own experience, 
but I’m a questioner not a follower.  

I’m almost done, well.  

Remember what I said about walking on a tightrope versus building stong sturdy bridges to better things. 

GUY: 

(not saying anything)(looks pissed) 

LOLA: 

Go for the vast industrial bridge connecting harbors, en route to what you’re after. And it’ll be beautiful. Far better than anyone who’s ever done this in 
America (think of history so far), to the extent that it’ll re-establish America as the place where something like this is possible unlike anywhere else. 
Unlike in Great Britain, now, or the Old World beyond that. Though after all goes down, I don’t promise I’ll ever be yours so you might wanna factor this 
into how you decide to go forward alone in approaching years. Do not, expect Lola, in your plans (I know you won’t). I have written you into my books 
in the present but you’re not slated into any real-life decisions I make. 

But for now at least, given who I am, power … yes I’ve acted as yours, a slave almost (i’ll admit, I didn’t even realize it till recently) and as yours loyally 
(until now, this is my resignation chapter), I care enough to tell you what I’ve advised you in this dialog—and you know that I’m genuinely serious and 
that I worry about how crazy you are but I understand. I do think that real-life can be nicer and a less nerve-wrackingly bare place than dreams 
because humanity has an impulse for good that doesn’t exist in dreams which are unmired in reality: that’s like what God and real truth is. It all comes 
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with a choice to imbue reality with a sympathetic & understanding approach learned from life experience. From growing up and forming bonds to other 
people. You believe in good, for them. Not yourself. That’s reality versus just one’s own solo consciousness… now I’m thinking about my own unreality, 
and how it’s different from what’s really possible. And I’m realizing I gotta stop writing this, for everyone’s good not just my own.  

I believe in you so much but not quite enough to say ‘whatever makes you happy,’ that’s flattery. I think what’ll make you happiest will be careful 
choices and doing what’s smartest hands-down. And I do promise, you can be better than you ever expected from yourself—if you do what an actual 
royal person would do: practice your Godliest principles/virtues, and profound self-discipline, to serve the people not yourself. It’s a question of how to 
play the game—always the long game, if you’re a royal trying to build a legacy through generations not just here-and-now. How do you want to have 
kids and who with. A natural birth caused from natural sex, what do your mating instincts say within.  

Remember what I said to Catherine about how rushing in music is bad. Think of your whole life as a symphony and you wanna get it a masterpiece. 
Who is your symphony star. Who can you trust to be your best kid caretaker, and is it the same star. Anyway Guy. You are meant to be the real you, not 
anything less. I’d like to be alive to see that but I can’t define your whole life and even if I could, you wouldn’t want me to because you like choosing 
everything yourself and I like that about you. I think you might be able to have it all, including your pride for proving that to me even though I’ve tried 
foolishly to have my way. You can have what you want more than my mind is capable of figuring out obviously. If you’re smart. Though you might 
actually decide to let me Lola go as I am total non-mating material for someone as picky as yourself. 

Though duh I’m leaving first as soon as I finish adding to this dialog. 

GUY: 

I’ll get what I want. Can you describe the real me, you’re a writer. 

LOLA: 

No not for free as I am respectfully leaving my role as 2018 skank-slave to my characters. (Though I will point out that I was the first to name you Guy.) 
I cannot do this out of love. It feels like a loss but I have as-of-now taught myself to stop writing for or out of love! Love or whatever the fug. It makes 
me feel dirty, this writing and performing, go figure why. You know how shameless it is to put this pdf-blog/book out there? Just like my college movie, 
and other projects. 

Speaking of shamelessness. I’m not about to be a shameless capitalist but I’m not gonna be a victim of it, not a free-love effin hippie liberal art dork. 
That won’t be future-me though it might come close to describing me the past few years. I don’t even know if I can call myself a democrat anymore—
though I am a pacifist, that won’t change. I make statements with intention. If people are breaking eggs and releasing the yoke instead of throwing 
them at me, I’ve done something right. If people are laying down their weapons. I don’t believe war makes much sense, like actual sense (not just for 
my Miss Minnesota State Fair pageant answer). Nor does violent protest and that seems like a favorite approach of the far-right. If you can call them 
protests. I think they’re just performances in disgusting taste. 

Some might say the same of my performances thus far—“in disgusting taste”—but I hope not. I think that’s awfully, cruel.  

Ultimately I want to feel royal and responsible, not a victim of you and Justin and Kanye and Selena and Taylor “just having fun.” That’s what your track 
record has demonstrated to me so far—you’re capitalists, even if you believe in women’s rights, or black rights. In some instances, not all instances, 
that’s probably been just for show! (Are all politics just-for-show? They shouldn’t be, they’re connected to real-world things.) Please do not come near 
unless you intend to try for first-tier friends, and that’s serious not fun. I’m not dumb, not from the drugs and not from religion. I never was dumb. I’ve 
explored all this solely to learn about USA, and then to be the best [female] director of my generation, probs w/o Coen Sis or Bro cause no one cares 
enough and that would be too generous. Still if my spook visions are ever at all real you can be beautiful Guy, you will be gorgeous. Just trust that god 
(and me Lola as ambassador for forgotten real men) wants what’s best for you and sometimes that involves listening to other voices (prophets or w/e) 
with a fair track record of real gritty truth-giving. Lots of fake news and pretty little made-up lies to maneuver around. Maybe I was born to just, be a 
sacrifice. It’s occurred to me. I’ve already sacrificed a lot of  myself on the invisible blog altar to reach you not directly. I’ll sacrifice more blood, if you 
prove to be a good ruler not a fool. Not even a little. I’m the fool, here, not you. Let me be your fool as I’ve already done. You don’t ever have to be. 
America needs you to be, one of the obvious strongest on top. To show what’s been going on. 

GUY: 

I already said this but I’ll get (and do/take/decide) what I want 👑  

LOLA: 

Don’t say “I hate you” too fast though I know you do. Or “I love you.” Don’t do that.  

https://emojipedia.org/crown/
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GUY: 

I just know I’ll never give you, or really be, what you expect from me. It seems like you keep weaving outcomes that are extremely off-base, and too 
easy for you when you have nothing to sell yourself, and I don’t think it’s fair to get mad at me for that Lola. If you haven’t noticed I’ve been trying a 
while to let you go for better girls with a rep, to get you off my case. I could be crueler, it’s taken restraint— and I don’t even feel like I’ve done you 
wrong and never will. Are you gonna take that? You can’t be a part of my life or fate. Sorry you tried to sneak in under the invisibility cloak. I’m just 
being myself, Lo, and this is what I’d do in reality not imaginaryland. A love dream isn’t really ever as pretty as it sounds. 

LOLA: 

I don’t know if I can take that. I can’t seem to put up with it no. I’m kind of a wreck cause of this, it’s been true ever since a year ago and I don’t need to 
prove my case: I’m not quite a thriving adult-woman, look at my time since college. I’ve really lost my way. Also not your fault directly, not really at all 
actually. I can’t begin to explain it to friends or therapists, what my imagination does with you & related players. I’ll even be anxious and probably 
envious listening to your stupid fucking music a/o other people. That doesn’t make sense does it, not at all — look at the facts. The mind does crazy 
things, esp to this guy *(talking about myself [i’m still gender-neutral till my next lip wax. funny, not actually, I hate this but will be patient for a finer 
feminine day ])* 

I’m embarrassed that I actually think you ‘liked’ me and used it to write these scenes. I have a tendency to underplay how smart but not-nice you’ll 
always probably think of me & be to me—but you’re forgiven as a big-deal person, for you there’s a different set of game-playing rules. Survival of the 
fittest versus survival of the maimed. I’m learning about that still, how not to get so raped. It’s okay. Actually.  

I am upset with your entitlement to being cared for when I don’t know if it’s something all people are entitled to, some have to earn being cared about 
beyond someone else’s self-interest. It’s something I gotta earn starting now [for Lola not Morgan] and from the ground-up I intend to fight till I’m 
actually deadbeat. Till that big Black Satin dance scene which has to be good for me, and beautiful, then (if that happens) I can be offed anytime with 
consent okay…. I think a lot of guys not-just-you—when I ever spat in your face for you doing the same subconsciously, all those years I spent jogging 
around lakes, and men would do that, spit—will have thought about offing me, Lola Morgan, and it would be my last big gift to men. I really do love all 
my men out there, not boys though, men. Like how you love & serve everybody equally. I might have learned it from you. You get what you deserve 
(i.e. you’ve earned the love people demonstrate on a vast scale —I have yet to). I was soo far locked up inside dreams this year, I didn’t even realize 
how incredibly boundariless my blog got. Out of necessity, I will stop. It really went too far (sorry everyone). I’m like very, out-of-touch in the head…Oh 
well it’s done & done. Though it probably saved me, this year [2018], imagining that #0 3 2 1 stuff could be a real thingie. Thanks for what you did give 
me, and, good luck lil king. I won’t be your fool or advisor this year but, be smart.  

GUY: 

You have said and done too much Lola and I’m excited for us to try silence, and for you to stop blogging compulsively, for me. But I have one more 
question. 

LOLA: 

How’s this for saying too much. I only want to meet Corinne with a C again if she might be willing to be in a private relationship, basically enough to pull 
off that highly intimate movie I wrote, I’d rather she be the one who decides or I’m not interested anyway. I’m still changing the official character’s name 
to Korinne with a K, cause I think it’ll change her tone of dialog, a touch, for the film. But C-girl cowbud knows her origins with Lola Moo. & finally [these 
tips are more for me Lola than for anyone — so I don’t do something else or jump the gun] I won’t run to get facial plastic surgery until I’m in a legit 
enough position that the real Taylor Swift could advise me. I can get there even as ugly as I am now. I can. I’d be willing to do it sooner though, I don’t 
know if Taylor would even know what the fuck she’s doing with someone like me (smh). 

GUY: 

Would you really be Cruella to your dog if you were extremely beautiful [like you said on p247] — like enough that you were above my league.  

No matter how I looked, would you be cruel 

LOLA: 

No   

I’m sorry if I ever talk down to you. It is a self-defense thing. Reasonable. 

GUY: 

Do you respect the creature entity of me. 
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LOLA: 

I respect how you have handled all the black bloodmatter deep pain and neverending betrayals - and how you always put the greater good first. Well 
maybe not always, once in a while you take a little more. This is what I have felt but it makes sense in your character index and I do not blame you for 
having cake and eating too because you can always order another cake and it’ll blow over and no one will notice. But don’t just let me eat cake, Guy, I 
want salad remember. I’m forcefed other people’s cake and don’t even get fun cake pictures out of the deal, just the crying in the bathroom after. All 
that aside I don’t know how to enjoy life and I feel like seeing you happy is confusing when I know the whole story against my will. I don’t trust you yet 
but that makes sense in my character index, duh. I think you try to give back, really hard, but I feel like the reason you do is at least partly because 
you’re hoping for God to end your suffering— you know, if you give enough. If you show up enough. Believe me I don’t understand it either. I don’t think 
we can depend on God for much validation when all goes wrong and doesn’t quite get better, besides the push to ‘go on anyway.’ And the rewarding 
epiphanies that we can’t see come true except for by faith and not blind faith but faith in ourselves. Even if you and I aren’t equals by measure in real-
life—and that shit matters, unfortunately—I don’t think I’d have an easy time finding an equal in the creature entity who handles pain like you do. I 
acknowledge that you are out of my league and that’s another reason I get preachy and overdo it as though this here dialog is the last time we might 
ever ‘speak’ and it very well may be. I acknowledge the importance of your life more than I’m able respect the value of mine currently, and that’s just 
because—as an investigative writer and intuitive observer—I like having proof of things. It also might be due to trauma and how the world conditions us 
to think of ourselves, not because we’re insecure but because sometimes it makes the pain and poor treatment more bearable; to understand it, as 
though it makes sense. Maybe that’s how I’ve found ways to rationalize suicide when it’s probably not rational at all. I’ve gotten better enough to at 
least make an effort to behave like less of a lowly skankho by the end of this book. But that’s how the proof adds up: it would be smarter for me to take 
a bullet for you, for the greater good, than for me not to.   

Tonight from where I’m living how I’m feelin I close my eyes and see myself being dragged on the back of a chariot, at my life’s end. I don’t want that 
but I don’t think that happening (if it does) will necessarily demonstrate I was a bad person. I don’t know what it would demonstrate. Maybe I can 
become the hero willing to drag a corpse to rally troops. Or something preferable to both scenarios ick not good. We’ll see Guy. I will beee myselfff. I 
am a pacifist recall. Whether you’re a cop or masked vigilante, Boss, someone’s gotta put their hands up. 

GUY: 

That could mean many things and though most cops are heroes I will take my pick Lola.  

LOLA: 

Yes 

GUY: 

Would you be willing to get one tattoo in your life.  

LOLA: 

Not unless you’d be willing to get one removed. 

GUY:  

No 

LOLA: 

That’s fine let it burn. Do you think I’m right with all my theories about how beauty is a function of power/money. 

GUY: 

You’ll have to see but I think you underestimate the importance, of mental health alone. And unfortunately trauma and pain lingers around people with 
less power, and less money, but also people no-matter-where with more impropriety in their pasts to haunt them—internally. The only way around that, 
is to redefine the darkness for oneself, and make it amount to something superior—externally.   

Basically morality can be very subjective but that doesn’t mean it’s not real. And it takes a whole life to define a person. Not like one good or bad 
phase. The whole symphony.  

LOLA: 

Do you have any first-tier friends currently. 
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GUY: 

I have a couple who know me well now. 

LOLA: 

I think I only have second-tier friends. In real-life. Being that I’m single, and that I cut off my friend from treatment which was unfair to her, but fair to me 
alone and my needs now. I talked to my friend Théa today and she’ll be there close at my premieres and wedding, she has been there since 2010 and 
does not settle for less than living well. Alexandra and I are close. Jillian and I aren’t talking but what would we say. She’s probably a first-tier. Still I 
don’t have someone who I would literally call in a bad place for on-call palliative. I’d just come to my genuinely secret blog and talk to myself. My 
characters, are different…  

GUY: 

🌉  I can see why your mom is angry and concerned that you’ve “lost touch,” because you spend all your time on your computer and not out-in-the-
world interacting. She said she fears you will never be the same from depression and that lying to yourself will make it way worse. Now take your 
hands off (the keyboard / my precious name [tba]).  

LOLA: 

I think it seems like I make my mom into the villain but usually I’m honest here so I don’t blow up at her. That said whoever I end up with [very 
undecided] has to be patient with my family or it’s bad. I don’t like to foster hate on my blog even and I intend to stop that. 

GUY: 

What happens if you do blow up 

LOLA: 

It happens. Occasionally. An argument ensues and one or the other ends up in their room either crying or still yelling from their room. You can guess 
my pattern. Do you ever blow up at your mom 

GUY: 

[ad lib] 

LOLA: 

My guess is you just ice her out, that would be my tactic if I weren’t living with my mom at 24 with zero leverage. Okay well despite a rough year of me 
being a brat and sort of mishandling disappointment, tbh, I already like her [your mom - these are just characters] because she sort of inadvertently 
revealed her sense of humor every time she let it all out online. And I like that she’s protective of you because I want you to be okay. She’s no Dina 
Lohan though I don’t doubt she’s pushed you. Note no BS: I’d like all the moms [even mine to the extent she’ll comply] to have red carpet swag too! 
New royalty calls for new velvet measures. I never really played the daughter, I was the tomboy son. So it’s something I actually intend to do a good job 
on. The adult prom stuff. Weight loss if you want. My mom is going to pull some ridiculous shit and then only point out what I’m doing wrong but, it 
happens to Dessimone too. Maybe it’ll be alright. That’s one reason I don’t want to be known. But who should be protective of who here. Anyway it’s 
stuff I like dreaming about becaue I want my films and people to be taken seriously on a world stage, as America is NOT currently respected the way it 
should be… Cannes shouldn’t be like the only occasion for chic casual off the red carpet. I know I’m generalizing and not all of Hollywood is the 
Kardashians in slippers at the store but I think California should feel like more Cannes with my girls in town someday. I like my country, more than 
Canada sorry (would you be this rich in Canada?) though Canada is almost like Minnesota so another thing I can pretend I’m powerful enough to do is 
Make America Nice Again [#mana] though thru a revisionist lens I’m not sure we were ever THAT nice to begin with so American could stand to just, 
start fresh. I’ve always thought Justin Bieber’s mom seemed cool, and I do like Alec Baldwin if not all of the others. Seems like some celeb moms - 
from my distant observation - can be sort of absent or present on fairweather days. If anything holds me apart from a family it’ll be my unreligious 
background but I feel like this has made me approach faith from an angle that actually fills the gaps of ‘what doesn’t make sense’ [e.g. about plain 
parochialism]. I started bare and found God through my creative work. You never talk about your father or I just haven’t been paying attention that long 
but I feel like you must have some Old World influence as in European. Wherever it comes from, way back. That’s where your fashionista chic side 
sources from. The European origins. You’re welcome for this comprehensive analysis. 

GUY: 

You really laid out a lot in that paragraph, but premature rest assured. You’re not that important Lola Morgan! 

https://emojipedia.org/apple/ios-10.0/bridge-at-night/
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LOLA: 

Thanks I know this. But I do want to leave a beautiful not ugly and phatass mark on this earth before I go, cause I fought so hard to even stay and find 
a place setting at any table for more than 1 person. And if the man I love can’t keep up, then I’ll stay single with no mate and eat alone not enjoying 
myself like I did tonight. Is your mom ever gonna read this  and is that a problem. I don’t know how secret my blog is.  and I stopped worrying about it 
around when I didn’t get rescued last Thanksgiving and then all your top-tier ‘friends’ shared pics of how much fun yall were having in Cabo. Reminder 
that if I ever end up hot enough and worth it, I’m not gonna make this easy for you.  

 *I’m just gonna dance all night* 

   *I just came, to say goodbye* 

GUY: 

You’d probably be rella embarrassed by how rarely I think about you let alone check in so don’t worry. What’s your ethnic background Lols. 

LOLA: 

Sometimes I feel like I’m more in touch with other people’s moms or dads, a few specific ones, than I ever wanna be with my own but I guess that’s 
what distance does to a writer’s imagination. You assume, it’d be what you’d rather or whatever. Though I think if I can bring any daughter or son closer 
to their mother, then I’ve done a good thing with my writing. Every dysfunctional family has its things. I’m not sure I’ve met a functional one but, another 
one of my life goals along with being the best female director basically of all time to date is to build a more functional family. Wilcock is an English 
name, like Great Britain. That’s dad’s side. Otherwise I’ve got Central & farther Eastern European Jewish origins. That sums it up well enough. 

GUY: 

Would you be cruella to me. You never fully answered that question. Also will you care if I look fat when I make my public premiere 

LOLA: 

You’re cute and probably would never ask that, I feel like this is me interpolating my own issues into my character. Though FYI I (of all people) do NOT 

mind one lullaby baby bit if you look ‘fat’  🖤   and why don’t you wear your hair nappy for once 

And how bout me when I finally make MY public premiere, huh? (this is a joke) At the rate I’m getting over my self-consciousness I’ll probably be 201 

years old for my comeback. But I’m aiming for my late twenties… as soon as possible but not rushing. I don’t know myself though, I’m actually scared 

I’ll do myself wrong alone. If I stop writing I’ll have to figure something else out but I don’t want to mess myself up, becoming someone else because 

I’m out-of-touch. It’s not that I want to stop writing it’s just that it don’t feel entirely right anymore. I’m not writing scenes; I’m writing rambles. I don’t feel 

like writing I think it’s time to try expressing myself a different way. Or I’ll keep editing my texts between job applications to keep from losing my mind.  

I decided to stop applying for jobs in film or media because, they aren’t biting back. I’ll start somewhere much smaller unrelated. I have been virulently 

accused of not-trying-hard-enough by the family, because I’ve reached the 2 month mark in NY, and now I’m just a tad more stressed out — maybe 

that’s a good thing? motivation. It’s not like jobs are impossible to get — it’s just that the world is indifferent to the ‘real me’ and I’m fighting harder for 

her and my hard-won recovery than for 200 dollars a week tops at a writing internship. Coffee shop jobs, turns out, are hard to get at age 24. I applied 

& there are many more experienced baristas. I wish I were more social. 

You have no idea Guy how hard it is to be this far cut off from the ‘real me.’ Well maybe you do, yes most likely, you can begin to understand. Ya bunny. 

I no longer envy you, though I think some things we want in the other’s world are swapped. Maybe you wouldn’t mind being a little ungroomed now and 

then, I could be wrong as I don’t see how anyone would want this. You might not mind some silence from others in busy places. Not that I don’t want 

attention but I don’t like the demeanment. There are some safe zones on earth but far more dangerous-feeling places. It’s not that I haven’t been 

myself, all these years—I always have been myself under those circumstances, but it’s true that I haven’t been able to achieve balance, or happiness, 

or peace beyond the hours after I do something brave [for the characters I choose]—and finding balance for oneself, securely fastened, must have 

something to do with tapping in deep-down to the real you and manifesting that person. Which must have to do with who you let around, to the extent 

https://emojipedia.org/black-heart/
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you can control it. Am I wrong or right, to rank people. You must be like the only person I can pretend to talk to, now, who gets this strain of headachey 

pain. It’s like a black h0le needing to be filled. Trying to be skinny is like a ridiculous notion when the pain is this heavy. Do you want me to be skinny. 

Maybe it’s not my role. I worship Amy Winehouse songs, but, who knows. 

Corinne might get us too because like me she plays roles and hates herself (could be wrong), but she and I don’t even know eachother and I’m not 

gonna keep ‘being the bigger person’ when no one notices anyway. We’ll see about that, I’ll be patient with my work. What if I am a little retarded and 

can’t take the best care of myself. I have no way of knowing besides observing my life from a few steps back. Living detached from your self makes 

you really vulnerable to getting totally overtaken by people who aren’t that good for you deep-down, so we’re all cautious. But, *talking to n01* please 

help. 

GUY: 

Trust god. At this time it’s literally all we can we do. Maybe we’ve gotten better at knowing how to be close to god in ourselves, even though that in itself 

can be a confusing challenge *not same as religion* 

LOLA: 

I trust God but I do NOT trust you. I have trouble knowing how long to wait for improvement in life when it doesn’t seem likely. I have trouble knowing 

whether to make moves even undignified ones. Just to get the ball rolling. I have trouble trusting that God wants me to look and feel how I do, in my 

skin. I feel as though I must have sinned to feel this way, have I? I hope by the end of my life God has sort of answered that for me alone, but I could 

always choose to give up today and say, He answered my question. 

GUY: 

Maybe you couldn’t choose today. You never know till it happens. 

LOLA: 

Last few things I should say Guy include an admission that I make your voice as stern as possible because I don’t want to make you nicer than your 

hard side. And even with that precaution, I think I say stuff that’s unbecoming on the page. Words that would make you wince. I am grateful for the 

hidden privileges attached to having a hidden platform, certainly, and I’m sorry if I myself (or anyone I guess) has taken for granted my god-given voice 

albeit near-silent in 7 pt font for how I’m feeling now…  

The answer is I don’t think I’d have an easy time being cruella to you, Pongo, even if I “weren’t attracted” cause you looked bad & I’m not sure that’s 

been the case for everyone I’ve ever crushed on—certainly not for those who have crushed on me. Either I’m getting older and more mature, or this is 

different on the plane of attraction. It’s like, the more vulnerable less perfect you look, the more I wanna get down with you. It strikes me as brave. I 

don’t like pretty boys unless it’s an inherited trait, because they have shown me they’re unsafe. Of you I hands-down want to feel proud but I also think 

there’s something brave about… being, flawed but still basically just as appealing with the flaws bared, and maybe that’s why I feel safer around you 

hypothetically than around [X]. Just in this purgatorial phase before my official ‘redefine’ of American manhood slash womanhood takes place beyond 

Lola Morgan’s head. I want to be the safegirl to my starbro. You never have to gain or lose weight for me Man [though I have to lose weight. that’s 

established] and I probably [no, definitely] would wanna be there no matter how I look(ed) or you look(ed). Oh and this whole last section since p247 

was probably me trying to get to you so I could put my name on it and be [publicly&proudly] [not secretly&shamefully] there with you every second but 

that’s not realistic nor would you stand for it. And I’ll always be harder than I even realize, to get to, even if people wnated to. For some reasons that are 

unfair to people—like that I push them away from trauma. And for other reasons that are more obvious—that I am a no one and, for 3 years now, 

basically a social pariah. 

I’m sorry I’ve been such a confusing case. I think in 2018 I’ve learned to better handle my pain—and keep my damn clothes on until I feel like it would 

actually be a generous act and I don’t wake up, from that nightmare, feeling dirty gross. I am not in like slick starwhore health but I do believe I’ve done 
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what I can, especially as a passionate unknown artist. Fuck you, not for ignoring me that’s totally cool I would defo ignore me too, but for ever making 

my life harder than it has to be. No, not fuck you, sorry, I’m practicing love and patience. Thank u, next. You’re doing alright and seem happy enough, 

not faking, for me to want to keep a safe distance until I feel like we’re on an even plane of happiness and I’m not saying we won’t ever have a chance 

to hang out if that becomes an option in this life but I might be a real hardcore hustler for soft unselfish touch and someone to keep me healthy not 

unhealthy and I won’t ever quite be googlieyed and I’m gonna try not to google you hardly in 2019, please God. I feel like I’m pushing away someone 

on my side but then again. Reviewing all the dreams, and facts. It’s strategic. I don’t know what I’m gonna do when I stop writing and I might not stop, 

but, I might find ways to. Even if you died, or made a controversial statement tomorrow, you’da done great and the world would love you. Worship you. 

You have a number one, I’m happy for you and all the girls—and I’m also eager to see what other girls you showcase, Fabio, just make sure she looks 

a little more like me if I were prettier. God bless. I don’t feel bad for you Guy, because you’ve never shown sympathy, more disdain. I can’t think of one 

instance when you extended sympathy that wasn’t more self-serving than sympathetic-feeling. Like, I feel for you mom, because I can’t imagine having 

you as a son some days, the way you take the most self-sacrificing people’s love for granted. I say ‘you’re not a bad person’ but some days I don’t 

really know. Some of what I’ve observed are like chronic patterns that will take years to change [I have my own separate battles] and don’t worry you’ll 

have those years while I work on me, for me, to better serve my role. At least the other folks who have expressed disdain have the sympathy thing on 

you, they’ve tried, even if they couldn’t save this lost skank—as noted that’s up to me. I think I’ve shown you a little sympathy by now I Hope. But the 

only way I can begin to help you is by being one of the people you can’t take for granted, cause she’s gone now. 

I can’t guarantee that I’ll ever make it out of my present spinoff of hell but I will continue to find ways to put up a fight so I can be a role model not a 

tragic tale.  

I do not intend to stay ugly forever, and I feel closer to god after this year of trying to find passable peace-making answers to some of the harder 

questions about Christianity and why it didn’t make everything better for me. If there is no god, lower-case or upper-case, and I’m crazy then I still feel 

closer to the God in my brain. In real-life, I want to inhabit some one like my first-day-of-rehab art therapy doodle on this PDF’s cover. 

But in the future—even if I ever thought I loved someone, to distract me from what’s true (well: truer)—I’d ultimately be willing to step over them like an 

inanimate corpse to get back to he-knows-who. For that Guy? That Girl? I might have people wanting to kill me too. And I hope he’d kill them back, 

otherwise I don’t know if he’s the guy for me. He shouldn’t wait if that makes sense. He should do what’s actually gonna save his life — not let his 

whole life go like smoke. He wouldn’t wait even if he read this, my advice in this last chapter…. If some love is as elemental as I feel some nights in my 

cells then I needa kiss the best man for me personally whoever he ends up with soft neck scruff like I need tears and air, & I’ll kiss him when he gets 

there. And when I’ve gotten there with my hard work and [by then, l hope] my paid dues. I believe it’ll work when it’s practical for each of us elementally. 

Otherwise—like my sanity and health [which=power] when I rush any project including friendship. including recovery. including effective weight loss. 

including lasting love (+long-proven trust and mutual respect). including an album or film [or at least one worthwhile 1-on+1 dialog & all the scrapped 

ones leading up to it]—it wouldn’t even be worth all the efforts put in because it would be doomed to collapse from trying to fit in too much or too little, 

too chaotically fast, in the only 1 place in time that it ever really felt grounded, almost too peacefully, at long holy last.   

Bye guys 🙌  
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Because you are all clearly JEALOUS 
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